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To my wife Claire 
and 

Edmond Appia 

To be what we are, and to become what we are capable of becoming, is the 

only end of life. 
-ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON 

When you come in contact with a man ... fix your attention upon his suf

fering, needs, anxieties, pains. Then you will always feel kinship with him. 

-ARTHUR 5CHOPENHAUER 
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PREFACE 

MY deep interest in Adolphe Appia and his prophetic ideas reaches back to my 
student days in Munich. In late fall, 1918, I, a neophyte actor, was privileged to 
observe the rehearsals of Dietrich Christian Grabbe's Hannibal in the Bavarian 

National Theater. Albert Steinrueck, who played Hannibal, directed the produc
tion; Emil Pirchan, then an almost unknown young artist, designed the settings. 
When these were mounted for the first time, an older colleague sitting next to me 

in the house analyzed the spatial picture and concluded that it looked as if it were 
devised by Appia. I had never heard his name before, but my tutor told me where 
I could discover more about this unique artist. Soon I had read Die Musik und die 
Inscenierung and La Mise en scene du drame wagm?rien; they were a revelation, 
and I must add that I was even more absorbed in Appia's strange theories and 
dreams about staging in general than in his magnificent sketches, notwithstanding 
the spell they had on me and still have. I have never ceased to be fascinated with 
Appia's artistic concept; reading one of his essays or visiting an exhibition of his 
most impressive designs has always been a thrilling experience. When I became a 
stage director I noticed that unconsciously I tried to apply his principles in both 
play and opera productions. 

It was not until the middle fifties that I was given the chance to do something 
worthwhile for this Swiss genius. As chairman of the Rare Books Project, American 
Educational Theatre Association, I had the task to set up a list of books that were 

to be translated and published. Appia's writings were indeed included in my selec

tion which was enthusiastically approved by my colleagues. I had a fair knowledge 

of his writings, but I did not know their scope until Donald Oenslager, the dis

tinguished designer, showed me his treasure of unknown Appia essays. Through 

him I got in touch with Edmond Appia, a distant cousin of Adolphe and the director 

of the Fondation Adolphe Appia in Geneva. Monsieur Appia, an internationally 
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known musician and conductor, was agreeable to my project and authorized me to 
publish all of Appia's writings in English and French. 

The present book is an outgrowth of my contact with Edmond Appia. During 

a visit to his home in 1959, he showed me not only many of Adolphe's manuscripts 
and sketches but also interesting mementoes, such as letters written to Appia by 

Edward Gordon Craig and Emile Jaques-Dalcroze. The great number of Dalcroze 
letters led to a discussion about the possibility of making them the centerpiece of 

a book about Appia and Dalcroze. This idea was later expanded into the plan of a 
full biography of Adolphe. I urged M. Appia to write this biography, and promised 
that I would help with the research and writing of some chapters, particularly the 
Prologue and the Epilogue, as they were to be called. He, on the other hand, sug
gested that I take on this demanding task, and offered his full collaboration which 
would include making available the entire material of the foundation. M. Appia's 
persuasive power was stronger than mine, and I agreed to start work on the biogra
phy. An admirable collaborator, Edmond Appia never tired of answering my many 
inquiries and of doing the spade work for me in Europe. His untimely death early 
in 1961 was a dreadful shock to me, for I lost a friend, whose confidence I highly 
valued, and an irreplaceable collaborator. After several months of soul searching, 

I vowed to finish the task alone. 
As this book was to be the first full-fledged study devoted to Adolphe Appia, 

I eliminated, from the beginning, the thought of a complete biography. No attempt 

was made to follow the artist from city to city from day to day, not even from year 
to year, since such a purely chronological method can contribute little to our under
standing of his genius; nor are all data known at present sufficient to close many 
gaps; much material has been lost or is unavailable as yet. My intention was, there
fore, to sketch a profile of the eminent designer, the philosopher, and the complex 
man. It seemed important to destroy some of the prevailing notions about him and 
to delineate the depth and variety of his prophetic ideas, few of which he was able 
to materialize during his life. The over-all organization did not offer any particular 
problems; on the contrary, the book developed in a natural manner, each chapter 
dealing with a major period of his work; only one, Chapter IV, devoted to his com

plicated personality. 
In my research I pursued every hint, every clue, and of course some led to a 

dead end. My experience during these years taught me that most people are willing, 

even anxious, to help in such a venture. Very few of those I approached did not 

answer or declined to give any information. In several cases I received the same 
facts and opinions about Appia from two or three of his friends and relatives. 

Rarely was it necessary to choose between somewhat contradictory data. The infor

mation from his friends and relatives has been inserted without footnotes; the con
text of a passage makes my source or sources clear. No specific references have been 

added to quotations from Appia's writings; they can be found in the articles I wrote 
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about his art and life. 
It is rather easy to make mistakes. Unconsciously I might have misunderstood 

or misinterpreted explanations given me or data I discovered myself. As Appia 
rarely talked about his past or his work, not even those closest to him were positive 
that they always had the right answer. They all emphasized his utter truthfulness, 
but this does not mean that he revealed his innermost thoughts. Consequently, the 

conclusions drawn are my responsibility alone; I am prepared that, in later years, 
another writer will consider some of my statements untenable and correct them, 

although I hopefully expect my errors to be of a minor nature. I shall be satisfied 
if this labor of love will help create a better and more comprehensive knowledge 

and understanding of one of the great theatre artists. 
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PROLOGUE 

DuRING the decades prior to Adolphe Appia's entrance into the world of the 

theatre, Western civilization was in a rare state of serene tranquillity; no signs of 

sudden political, economic, or social upheavals threatened to disturb the peace, 

and a seemingly carefree society in most European countries lived in affluence. It 

was the time when in the British Empire, the Victorian period reached its zenith. 
In France another belle epoque flowered during the Republic which followed the 

fall of Emperor Napoleon III. In Central Europe, Makart, a painter of huge over

loaded canvases, put his name and stamp on that period. 

Victorian period, Makart style, la belle epoque immediately evoke an atmo

sphere of superficiality, of abundance; a title, a high position, and money were the 

dominant factors in those circles which, under the effect of industrial expansion, 

played an all-important role in the cultural life of the day. Toward the end of the 

nineteenth century the imprint of this culture became increasingly noticeable. 
Theatre flourished particularly when it consisted of light entertainment or sump
tuous productions of grand operas, operettas, drawing-room comedies, or shallow 

dramas. The new upper class of merchants and industrialists, joined by many mem
bers of nobility, were fascinated by the merry-go-round of diversions in which this 

kind of theatre fitted very well. To meet at performances, to dabble in the arts, to 

arrange artistic events in their spacious salons was a pleasant pastime. Theatre 

managers who wished to succeed without taking any risk had to cater to the taste 

of this society. 

Among the favorite playwrights were Eugene Scribe, Victorien Sardou, and 

later Oscar Wilde, who for many years drew crowds into the theatres in Central 

and Western Europe. True, Henrik Ibsen's greatness was recognized by a small 

group of the intelligentsia, but he was certainly not appreciated by the public at 

large; nor were his disciples the naturalists very popular. The darling of the operetta 
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audiences was Jacques Offenbach; the protagonist of grand opera, Giacomo Meyer
beer. Richard Wagner was as yet a rather controversial composer, more the idol 
of the young generation than a success among the ruling class. Not even Bizet was 
then generally acclaimed, and Claude Debussy was a name known only to a com

paratively few cognoscenti. Among the painters, Karl von Piloty, Jacques Louis 
David, Eugene Delacroix, and their followers were still in vogue although the lead
ers of a new movement-Claude Monet, Pierre Auguste Renoir, Edouard Manet, 
Vincent van Gogh, and others-began to challenge their predominance. The style 
of both the historical and later the impressionistic artists was, to a high degree, 

reflected in the designs of stage settings. 

Historic Realism 

TECHNICALLY, the decorateurs merely elaborated on a style they inherited from 
the great masters of the eighteenth century. They adhered to the perspective 
designs developed to an admirable climax by the Bibienas and Burnacinis. The only 
real change, made early in the nineteenth century, was that, for interior settings, 
legs were replaced by flats on both sides of the acting area with the rear still often 

masked by a backdrop; doors and windows were not yet three-dimensional, and 
borders masked the fly system. Later, when a ceiling was placed on the setting, 
and doors as well as windows acquired plasticity, the way was open for complete 
realism. The first stage director who consistently followed this new style was Andre 
Antoine. Outdoor settings passed through a similar transition, though at a slower 
pace. For a long time arches remained essential; backdrops provided the forest, 
the hill, the seashore, or whatever the text called for. Since most stages were ade
quately equipped with fly galleries, slits, traps, and grooves, all these legs and 
backdrops could easily be shifted even before the eyes of the audience. 

After the middle of the century a new method of treating the upstage area 
came into use by means of a blue skydrop in front of which ground-row pieces 
were placed to indicate the required location. However, the development of plas
ticity had to overcome two distinctive obstacles. One was the realistic painting 

applied to the "romantic" scenery; the other was expense: money was spent rather 

lavishly on musical works which were usually produced according to tradition with 
no desire for, or even thought of, innovation. As operas and plays were, as a rule, 

performed in the same theatre, the directors of the spoken drama had to use what

ever was available in the scene docks. Thus many theatres were slow to introduce 

new technical media. 
A word must be said about lighting. Gaslight had been installed in all leading 

theatres in the middle of the nineteenth century, while a new invention, the arc 

light, offered interesting opportunities to create special effects, such as sun rays 
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or moonlight, thrown from a fly gallery. Before the end of the century the transi
tion to electric light brought about an incisive change in the technigue of scene 
painting. Under the stronger illumination it became customary to apply ever more 
subtle details to the setting. 

Platforms and set pieces had been known for decades; in dozens of produc
tions pillars and columns, even trees were being executed three-dimensionally; 

they were placed in front of painted backdrops and juxtaposed with painted legs 
in halls, churches, and forests. Eventually platforms were employed to indicate a 

corridor in the rear of a hall, the entrance to a castle or a church, the upstage part 
of a hill or a forest; and naturally stairs or ramps connecting the different levels 
were also available. Some theatres made wider use of dollies and wagons wherever 
feasible in order to shorten the time for shifting between acts and scenes. Others 
added revolving and elevator stages to handle the increasingly more complicated 
settings. All these innovations, however, remained purely technical; they were not 
based on any artistic conception. Possibly in one or another case there was an aim 
toward greater verisimilitude, but in general, the plastic pieces were separate units 
haphazardly lumped together by the head carpenter or the stage director. Indeed 
the new technigues were rarely applied for the purpose of achieving an integrated 
picture devised by a designer. Some felicitous exceptions occurred in Paris where 
the Opera offered impressive settings as, for instance, in Meyerbeer's L' Africaine, 
and in London where egually splendid pictures were designed particularly for some 
Christmas pantomimes. 

Gradually the wider use of three-dimensional pieces seemed to endanger the 
powerful position of the scene painter. An argument was in the offing: should the 
setting be painted more realistically with little emphasis on practical pieces, or, vice 
versa, should it consist of more practical pieces with less concern about painting? 
This problem had already arisen with Count Moritz von Bruehl in Berlin early in 
the century. He might be called the godfather of historic realism on the stage. The 
movement became more pronounced in the productions of Franz von Dingelstedt 
between 1850 and 1870 and culminated in those of George, Duke of Meiningen, 
whose production style prevailed beyond the turn of the century. This great show
man and director transferred the style of historic painting onto the flats and back
drops of his settings. The use of platforms and their different levels was limited 
to a minimum. His conception being aped and emulated, especially in its weak 
aspects, gave the scenic painter a new lease on life, one could almost say with 

greater influence than before. 
In connection with the revived stress on painting, a particular development 

contributed to the uniformity found on so many stages. Formerly, a designer had 

his own studio or was engaged by a leading theatre for a production or a longer 

term. Now in the wake of industrialization and commercialism, his place was taken 

over by business managers rather than by artists. The entire situation changed 
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from that of a personal artistic endeavor to a rather large-scale commercial enter

prise. This new type of studio would accept orders to design and make settings for 

a theatre; in addition, it executed settings from sketches submitted by a theatre. 

The principal result of the system was that a setting devised for one theatre could, 

with slight changes, be readily duplicated for another; sometimes no changes were 

needed at all. Thus a regrettable trend away from individual artistry developed. 

German theatres were, in a large measure, subjected to that system; the French 

less so. Whatever was devised by firms like Hartwig in Berlin, Kautzky in Vienna, 

especially Brueckner in Koburg, and Ruble et Chaperon in Paris became standard 

not alone in the theatre which gave the original order but in many others as well. 

The "creations" were seen and admired in dozens of cities. An entire "package" 

could be delivered within a brief period of time; all that any of those firms basically 

expected to know was the measurements of the stage, possibly some sketches, and 

of course the amount a theatre was willing to spend. Consequently, a production 

of Faust, Aida, Oberon, Tannhi:iuser, and all the other standard works in one of the 

leading opera houses was essentially like its production in a middling provincial 

theatre; the difference was only in size and splendor, not in style which although 

positively romantic was realistically executed. 

These conditions prevailed for about a generation, and if they are viewed 

somewhat disparagingly, criticism should be concentrated on the inartistic attitude 

in generat which in turn can be understood only against its historical background. 

Besides, it must be emphasized that, technically, many of these settings were 

usually excellent. Many facets of staging widely accepted today were introduced 

and developed during this period. 

Attempts at a Reform 

THROUGHOUT the nineteenth century, currents of production style ran in opposite 

directions. The main stream moved toward ever more realism in scenery, costumes, 

properties, and acting in spite of a romantic foundation. This style left little free

dom for variations; these concerned almost exclusively details of the setting which 

was sometimes more realistic, sometimes less so. The argument of whether orna

mental pieces were to be painted on flats and backdrop or whether real ones were 

to be hung on the walls became more important and more significant than the over

all conception. This exaggerated realism actually dominated the stage. Yet, sporadic 

attempts were made to simplify the scenic picture while adhering to the romantic 

school of acting; other currents, submerged rather than in the open, drifted in 

toward a modernized version of the Renaissance or the Elizabethan stage. Common 

to all reformers was their opposition to the realistic trend, to the resplendence and 

extravagance of the traditional Baroque staging. Some limited their reform plans 
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Figure 2. The Valkyrie, Act III, as staged by Richard Wagner in Bayreuth in 1876. Richard 
Wagner Gedenkstaette, Bayreuth. 



to the scenic picture, others extended their experiments to the field of acting, but 
none of them thought of a new approach to the production as a whole. 

True, Wolfgang von Goethe advanced principles of modern staging even 
before any realistic trend could be noticed. As the Intendant of the Court Theatre 
in Weimar for twenty-five years, Goethe did not try to alter the neo-classic style 
he favored nor the budding romanticism which invaded many theatres early in the 
nineteenth century; but in his writings he set forth ideas which were to bear fruit 

later. In his Wilhelm Meister Goethe discussed the art of the theatre in several 
chapters indicating he could win an audience with the most primitive stage, simply 
boards laid across some barrels, provided he had Shakespeare as playwright. In 
the same work he delineated the common roots of acting and dancing. Thus, al
though Goethe himself did not put these ideas into practice, they found response 
in the proclamations and experiments of the succeeding reformers, all of whom 
concentrated, however, on a single aspect; not one of them tried to understand 
the entire esthetics of a new theatre. 

Karl Friedrich Schinkel, an excellent architect and designer in Berlin, was the 

first scenic artist of the century anxious to develop a simplified scenery. Just as he 
stressed "usefulness" in buildings/ so he searched for a more functional stage. He 
was in favor of a large forestage and a neutral proscenium. Some of his plans reveal 
that he also kept the wings in a neutral color thus leaving only the backdrop to be 
painted and to indicate the location. Yet he was not averse to set pieces placed in 
front of that backdrop or to an arch with painted trees simulating a forest. Since 
Schinkel's backdrops were often executed in the prevailing romantic style-an 
excursion into neo-classicism notwithstanding-and since he never arrived at a 
definite solution for his reform dreams, his attempts have been of minor conse
quence. The honor to be called a real reformer is due Karl Leberecht lmmermann 
who threw out the conventional arrangement and instead devised a unit setting 
based on ideas propagated during the Renaissance. The downstage area of his 
setting jutted into the auditorium like a wide apron; the upstage was raised to form 
a special acting area. On this wide platform he erected a wall with a large center 
opening, two entrances left and right of it and one each left and right in the false 
proscenium. Set pieces were used particularly behind the large center opening. 
This type of setting was primarily devised for the dramas of Shakespeare and the 

German classics. But in the 183o's the citizens of Dusseldorf did not appreciate 

his new way of staging, and lmmermann found little artistic encouragement and 

even less financial success. After a few years he had to give up the management 

of his theatre. 

In 1843 an interesting experiment was prepared by Ludwig Tieck, one of the 

most sensitive and cultured romanticists. He was as acquainted with the English 
theatre and the Elizabethan stage as any German of that time could be. His concept 
of a reform was definitely influenced by Goethe whose plans he elaborated. Coun-
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seled by the architect Gottfried Semper, he devised a spatial arrangement showing, 
stage center, a rather high platform to which a set of stairs led from left and right; 
underneath the platform a door was located. Tieck's production of A Midsummer 
Night's Dream at the Royal Palace in Potsdam was, however, not performed in 
this simple setting; he added backdrops and set pieces, designed by J. C. J. Gerst, 
and thus destroyed the basic simplicity of the scenery. Several years later he made 
plans for a production of Henry V on a stylized stage, but the revolutionary ten

sions of 1848 prevented their realization. 
Gottfried Semper, the architect of the new Opera House in Dresden, devel

oped further the staging principles he had discussed with Tieck. While Schinkel 
somehow accepted the Greek ideal itself, Semper followed the Greek arrangement 
as the Renaissance had interpreted it, and consequently his designs emphasized 

the width rather than the depth of the stage. His wish was to simplify the oppres
sive proscenium frame and the complex romantic scenery. Recognizing the actor's 
need for a light source independent of the one which illuminates the setting, Semper 

also intended to install special lighting effects for the performer downstage. 
In England the first break in the growing realistic trend came in the 184o's 

when Benjamin Webster staged, in London's Haymarket Theatre, The Taming of 
the Shrew, against drapes arranged between screens. This nonrealistic mise en 
scene remained an isolated venture. England, under the impact of Kean's produc

tions, was already leading in complicated scenic effects and strove toward ever 

greater perfection in this field. No other attempt to modify the scenery was made 
until1881 when William Poel also used only drapes for his production of Hamlet 
in Oxford's St. George's Hall. Like other admirers of Shakespeare he sought to 

take advantage of the growing knowledge of Elizabethan customs and to produce 
the great plays as they were presented by the author himself. Twelve years later 
he built an Elizabethan stage in a conventional theatre for Measure for Measure. 
During the following twenty years Poel produced at least twelve more plays by 
Shakespeare in a similar manner. These experiments earned high praise even from 
the sharp pen of George Bernard Shaw. Indeed, in spite of their "scholarly dryness" 
they had some effect on the next generation. Poel proved that simplified scenery 
benefits the Shakespearean drama and that a faster pace of delivery can be used 
for it.2 At the turn of the nineteenth century Ben Greet followed the same concept 
but with little artistic success, as his purpose was too deeply involved in "educa
tion."3 Across the Atlantic Ocean this trend was taken up, not in the professional 

field, of course, but in a university. At Harvard, Ben Johnson's The Silent Woman 
(Epicoene) was presented on a kind of Elizabethan stage in 1895, and nine years 

later, a further experiment was made with Hamlet. These few examples remained 

the exceptions as only a small number ventured against the prevailing realistic 

movement which had its climax in the productions of Henry Irving. 
To include Franz Dingelstedt among the reformers is somewhat daring since 
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Figure 3· Elevation and floorplan of A Midsummer Night's Dream in Tieck's production. 
lnstitut fuer Theaterwissenschaft, Cologne. 



he is usually termed a predecessor of the Duke of Meiningen. An excellent manager 
and showman, he was responsible for several innovations, though not always for
tunate ones. His treatment of supernumeraries was expanded in Meiningen and his 
Mustervorstellungen (model performancesL as he called the special performances 
of classic dramas with a galaxy of stars, were the precursers of the modern festivals. 
In connection with this study it is vital to remember Dingelstedt's production of 
Schiller's The Bride of Messina in the Bavarian Court Theatre in the early fifties, 

for it demonstrated an adherence to a classical style of staging out of fashion at 
that time. For his unit setting Dingelstedt foreswore all traditional trappings; 
instead, he confined himself to an elaborate arrangement of platforms and stairs 
surrounded by neutral flats and doors. However critically we may today view the 
Meiningers' historic realism we must acknowledge that the Duke had an amazing 
sense of space and, a few times, made excellent use of levels in the upstage area. 
His unique arrangement of a leading character placed on a platform in the rear, 
with the extras-their backs to the audience-scattered in front of him, left a tre
mendous impact on succeeding stage directors. 

A production of King Lear in Munich on June 1., 1.889, was mounted with a 
simplified setting which became known as the Shakespeare Stage and remained in 
use for almost thirty years; it even affected the designs of some new theatres. 

Actually this stage form had little in common with the original Elizabethan type 
and the name given to it probably refers more to the fact that it served the presenta
tion of Shakespearean tragedies, although several demanding German classical 
dramas were also performed on it. It consisted of three parts: (1.) the wide apron 
filling half of the orchestra pit, a broad staircase leading down into the pit and 
footlights installed in the outer rim (years later spotlights installed in a box illumi
nated the forestage); (2) the rather shallow middle area framed by a false prosce
nium with doors left and right; (3) the raised upstage area which was fairly deep 
but only about half as wide as the proscenium opening. Curtains could be drawn 

between the areas which made it possible to play either on the apron, in the middle 
area, in the upstage area, or in any combination desired. Set pieces were at first 
limited to the third area; behind the upstage platform, backdrops and even a 
diorama were used.4 Jocza Savits, the stage director, had suggested the new ar
rangement and Karl Lautenschlaeger, the technical director, solved its manifold 
problems; Karl von Perfalt the general manager of the Court and National Theatre, 
supervised the venture which was consciously based on the spade work done by 

Immermann and Tieck. 
Before this chapter on stage reform in the nineteenth century can be closed, 

one more dreamer must be mentioned. His deeds include no productions, merely 

three books; but some of the ideas expressed by George Fuchs were fruitful indeed 

and, interesting to note, a few resemble those brought forth by Adolphe Appia 

before and during the same period. In 1.891. Fuchs published his treatise Von der 
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stilistischen Belebung der Schaubuehne (Stimulating the Style of Staging) which 
was followed by Die Schaubuehne der Zukunft (The Stage of the Future) (1904) 
and then Die Revolution des Theaters (1909). In his books Fuchs did not recom

mend radical surgery on the existing theatre; like some of his predecessors he was 
in favor of a wide apron flanked by two permanent towers behind the proscenium 
frame; like others before him, he was dissatisfied with the bad effects of the foot
lights. Footlights had been damned by several sensitive artists before, among them 
August Strindberg who in his Preface to Miss Julie (1888) took a sharp position 
against their adverse effect. Fuchs advised that their role be cut down and that they 
never be used at full volume. In his opinion strong light from above and the rear 
should strike the actor in order to throw him into focus. Egually remarkable is his 
principle that "dramatic art is ... dancing, that is, rhythmic movement of the 
human body in space." 5 

With George Fuchs ends this brief survey of nonrealistic theories and experi
ments in Central Europe. In France, which had contributed so much to the develop
ment of theatre arts, no true reformer, alas, arose to preach against the ever-grow

ing scenic realism. For all the bitter complaints about the conventionality of the 
theatre uttered by several outstanding authors beginning with J. J. Rousseau, a 

researcher must go far to discover a genuine reform. After 186o Theophile Gautier 
pondered how the mise en scene could be reformed. Before the end of the century 
the only artistic experiment was initiated by Paul Fort and Aurelien-Marie Lugne
Poe who in 1891 opened the Theatre d'Art, where a helping hand was extended to 
the young symbolists. After Fort left, Lugne-Poe showed more interest in experi
menting with a new approach away from the realistic staging method of Andre 
Ar.toine. This was particularly noticeable when he founded the Theatre de !'Oeuvre 

in 1893, yet he did not become completely imbued with the nonrealistic style until 
several years later. Particularly interesting was his production of Measure for 
Measure in 1898 less because of the simplified shallow setting than because of the 
facts that the audience surrounded the forestage on three sides and that steps con
nected the acting area with the auditorium. In general, opposition to the predomi
nant staging concept was restricted to a few authors of whom Stephen Mallarme 
and Louis Becg de Fouguieres were the outstanding representatives. 

In evaluating these sundry experiments we come to the conclusion that they 

all served the same purpose: to eliminate the exaggerations of scenic realism, to do 

away with the many faked trappings, to de-emphasize historic details, and to return 

to a fundamental concept of dramatic art derived from the classic Greek theatre 

in its renaissance in the sixteenth century, or from the Elizabethan stage. Some 

reformers shared the impression that the theatre had lost contact with the audi

ence; hence they experimented with arrangements that would bring the performer 
closer to the theatregoer seated in front of him. A few were puzzled by the oppor

tunities offered by the newly invented electric light; others even considered a 
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change in the acting style. 

Unfortunately, though by no means surprisingly, all these sincere attempts 

to bring that powerful realistic movement to a halt had no immediate practical 

result. Except for the Shakespeare Stage in Munich, not a single experiment lasted 

to gain many followers; the public at large remained unmoved, and thus the vari

ous experiments made hardly a ripple in the main stream of events. As often hap

pens, though, in the long run none of the endeavors was made in vain. In general, 

reformers are well acquainted with the work of their predecessors and contem

poraries, and they draw upon that knowledge to bring their own ideas to fruition. 

Eventually the timid voices become stronger and are heard more widely until the 

time is ripe for a change. 

This favorable condition, the climax of realism, occurred between :r88o and 

:r8go when the pendulum had reached an extreme point and was ready to swing in 

the opposite direction. Realism could push no further. A new style appeared, away 

from exaggerated illusion, accurateness, and verisimilitude. The avant-garde of 

symbolism aspired to poetic transformation, and the leaders of impressionism dis

carded the style of yesteryear. Light received a new role; it began to create new 

dimensions in painting. Chiaroscuro became a term applicable to poems and dramas, 

to paintings and compositions. It was inevitable that some day this trend would 

affect the theatre too. Even the average theatre patron eventually grew tired of the 

traditional staging. Anselm Feuerbach expressed this mood: "I hate the modern 

theatre because my sharp eye always sees through the cardboard .... The true work 

of art has enough power within itself to make its situations visible and real without 

unworthy artificial means, which violate all the canons of art. Unobtrusive sug

gestion is what is needed, not bewildering effects." 6 About the time when this 

statement was made, Adolphe Appia, then a young musician in his formative years, 

studied and observed the theatre in several countries. Toward the end of the :r88o's 

he decided to advance a new revolutionary concept of the art of the theatre. 
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Figure 4· Adolphe Appia, :16 years old. Blanche Bingham. 
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Geneva, 1881 

0 NE evening in 1881 Adolphe Appia, nineteen years old, went to the new Grand 
Theatre in Geneva to attend a performance of Gounod's Faust. The young man 
was excited, full of expectations. He had dreamed about performances from the 

days of his childhood; he had imagined what the scenic picture had looked like
or should look like. Now at last, thanks to an invitation from his mother's sister, 
Mademoiselle Emilie Lasserre, his parents were allowing him to hear and see an 

opera for the first time. Theatre and everything related to it was fundamentally 
against their religious belief, but since it was agreed he was to study music, they 
had finally given their consent. They could not suspect that their younger son was 
obsessed by theatre; that his primary wish was to choose a theatrical career, that 
it was thus less the music than the opera-the lyric drama on a stage-that had 
such a hold on his imagination. 

A few hours after the final curtain had fallen Adolphe was disenchanted and 

depressed. The performance of Faust was by no means what he had expected. He 
had paid scant attention to the orchestra, the singing, or the music in general, 
rather he had concentrated on the acting of the singers and on the settings in which 
they moved. What he witnessed had nothing in common with his vision of this 
opera. He had thought the stage settings would be three-dimensional, with plat
forms to add to the positions and movements of the characters. Instead there were 
merely a flat stage floor and flimsy painted wings and backdrops bearing no relation 

to the singers. So disappointing was this experience that the young Appia suffered 
"a moral and artistic let-down," as he confessed many years later. 

To find it incredible that a young man so preoccupied with the theatre did not 

attend any performance until he was nearly twenty years old is to overlook the 

compelling influences of staid Geneva and the Victorian era. In Appia's youth, life 

in his native city was guiet and well regulated, offering few opportunities, at least 
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officially, to enjoy the good and merry things of life. Geneva was then a city of 
about 5o,ooo or, including a few suburbs, 70,ooo. Its disciplined citizens were 

proud of Geneva's historical background and all its traditions and personalities. 

Jean Calvin, the great religious reformer, was especially held in esteem; in opposite 

regard was another native son, Jean-Jacgues Rousseau, whose valuable writings 

were never enough of an excuse for his having been a libertine. 
In the 188o's Geneva had none of its present-day international flavor. Despite 

the facts that its center is just a few miles from the French border and that it is 

surrounded on three sides by foreign territory, strangers had no part in its civic 

life a hundred years ago. Even then the city was a center for education, business, 

and tourism, but the outsiders, lured by its attractions, had little opportunity to 

meet the natives who, considering themselves morally above the crowds, preferred 

to remain among their own kind. Provincialism was so extreme that when Geneva 

finally joined the Swiss Federation in 1814-more than six hundred years after its 

founding-it did not do so as a canton like all the other regions, but as the Republic 

of Geneva. Its old leading families, culturally oriented toward France, were slow 

in accepting their German and Italian compatriots despite their numerous business 

connections with them. Outsiders, including Geneva's own middle class, rarely 

succeeded in breaking into that upper circle, which was probably the most impene

trable in Europe. Marriages as a rule were exclusively among members of the elite; 

few ventured elsewhere to find a spouse. 

In such an atmosphere new ideas, reforms, let alone adventures, were not 

welcome. Good citizens were expected to conform and to execute a traditional job 
in a reliable manner. To be good and well behaved was more than a slogan-it was 

a way of life; almost a law. 

Appia' s Family 

DR. Louis Paul Amedee Appia, Adolphe's father, was highly respected in Geneva, 
although the Appias were not one of the old native families. As their name indi

cates they are of Italian stock. In the Vallees Vaudoises of Piedmont the Appia tree 

can be retraced several hundred years, definitely to the fifteenth century, vaguely 

as far back as the seventh. Appias were known as nonconformists when, in a 

Catholic country, some of them joined the fundamentalist movement of the Vaudois 

which based its faith exclusively on the teachings of the Bible. It thus came as no 

surprise that people in Piedmont, located in the Southwestern part of the Alps, 

were strongly attracted by Calvin's doctrines; a good many crossed the mountains 

to hear Calvin and later to study the new theology in Geneva more thoroughly. 

Even in modern times contact was guite lively between Geneva and Piedmont 

where some families still speak French. 
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Figure 5· The Appia coat of arms. It shows three silver magpies above two hatchets. Mrs. 
Blacher, the unofficial historian of the family, copied it from a seal of the year 

1.751.. Beatrice Appia Blacher. 
The name Appia likely derives from the word happia; in modern French it 

appears as hache (hatchet). The h of happia disappeared in the Italian (or 
Italianized) name Appia. 



Paul Joseph Appia (1782-1849) decided to leave that Protestant enclave, and 
in 1811 accepted a pastorate in Hanau near Frankfurt am Main, moving, a few 

years later, to the French Church in Frankfurt proper. With his wife, nee Caroline 

Develay (1786-1867), he had six children: Pauline (1815-1872), married to Louis 

Vallette (1800-1872); Marie (1816-1886), married to Jacques Claparede (1809-

1879); Louis (1818-1896), married to Anna Caroline Lasserre (1824-1886); Cecile 

( 1822-18 58), married to Gabriel Bouthillier Beaumont ( 1811-1887); Louise ( 182 5-

1904; and George (1827-1910), married to Helene Sturge (1831-1928). 

Pastor Paul Appia intended to retire to Switzerland in his later years but he 

passed away before he was able to carry out his plan. His son Louis went to school 

and college in Frankfurt. For two years he stayed with some cousins in Geneva, 

then in 1838 moved to Heidelberg to study medicine. At the university Louis 

devoted considerable time to the humanities, acquiring a good knowledge of the 

authors and composers of the German classic era. At the age of twenty-five he 

passed his medical examination and several years later he obtained a second doc

torate from the University of Paris. Louis' first years as a physician were divided 

between Geneva and Paris. After his father's death in 1849 he made his home in 

Geneva where his sisters Marie and Louise were living. The doctor practiced first 

in Jussy; later in Geneva itself. He and his wife Anna, whom he married in 1853, 

lived at 5, Rue Calvin, an old street close to the famous Cathedrale de Saint-Pierre. 

He was soon known as an excellent surgeon and his good standing among his col

leagues led to his nomination and election as president of the Medical Society in 
1861. In the preceding year he had been accepted as citizen of the Republic of 

Geneva, an honor not easily conferred upon an immigrant. 

In 1863 he was the driving power behind the founding of the Red Cross. 

Joined by four other physicians he initiated the original association, Commission 
des Cinq, with the aim of alleviating the suffering of the wounded in any war. His 

talent for organization, his untiring energy, and his idealism won him numerous 

admirers in many countries. One of these was Clara Barton, often referred to as 

"the American Nightingale," who collaborated with him through many years. 

Dr. Appia also made a name for himself as the author of several essays and books. 

Success, however, did not spoil him. On the contrary, he remained a modest man, 

a true follower of his faith who coveted no glory in this world; typically, he re

quested that his burial place have no stone. 

These facts provide the public image of Adolphe's father. In the privacy of 

his home Dr. Appia created a different impression, especially to his children. It 

may already be guessed that his religious background and zeal, his drive and 

capacity for work, his perfectionism made him a stern disciplinarian, strict even 

by the rigid standards of the day. The severe rules he made for himself were like

wise applied to his children's upbringing and education-making him greatly 

respected but little loved. Life in the Appia home was never relaxed nor happy. 
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The doctor was seldom communicative except when annoyed. He tried to control 

his frequent outbursts of irritation, but often could do so only by leaving the room 
abruptly. His unpredictable behavior created tensions within the family circle; 
because it seemed safer to avoid close contact with their father, the children 
learned to live their own lives separately, to form no close relationships even with 

their brothers and sisters. This apartness seemed to have worried Dr. Louis for he 

talked to outsiders about it, even to strangers. His unhappiness grew with the 
knowledge that he made his family suffer. 

There is one clue to how the doctor's extreme puritanism shaped his character 

and eroded his emotions to a point that he was unable even to express simple 

parental love. Calvinistic dogma had created within him an overwhelming fear of 

damnation. When the anxiety seized him, he had to flee to one of his sisters who 

alone could console and reassure him. 

Apart from his religion and his profession he had few interests. In his spare 

hours he would read in his large library at home, and he would occasionally go 

to a concert, but theatre and all that was connected with it was banned: in his 

presence the word "theatre" was not to be uttered. Adolphe may have had his 
father in mind when he stated in an essay that "persons who despise the theatre 

satisfy their taste through reading." In his so-called memoirs he included a charac

teristic quote of his father's: "Men have written quite interesting things, they have 

created sublime pieces of art ... but getting out of bed and into my slippers is of 

greater interest to me." And, in his son's words, another example of his practicality: 

"When Dr. Louis was asked one day why he took an interest in the Salvation Army 

he laconically answered, 'If you want to know the camet go to Africa.'" In spite of 

his suspicion of the arts, he liked to draw. Those who saw sketches Dr. Appia 

brought from his many trips had high praise for their artistic conception and 

technical execution. 

Dr. Louis was a handsome and impressive man; even at a ripe age he was 

beautifut according to his son. He had a magnificent head; his piercing eyes now 
and then showed irony or a suppressed tenderness. Some relatives thought he 
resembled Friedrich Nietzsche; they wondered if, under the extreme severity, there 
did not lurk a very human being with interests and passions suppressed with all 

energy. After the death of his wife he was a very lonely man. His daughter Helene, 
who occupied an apartment above his, looked after him, but only his work and 

his church provided him with social contacts; in his apartment he was alone. At his 

death bed in 1898 his children assembled dutifully, but he left this world without 

being missed by any of them. 

Although Adolphe was twenty-four when his mother died, she seemed to have 

left no imprint on his life. After her early death little remained of her memory; no 

visible mementoes such as photographs and the like were to be seen in the home. 

She was kind, insignificant perhaps, and unable to mitigate the disturbing influ-
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ences of her dominant husband, but she was a loyal wife who did her duty as she 
interpreted it. Like her husband she enjoyed traveling and she also helped him in 
his work for the Red Cross. She loved Switzerland, particularly the wonderful 
countryside. In all of his writings Adolphe referred to her only in a brief passage: 
"she raised her children for heaven, not for this world .... Religious compassion 
dominated her life." 

The couple had four children: Paul (1856-1925), who married Olympe Laugt 
(1852-1916); Helene (1858-1944); Marie (1860-1914); and Adolphe Fran<;ois 
(1862-1928). 

Marie, never conspicuous, was a pious child who decided at an early age to 
devote her life to her church and eventually to missionary work. In her twenties 

she became a kind of evangelist, spending many years in Syria teaching school 
and attempting to read the Scriptures in the houses of the Arabian population. 
Adolphe had no contact with her and never mentioned her even to friends. 

Paul was a banker engrossed in his business; his only other interest was his 
church. An aunt of his called him "a man of one dimension." A greater contrast 
than that between the two brothers can hardly be imagined, and it is easy to under
stand why they ignored each other as much as possible. Once in a while Adolphe 
chatted with Genevieve, Paul's only child, or told her exciting tales. She would 
then run to her father and ask whether all that was true. Paul would merely answer, 
"We know nothing about it. We know for sure only what is found in the Bible." 
Genevieve was, mildly speaking, retarded; although sweet, gentle, and harmless, 
she was apt to run away from home. Several times police found her in other cities 
and her parents had to fetch her back to Geneva. Paul's wife, Olympe, was un
stable, particularly after reaching middle age, and at times had to be sent to an 
asylum. This sad situation surely added much to the fact that Paul, like his father, 
was uncommunicative. He had neither friends nor friendly relations with col
leagues or other people in the city. 

Helene, a remarkable woman, gave Adolphe moral and financial support 
throughout his adult life. Although she was attractive when young, she never mar
ried. For reasons of her own, she decided to take care of her father-Dr. Appia in 
his egocentricity may even have requested this care-and she always made her 

home at 5, Rue Calvin, where she was born. Her main occupation was her lifelong 

interest in and work for the Red Cross. Helene was a cultured woman, a fine 
musician, well versed in literature, an able translator; she and Adolphe were thor

oughly congenial. Of all the family members she alone had close contact with her 

artistic brother whom she admired and adored. With deep sympathy she tried to 

understand him and his work and was always ready to help. A few times the two 

made arrangements to live together but, outspoken individualists and strong
willed as were many of the Appias, they found it more convenient to separate again. 

It is significant for the Appias that in addition to Adolphe's grandfather, four 
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uncles and several cousins were pastors of Calvinist and Lutheran churches; one 
of them had some artistic talent and loved to draw, but his sketches are considered 
academic next to those by Adolphe's father. Adolphe paid little attention to his 
numerous relatives with the exception of his mother's sister Emilie and some dis
tant cousins who also shared a spiritual kinship with him. 

Young Adolphe 
THE salient elements of Adolphe's environment were exaggerated piety, strict dis
cipline, monotony, and contempt for what most interested the boy. His father had 

apparently no inkling of his son's great sensitivity nor his curiosity about the arts
in particular, the theatre-traits which Adolphe showed at an early age. Thus his 
interests and latent talents received no encouragement, and the "frustration" of 

which Appia later wrote began when he was quite small. Evidently there was never 
an open clash between father and son; the father dictated and the son withdrew, 
becoming more and more an introvert. Repeatedly Adolphe tried, consciously or 
unconsciously, to protest and fight against everything his parents stood for. He 
succeeded in concentrating on his innate gifts in spite of the atmosphere that 
depressed and intimidated him, but his childhood experience left its mark. The 
stress so affected the boy that he began to stutter; nobody seemed to know how 
to take corrective steps or even to care about it, and the defect grew worse with 

the years. In fact, this impediment compelled him to change his theatrical ambi
tions. As a young man he dreamed of productions under his direction. When he 
first studied music seriously he may have aspired to be a conductor, but his later 
aim was definitely to become a director and designer. However, his stuttering made 
him so self-conscious-he even withdrew from the presence of strangers-that the 
eminently sensitive artist had to turn theorist and use writing to expound his 

visions of a new approach to the theatre. 
A youth so different from other boys that he shared none of the interests and 

activities common to childhood, and so little understood by his parents had to seek 
his own way to pursue his intense interests. His father's large library provided 
young Adolphe with some means to satisfy his passion for the theatre. He was 
barely able to read when he began to spend hours and hours scanning the volumes 
of dramatic works. At about ten years of age he was completely absorbed in read
ing the great plays of the past, and the term "theatre" began to exercise an ever

growing fascination which it never lost. Among his father's books he found the 

classic French and German authors like Corneille, Racine, Moliere, Hugo, Lessing, 
Goethe, and Schiller, most of whom he admired the rest of his life. Probably many 

of these editions were illustrated as was often the case in that period. This then 

could give a clue to the origin of his peculiar interest in stage scenery. As young 
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Adolphe started, so he proceeded later on, namely to seek knowledge and to train 
himself. He would have readily agreed with Oscar Wilde's ironic remark, "Educa
tion is an admirable thing, but it is well to remember from time to time that nothing 

that is worth knowing can be taught." 

When we look for impressions of a dramatic nature which might have stimu

lated Adolphe's imagination we should consider the popular pageants he surely 

witnessed as a boy. For all his parents' opposition to the theatre, they could have 

hardly objected to his watching some of the traditional festivities seen in the streets 

of Geneva. Two of them in particular are still held annually-Escalade on Decem

ber 1.2, celebrating the repulse of an unexpected attack on Geneva by the Duke of 

Savoie in 1.602, has groups of people in seventeenth-century costumes wandering 

and "performing" in the streets. In the Feuille, a spring festivat winter is chased 

off and its last vestiges are driven away; this event takes place on a large open 

square close to the lake. Both pageants demonstrate the intimate contact between 

performers and spectators, a feature recurring again and again in Appia's esthetics. 
It is further not impossible that Adolphe had as a schoolboy attended one of the 

large regional or national folk festivals, for instance La Fete des Vignerons at 

Vevey, which combine dancing, singing, and sometimes acrobatics. In these pre

sentations staged outdoors or in simple auditoriums he would have noticed the 

same intimacy between audience and performers. He himself does not mention 

any of those events until in his later years. 

Altogether Appia tells us very little about his boyhood; indeed with the years 
he grew increasingly reluctant to talk about it even to friends and relatives. In his 

writings he scarcely refers to observations and experiences at home, in schoot or 

with young friends. In dealing with the topic "theatre" as it relates to children he 

tells only one personal anecdote. Yet as his writings contain much autobiographical 
materiat the conclusion may be drawn that he wrote about his own experience in 
Notes sur le theatre when he described the attitude of adults toward a boy attend
ing a performance for the first time. To be sure his story cannot be literally true-he 

himself was no longer a boy when he saw Faust, and certainly the ladies' conver
sation is exaggerated; nevertheless, a core of truth remains. The story goes like 

this: Two ladies taking a boy along to an opera try to explain everything to the 

child. "You see, this is the curtain! Actually it is not a curtain but a painted canvas. 

This is the forestage, there are the boxes/' and so on and so forth. All this chatter 

disturbs the young fellow who is really excited. When the house darkens and the 

orchestra plays he has to hear that "this is the overture/' while he simply wants 

to listen to music. When the curtain opens he is told, " ... you see the scenery! 

There, on both sides are the wings; the backdrop is painted. It is night because the 

lights are blue. This is the tenor. Now comes the duet of Act One." And so on and 

on it went. Appia despised the idleness and superficiality of adults who would 

destroy child's illusion. The boy suffered throughout the evening; he could not 
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understand how adults could remain so indifferent when confronted with the won
ders of the stage. There was the real world, not in the house; it was the audience 
that appeared unreal to him. Theatre meant beautiful and amazing things to live 
through. Appia then concluded that the ladies should have explained to the boy 
the workings of a production in a different vein and well before the performance 
proper. His empathy would then not have been crudely interrupted "and it is only 
in the tumult of intense excitement that the child must try to find himself." 

In two articles written in the early 192o's Appia returned to the problem of 
the child's relation to the theatre. One (L'Enfant et l' art dramatique) deals with a 
child's born talent and inclination for acting "in the sense that for him imitating 
is inseparable from learning" although for such imitations no audience is needed. 

Indeed as soon as the child knows he is imitating he wants to be alone or at least 
unobserved. Children performing among themselves do not consider other chil
dren spectators. With the growing awareness of life around him the child turns 
to make-believe; fiction becomes more precious than reality. In Appia's opinion 
this propensity for fiction must be respected; it should neither be approved nor 
disapproved, stimulated nor repressed. He stipulates that, in order to keep the 
child's "feelings pure," he should never be exposed to an audience, not even to 
that of his parents. Consequently, arranged performances, especially in costume, 
should be excluded from the child's activities. He recommends introducing boys 
and girls to the teaching of dramatics as late as possible. 

The other article, similarly entitled, is the only one in which Appia inserts 

a personal experience to prove his point. It is significant in that it reveals how 
impressionable he was as a very young boy and also where his aversion to cos

tuming children originated. Young Appia and some other boys-probably in their 
preschool days or during their first school year-were left for several afternoons 
a week in the care of a somewhat elderly woman. The lady, an exceptionally gifted 
educator, understood the great importance of fiction in a child's life, but at the 
same time was painfully aware of the dilemma in which the child, vacillating 
between dream and reality, finds himself. She strove to take the sting out of this 
difficulty. She let the boys have a marvelous time indulging in their fantasies, but 
although they also passionately loved to masquerade, they were not allowed to 
do so. Of course they were only too eager to taste what is forbidden and once, 
when the lady left the room for a while, they hastily dressed up with all the odd 
pieces they could grab. Catching them by surprise, the lady gave them a sobering 
look and in a few words asked them to examine their actions realistically. "She 

made us feel individually that we had defiled divine fiction," continued Appia, 

and he emphatically demanded that children not use costumes no matter whether 

their fictional activities take place with or without an audience, with or without a 

curtain. 
Young Adolphe went to grade school in Geneva until he was eleven years old. 
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He was then sent to a boarding school, College de Vevey, where he remained from 
fall, 1.873, until spring, 1.879. So little is preserved about his life and studies at this 
school that no valid conclusion can be drawn. Friends report that he showed more 
interest in art and music than in the so-called academic courses. But under the 
stern system then prevailing it is unlikely that the headmaster gave special con

sideration to a pupil who demonstrated an interest in subjects of minor importance 
to the school program. One or another teacher may have counseled Adolphe and 
stimulated his still-dormant talents. Outside the school he was initiated in great 
music when at the age of fifteen, he heard J. S. Bach's The Passion According to 
St. Matthew which made an everlasting impression upon him. Shortly thereafter 
he was similarly affected in a concert at which Beethoven's Symphony No. 9 was 
played; its last movement seemed to express the "heart of the human drama." 1 

The taboo on theatre at home only increased Adolphe's attention to it. At the 
boarding school he did not experience this totally negative attitude. The boys were 
permitted, for instance, to build small cardboard stages, and Appia described a 
significant experience he had when he was fourteen. With a friend he constructed 
a model stage, but the two had very different views about the type of scenery they 
wished to mount. His friend wanted to crowd the small space with conventional 
painted flat pieces while Appia insisted on plastic set pieces so vehemently that a 
sharp argument ensued. The hot controversy ended in a joint decision to burn the 
model stage. Even then Appia's vision of three-dimensional settings was manifest. 
He was also definite about his conception that in staging, the performer is the 
decisive factor. When he talked to a friend who had seen a performance of Tann
hauser, Appia pressed for a description of the setting; he insisted above all on 
knowing what the stage floor looked like. When his friend failed to grasp his ques
tions he finally exclaimed, "Where were the singers' feet?" Indeed a strange ques
tion for a boy who had never witnessed a production. What induced him to require 
three-dimensional pieces for a model stage and to ask a pertinent question about 
platforms on a real stage? Pictures in those drama editions in his father's library 
might well have stirred him to envision three-dimensional settings, virtually non
existing in the theatre of the day. And perhaps with his interest in art he had 
become acquainted with good paintings and with the stage architecture of Greek 

and Renaissance theatres. But what could have caused Appia at such an early age 
to decide that in the theatre the actor is the first and foremost element to be con

sidered? Maybe in reading books related to some course he learned about the 

predominance of the star actor or about the principles of the Classic period includ

ing a delineation of the importance given the human body by ancient philosophers. 
Of one thing we are sure-whatever the influence, it was a spark that lit a fire. His 

inquisitive mind was already examining everything that aroused his interest. 
In his Experiences de theatre et recherches personnelles (Theatrical Experi

ences and Personal Investigations) Appia writes that he "felt a passionate curiosity 
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for anything connected with the theatre, with the presentation of every kind of 
drama," before he began to study music in earnest. His timid attempts at home to 
indicate his deep concern for dramatic art naturally found no echo, but there was 
little objection to his interest in music. Dr. Louis Appia may have preferred to see 
his younger son choose a career of a pastor, lawyer, physician, or businessman, 
but he probably realized that Adolphe would not succeed in any of these fields. 
Thus there was no serious argument. Adolphe knowing only too well that one did 
not raise an issue with his father who would simply ignore any suggestion he dis
liked, compromised with music. A musical career was tolerable, if not very wel
come. Teaching music was at least an acceptable profession. Adolphe's first known 
instructor was Hugo von Senger, a native of Germany, who gained a good name 
as conductor and composer and who for several years directed the orchestra in 

Geneva. 
With the choice of a musical career the problem of attending an opera became 

acute. Music played in concerts was an enjoyment approved by his father; yet 
opera was theatre. Nevertheless, finally with his parents' consent, he saw Faust in 
the new opera house which had been opened two years before. As we already know, 
it was his first opportunity to see a real production, rather than dream about one. 
To have that dream ruthlessly destroyed by a spiritless, conventional performance 

was a great shock. In one brief lesson he realized the emptiness of the contemporary 
theatre. In the following years whenever he attended operatic presentations he 
often listened to the music alone ignoring the stage as much as possible. Not until 
he witnessed some productions which somehow approached his own conception, 
did he change this attitude. 

The Formative Years 

UNLIKE other professionals Appia did not pass years in systematic training or 
apprenticeship. His manner of learning and acquiring know-how in the theatre 
was sporadic, atypical. His formative years may best be termed the period away 
from Geneva between 1881 and 1890. Officially he had left his native city to con
tinue his studies in music, but he did not make much progress. A dreamer more 
than a doer, he never concentrated for long on technical tasks or regular work; he 
neither practiced the piano, or studied theory and harmony, his main subjects, 

with the necessary perseverance. His heart was in the theatre and only on some

thing he liked to do would he work hard and long. From Geneva he went to Paris 
for the winter season. A year later he settled in Leipzig where he was registered 

for almost two years as a student at the famous Konservatorium. Virtually the 

only detail Appia tells about these years is that in Leipzig he was on good terms 
with his compatriot Willy Rehberg and with Felix von Weingartner, who also took 
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music lessons there and, in addition, was enrolled at the university until he moved 

to Weimar in 1.883 to study with the old master Franz Liszt. 
The lack of information about Appia's musical studies is quite characteristic 

of his attitude. We know far more about his theatrical experiences in those years 
as he elaborated on them in his writings and also talked about them to friends. 

The series of important impressions began at a production in the Festival House 

of Bayreuth where he had the good fortune to see Richard Wagner, the admired 

master. He repeatedly related with awe how he happened to see the great genius 

walking with hat and cane through the street just like an average human being. 

The tremendous devotion he had for Wagner's music dramas did not extend to the 

performance of Parsifal. Though the music moved him profoundly, he was dread

fully disappointed in the staging of this music drama. The pictorial impression he 

obtained in the festival house was hardly less of a shock than the one he had 

received in Faust two years earlier. All he could detect was the "unusual luxury" 

of the Bayreuth settings whose scenic style he basically detested. The singers' 

thorough training in acting under Wagner's guidance aroused his interest, yet he 

found cause for sharp criticism because of a "lack of harmony between scenery 

and acting except in the Temple of the Grail." Appia never changed his negative 

opinion about the festival productions although he returned almost every summer 

to see, first of all, The Ring of the Nibelung and Tristan and Isolde. The more he 

recognized what a production must project and the more he clarified for himself 

his vision of a scenic reform, the greater was his confidence in his first judgment. 
For all its marvels of technical perfection, Bayreuth represented for him an example 

of theatrical superficiality. 
It is somehow strange that Appia never referred to the productions of the 

Meininger Court Theatre; he certainly must have had the opportunity to attend 

one of the performances as the principality of Meiningen was near Leipzig and 

quite easy to reach. Moreover, at that time the company of the Duke was touring 

several German cities every year. Since Appia was often driven by curiosity to see 
and hear something of interest to him, one can hardly believe that he passed up 
one of these productions. Or did he dislike the Duke's historical style and exag
geration of details so much that he never mentioned them? Yet the new conception 
of the Meininger regarding the arrangement of groups in depth often by means 
of platforms, or the use of levels in general, should have caught his attention, as 

such arrangements came close to his own Raumgefuehl. It is unfortunate indeed 

that we have no comment by Appia on that style. 

He did approve of other productions which followed the predominant realistic 

style, yet made good use of platforms-that is to say, space. Of the many perform

ances he witnessed during those years, the few whose principles of staging he 

accepted were those of A Midsummer Night's Dream, Carmen, and chiefly Goethe's 

Faust, all of which are discussed in the lengthy treatise, Experiences de theatre et 
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recherches personelles. In spring, 1882, he spent some days in Brunswick attend
ing a few performances. The stage director of the Shakespearean masque, Anton 
Hilt!, "a fine cultured artist," as Appia reports, had been an excellent leading man 
(bonvivant) before he turned to directing; he was clever, imaginative and, in con

trast to most of his colleagues, he cultivated the ensemble spirit as the Meiningen 
company showed it, and he worked hard to mold his actors into a good group.2 

The programs of the Court Theatre still to be read in the Brunswick Library give 
a clue to Appia's favorable reaction, for Hilt! based his new staging of A Mid
summer Night's Dream on the scenic arrangement devised by Ludwig Tieck, as 
delineated in the Prologue. In this presentation Appia found some of his own ideas 
materialized: a variety of levels and platforms, a spatial setting with unconven

tional use of lighting effects, and a minimum of painted flats. Here everything was 
planned to support the actors instead of obstructing them. As Appia describes it, 
"the director obtained a vision of superior reality, a dream for the eye to behold." 
In Brunswick he also saw Carmen, but he gave no particulars about it except com

mending the setting of Act II in which several levels were employed to serve group· 
ings effectively. 

His most instructive analysis is that of the Faust performance. One learns 
more from his description in minutiae than from any contemporary reviews and 
pictures of the production, which was staged by Otto Devrient, son of the re
nowned actor, director, and author, Eduard Devrient. Appia attended Faust, Part 
One in Leipzig in May, 1883, in the version first tried out by Devrient in Weimar 
seven years previously. The analysis of the production, which Appia saw at least 
twice, was written forty years later, between 1922 and 1924. Seven typewritten 
pages were filled with the most detailed delineation of the setting, the part it played 

in each scene, of particularly impressive groupings, of lighting effects, and of the 
treatment of incidental music. To recall so much so clearly after such a long time 
bespeaks indeed a superior memory even if the author relied upon an old diary. 

In addition to directing, Otto Devrient prepared the dramaturgical adaption 
and played the part of Mephistopheles. Influenced by his father, he experimented 
with a revival of the medieval Passion stage, as he defined it; thus he devised a 
simultaneous setting in which most of the scenes could be performed without 

lowering the curtain between scenes. It is difficult to believe that Appia accepted 

the over-all romantic flavor of the scenery; he certainly could not have been pleased 

with the prodigious use of set pieces and the nearly realistic painting of the entire 

setting. In his memoirs he concentrated on the aspects which were of prime interest 

to him: the actor, spatial setting, lighting, and music. His description of the scenic 

arrangement provides an eloquent picture of the performance. 
The cathedral, built on top of a wide, high platform, dominated the entire 

stage; stairs, interrupted by a small landing, led to the stage floor proper where, 
left and right, the houses of Gretchen and Marthe and other essential acting areas 
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Figure 7· The death of Valentin in Devrient's staging of Faust. An artist made this draw
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were located. For Appia this kind of Faust arrangement must have been a thrilling 
experience, proving as it did that it is not necessary to devise an elaborate setting 
for every scene. The continuous flow of action permitted the characters to walk 
easily from one area to another thus taking the spectator along as though he were 

accompanying them. The future stage reformer was particularly delighted with 
the movements and groups across the platforms and stairs, such as in the scenes 
in front of the cathedral and that of Valentin's death, when townspeople filled most 

of the stage. This splendid impression must have made up for the nightmare of 
Gounod's Faust in Geneva. 

There were still some solutions which Appia considered ill conceived, and he 
did not suppress his misgivings. Thus he strongly objected to the shifting of the 

scene in the cathedral to the area in front of it. For the sake of a good picture, he 
concluded, Goethe's drama was violated; it weakened the impact of Gretchen's 
situation, for the church is essential to create the suitable atmosphere. Appia fur
thermore pointed to the incongruity which arose in the relationship between the 
leading lady and the incidental music resounding from the church. But he liked 
the lighting effect in this scene when darkness covered the stage while the cathedral 
windows were dimly illuminated from within. His criticism was directed also 
against the meeting of Marthe and Mephistopheles in her garden; here Devrient 
gained a good blocking for Mephistopheles' entrance at the expense of the over-all 
mood since this scene should not be played close to the street where people pass 
by. Appia questioned, moreover, the arrangement of Gretchen's room because its 
window opening was so small that many patrons were unable to witness the action 
inside unless the actress stood close to the window; but again he was pleased with 
the light effect created by a candle in the room. With his deep musical understand
ing he analyzed Devrient's insertion of incidental music for Gretchen's entrance 
into her room. The very moment when the music stopped, he emphasized, Gretchen 
must not only be clearly seen but also distinctly understood. He was fully aware 
of the modification in timing and thus in space brought about by music, and was 
convinced that Devrient too recognized the problem involved; in the second per
formance he attended, the window was left wide open and, consequently, every
thing became clear but, as Appia added, this "nullified the scenic effect without 

adequate compensation." Lack of a satisfactory transition tremendously curtailed 

"the power of suggestive expression." 
The elaborate account of this Faust production attests not only to Appia's 

astounding memory, but also bears witness to his deep understanding of the stag

ing problem. It demonstrates, furthermore, that he was not merely interested in 

the art and technique of designing but equally, or even more so, in the art of 

staging. Obviously he considered himself the director in charge of the entire pro
duction. From both the strengths and the weaknesses of the Faust performance 
the young artist drew many conclusions which, before long, were to help him 
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formulate his own vision of a mise en scene. His years in Leipzig were truly the 
first of his formative years. 

The Friendship with Chamberlain 

WITH his move from Leipzig to Dresden Appia entered the second phase of this 
period. In Leipzig he obviously did not concentrate wholeheartedly on his music 

studies; instead he spent much of his time observing productions, although theatre 
was still but a hobby. In Dresden his aim and outlook were unchanged; he went 
on studying music, specifically theory, and even won a first prize with a fugue he 

wrote for his course at the conservatory.3 At that time his great urge to learn more 
about theatre and culture in general received a strong impetus which affected his 

development for years to come. Houston Stewart Chamberlain (1855-1927), who 
became his mentor, gave his life the new direction. It is not definitely known when 

and where the two men met for the first time, but statements made by Appia to 
others allows us to place this meeting in the year 1884. Chamberlain was then 
studying at the University of Geneva when Appia was home vacationing for a 
few weeks. 

When Appia and Chamberlain are mentioned together, the spirit of Richard 
Wagner must be conjured at once, for only with the master of Bayreuth as a link 
is it possible to explain and to understand the long-lasting friendship of these two 
men. Yet it ought to be added that the genius had a different meaning for each of 
his two disciples. While Chamberlain was through-and-through Wagnerian and 
Bayreuthian, Appia sharply criticized the festival productions despite his infinite 
love for the master's music dramas themselves, or perhaps because of it. His chief 
concern was to present these great works in a form worthy of their true value. 
Chamberlain, on the other hand, considered Wagner not only the greatest of all 

composers and authors but also infallible as a producer. 
Aside from Wagner, not many interests could possibly have united in close 

friendship, for about thirty years, two men fundamentally so dissimilar in their 
outlook on most human and cultural affairs. Chamberlain's extreme position on 
racism and politics struck no responsive chord in his friend. Appia's great admira
tion for German culture did not induce him to negate his Swiss Romande heritage; 
as a follower of Chamberlain he looked down on Latin culture, but no trace of 
any nationalistic inclination can be detected in the mature artist-he was in truth 

a citizen of the world. 

Their temperaments were more alike. Both were nervous-Chamberlain more 

than Appia-sensitive and quick to react strongly to ideas and principles opposed 

to their own. This could have spelled conflict rather than harmony but it was 

coupled with gentlemanly deportment that prevented them from being tactless, 
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let alone aggressive. Throughout a period of over twenty years they moved in the 
same circle of friends, musicians, and music lovers, all disciples of Wagner. Yet 
they also cultivated groups diametrically opposed. Chamberlain, a brilliant though 
somewhat vain conversationalist, liked to be with famed personages and members 
of high society; Appia had an inveterate dislike for high living and sought instead 
the company of simple folk. He was almost invariably dressed in a very individual 
but unfashionable style whereas Chamberlain attached great importance to being 
well dressed. Early in the 19oo's when Chamberlain communicated almost exclu

sively with the great and near great his friend increasingly withdrew from social 
activities and, primarily because of his grave stutter, lived more and more in 
seclusion. 

It was indeed a strange and extraordinary friendship. Chamberlain, seven 
years Appia's senior, was the son of a British admiral; he received his schooling 

in three countries. The decisive influence on his development was exercised by Otto 
Kunze, a Prussian disciplinarian, who became his tutor when he was fifteen and 
continued in that capacity for four years. He imbued his young pupil with a love 
for German classicism and Prussian militarism. As a student Chamberlain majored 
in biology and botany and in due time obtained his doctorate degree. In addition 
he acquired a comprehensive knowledge of literature, music, philosophy, history, 
religion, and politics. Even when young he could converse fluently in French and 
German besides his native English, and he learned to write well in these languages. 
In comparison Appia would seem to be uneducated, but his inexhaustible thirst for 
knowledge made up for his lack of formal learning. He knew some German, learned 

more during his years of study, but never obtained a perfect command of this 
language. Later on he picked up some Italian. However, in addition to his trying 
speech defect, Appia sometimes had great trouble expressing his ideas even in his 
native French. An artist preoccupied with a vision and groping for a way to realize 
it, he found it difficult to state in clear sentences what absorbed his mind. Cham
berlain on the other hand could discuss with great ease and in beautiful phraseology 
many complex questions and personalities. His universal knowledge and readable 
style of writing were the main reasons for his success in popularizing not only 
Wagner but also Goethe and Kant. Analyzing himself very cleverly he termed 
himself "not a scientist or philosopher but an onlooker of the world." 4 This inci
sively different background and development made Appia dependent on Cham
berlain for a good number of years. Their relationship can be called that of teacher 

and pupil, or, as one of Appia's relatives put it, Chamberlain was Appia's substitute 

for Wagner. 
The two men were rather quickly attracted to one another. Yet even after 

they became close friends they did not use the intimate tu in French or du in Ger

man as they did with some other friends. In the presence of French-speaking per

sons they too used that language, but they were said to have spoken German when 
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by themselves. Their formality in addressing each other did not interfere with their 
otherwise informal manner of writing. From the mid-nineties, Appia signed his 
letters to Chamberlain with "Romeo"; Hermann Keyser ling, a mutual friend, was 

the first to publicize this intimacy.5 Mrs. Chamberlain is believed to have given 
Appia this nickname in keeping with his classic features and Latin temperament. 
Chamberlain was addressed as "Wotan," which may be explained by Appia's high 
regard for his omniscient friend on one hand and to the role assigned to the Teu
tonic god in The Ring on the other. Their mutual admiration for Wagner might 

have also led Appia to call Mrs. Chamberlain "Wala"; this could be an abbreviation 
of Urwala (roughly, "Mother Earth"), a term used by Wagner. Anna Chamberlain 
was about ten years older than her husband. When Appia met her, Chamberlain 
was kind and devoted to her, but she did not play an important part in his life. 

Giving her a nickname proves that Appia was on very good terms with her; indeed 
he respected and liked her very much. 

The Chamberlains lived in Dresden for about four years; Appia arrived there 
probably in 1.886 and remained for three years. Though he had not yet given up 
his music studies, he was now devoting more time to analyzing productions and 
familiarizing himself with the technical aspects of the theatre. At one time he also 

took lessons in sketching or painting, but not for long. Altogether he was a self
made man as a designer. Through Chamberlain, who had good connections every
where, he was able to attend rehearsals at the Royal Opera House and to observe 
its technical installations. In Vienna too, where Chamberlain resided after 1.889, 

he helped his young friend in a similar manner when Appia came to visit him for 
weeks or months. And again in Bayreuth. Thus Appia became well acquainted with 
the technical apparatus of the Festival House. 6 Returning from Dresden to Switzer
land Appia did not take a permanent domicile for a long time; later when living 
in Biere, Canton de Vaud, he made prolonged visits to Munich, Paris, and with the 
Chamberlains. When separated, the friends kept close through a frequent exchange 
of letters. Occasionally they met not only in Vienna but also in Munich and Swit
zerland where the Chamberlains spent some summer vacations. Both men were 
nature lovers and took hikes where and whenever they were together. Enjoying 
the beauty of mountains and woods, they did not overlook the many interesting 

houses and churches of artistic value they passed on their countless walks. 

Very few of Chamberlain's letters to Appia are known. Fortunately hundreds 

of Appia's letters to his friend are available and they are indeed instructive and 
informative. In these letters Appia gives free rein to his feelings and thoughts; 

every idea, observation, or experience seems to be mirrored in them. His full trust 

in Chamberlain let him write frankly and with an immediacy that gives those 

letters the appearance of talks with a friend. Sometimes notes were sent every day. 
Before an answer could arrive, which at that time took about four days, another 

letter from Appia would be in the mail with new observations and new questions. 
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Depending on what and how much Appia had on his mind, a letter turned out brief 
or long, occasionally extremely long, up to twenty handwritten pages. As in a con
versation, Appia shifted from one theme to another, returning to the first later on. 
In the same nonchalant manner he added a postscript or started anew in case a 
letter remained on his desk over night. He wrote in French but every so often 
inserted German words and entire German sentences. 

So extended and intensive a correspondence necessarily had some effect on 
the two parties-less on Chamberlain, the accomplished author with definite opin

ions, than on Appia, the young artist still in his formative years, who knew his 
goal but not the road to reach it. To a slight degree, Appia persuaded his friend 
to believe in his revolutionary ideas, at least in their possibilities. It may be doubt

ful though that Chamberlain really understood and approved of Appia's scenic 
reform. Some statements in his Richard Wagner1 were obviously influenced by his 
friend; for instance, a reference about the role of the performer related to music, 
which can be found in Appia's first publication. In the same chapter Chamberlain 
emphasized in a footnote that the next great progress in operatic productions 
would not be musical but scenic. Later he referred to Appia's intention to reduce 
the scenic picture in Tristan to a minimum. Granted that Chamberlain was pri
marily anxious to do his friend a favor, the references make it clear, nevertheless, 
that those strange ideas actually impressed him. Many years later when their 
friendship had cooled he acknowledged his indebtedness to Appia for explaining 
to him "the diverse technical secrets" of the Bayreuth Festival House. 8 

Appia owed much to his older, more experienced friend-a good part of his 
higher education, his deep understanding of Wagner's principles, of esthetics, 
literature, and culture in general. The "higher education" consisted of advice about 
what to read, and of many conversations on manifold topics. As a consequence 
one could expect Appia to have fallen under his friend's influence so deeply that 

in his writings Chamberlainian thoughts and quotations might frequently appear 
literally or indirectly. However, this is by no means the case. The only sentence 
ever quoted was "Apollo was not only the god of songs but also of light" 9-not 
very original and not too typical of Chamberlain. Appia was fond of quoting it 
since it expressed so tellingly his own conception. In his first booklet Appia inserted 
the strange term "Word-Tone Drama," coined by Chamberlain, and also "Word
Tone Poet," which the latter applied, for instance, to E. Th. A. Hoffmann, the 
German romanticist. Here again Chamberlain was not entirely original for, as he 

himself admitted, he found similar expressions in Goethe, Navalis, and the French 

encyclopedists like J. J. Rousseau.10 In a letter to Cosima Wagner, Chamberlain 
writes, "He [Appia] has the term 'drame Wagm?rien' from me and employs it in 

my own manner, defining it as the Word-Tone Drama .... He takes up (without 

realizing it) an idea which already occupied Goethe ... how music, through its 

cooperation with drama, determines not merely time but implicitly space as well." 11 
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Indeed the relationship of time and space intrigued Appia throughout his life, and 
it is very likely that Goethe spelled out this vexing problem for him. The term 
"Word-Tone Drama" evidently pleased the artist so much that he simply inserted 
"WTD" in his French manuscript, just as he used Word-Tone Poet several times 

in his first publications. One sometimes gains the impression that Appia, in reading 
philosophers or other authors for that matter, hit upon passages which suddenly 
made his own hitherto vague conceptions clear to him. He would store such state
ments in his mind to quote them again and again whenever he felt he needed sup

port in expounding his own principles. Therefore, one should not jump to the 
conclusion that, because Appia adopted some of his friend's terminology, he was 
decisively affected by him as far as Wagner's music dramas were concerned. It is 
true that Chamberlain contributed much to Appia's love for, and understanding 
of, Wagner's work, by conveying to his friend what he in turn had culled from 
Wagner, Goethe, and other intellectual leaders; in addition he called Appia's atten

tion to the works of these authors, but there the influence ends. Although they 
relied on the same sources, the two men differed fundamentally in the interpreta
tion of the great composer and in their approach, which revealed, as did all their 
principal opinions, the basic dissimilarity of their natures. 

Their mutual high regard did not include mutual flattery. On the contrary 
there was no lack of critical remarks back and forth, for evidently it was not only 
Chamberlain who criticized Appia's writings, but strange as it may seem, vice 
versa-Appia examined Chamberlain's. Questions of content were seldom touched 

upon. Appia, for example, was mainly blamed for not expressing an idea clearly; 
his defense then was that he was fully aware of being a designer and director by 
talent, but a writer only by necessity. Nevertheless, he listened to his friend, and 
although he tried to find better wording for many passages, his style remained 
involved in most of his writings. Realizing that his conception of scenic art was 
entirely new at the time and hence difficult to grasp, he elucidated it from all angles 
and in so doing frequently overextended sentences and paragraphs; this, in addi
tion to his bent for metaphors, left certain passages obscure. On the other hand, 
Appia did not hesitate to give his frank opinion about Chamberlain's manuscripts. 
When he recommended changes his suggestions were quite specific. To get his point 
across he even used German words and sentences he considered more suitable. Most 

amazing in this mutual exchange of corrections and suggestions is that Chamber

lain-otherwise touchy and excitable-took his friend's advice seriously and with

out any sign of irritation. 
Appia admired Chamberlain's book Richard Wagner which he thought ex

cellent except for the passages dealing with production problems. In spite of his 

high praise he was rather unhappy about the pictorial material. If one is tempted 
to inquire why the author did not honor his friend with some of his fascinating 

designs for the music dramas instead of including the conventional ones by Brueck-
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ner, Joukowsky, et al., the explanation may be that in his aim to publish a popular 
book he could not afford to display controversial settings; moreover he was quite 
conscious of Cosima Wagner's antipathy to any change in the Bayreuth tradition. 

His volume of three dramas-it is hardly known that Chamberlain wrote plays 
and was anxious to be taken seriously as a dramatist-do contain two sketches by 
Appia; they are for Der Weinbauer (The Winegrower) and were executed accord

ing to the author's final wishes after a discussion of the scenic problems involved. 
The slightly sketched pictures do not allow any judgment about Appia's revolu
tionary art. Obviously he did not put his heart into working on this rather super

ficial play and doubtless had some secret misgivings about it. He could not have 
cherished this task for the play was written in a realistic style not at all in keeping 
with his art, and possibly he himself requested the omission of his name in the book 
form of the plays. In the preface Chamberlain expressed his thanks in general 
terms without giving the designer's nameP 

In April, 1896, Der Weinbauer appeared on the stage of the Municipal Theatre 
in Zurich, and Appia went there to attend the so-called dress rehearsal and pre
miere. Cautiously he informed his friend who was unable to come to Zurich that the 
drama contained fine ideas but was ruined by the actors. For all the restraint he 
exercized in his criticism, the over-all tone of his message was still crushing. The 
upshot was that the play would have to be rewritten to create any impressive mood. 

A local critic was less polite in about the briefest review given any premiere. In 
some fifty words inserted under local news he expressed the hope that this "non

entity" had seen its first and last performance.13 Chamberlain evidently hinted at 
this production when he spoke of "the execution" of his play for which he held the 
dramaturgist and the stage director responsible. 

Appia also made sketches for Der Tod der Antigone, another drama included 
in this volume, but Chamberlain declined them with the explanation that the empty 

setting of the design failed to give an adequate impression of the essential role 
assigned to the grouping and the lighting in this drama.14 A strange excuse indeed, 
since Appia demonstrated in several designs he made in those years, particularly 
those for the second act of Tristan and the third act of The Valkyrie, how the full 
force of lighting could be indicated. 

The incidental music for Der Weinbauer was composed by Friedrich Klose 
who in 1902 obtained an artistic success with his "dramatic symphony" Ilsebill. 
He was one of the many young composers, conductors, and writers whom Appia 
met in Chamberlain's circle in Vienna and above all, in Bayreuth. Several were 

introduced by him to Chamberlain; for example, the gifted Robert Godet, ~ho in 

collaboration with Ernest Guy Claparede translated Chamberlain's Grundlagen des 
XIX. ]ahrhunderts (Foundations of the 19th Century), and Agenor Boissier, son of a 

noble Genevese family, who in those years counseled Appia. There were also Felix 

von Weingartner, the internationally renowned musician, and Hugo Reichen-
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Figure 9· Sketch for Acts I and III of Chamberlain's The Winegrower. F. Bruckmann, 
Munich . 

Figure 10. Sketch for Act II of Chamberlain's The Winegrower. F. Bruckmann, Munich. 



berger, later a highly esteemed conductor at the Court Theatre in Munich. Hans 
von Wolzogen must be mentioned too. One of the most faithful disciples of Bay
reuth, he wrote, regardless of Cosima's opposition to Appia's reform, a lengthy 
piece generally praising the artist's La Mise en scene du drame wagnerien. Wolzo
gen delineated clearly the main points; then he added hesitantly that the author was 

not quite right in his too symbolic interpretation of the master's precise scenic
dramatic requirements. Oddly enough this review appeared in the Bayreuther 
Blaetter (1895, n. IV /V). 

One of the most brilliant personalities in this group was Hermann Count 
Keyserling who in 1901 as a student in Vienna had met Chamberlain. In no way 
did he share the political fanaticism of Chamberlain, he admitted however in his 
memoirs that he learned immensely from him, his "best possible guide and 
beacon."15 The two men had some irritating traits in common: both became easily 
exuberant, took extreme positions, and liked to hear themselves talk. Thus it is 

amazing to observe how long they remained on good terms. In 1903 Appia met the 
young Count again in Paris and introduced him to his large group of friends. He 
must have shown great patience in tolerating Keyserling's arrogance in not merely 
directing every conversation but informing others, "I do not judge values, I create 
them." Later Appia somewhat ironically confessed to a cousin, "One must listen 
and be silent as though one would listen to the good Lord." 

The queen among all the luminaries whom Chamberlain managed to assemble 

around himself was of course Madame Cosima Wagner; in fact, it is more accurate 
to say he belonged to her court to which he, the loyal Bayreuthian, had already 
been admitted in the late eighties. 

Although Appia knew the other members of the House Wahnfried, it is doubt

ful that he ever met Cosima. His failure to do so depressed him greatly but did not 
disturb his relations to Chamberlain. When in 1904 tensions arose in his friend's 

marriage, Appia tried everything to be of help in this precarious situation. After 
Chamberlain's decision to dissolve the bond, Appia succeeded to remain a friend to 
both. Naturally Chamberlain meant more to him, yet he kept in touch with Anna, 
exchanging letters with her for several years. In 1908 Chamberlain married Eva 
Wagner, the master's daughter, and moved to Bayreuth. During the festivals, and 
Appia attended them almost every summer until 1914, he usually stayed at his 
friend's home; but somehow the relationship was no longer the same. In Vienna 
Chamberlain had still appeared to be an independent personality-to some degree, 
but after he became an official member of the House Wahnfried he necessarily 

succumbed to that atmosphere. This may have contributed to a slacking of the avid 

exchange of views with his old friend although Appia was hardly conscious of less 

cordial feelings; yet a slight shift in the latter's inner attitude must have begun by 

1906 when he met Emile Jaques-Dalcroze whose rhythmic exercises opened a new 
vista for him. His collaboration with Dalcroze in the development of eurythmics 
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made him intellectually independent of Chamberlain, and this too caused their 
strong ties· to weaken. 

In two important statements Appia expressed his deep admiration for 
Chamberlain. In spite of their waning friendship he continued to acknowledge his 

debt to his former close friend for everything he had learned from him. A clear 
reference to such appreciation may be found in Experiences de theatre et recherches 
personnelles in which he describes how Chamberlain gave him "a pregnant and 
documented image of Wagner's personality, transfigured through the enthusiasm 
and adoration of a thoroughly informed artistic disciple." He emphasizes moreover 
that he could not have acquired this profound knowledge through any other 
method. A hidden but rather easily deciphered reference to Appia's relation to 
Chamberlain occurs in another essay in which Appia analyzes the role of a teacher 
as basically that of an "intermediary," the title of this essay. He tells of a friend 
who "was a very learned man. A humanist and scientist ... " He then assures us 
that like a true intermediary, this teacher merely deepened his intellectual faculties, 

and with great understanding left alone "the core of my personality." "The ideal 
intermediary, he gave to me with one hand while he was willing to receive with the 
other .... Lucky the young man who finds such a friend on his way!" One can only 
add: lucky the friend who is paid such great reverence-equally moving confessions 
are not discovered in Chamberlain's writings; Appia's name and work were men
tioned and praised now and then, and more important, attempts were made to win 
Cosima Wagner over to his friend's revolutionary staging ideas, but that is all. One 
senses, and not surprisingly in this case of mentor and disciple, that the friendship 
of the two men made a deeper impact on Appia than on Chamberlain. 

Whether the latter was a great blessing for Appia is a moot question. There is 
no doubt that Chamberlain introduced the young artist to many facets of our cul
ture; but his ultraconservative position in art and politics and his willful ignoring 
of any opinion other than his own contained pitfalls which Appia could not entirely 
avoid at first. If he had not come under the new influence of Dalcroze he might have 
drifted ever farther in a direction potentially dangerous to the full development of 
his genius, his sound instinct notwithstanding. In the final analysis Appia's close 
and long relationship with Chamberlain was fruitful while it lasted, but, on the 

whole, of limited and passing influence. 
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First Works 

FoR Appia, the years in Dresden meant more than attending performances and 

studying music. Under Chamberlain's influence he began to take an analytical 
attitude toward himself and his reform ideas. He became conscious of his inner 
strength, of wider responsibilities. He was not yet sure how to attack the scenic 
reform he envisioned; all he knew was that there was a gap between his dreams 

and their potential fulfillment, between theory and its application. He realized that 
the next step must be to put on paper, both in words and sketches, what he had in 
mind. When he returned to Switzerland in 1890 he was determined to execute what 
he called his "imperative task"-to change from critic and analyst of theatre arts 
into a creative artist. His formative years had thus ended and he was entering the 

fruitful period of initiating his revolution of the stage. He had no illusion about 
the obstacles to be overcome; as he confessed later on, "I began to practice a com
pletely unknown art for which all the elements had yet to be discovered and organ
ized. Still I was convinced that following my own vision I would find the truth." 

After his arrival in Geneva his first concern was to find a quiet place where he 
could live and work, undisturbed by any emotional strain. Hence the city itself was 
out of the question because of his family ties there and because he disliked city life 
in general. He visited several small towns near Lake Geneva spending a few days 
here, a few weeks there, with an occasional longer stay at one or another place. In 
between he also traveled to the Italian Riviera hoping to find a spot in which to 
settle for a while. Once or twice he tried, unsuccessfully, to share an apartment 

with Helene. 

For more than three years Appia's life was peripatetic. At last he chose Biere, 

a village in the Canton de Vaud, where he rented a room in a farmhouse. This be

came his permanent home from the summer of 1893 until the end of 1904. The 

term "permanent" however needs modification, for it does not mean that he stayed 
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in Biere most of the time. He frequently showed up in Geneva to see friends and a 
few relatives, to attend a performance or a concert; moreover he made trips to 
Zurich, Berne, Lausanne, and other Swiss places. At the turn of the century he 
went to Paris quite frequently. Many weeks were also spent in Munich during the 

period preceding the publication of his La Musique et la mise en scene. And once 
in a while he visited the Chamberlains in Vienna and Bayreuth. 

Relation to Richard Wagner 

THE nineties were extremely productive for the young artist. During these years 
he created many of the designs which later brought him fame; in addition he 
wrote essays, a booklet, and a book, which contained his revolutionary ideas. His 
dreams and thoughts at that time concentrated on a single purpose: to find the per

fect solution for the staging of Wagner's great music dramas and so to achieve the 
master's ideal of the synthesis of all the arts. He wrangled with the problems he 

had discovered when he attended the performances of those works. For years he 
had pointed out what, in his opinion, was wrong with the contemporary mode of 
staging. The exaggerated realism he saw in Dresden, in Vienna, and even in Bay
reuth was proof enough to convince him that Wagner himself had failed to conceive 
the specific style of staging which his music dramas demanded. He found the per
formances in Bayreuth, preserved intact since the master's death in 1883, techni

cally superior to those in other opera houses but otherwise they were basically like 
all operatic productions in the tradition of the day; that is, settings were painted in 
a mixture of romantic and realistic fashion in which every detail was neatly ex
ecuted on wings and backdrops. Neither lighting nor acting had any inner rapport 
with the music and so Wagner's specific style which was audible in the musical 
presentation was not visible on stage. 

Appia's disappointment in Bayreuth concerned solely the master's style (or 
lack of style) of staging. Indeed it was precisely his great admiration and love for 
the music dramas that made him so critical of their productions. He was in complete 
accord with many of Wagner's ideals-especially his dramatic principles, he shared 
his ideas about festivals in general, and he admired the Festival House in Bayreuth 

in particular, though not without reservation. Through Chamberlain Appia had 

become thoroughly acquainted with the classic theatre of Greece and so he under

stood Wagner's admiration for classicism. All three men agreed upon the impor

tance of Apollo whom Wagner called "the main and national god of the Hellenic 

tribes."1 Wagner's discussion of dance as an art in his Das Kunstwerk der Zukunft 
(The Art Work of the Future) and his combination of the "three sister arts"-dance, 

music, and poetry-in the same essay made a strong impact upon Appia. It is moot 
whether the young artist was more influenced by Greek ideas about the human 

body or by statements of the same kind in Wagner's writings. 
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Although Appia blamed Wagner for the conventional staging in Bayreuth, 
he conceded that the master had been extremely anxious to find a new scenic ap

proach for the production of his works. According to some sources Wagner was so 

interested in directing his music dramas that in Bayreuth he had delegated much 
authority in the musical end of the production to the young conductor Hermann 

Levi while he himself concentrated on preparing the settings and costumes and 

conducting the acting rehearsals. But, except for occasional good acting and a gen

erally well-disciplined performance by the singers, the Bayreuth productions ad

hered to the convention of operatic presentations. Therefore, Appia concluded, 

Wagner the musical genius, the creator of an entirely new dramatic form-the music 

drama, had not been truly a man of the theatre. 

Somehow Wagner had realized that he was in dire need of a congenial scenic 

artist. He had thought of Arnold Boecklin, the famous painter, but he had to be 

satisified with collaborators who, while brilliant technicians, were unimaginative 

designers. Considering the taste of the "187o's, Joseph Hoffmann from Vienna and 

Paul von Joukowsky, a Russian artist, were excellent and indeed highly welcome. 

Yet it may be doubted that they really understood his new style, notwithstanding 

their admiration for Wagner, the man and composer. Even if they had understood 

him-Joukowsky never read Wagner's essays-their specific talent and training 

would hardly have enabled them to grasp the master's ideas, which did not rest in 

the past but pointed to the future. 

Appia's criticism gives rise to the fundamental question whether Wagner him

self recognized the incongruity between his music and the designs he accepted for 

the Bayreuth productions. In his insistence on a high degree of historical accuracy 

in settings and costumes Wagner the stage director was definitely a follower of the 

Zeitgeist, not a leader with a vision equal to his musical and dramatic genius. His 

innovations were of a purely technical nature; they did not bring forth a new scenic 

concept akin to his music. In Bayreuth the cyclorama, the swimming device, the 

Wandeldekoration were marvels of ingenuity. The master spared no effort or 
money to conjure up fascinating effects; but then again a forest, a wooded moun

tain, an interior were as conventional as in any other opera house, only more elabo
rate in their outfit. The boat in Tristan was extremely impressive if one believed in 
realism, and the street in The Mastersingers gave a true picture of a medieval Ger

man city. On the other hand the depth of the Rhine and the landscapes merely 
showed traditional settings devised without the least imagination for Wagner's un

usual art. Technically there were some outstanding achievements such as the ship 

in The Flying Dutchman or the bear, the dragon, and the forging of the sword in 

Siegfried, the thunderstorm and the great fires in The Ring. All these effects could 

be observed in many theatres; however in Bayreuth they were executed with a 

precision and perfection unmatched anywhere else. Yet, one is tempted to ask about 

the real purpose of these technical extravagancies. Did they not aim more for the 
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created illusion instead of arousing the spectators' imagination in accord with the 
symbolic character of the music? 

Obviously Wagner the stage director did not always listen to Wagner the rev
olutionary creator who lashed out against the spectacles he had witnessed in other 
opera houses. He severely attacked effects for effect's sake and he objected to crude 
exaggerations of scenic events, such as the magic fire in The Valkyrie which should 
be subtly indicated. In reviewing the festivals of 1876 he confessed that some of 
the scenic solutions showed "weaknesses," but he was convinced that his collabor

ators were aware of the flaws and knew how to correct them. Evidently Wagner 
had technical, not artistic, problems in mind. At any rate, the basic style of his pro
ductions remained the same. 

In regard to acting, the master of Bayreuth and the impatient young artist had 
much in common. Both considered the performer the heart and soul of the produc

tion; both were highly interested in rhythm and dance. Wagner's essays abound in 
valuable suggestions of how singers can make their gestures and ~ovements meall
ingful, and their vocal interpretations intelligible. In his treatise Uber Schauspieler 
und Sanger (Actor and Singer) he described his basic aim which was to ehminate 
overdone pathos and to teach expressive gestures. Thanks to his excellent collabor

ator Julius Hey, his singers made great progress in their diction. Wagner was less 
successful in realizing his ideas about movements except in some isolated cases 
such as in the scene of the Flower Girls and the Knights of the Grail in Parsifal. 
Wagner himself was a gifted actor who could jump with ease into any character to 
demonstrate how to synchronize music and action, yet few of the singers were able 
or willing to follow him. Most of them lacked his natural talent and probably were 
not eager to work hard enough to improve their acting. Appia recognized from the 
outset that singers needed training not only in voice and diction but in bodily ex
pressiveness as well, and he suggested that "choreography" be included in their 
basic studies. 

In an essay on Tannhiiuser Wagner advised a careful examination of the 
score before devising the settings. This became one of Appia's main principles. 
When he studied the music dramas, he was pleased to see how often stage direc
tions coincided with orchestra passages, but he also detected many a measure in 

which the description of the stage business was not directly underlined in the 

music. It is not known when Appia read Wagner's delineation of staging problems 
in The Flying Dutchman and Tannhiiuser; possibly as late as the 192o's since he did 

not particularly care for these operas. In any case it was quite natural for him, the 

trained musician, to base his conceptions of the setting and every move on the 
music as did Wagner. His scenarios for The Ring and later for other music dramas 

are such splendid examples of his thorough knowledge of all problems involved 

and of his artistic conception for their execution, that Wagner himself could not 

have devised them more painstakingly. 
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Theoretically the composer and the designer shared a dislike for mechaniza
tion. In his Das Kunstwerk der Zukunft Wagner railed against the machine, "this 
heartless benefactor of human beings in need of luxury," yet he made wide use of 
mechanical devices on stage, and in life enjoyed the luxury provided by modern 
technology. Appia, by contrast, did not readily compromise with his aversion to 
machines and lived accordingly. 

In literary matters Wagner and Appia would have found themselves on com
mon ground. Had the two met, they certainly could have enjoyed discussing Wolf
gang von Goethe whom they both highly admired, and they had similar opinions 
on other German classicists, too. From the philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer, 

Appia adopted several ideas and used some quotations, but in general he learned 
more about him from Wagner's use of those ideas. Some trouble would have arisen 
if Appia and Wagner had discussed composers. For Wagner, Mozart was the great
est of all composers, a gift from heaven; but Appia completely ignored this genius. 

Wagner wrote many pages about Ludwig van Beethoven, whom he revered. As a 
boy Appia was profoundly moved by the Missa Solemnis, yet he never mentioned 

the giant in later years. Appia's and Wagner's opinion on contemporary French and 
Italian music was very much the same although Appia cared for both even less than 
Wagner did. 

For about three decades, Appia's musical taste was completely dominated by 

Wagner's music dramas which he considered the climax of all operatic art. But, 
whereas the influence of the music dramas on the young artist came as a direct 
emotional response to performances, his indoctrination with the master's writings 

was the result of Chamberlain's interpretation. When Appia returned to his native 
country from Germany he was a complete convert; his thoughts centered on the 
music dramas and his conversations were eulogies of the master of Bayreuth. He 
talked so passionately that people who had known him since childhood were shock
ed. "Without any doubt," Madame Anna Penel, an aunt, wrote to a friend, "he is 

the maddest Wagnerian I know of. He used to appreciate and love everything 
worthy, but now he is incapable of feeling and admiring any other music. Wagner 
has taken the place for him of religion, of love, of everything." She even suspected 
that Appia's fanaticism for Wagner had killed his own musical talent. 

This extreme mood must be recalled when one evaluates Appia's early writ
ings. It alone explains his exclusive concentration on The Ring and Tristan. In this 
state of total absorption his reform ideas began to take shape. His dream was to 

complete Wagner's synthesis of the arts by giving his music dramas the perfect 

scenic frame. Straight ahead he pushed toward this goal unwilling to digress, and 
he poured his mind and soul into the project. In his scenarios and sketches of The 
Ring and Tristan one can sense his infatuation. For a decade he gave himself com

pletely to this "holy task," rarely taking time out to work on some other plan. 
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The First Essay 

Notes de mise en scene pour L' Anneau de Nibelung (Comments on the Staging 
of The Ring of the Nibelung) written in 1891-1892-but not published until 

1954-was Appia's first essay, as far as can be ascertained. It is important not mere
ly because it represents his first attempt to write down his ideas concerning the pro

duction of The Ring, but above all because it offers the core of the reform the young 
artist was to expound in his following works. With one stroke he set forth his 

revolutionary conception. In a concise form his new principles are stated. Some of 

his explanations, it is true, were too brief to be clearly understood even by the ex

pert, yet this essay is a most essential link between Appia the analyst and critic, 

and Appia the scenic reformer. 

When he first began to put his thoughts on paper he was not thoroughly 

acquainted with Wagner's theories. He had seen his works in Dresden, Vienna, and 

Bayreuth but he relied almost entirely on the vocal scores in working out his con

ception, ignoring all the performances he had attended, even those in Bayreuth. 

Parsifal, incidentally, was the only one he saw under Wagner's own direction; he 

did not attend the other productions until after Wagner's death. The premises for 

his reforms had their wellspring solely in his imagination. Neither what he had 

seen in several opera houses nor what he had learned from Chamberlain gave him 

any clue to his visions. His concept differed fundamentally from all conventional 

presentations, those in Bayreuth included. After studying the score of The Ring he 

was firmly convinced he could devise the type of settings, costumes, and properties 
needed for a true realization of Wagner's intentions. Though he concentrated all 

his aspirations on the mise en scene, he never overlooked the performer. In Appia's 

opinion the main difficulty in a decisive change was related to the acting singer, and 
he therefore demanded that a method must be introduced to train the performer in 

gestures and movements. The method he had in mind was based on means similar 
to the musical signs which control the vocal interpretation to the most minute de

tail. For his new approach he borrowed the term" choreography." Generally he had 

no strong objection to the conventional style of acting-at least not in 1891-but he 
expected through his recommendations to raise the general standard of acting. Al

though at that time he did not offer a clear and definite solution for the performing 

singer, his preoccupation with the problem is evident. Aiming at a unity of purpose 

and execution Appia intended to develop "an organic whole in all its parts" which 

ought to include gestures, poise, stage settings, and the other scenic elements. His 

concern for the singer's performance grew with the years, but it is interesting to 

note that his concept was intact from the very beginning. 

He requested radical changes in the use of space; in contrast to the prevailing 

way of staging, he defined his new principle as "movement in depth and height." 

In addition to his plan for three-dimensional settings he demanded that they should 
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be simple and unobstrusive. He preferred a spatial arrangement that enhanced the 

three-dimensional performer and his movements in space. In his very first essay 

Appia stressed the part to be assigned to light in a production when he described 

how to "create an atmosphere through lighting," and in this connection he applied 

the term "living" which assumed great significance in his later thinking and writ

ings. He realized thas the proper use of lighting is indispensable for a three- dimen

sional setting and the dramatic expression of the actors. He dismissed the prevalent 

notion by theatre people and spectators that everything and everyone on stage had 

to be seen. His reform was based on the contrasting effect of light and shadow, not 

on plain visibility. For its proper function he recommended the use of three types 

of eguipment; namely, devices for diffused lighting, movable devices such as spot

lights, and slide projectors. 

A true artist, Appia always conceived his mise en scene as a whole. Thus in 

planning a setting he took into account all the other settings of the work; he did 

not think of lighting, properties, or costumes as separate units. His systematic 

analysis taught him to discern the style of an entire music drama and then to co

ordinate all scenic elements. Artistically speaking, the idea was not new; what was 

original was his intention to apply it to a strictly stylized production. For The Ring 
he concentrated on the fact that Wagner used the Rock of the Valkyries four times, 

each time to serve a different mood and a different action. The Rock therefore be

came the hub of Appia's considerations. The young designer was intrigued also by 

Wagner's preference for the outdoor, rocky landscape settings. Reading all of 

Wagner's scenic reguirements he counted the freguent use of cave-Erda as well 

as Fafner (the dragon) appear at the opening of a cave, and Act I of Siegfried takes 

place inside a cave. Appia kept such details in mind when drawing his sketches 

unlike many designers of the day who were technicians rather than artists. He also 

observed as significant that in The Rhinegold, The Valkyrie, and Siegfried the ac

tion is carried by the gods and by the human beings related to them, while human 

beings as such were introduced only in The Twilight of the Gods, the last part of 
the Cycle. Finally, he was fascinated by the momentous role assigned to nature and 

natural phenomena; without clearly knowing how to achieve the necessary effects 

he began to think of a solution by means of lighting and even of projection. 

He was altogether opposed to footlights, although he would condone sparing 

application for technical purposes. As he recognized, elimination of footlights 

would automatically force the singers to "avoid the tall wings" and move farther 

upstage to be seen; he was convinced that this strategem would also increase the 

effectiveness of the settings. He wanted the entire downstage area rather dim; this 

meant tackling a disturbing factor in all opera houses-the glow from the orchestra 

lamps and the reflection of light from white dress-shirt fronts and shining instru

ments. The less the proscenium frame and the downstage area are lit the softer will 

be the transition from the darkened auditorium to the bright stage. This is the first 
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Figure 11. The Valkyrie, opening scene of Act III. Donald Oenslager. 

Figure 12. The Valkyrie, Act III. Theater Museum, Munich. 



hint of his vision of an auditorium and stage all in one. Behind the suggestion of 

semidarkness downstage and brighter light upstage, lurk two basic elements of 

Appia's reform idea: the union of stage and auditorium, and the contrast of light 

and shadow. 
His insistence on utter simplification in settings, costumes, and properties 

extended to wigs and footwear. He objected to their traditional picturesque style, 

despite Wagner's approval of it, and tried to design simpler forms for them. 

The Scenarios of The Ring 
APPIA was not content to write a brief essay and draw a few sketches for The 
Ring; during the years 1891 and 1892 he created absorbing extended scenarios for 

the Cycle, in which he elucidated his new ideas. To our regret, that for The Rhine
gold has been lost, but the three others are preserved. In Act I of The Valkyrie his 

request to have the hall built in three dimensions throughout was unheard of in 

opera. Walls and doors assumed plasticity without necessarily attaining full real

ism. Most interesting is his recommendation to show the roots of the large tree 

center stage by placing three-dimensional pieces around the part of the trunk 

which touches the stage floor. One of his main complaints about standard pro

ductions was that there was no real contact between the hanging pieces and the 

floor. For Act II and III of The Valkyrie Appia delineated the spatial arrangement 

as it became known through his marvelous designs. In the light plot, he called for 

a slide projector to create special effects. In discussing the magic fire in the last act 

he emphasized that no steam be visible. The only time he inserted the term "real

ism" was in connection with the cave in Act I of Siegfried, which he wished to see 

treated as if in a play setting, in contrast to the second act which was to be com

pletely simplified; and he described in detail how the forest murmurs should be 

executed. Leaves and tree trunks were merely to be indicated and the over-all 
atmosphere was to be created through light. On a fly gallery in front of spotlights 

stagehands should weave branches creating the impression of leaves quivering in a 

breeze. Since this effect had never been mentioned before, Appia was possibly the 

first designer to think of it. In Act III the shift from Scene 1, at the foot of the 

mountain, to Scene 2, the Rock of the Valkyries, is worth noting. He emphasized 

that the spreading of the fire from the mountain down the slope-an effect obtained 

by means of a transparent drop and projection-must be synchronized with the 

music, that this is more important than the color of the fire. Here we sense again 

the signaling of an attitude which became pronounced when Appia relegated color 

to last place in his hierarchy. 

Although in the scenarios much space was devoted to settings and scenic 

effects, Appia never forgot the performer. In prescribing positions and movements 
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he frequently had one or another character placed in profile and thus, in relation to 
his particular light plot, in silhouette. Such a position was rarely seen, if at all, in 
operatic productions of his time. For the appearance of the dragon in Siegfried he 

recommended that the singer of this role be placed inside the frame of the beast 

instead of singing backstage while a stagehand somehow manipulates the feet, jaw, 

and tail. Evidently he expected to achieve more accurate acting from his new 

arrangement and better acoustics. He also ignored Wagner's direction in Act II of 

The Valkyrie for Fricka's entrance on a cart drawn by two rams. He simply let her 

enter on foot. The swimming of the Rhine Maidens was also revised. Instead of 

Bayreuth's elaborate and ostentatious machinery that let the Rhine Maidens appear 

as though they were swimming high above the stage floor, Appia suggested that 

they simulate swimming by motions of their arms while they climbed up and down 

several platforms. He thought of a different method for the Rhine Maidens in 

Twilight of the Gods. Lying on a kind of dolly behind a low platform they could 

move about by pushing the floor with their feet. 

Every phase of the production was scrutinized in his scenarios. Every so often 

he returned to the performer and his problems, advising him to acquaint himself 

with the acting area assigned to his character. One of the principles on which 

Appia based his designs was to assume that all the characters except Wotan use a 

given area most of the time. Hence it was essential for the singers to have a relation

ship to their surroundings. Wotan, the god who directed his creatures, could there

fore, as an exception, move across several areas. Furthermore, the scenarios contain 

suggestions for a type of gesture or a certain poise he wished to see executed; his 

aim was to give each character a symbolic meaning through poise and gestures 

peculiar to him. 

These comprehensive scenarios give ample evidence that Appia saw himself 
in the dual role of designer and stage director. His extended description-each scen

ario consists of approximately sixty typewritten pages-demonstrate moreover that 
he was not only a brilliant designer with an entirely new conception of the mise en 
scene but also an extremely sensitive artist with a profound understanding of the 
performer's place and task in his scenic reform. Unfortunately the scenarios have 

never been published and hence are known only to a very few. They ought to be 

made widely accessible, for Appia's detailed presentation of his ideas should arouse 

great interest among students of theatre history and among directors, designers, 

and even singers. There are meaningful suggestions and valuable hints for all. 

La Mise en scene du drame wagnirien 
IN his first book-briefer than any scenario, it might better be called a brochure 

-Appia elaborated the ideas and principles he had described in Notes de mise en 
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Figure 13. Title page of Appia's first book with a dedication to a cousin. W. R. Volbach. 



scene pour L' Anneau de Nibelung. In the foreword he expressed his regret that its 
conciseness did not permit him fully to explain every problem and that consequent

ly some of the points might not be as clear as he wished to make them. A student of 

Appia's work is advised to read his writings in chronological order to follow his 

development step by step. Just as La Mise en scene du drame wagm?rien-not yet 

available in English translation-is the logical oHshoot of its preceding essay, it 

antecedes in turn La Musique et la mise en scene, his largest work, which combined 

his dreams and thoughts of the entire decade. 

Hitherto Appia had primarily dealt with practical matters touching only 

slightly on esthetic problems. In La Mise en scene du drame wagnerien he probed 

deeper into these problems, and one can note how his artistic concept matured be

tween 1892 and 1895 when this booklet appeared. The change is immediately 

apparent in the first chapter where he explained his reason for taking the spoken 
drama as point of departure and for concentrating on Wagner's music dramas. It 

is here too that the unusual term "Word-Tone Drama" is used for the first time. 

His esthetics was based on the premise that music determines the time duration for 

gestures and movements and represents the expressive element in the music dra
mas. Settings and action must be subservient to the music which alone expresses the 

inner life of the characters. From this he concluded that a drama set to music can, 

under no circumstance, have the same scenic style as a spoken play. This guiding 

thought returned in variations in Appia's later writings. It led him to other im
portant questions, above all to that of the relationship of time and space. 

Appia did not delude himself about the possible reaction of the theatregoers 

to his scenic reform. He anticipated their passive attitude for three reasons; their 

inertia resulting in indiscriminate acceptance of conventional staging; their incapa
city to immerse themselves in passionate music; their inability to consider a master
work in terms of the whole. Yet he did not accuse the audience alone for its indiHer
ence;he included the author (composer) who failed to bring his powerful position 

to bear in resolving the urgent production problems. 
In the second chapter of his brochure he conveyed some of his principles far 

more than previously. He pointed out the position of the performer who, during 
the past centuries, became slowly separated from the setting that surrounded him. 

Without going into details Appia indicated his opposition to the development of 

stage and scenery since the late Renaissance, particularly to the scenery which had 

lost every contact with the performer and had turned the stage into "a lifeless pic

ture," a condition further aggravated by the negligible treatment of lighting. As 

antidote he suggested his spatial arrangement which must be subordinated to and 

dominated by the performer and his actions. A setting must serve the performer 

who is the intermediary between the drama and its scenic form. 

Only in the last chapter did the author comment specifically on the problems 

involved in a production of The Ring. Unlike some Wagnerian experts, he did not 
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look for mythological significance everywhere in this monumental work. To him the 
mythology from which this music drama originated was of minor importance; he 
preferred to think of its foundation as being "typical, not symbolic." Consequently 
he interpreted the gods merely as "members of a higher society." On the last pages 
he then described again his solution for a scenic reform, a reform in which lighting 

played a strong, active role. 
His friend Chamberlain was instrumental in finding a publisher for La Mise 

en scene du drame wagm?rien. It is not known, though, whether he helped directly 
or through the Wagnerian circle in Paris. One of those who served as mediator was 
Edouard Schure, an admirer of Wagner and a disciple of symbolism.2 The treatise 

was published by Leon Chailley in 1895. It was mainly intended for German read
ers, and of course Appia hoped it would attract the attention of Cosima Wagner. 

Publicity was sent out; friends led by Jean ThoreP made propaganda; but this re
volutionary treatise did not create a sensation. Those few who knew and believed 
in the genius of Appia were delighted, some followers of Wagner in France listened, 
but otherwise it was virtually ignored. Except for the review by Ernst von Wolzo
gen in the Bayreuther Blaetter, this important publication hardly made a ripple in 
Germany, the country for which it was written. The small edition-300 copies 
were said to have been printed, paid for by Appia himself-did not even find 
enough buyers among the professionals in the theatre or among opera lovers. 

Twenty years later, when Appia's fame had grown, it was impossible to hunt up a 
copy anywhere, and now it is termed a rare book-very rare indeed, worth a high 
price. Perhaps it was a mistake to push a French publication instead of trying harder 
to have a German firm accept it. A year after it appeared in Paris Appia missed an 
opportunity to have it issued in a German translation. Toward the end of 1896, 

Otto Lessmann, publisher and editor of the renowned Allgemeine Musikzeitung, 
approached the author through Moritz Wirtz about the possibility of publishing 
it in his periodical. One or another condition made Appia hesitate; the reason may 
have been that Lessmann intended to print merely a condensed version. The nego
tiations quickly broke off. 

Plan for an Opera 

WITH the manuscript of his first publication out of the way Appia set himself 

a different task, that of creating an opera. He had entertained the idea for a long 

time; he began before 1895 and did not abandon the project for ten years. The sub

ject he fell in love with was Ondine. Where and when he became acquainted with 

this romantic story cannot be traced. Perhaps Chamberlain mentioned it to him; 

perhaps Appia discovered it while playing the scores of German operatic versions 

by E. Th. A. Hoffmann or Albert Lortzing. It may be that he did not conceive the 
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idea until he read Jean Thorel's French translation of Undine by Friedrich Karl 
Heinrich Fouque (Baron de la Motte). This had appeared in 1894 and was praised 
as the first acceptable French version. Appia carried with him a copy of Fouque's 
novel in a Reklam paperback edition for several years. 

The basic plan was that Thorel would write the libretto (in French, of course) 
while Appia would devise the scenic form and, having conceived the whole enter

prise, would in addition serve as a kind of supervisor. Since the manuscript of the 
libretto is unavailable and the sketches are lost, it is difficult to draw final conclu
sions about this opera, although letters to Chamberlain contain several pages with 

details of the plot and scenery. Appia's collaboration with the librettist must have 
been profitable for he was well pleased with the libretto as Thorel developed it. The 
important question of who was to be the composer remains. Appia vaguely talked 
about Ondine with close friends but he never stated definitely who would compose 
the music. Late in the winter of 1895 he paid Claude Debussy a visit in Paris; but 
was this merely a friendly visit to obtain his advice or an attempt to persuade this 
great musician to take on the composition? We do not know. Some time later 
Appia went again to the French capital; this time to submit his plan to Gabriel 
Faure who indicated an interest in the libretto and pondered its composition. How

ever, he apparently dropped the idea after a while, and later on Appia consulted 
with Wolzogen and other friends to obtain their recommendation. Nothing came 
of it, still Appia did not give up his plan and searched for a new collaborator. Could 
it be that, however secretly, he felt tempted to compose the opera himself? He was 
proficient in theory and composition, composing short pieces as a student and 
later for his own enjoyment. A few of his pieces of the nineties have been preserved 
by a favorite cousin of his. Strangely they show a style derived from the French 
school of that period rather than from German romanticism. There is, then, an 
ever-so-slight possibility that Appia actually made musical sketches for one or 
more scenes. At any rate Ondine was not dropped abruptly when he failed to find 
a trustworthy composer. He continued to think about and work on it while his 
main effort was devoted to the preparations for his next book. 

La Musique et la mise en sc'ene 
SINCE 1892 Appia had the intention to write a full-length book describing his 

scenic reform and related problems as perfectly and as completely as he was able. 

He did not wish merely to repeat and expand what he had written and published 

but to elucidate his ideas from every angle lest anything be misunderstood. Every

thing he had on his mind was to be said honestly. From the very beginning he 
selected La Musique et la mise en scene as the title of his new book, and it was the 

title of the final manuscript. The organization of the material too is as he originally 
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devised it. Only the last chapter underwent a thorough change; very early he con
ceived the idea to include an appendix in which he intended to delineate the precise 
procedure for the staging of The Ring and Tristan, his favorite music dramas, and a 
series of designs for the production of these works. 

When drafting the outline of the new book he was convinced the manuscript 
could be finished within a comparatively brief period, but this proved to be too 
optimistic an appraisal of the complex task. He knew exactly what he wished to 

discuss, and in his mind he had, to a high degree, clarified most of the problems; 
yet the actual writing turned out to be far more difficult than he had anticipated. 

The year or so he had scheduled for it was not nearly enough; the manuscript on 

which he began hard to work in the fall of 1.895 was not ready for a publisher until 
two years later. 

In the dedication of this volume Appia expressed the friendship he felt for 
Chamberlain. "To Houston Stewart Chamberlain who alone knows the life which 
I enclose within these pages," so read the first and the final version. His faithful 

mentor again took great pains in finding a publisher for Appia's second book, this 
time trying to interest a reputable firm in Germany rather than in France. In a short 
while he was able to tell Appia that his friend Hugo Bruckmann, head of a well
known publishing company in Munich, was willing to take a look at some chapters 
and designs. Direct negotiations between Bruckmann and the author began, but 

for several months Appia hesitated; he was not sure whether it was better to have 
his new book appear in a German translation than in French. Aglmor Boissier urged 
to have it published in the original and advised to seek a firm in Paris while Cham

berlain favored a German edition. Appia weighed the pros and cons; naturally he 
preferred his French language, but the book was meant for the German reader. 
Finally he agreed to the German translation but not until he was assured of Cham
berlain's willingness to supervise both the French and the German versions and to 

give suggestions. 
Progress in writing the chapters was neither fast nor smooth. The subjects 

Appia knew best caused only minor difficulties in the enlarged form. The main 
obstacle arose when theories had to be expounded. A few times Chamberlain rec
ommended clarification of basic principles, above all greater variety in the wording 
and a precise formulation of theories. Often Appia himself was dissatisfied with 
his writing; he had a notion that divers passages sounded too abstract and enig
matic. Part Two especially caused endless worries, because it was a delicate task for 

him to state clearly and precisely the principles upon which he based his staging of 

the Wagnerian music dramas. Part Three of the book did not take long to put into 

final shape; he actually enjoyed writing down his critical thoughts about Bayreuth, 

but what gave him the greatest satisfaction was the series of new designs which 

were simpler and showed more than his previous ones his reliance on three-dimen

sional pieces. 
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In spring 1897 Bruckmann offered an acceptable contract containing among 
other things the condition that the printing of the first 500 copies were to be sub
sidized. This request was taken care of very likely without the direct knowledge 
of Appia who understood little about financial matters and usually did not concern 

himself with them. His friend Boissier offered to serve as guarantor and Helene, 
his sister, carried a smaller portion of the expenses. More troublesome was the 

question of translating, no mean task as everyone acquainted with Appia's treatise 
in the original French realizes. Bruckmann suggested as translator the princess 

Elsa Catacuzene. The prospect of collaborating with a woman was not to Appia's 
liking at all but in the end he decided to travel to Munich and meet the lady. After 
an exchange of views with her he forgot some of his misgivings. It required almost 
two years to see this project through, and during this period Appia referred fre
quently to the pain and agony suffered by an author; nevertheless the demanding 
task made progress thanks to Bruckmann, the princess-who became his wife, and 
the cooperation of the Chamberlains. (Mrs. Chamberlain occasionally helped with 

the German version.) With patience and understanding all dangerous problems 
were smoothed over. 

During the winter of 1897-1898 Appia spent many weeks in Munich. This 
made it possible for him to work directly with the publisher and the translator. He 
had no major complaint except about the reproduction of the designs; the first 

prints he examined were such a poor sight that they depressed him considerably. 
Like all sensitive artists Appia had his good and bad moods and even a slight 

remark could easily upset him. Thus he was annoyed when some people-not the 
Bruckmanns-called him a modern artist; he despised this term in general and he 

hated in particular to be identified with any movement. To his deep satisfaction 
his publisher understood his conception and tried to be of help. This encouraged 
him, for the Bruckmanns were staunch followers of Wagner and Bayreuth; hence 
he was all the more grateful that they accepted his manuscript in spite of its con
siderable critical passages about Wagner and a consummate rejection of the Bay
reuth productions. During the year 1898 Chamberlain had gone over the entire 
German draft giving his friend many valuable suggestions which were greatly 
appreciated, for by that time Appia was so steeped in his work that he was unable 

to examine it objectively. 
The appearance of Die Musik und die Inscenierung, as it was titled in Ger

man, in the middle of 1899 left a deeper mark than his preceding booklet. It re

ceived sundry reviews though not immediately, for in those days the custom of 

reviewing books regularly was not yet established. A comprehensive appraisal by 

Alfred Dutour for the l ournal de Geneve4 acknowledged that the main principles 

were well delineated and, as a pertinent factor, that the author had a profound 
musical feeling for Wagner's music dramas and their production problems. Of 

particular interest is that Appia's concern for the relationship of time and space was 
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duly mentioned. His reform idea was in general accepted by other writers too, 
though, in one case, with the ironical connotation that Appia, a Frenchman [sic], 
had digested German culture "with a thoroughness rare for his race."5 The impact 

of this book has increased with the years. Thus Lee Simonson could write: "The 
first one hundred and twenty pages are nothing less than a textbook of modern 

stage craft."6 

Appia wrote two prefaces for this book. One was included in the German edi

tion; the other, in French, was intended for an English translation, but did not be

come known to a larger circle until Music and the Art of the Theatre was published 

in the United States in 1962. Both prefaces are highly instructive with reference to 

Appia's attitude as well as to his conception and execution of this volume. They 

must be read for an understanding of some of the author's intentions. Appia's 

ideas are difficult to grasp in their original language; the translation into German 

by no means alleviated this difficulty. Several passages are awkward and trouble

some. Probably the princess was not always sure of the artist's aim; Chamberlain's 

florid style did not render some passages more intelligible, and Appia's command 

of the German language was not complete enough to recognize some misinterpre

tations. 

Indicative of Appia's esthetics are the two mottoes he included in the publica

tion; namely, Schopenhauer's "Music never expresses the phenomenon but only 
the inner essence of the phenomenon" and Schiller's "When music reaches its 

noblest power, it becomes form." Both tell about Appia's concept of the part played 

by music in the staging of a work. Since he used these quotations or at least re

ferred to them in later writings, they almost stand as leitmotifs and should be re

membered by every student of Appia's art. 

In the preface to the German edition the first statement to hold the reader's 

attention is that Appia was fully aware of his limitations. "I am, by nature, not a 

writer," he confessed. He considered himself a musician who, fascinated by the 
theatre, became a designer, and as designer he relied on his feeling for rhythm 
which he translated into space. In the second preface he added that his task was 
the more complex because he dealt with the art of staging and also with dramatic 

art in general at a time when no one else seemed to be concerned about these topics. 
In the same preface he pointed out his interest in rhythmic movement, which had 
occupied him more than a decade before he met Jaques-Dalcroze. Lastly he pre

sented the "three different aspects which correspond to the principal parts of my 

study." Included in the 1899 issue were: 

1. Can the existing elements furnish, independently of any particular dra
matic work, a principle applicable to the mise en scene, and if so, what will 
be the effect of that principle on existing theatre technique? 

2. What obstacles prevented Richard Wagner from exercizing his creativity 
on the visual elements of the drama? 
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3· What effect will the theory of production, developed in the first part of this 
book, have on the artist of the theatre and on today's audience? 

In Part One Appia touched upon the theme-the signal role of the performer

for which he did not discover a perfect solution until his collaboration with Dal
croze. Early he had shown a profound interest in dance and pantomime, and obser

vations induced him to designate the performer, rather than the setting, the core of 

his reform. Appia considered the singing actor, later the performer in general, the 
intermediary between the ever-flowing mobility of music and the permanent im
mobility of the scenery. All of a performer's actions, gestures, and movements are 

determined by time durations and by rhythm. Consequently, before he can execute 
a step or a gesture, he must be familiar with the musical time pattern to which he 
must relate his actions. On this premise Appia based his conclusion that music must 
determine all phases of staging. In his opinion "music is transported into space and 
there achieves material form." And in accordance with Schopenhauer's dictum he 

opposed the realistic approach to scene design and wished to replace it with three 
elements in this order: spatial arrangement, lighting, and lastly painting since the 
task of coloring would mostly be assigned to light. At the summit of this hierarchy, 
of course, is the performer. 

Appia divided a setting and its three-dimensional arrangement into three 
parts: the lower section, that is, the stage floor and the platforms placed on it; the 
middle one, the section most noticeable to the spectator; and the upper section, 
consisting of the borders and backdrops. Since his boyhood he had thought about 
the floor on which the singers stand and walk. In this book he again emphasized 

the importance of that portion of the setting; he regarded it as the "most critical" 
and further voiced his objection that trees, pillars, columns, rocks, and legs were 
never truly connected and integrated with the ground. He likewise attacked the ex
aggerated use of detailed painting and instead pleaded for utter simplicity; in quite 
strong words he called for sacrifice as "the most important principle in a work of 
art," a principle totally ignored by the contemporary leading designers and pro
ducers. His spatial arrangement needed only platforms of different levels, stairs, 
ramps, pillars, and plain walls and drapes. His description of a previous attempt at 
a similar reform clearly refers to the Shakespeare Stage used in the National 

Theatre in Munich which he had seen a few times. The flaw in this experiment was 

its inconsistency; while some settings were well devised in their plastic form, others 

retained the conventional style. 

Appia's emphasis on the performer as the central element of the production 

and his insistence to provide for him a three-dimensional setting represents a com

plete break with tradition. Added to his new lighting method that played down, 

even eliminated, borders and footlights, accentuating instead the importance of 
spotlights to obtain complete plasticity, the thoroughness of his reform is truly 
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striking, and distinguishes it from all former attempts. 

Costumes before 1900 came under sharp scrutiny. In opera, Appia found them 
elaborate and ornamental but wanting in significance; in plays, completely sub

ordinated to the historical style of the particular plays; making it even more diffi

cult for the actor to become one with the purely decorative setting. His approach to 

costuming was based on two points: 

1. The harmonious relationship between the actor's form and the poetic 
musical proportions. 

2. The harmonious balance between the actor's form and the rest of the stage 
picture. 

Relieved thus from the fetters of realism and sumptuousness the costumes 

can assume their proper function-to serve the performer. 

Problems related to the Festival House in Bayreuth are discussed at the end 

of Part One. Even before he had seen it, Appia favored the construction of the 

building over the prevalent Baroque type of opera house. His own concept is a 

blend of three sources: the classic amphitheatre, Wagner's Festival House, and the 

auditoriums used for divers pageants in Switzerland. His rejection of the conven

tional structure with its boxes and galleries stemmed primarily from his aim to 

bring spectators and performers in close contact. Furthermore he wanted the audi

ence to have a direct, unobstructed, and undistorted view of the entire acting area. 

Lastly he preferred the amphitheatrelike auditorium that does not separate the 

privileged classes from the other theatregoers. The Festival House fulfilled many of 

Appia's dreams and impressed him deeply when he first saw it. He loved the "for

tunate optical effect" as well as "the wonderful acoustics" and praised the arrange

ment of all spectators directly in front of the stage, overlooking the fact though that 

a selected few still had their boxes in the rear. His reservations indicate his artistic 

approach. One concerned the proscenium frame which was too narrow for his 

taste. He would have liked to see it as wide as feasible, virtually flush with the side 
walls. This would provide a smoother transition from the house to the stage, era
dicate the traditional peephole and offer an even better view for the patrons on the 
extreme left and right. He admired the so-called Wagner curtain as a great improve

ment over both the drop and the draw curtains which, whenever they close or open 
slowly, interrupt the mood of the spectators. The Wagner curtain, opening side

ways and upwards at the same time, eliminates this trouble. 

Appia also approved wholeheartedly of Wagner's innovation of the orchestra 

pit. In the contemporary opera house the pit was open, just a few feet below the 

level of the auditorium. Schinkel had been the first architect to conceive of lowering 

the pit, an idea later developed by Wagner to the "mystic gulf" in his Festival 

House. Appia, like every true musician, rightly decided that the orchestra could 

not be located backstage or below the stage as some extremists had suggested, but 
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that it had to be in front of the stage and thus remain part of the auditorium. In 
Bayreuth he discovered to his pleasure that the partly covered sunken pit removed 

most of the disturbing spill of light thus giving the scenery an almost dreamy 

quality. 
For Part Two of La Musique et Ia mise en scene Appia chose as motto Wagner's 

slogan "The German builds from within." Quotations from the master's essays, 
Das Kunstwerk der Zukunft and Orer und Drama form the nucleus, for Appia 

used them extensively to express his admiration as well as his criticism. Fully 
aware of Wagner's view of the relationship between libretto and music and the 
problems involved in handling scenery and singers, Appia had strong words of dis
approval for the staging in Bayreuth. Some sharp reservations were unavoidable 
when he re-examined the style of the productions. Reluctantly he had to confirm 
his previous conclusion that, for all the technical improvements in Bayreuth, in 

essence the master was satisfied with the contemporary staging. In vain did Appia 
search for a new concept Wagner might have set forth in devising his own scenic 

style. "Obviously his sense of visual form was not appreciably developed beyond 
this convention, which did not offend his own vision," Appia wrote. Hesitantly he 
called this attitude" a defect which explained why he failed to recognize the limita
tions of the decorative methods of our stage." 

Appia's devotion for Wagner concerned exclusively the tone poet, the com
poser of the great music dramas, The Ring of the Nibelung, Tristan and Isolde, 
Parsifal, and The Mastersingers. He paid little attention to his earlier works; which, 

like Rienzi, either belonged to the French form of grand opera, or were strongly 
under Italian influence. Since he disliked the romantic style of that era, he more or 
less ignored The Flying Dutchman, Tannhi:iuser, and Lohengrin. Appia was nearly 

sixty years old before he began to occupy himself with Lohengrin. His concept of a 
complete unity in art drew him naturally and logically to Wagner's Gesamtkunst
werk of his later period. 

Appia had dealt thoroughly with The Ring in his previous writings; thus new 
material is primarily offered with reference to the other music dramas. Here he 
stated for the first time that only a modicum of visual effect should be given to a 
production of Tristan. Parsifal, as he interpreted it, is a miracle play "which is 

taking place within the soul of the pure and innocent hero." Based on this defini

tion he drew his sketches in which the Spanish historical element gave way to 

simple symbolic settings. Only for The Mastersingers was he willing to concede 
some scenic realism; yet the connotation of this term was not so strict for him as 

for his colleagues; he was convinced of being able to find a solution different from 

the conventional productions of this comic opera. In the nineties he did not con

sider The Mastersingers important enough for a thorough study. His vague indica
tions make it impossible to visualize distinctly how he would have devised its four 

settings. He did not take up this task for nearly twenty-five years. 
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"The Word-Tone Drama without Richard Wagner" is the heading of Part 
Three, which combines a series of loosely related topics. Here Appia left his own 
ground, theatre and esthetics, venturing further afield into general cultural gues
tions which, at that time, he had not yet guite mastered. He was then still groping 
for a solid foundation to his own philosophy. As a result, this last part does not 
egual the magnificent ideas presented in the preceding chapters. There is no diffi

culty in following the author through the beginning passages in which he defined 
music as "essentially a living art." In applying this epithet to music as well as to 
light Appia let us anticipate the importance he attached to the word "living"; as a 

matter of fact it became the lodestar in his philosophy. Further contemplations on 
Wagnerian music contain no new views; Wagner stood in the center of Appia's 
analysis until he discovered Gluck's works later on. Of great importance in this 
chapter is one of his rare statements about Beethoven, when he wrote that Beet
hoven's music "in drawing near to drama" made us aware that we were "no longer 
concerned only with the expression, but with its objects as well." 

In the last part the author referred once again to Bayreuth, extolling Wagner's 
genius which had created the festival idea and the Festival House. The remaining 
pages were devoted to a comparison of German and Latin -read "French" -culture. 

In all sincerity Appia stressed that not "the slightest political notion" was attached 
to his use of the terms "race" and "nationality." Undoubtedly he concurred with 

Wagner in that matter, who was not as extreme as Chamberlain in his views. He 
was even well disposed to commend certain conditions in Paris, such as the close 

contact between artists and patrons. But when his comparison extended to creative 
works, Appia found little cause to praise French art and had no word at all for 
Italian art. Although he conceded that French composers had a strong sense of form 

he added with regret that this guality was abused and ultimately led to an "exploi
tation of form for its sake or a more or less skillful imitation of German forms." He 

criticized moreover the position of the poet who merely served as an assistant to the 
composer, and referring to Debussy's style, he pointed out that as a result of the 
poet's subordination, "at times the music goes so far that it virtually assumes the 
role of the reader of the poem-the hearer is positively involved in the work of art." 

Among the sundry topics Appia assembled in this part are two complaints 
still valid today. Many concert goers can still sympathize with him for assailing 
"the sickly orgies of the concert halls" where singers and conductors cut up his 
beloved music dramas, presenting portions of those masterpieces out of context, as 
separate arias, overtures, and symphonic interludes, although one has to confess 

that they are extremely effective as individual music pieces independent of their 
theatrical value. Appia's disgust with "the monstrous translations" that could be 

heard in French opera houses is also a propos in our time. Fortunately, during the 

past generation, improvement has been achieved in spite of the fact that occasion

ally an important opera is still being translated in a hurry, often by people who 
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are, to boot, insensitive to the style of a given work. At any rate Appia's condem
nation of the first French translations of the music dramas was absolutely justified. 
It seems strange that he did not raise the same issue with Carmen in an equally poor 
German translation which he must have heard at least once. Later in his life he 

adopted a somewhat milder position; then he was willing to assent to translations 
of the Wagnerian music dramas into other Teutonic languages, such as Swedish and 
Flemish.7 He still excluded French, but in Milan he accepted Italian in his Tristan 
production and even liked the translation. 

In a review of a Lohengrin performance in Geneva early in 1899 a critic sug
gested that a production of Tristan for the next season be scheduled, using the 
designs of "our fellow countryman Adolphe Appia." 8 Since the writer mentioned 
Appia's forthcoming book and in general disclosed a good knowledge of his works, 
he must have been one of Appia's friends or at least closely related to his circle. 

Appia, who suspected Agenor Boissier to be the instigator, was quite upset about 
this proposition, for the performance was supposed to be sung in French and he 
had no wish whatever to be associated with such a venture. His excitement evapor
ated as soon as he learned the plan would not materialize. 

The appendix to La Musique et la mise en scene, planned as an expansion and 
explanation of staging ideas for The Ring and Tristan, turned out to be two almost 

independent scenarios written in essay form. As to The Ring, Appia did not include 
information beyond that contained in his previous writings, mainly because he 
still hoped to have his comprehensive scenarios of the Cycle published, an expec
tation never to be fulfilled. Nevertheless this part of the appendix is quite impor

tant, since copies of his preceding brochure La Mise en scene du drame wagnerien 
are so scarce. Of the highest value is Appia's delineation of staging ideas for Tris
tan. Unfortunately many professionals in the theatre have so eagerly concentrated 
on the practical outline of the spatial arrangement of the three settings and of their 
light plots that they have sometimes overlooked his other statements. His basic 
conception of Tristan was inserted earlier in the book; in the appendix he then de
scribed the mood of this music drama in poetic and moving phrases. The descrip
tion of his scenic vision is equally fascinating. His outline of the floor plans enables 
every designer to draw them to scale and thus to obtain a clear picture of the execu

tion of the stunning designs which are part of that edition. The light plot, stated 
almost cue by cue, makes it possible to visualize the intentions of the artist. The 

passages about the lighting in Tristan had a tremendous influence on the develop

ment of lighting, one is inclined to say, as a specific art. Here designers and direc

tors can learn what he meant by employing light as a living element synchronized 
with the score; that is, with the mood expressed through the music. Appia clarified 

the use of a crescendo or decrescendo, how to emphasize or de-emphasize the pre
sence of a character, and he showed how to achieve the original effect of a light 

beam falling from upstage toward downstage. All these new ideas had little rela-
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tion to the external plot but they tellingly expressed the reality of the inner action. 

The First Designs 

NINETEEN sketches were included in this volume; they are admirable though 

Appia himself made "no claim to artistic perfection." Apologetic as he frequently 
was about his drawing and writing, he volunteered another reservation based on 
his observations backstage during the mounting and shifting of Wagerian operas. 
He was afraid that the backstage area of many theatres was too small for the hand

ling and storing of the multitude of three-dimensional pieces required for his set
tings. This fear was unnecessary for the opera houses in Dresden, Vienna, and 
Munich had ample backstage area. Of the large opera houses known to Appia be
fore 1900 only the Bayreuth House can be said to have had limited space. Many 

middling theatres might have faced difficulties in executing some of his wishes, but 
this should not have perturbed him since technical requirements can, in most cases, 
be solved by an ingenious technical director, as Appia himself was to experience in 
Basel in the twenties. 

Appia's modesty concerning his designs was in line with his constant striving 
for perfection. The restless artist was seldom satisfied with his work; he even con

fessed that the more he designed the less he knew about the craft. This is typical 
of the true artist who is never content with what he has already accomplished, but 
an objective viewer has to disagree. It seems unimaginable that anybody interested 

in designing and in the theatre would not be impressed, even fascinated, by most 
of these sketches. Immediately striking are the simplicity, purity, and clarity of 
Appia's conception; then the extraordinary effect of space, the monumentality of 
these settings; the impressive atmosphere which all the settings breathe because of 

the treatment of light, the use of dark and lighted areas; and lastly the harmony of 
a world in which musico-poetic sensitiveness and logical thought are fused. If 
Appia had left no more than these designs he would still count among the greatest 
scene designers of all time. 

A brief glance at the five sketches for Act III of The Valkyrie will remind the 
viewer that Appia had the definite intention of obtaining cloud effects through pro
jection. Each of the sketches shows a different scene and a different mood which 
would have been created by clouds projected on the cyclorama (backdrop), clouds 

and more clouds at the beginning of the act, and then quiet serenity before the 

magic fire. Appia never stated where and how he conceived the idea to use slides 

for such scenic effects. As a child he almost certainly played with a laterna magica, 
but its adaptation for the stage can not be so readily explained. Later he may have 

read about an elaborate device invented by one Athanasius Kircher before 1700, or 

about the ocular harpsichord of Robert Smith about 1750. In Appia's day there 
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Figure 14. The Rhine gold, Scene 2. Donald Oenslager. 

Figure 15. Siegfried, Mimes' cave in Act I. Institut fuer Theaterwissenschaft, Cologne. 



were the Chase Electric Cyclorama about 1890 and other experiments with slide 

projectors in France and Germany. Perhaps he had heard of a new scenic projector 

which La Loie Fuller introduced at the Paris World's Fair in 1900. Whatever in

spired his approach, he was convinced that a slide projector represented a great 
asset in his aim to eliminate realism. He predicted a wonderful development for 

this device as soon as adquate electric equipment would be manufactured; then, he 

thought, it could become" all powerful." Since Wagner in The Ring had nature and 

its phenomena play so essential a part, it is not surprising at all to find Appia dream

ing of, and working on, the use of projection for a whole series of effects. 

Only by drawing several sketches of a scene was Appia in a position to pre

sent his staging ideas. He did not find it easy to clarify the role he assigned to light 

and shadows. His several sketches for Act II of Tristan prove this point best, for he 

demonstrated the eye-catching effect of the dominating oversized torch and the 

interplay of lighted and dark areas, ideas brillantly realized in the designs. For Act 

III Appia included only two examples, showing the atmosphere at the beginning of 
the act and toward the end. Our only regret is that he did not draw sketches for the 

other scenes he had outlined in his light plot. 

The sketches he initially drew for The Ring were replaced by a new series 

when the publication of the book became a distinct possibility. Fortunately there is 

an opportunity to compare the designs of the first group with those of the second. 

We see, for instance, that the setting of Scene 2 of The Rhinegold is basically the 

same in both cases. The background is treated alike, but the acting areas with their 

numerous levels show slight changes. Thus the high platform on the right was 

originally more abrupt, there were no ramps downstage right and left. A more 

obvious modification con be detected in the plan for Act III of The Valkyrie. Again 

the basic concept remained unaltered; there is hardly any change in the size and 

height of the platforms; the difference stems from a new version in the treatment of 

trees. In 1892 just a few crowns of firs were seen in the background, but years later 

a large fir was added downstage left; its branches dominate the particular area close 
to the tree which also provides a fine balance to the summit of the rock on the 
opposite side. Even an intensive study of Appia's scenarios does not give any satis

factory clue to why he decided on these modifications; slight as they were they 
demonstrate how he continuously pondered improvements. 

Appia's style does not fit any known term. He himself resented attempts to 
associate him with a movement, or even to call him modern; he merely wished to be 

himself. While fully recognizing that realism on stage had brought about some 

improvements, such as the introduction of three-dimensional pieces, he abhorred 

verisimilitude. Extreme symbolism was not to his liking, though he applied sym

bolic elements, such as the torch in Tristan. This was when he was closest to roman

ticism, yet he lashed out against its misguided use as he observed it in so many 

productions. There are traces of impressionism, the movement which definitely 
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affected his concept of contrasting light effects. Finally the strong influence of 
classic principles is noticeable in the simplicity and clarity of his designs. He 
digested all these elements and united them in his own style; he truly was andre

mained himself. That the disciples of Wagner under the leadership of Cosima ob
jected to Appia needs no emphasis. Madame Cosima, as Appia learned, compared 
his designs with the empty ice fields at the North Pole. Less-prejudiced observers 
were inclined to accept part of Appia's interpretation, but somehow wondered how 
to combine the rich romantic music of the Bayreuth master with the almost ascetic 
pictures of the young Swiss artist. Is there a contradiction? A critic merely examin
ing the sketches may conclude that Appia went too far in his simplification. But this 
opinion cannot be held by someone who is acquainted with Appia'slight plot which 
is as richly varied as the music and in direct empathy to it; those who attended a 

performance of Appia's Tristan in Milan in 1923-1924 should certainly deny any 
discord existed between his mise en scene and the music of this work. Appia avoid
ed everything that could distract from the music and thus succeeded in giving it the 
dominant role. Whenever he was not absolutely true to himself he was not really 

convincing. Examples of this are the first scene of Act III in The Twilight of the 
Gods which is not far removed from a conventional setting, and the Flower Garden 
scene in Parsifal which resembles an impressionistic sketch. The designs that made 

Appia famous have hardly any trace of realism, merely a hint of impressionism, 
but speak a romantic language, though unlike that of the usual artist of his time. 
There is no sentimentality in Appia's drawings, for in his strength he created an 
atmosphere through a minimum of means. 

The sketches of that period are drawn with black crayon and black and white 
chalk, on either a light tan or bluish paper. Most of his effects were achieved by 
"smudging, rubbing and erasing with very little actual drawing," as Donald Oensla
ger described the artist's method. None of his designs was done in color. No one 
ever saw him working with brush and watercolors. In his scenarios several colors 
are mentioned; he was willing to apply grey and brown, neutral shades, but seldom 
green, red, or blue. Although he intended to add some hues he did not show them in 
his sketches. According to his principle, of course, light was to be the coloring 
element; "color that is light," he told his friend Jean Mercier. Jacques Copeau, who 

knew Appia intimately, was convinced that the lack of color in the artist's designs 

had nothing to do with his esthetics, it was part of his austere nature.9 Appia saw 

his settings in black and white and simply did not think in terms of colors. Only 
much later did he wonder whether this omission could somehow weaken his con

ception. 
How many sketches of The Ring, Tristan and Parsifal did Appia draw around 

the turn of the century? It is interesting to discover that, once in a while, the master 

made his sketches in different sizes; that, moreover, he copied those he considered 
particularly well executed. Some of his originals show needle holes along the out-
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line of "tree trunks" and "hills"; this simple method evidently allowed him to redo 

a design using the same basic proportions of the original. He certainly finished 

more sketches than we know of since he made several of many settings. He kept a 

good number of them wherever he happned to live, storing others in his sister's 

apartment; later he gave some to friends and admirers. It is doubtful that a reliable 

listing could now be made, though after his death the Adolphe Appia Foundation 

in Geneva took great pains to do so. Numerous drawings have been lost, for Appia, 

the perfectionist, threw away whatever he did not quite approve of. Some are surely 

in private hands yet unknown to researchers; a family mishap accounted for in

numerable losses; and, World War II contributed, when some designs in the pos

sessions of friends were destroyed or perhaps stolen during the Nazi occupation 

of France. 

Other Essays 

WAGNER's Parsifal is not treated thoroughly in La Musique et Ia mise en scene, 
but remarks Appia made to friends and above all an essay about Parsifal allow the 

conclusion that he seriously considered to include extensive passages in his book or 

add, respectively, a scenario to its appendix. The essay, written about 1896, re

mained unpublished until1912 when it appeared in an abbreviated German form 

in the periodical Der Tuermer. There was good reason for revising and shortening 

the essay, for Appia devoted more than a third of the first version to Tristan before 

touching on his ideas for a production of Parsifal. 
Disregarding Wagner's directions for the settings he examined the score; that 

is, the music and the libretto. Again he tried to extract the inner action from the 

external events. To achieve this he suggested that all the scenes in and around the 

Temple of the Grail should be presented in a "profound and unforgettable solem

nity" in contrast to the scenes in Klingsor's castle for which he devised an atmo

sphere of "artificial fragility and mobility." The designs for Parsifal demonstrate 
again how he succeeded in expressing magnificently each scenic idea with a mini

mum of means. Unfortunately we do not have his sketch, or sketches, for the 

Temple. But his description of the change from Scene 1 to Scene 2 in Act I gives a 
fairly clear picture of what he visualized for this setting. Appia was not completely 

opposed to Wagner's request for the use of a Wandeldekoration to execute this 

change, but he discarded all purely decorative items from the Bayreuth production. 

He relied basically on the tall tree trunks of the first scene which, during the inter

lude would gradually move across the stage. The tree trunks would slowly assume 

more and more the shape of pillars until the pillars would finally form the sacred 

interior. The most significant role, of course, was given to lighting, not only in the 

softly lit opening scene, but even more so during the shifting until it would pro

gressively turn into "supernatural clarity" in the Temple. Appia made the original 
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Figure 16. Parsifal, the Sacred Forest. W. R. Volbach. 



series of sketches for Parsifal in 1.896 but he kept working on them for almost a 
decade. Maybe he was undecided regarding a definite solution, and this could have 
been a reason for excluding a scenario and sketches from his second book. 

The setting of the Sacred Forest seemed to fascinate him most, and he devised 
it in different sizes and with different lighting effects. This sketch remains one of 

the master's most striking creations: the foreground dominated by dark tall tree 
trunks, the brighter background with its indicated outline of wooded hills, the 

prominent effect of light falling from the rear toward downstage center. This 
monumental though simple spatial setting affected generations of designers. 

A year after the appearance of La Musique et la mise en scene, Appia wrote 

again about his reform principles. The new essay published in 1.904 has the title 
Comment reformer notre mise en scene (Ideas on a Reform of our mise en scene). 
It supplements the preceding volume and was probably motivated by his reaction 
to remarks he heard from friends and foes alike, accusing him of being too abstract 
in his thoughts and too diffuse in the presentation of his scenic reform. So he de

cided to set down his principles clearly and precisely in a terse essay. The printed 
version is identical with the original manuscript of 1.900, except for a footnote 
praising Mariano Fortuny's "excellent invention/' the new system of indirect or 
diffused lighting. 

Compared to his previous writings the essay is tame and mild; besides, follow
ing the advice to be more lucid and concrete, he illustrated his sometimes abstruse 
theories with concrete examples which could be grasped by the lay reader. Thus, 

when he conceded that Parisian theatres had a workable approach to staging real
istic plays, he mentioned the company of Andre Antoine. Slyly he then inquired 
how directors and designers would proceed with works of a nonrealistic style such 
as Troilus and Cressida, The Tempest, and the Wagnerian music dramas. The 

question was, of course, rhetoricat and was left pending, but another example may 
be taken as his answer to it. Referring to Siegfried he raised the fundamental issue: 
is there mainly a forest with characters moving in it or is the audience interested in 
the characters who happen to be in a forest? In his answer he took the theatregoer 
as point of departure, the spectator who wishes to witness on stage a dramatic 
action, and logically he came to the conclusion that the living, moving performer 
alone was in a position to fulfill that wish. For the audience, he emphasized, "scenic 
illusion is the presence of the living actor." This issue and Appia's solution were 
and are frequently quoted by directors. In the same essay Appia also succeeded for 

the first time to express his hierarchy for the production in a concise form. Without 

any deviation he simply stated it in a few words: the actor, spatial arrangement, 

lighting, painted flats. Likewise he indicated a problem which occupied him deeply 

later on: the task to solve the integration and participation of the audience in the 

performance. 
At this point it would be beneficial to review what Appia had achieved during 
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the decade from 1890-1900. A summary yields the various ideas presented in his 
scenic reform. Some had been suggested or tried out before him, some are indeed 

the fruit of his particular conception, all represent a new, unique combination of 
esthetic principles. The ideas he blended are: 

Wagner's synthesis of the arts can obtain its perfect form only after the 
prevailing contradiction between the master's musico-poetic conception and 

his production style in Bayreuth has been eradicated. 
It is wrong to place the three-dimensional moving actor in front of two

dimensional painted flats and drops. 
Only a setting conceived in a spatial arrangement is compatible with the 

living performer. 
Lighting must play a much larger role than heretofore. Portable devices 

(spotlights, slide projectors) must be used more extensively while border and 
footlights should only serve as general illumination; footlights in particular 
are to be kept at a minimum volume. 

A notation has to be initiated to enable the performer to execute his action 

as a singer by using the notation of the vocal score for his interpretation. 
The performer should receive training in a physical discipline similar to that 

of ballet in order to improve his acting ability. 
Stage and auditorium should not be strictly separated. On the contrary, 

everything must be done to provide a smooth transition from the darkened 
house to the well-lit stage. 

The foundation of all his detailed ideas is the hierarchy in which the per
former occupies the highest position to be followed by spatial arrangement, 
lighting, and color, in this order of importance. 

Appia and Bayreuth 
THE essays and books Appia wrote, the sketches he drew, all his thinking were 
directed toward one single aim: Bayreuth. In his desire to be heard, to be read by 
Cosima Wagner, he devoted all his time and effort to the development of a perfect 

production plan for the music dramas. The hope he expressed in his writings was 

to be granted a favorable reaction, perhaps to be accepted. No rebuke could stymie 
his optimism. And rebuked he was. Whatever he tried, or more correctly whatever 

Chamberlain tried, remained without positive result. Yet Appia kept urging and 

urging, hoping against all hope to surmount Cosima's prejudice. 

In 1892 Appia sent Madame Cosima several designs with a few lines of con

summate dedication. Chamberlain brought them to House Wahnfried. In spite of 
the strongest recommendation the guardian of Bayreuth did not even open the 

package and Chamberlain was obliged to return it to his friend. 10 Thirty years later 
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Appia stated that his purpose was to impress Cosima Wagner so that she might 
consider his designs for the festivals in 1.896. In the middle nineties Appia inquired 
whether his friend could arrange for him to attend some of the festival rehearsals. 
Evidently Chamberlain succeeded in fulfilling this wish, but another more delicate 
request by Appia was beyond his influence. Appia asked that certain items be elim
inated and others be changed in the production. Around 1.895 Chamberlain brought 
Cosima a second portfolio with Appia's sketches for The Ring; stubbornly she de
clined to look at them. As Appia told his friend Jean Mercier about this disappoint
ing experience, she stated, "Exactly as if Richard were still alive, nothing related 
to his esthetic principles will be changed." 

From the published correspondence between Cosima Wagner and Chamber
lain we know that he mentioned Appia to her several times. In one letter he offered 
as excuse for not being at home when she called that he was with his "dear friend 
Appia," who had been demonstrating how lighting for a production of The Master
singers should be plotted "so that light and music would fuse." 11 At another oppor

tunity he informed her that he was looking ahead to hearing Tannhauser with 
Appia. Not only artistic, but personal events too-for instance, how they hiked 
and climbed in the Vienna woods-were inserted in these letters. However, all his 
allusions to his high regard for and intimate friendship with Appia fell on deaf 
ears. Cosima's answers leave no doubt that any attempt by Chamberlain, no matter 
how discreet, would be rebuffed. During the winter of 1.895 she read Appia's first 
booklet, which Chamberlain had sent her. Her conclusion showed her prejudice 
when she informed Chamberlain that "the mise en scene has been precisely deter
mined in the orchestra score and therefore this work is of no value ." A bit ironic

ally she added that in France perhaps this treatise may serve some purpose. Shortly 
thereafter Chamberlain indicated in a letter that Appia would be participating in 
an operatic production in Paris. This news did not move Cosima to abandon her 
indifference either. In May of the following year she read Appia's first essay and of 
course her reaction was again absolutely negative. The only concession she per
mitted herself was to be interested in the way Appia described his lighting ideas, 
but even here she found fault with his choice of bright and dark areas. All other 
suggestions were bluntly rejected; she did not care at all for his spatial arrange
ments, his simplified costumes, the omission of properties, the blocking of the 
action; in short, the entire plan of his scenic reform. Cosima's letters lead one to 
believe that she rejected Appia's new concept primarily out of her blind reverence 

for the late master which would not allow her to question his infallibility. In addi

tion, however, it is unlikely that as a conventional romanticist she could have 

grasped Appia's revolutionary ideas. 
The Festivals nevertheless did not remain untouched. When influential fol

lowers of Bayreuth urged some changes Madame Cosima finally gave in. An im

portant speaker for those who disagreed with the tradition in Bayreuth was Henry 
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Thode, the eminent art historian, who was Cosima's son-in-law; he was in favor 
of abandoning historical verisimilitude and relying on unfettered imagination.12 

Cosima made slight modifications in The Ring production of 1896, and in 1903 she 
agreed to an entirely new mise en scene for Parsifal, though not a modern one. In 
Bayreuth, as in many other theatres, vested interests posed an insurmountable 
obstacle to any necessary change. Whatever the cause of such a resistance-per
sonal or artistic loyalty, antagonism against everything new, inertia, or financial 
consideration-it is agonizing for any young artist and can impede his develop

ment, perhaps beyond repair. Appia suffered such a fate. 
The only time Cosima considered it opportune to answer one of Appia's letters 

occured in 1902. This single occasion, however, had nothing to do with his wish to 

be acknowledged as a designer. In that year an article of Appia's was published in 
which he made a penetrating comparison of the Bayreuth Festival House and the 
new Prinzregenten-Theater in Munich. With only a few, brief reservations, he 
praised Wagner's creation for its form, color, arrangement, its visual and optical 

advantages in contrast to the unsatisfactory solution of these points in Munich.13 

Cosima Wagner acknowledged receipt of this article but for obvious reasons re
frained from offering her opinoin about the new opera house. Although the festi
vals in Munich were a competitive venture she was not anxious to be drawn into 
any public controversy. Appia was very disappointed when he realized that she 
would not support him with a frank statement. Unlike Madame Cosima, he was 
no diplomat. 
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Appia and Paris 

Ar the age of nineteen, Appia visited Paris as a starting point of his musical 
studies. He was not to return until he had spent years in Leipzig and Dresden. 

How often he then went to the French capital and how long he remained each time 
is difficult to ascertain. He himself mentioned in a general way that he spent a total 
of two years in Paris before the end of the century. Although he was imbued with 
French culture, indeed grew up surrounded by volumes of the French classics, 

Wagner had so strong an impact upon him that, upon his return to Paris around 
1.890, he was quickly drawn to the Bayreuth circle which flourished in those days. 
His entry was provided by friends of several relatives and by Chamberlain. Many 
musicians, writers, and philosophers of the younger generation were disciples of 
Wagner, to the extent that author Romain Rolland wrote, in retrospect, "The 

entire universe was seen and judged by the thought of Bayreuth." 1 Even a special 
periodical, La Revue Wagnerienne, edited by Edouard Dujardin, was in circulation. 

Outside of the Wagnerian circle, Appia found little he appreciated. Among all 
the French operas he liked only Carmen, a work that broke through the rigid 
tradition of French grand and comic opera. The story and music strongly appealed 
to the sensual side of Appia's nature. In spite of his complete surrender to the 
Wagnerian music drama which, theoretically at least, should have excluded the 
acceptance of Carmen, he was fascinated by this opera. He studied it so thoroughly 
that he was able to play the score and sing the diverse roles from memory; he 

enjoyed doing this for close friends. Later he would even have a chance to stage 

some of it. 

When Appia referred to any other French opera, it was to criticize or ridicule 

it. This negative attitude extended even, in a way, to the work of Claude Debussy 

whom he greatly admired. As he explained to Mercier, he loved the composer not 

for his modern style but for the atmosphere of his music. Appia had met Debussy 
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sometime before :1890; although the contact cannot have been very close, Appia 
called occasionally on the master for advice. For about a decade he praised De
bussy's compositions; then he attended a performance of Pelll!as and Melisande. 
He was not even willing to acknowledge that this opera developed a style indicated 

by Wagner in Tristan. He condemned Pelleas et Melisande as intolerably boring 
and Debussy's new operatic style a misconception; and his criticism included the 
play by Maurice Maeterlinck whose other writings he had quite enjoyed. 

He shared a longer-lasting and more intimate relationship with Gabriel Urbain 
Faure to whom Appia was introduced by Robert Godet. A few hints in Appia's 
essays and vague remarks to friends permit the assumption that Faure was Appia's 

theory and counterpoint teacher, at least for several months. Since Faure has been 
described as being "less a teacher than a guide," 2 he was precisely the teacher for 
Appia who was more anxious to receive suggestions and advice than to be taught 

methodically. In his essay L'Intermediaire (The Intermediary) Appia described 
how, after a lesson, his music professor would take him for long walks discussing 

"subjects and observations unrelated to music and yet connected with my studies." 
This, he confessed, induced him carefully to examine his own self and his art. These 
conversations and the friendship surrounding them taught him the meaning of 
Goethe's term "the spiritual bond" (das geistige Band). 

Faure was known mainly as composer of chamber, symphonic, and church 
music; but he created a few dramatic works too. With his interest in opera Appia 
found in Faure an understanding adviser and, around :1900, he may have obtained 
from him the impetus for his later attempt to stage Aeschylus' Prometheus (see 
Chapter V); Faure himself used this subject as libretto for one of his dramatic 

works. The acquaintance with the composer probably dated back to :1880 or even 
a year earlier when Appia, after his graduation, stayed in Paris for a longer period 
of time. He certainly met him again ten years later and kept contact with him until 
about :1905. Letters were exchanged and whenever Appia came to Paris he called 
on Faure who remained his sounding board and, as previously mentioned, was also 
approached to compose the libretto of Ondine. 

In Paris Appia saw many productions in legitimate theatres but in his letters 
and later in essays he hardly mentioned musical performances. Perhaps he could 

not accept their conventional style, although in the Opera a few presentations 

ought to have at least partly attracted his attention because of their interesting use 

of three-dimensional set pieces. On the other hand, silence can be explained by his 

first and foremost concern with the over-all style rather than the execution of 

details. The only operetta he took note of was Offenbach's Orpheus in the Under
world, which he saw at the Variete. Although he thoroughly disliked the produc

tion as a whole, its sumptuous settings and costumes, and the display of scantily 
dressed women on stage, he applauded the lighting, especially various spotlight 
effects and the minimal use of footlights. Play productions seemed to have chiefly 
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impressed him for their intense preparatory work and the discipline of all con
cerned during rehearsals. Yet disapproving the prevailing realistic style of play
writing, he could only deplore that so much effort was wasted on mediocrities. As 
an example he referred to the company of the Theatre Libre of Andre Antoine 
whose penchant for imitating life Appia was unable to appreciate. Thus his theat
rical observations confirm that, true to himself, he was exclusively on the lookout 
for a realization of his ideas and gave unstinted praise wherever he discovered a 

similar approach. 

The First Production 

THE first opportunity to execute a production such as he had dreamed of and writ
ten about came to Appia in Paris in the early 19oo's. Probably by a letter Chamber

lain introduced Appia to Countess Zichy, a Hungarian, in the spring of 1901. 
She was fascinated by the artist and his work and soon introduced him to a friend 
in Paris, Countess Rene de Beam. This delicate, vivacious, and remarkable lady, 
then in her early forties, loved to sponsor exceptional artistic events in the private 
theatre attached to her magnificent mansion at 22, avenue Bosquet. The Countess, 

related to the Singer family of sewing machine fame, was wealthy. Her husband, 
himself quite rich, remained in the background and played no part in these even
ings arranged by his wife. About the time the Countess was considering the project 
with Appia, the couple separated and after their divorce she was known again 
under her maiden name, Martine de Behague. A third lady, frequently mentioned 
in connection with the project, was Countess de la Tour who was well known in 
artistic circles of Paris. 

The intimate theatre of Madame de Beam was designed by the Venetian archi
tect Forini in a basically Byzantine style; its walls were covered with Persian silk 

rugs. Here nearly 400 guests enjoyed concerts, recitals, and a few theatrical per
formances until the thirties when the Countess retired from her soirees. Performers 
of international renown were engaged for these gatherings of a sophisticated so
ciety, as were promising young artists who gained thus the unique opportunity to 
show their talents or to experiment with new ideas. Evidently the Countess was 
convinced that Appia could offer a production unlike any other heretofore pre
sented. 

Appia's original suggestion was to stage parts of Tristan and Isolde. It seemed 

an intriguing idea and he was asked to start with the preparatory arrangements. 

For his efforts he was paid an honorarium of 300 francs a month which probably 

included his traveling expenses for the forthcoming production as well as his living 
costs for the many weeks he spent in Paris. The first plan, to present Act II and 

scenes from Act III of the music drama, was plagued with problems. Tristan calls 
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for an orchestra of at least sixty or seventy musicians, while the pit of the private 
theatre could hold thirty-five or forty instrumentalists. Without alteration, the 

stage was not adequate for Appia' s demands. Finding and affording good singers for 

the leading roles was a problem. Then there was the publisher's attitude. Leading 

firms generally do not like to grant the rights for a performance such as Madame 
de Beam's. Most of the difficulties would have been resolved because the countess 

seemed willing to shoulder the ever-mounting expenses, and with that in mind, 

Appia was a happy and busy man. For weeks discussions centered around there

modeling of the stage and the pit. One suggestion was to build an entirely new 

theatre; another to enlarge and modernize the stage; a third to rent a legitimate 

house for the performances. The Countess finally agreed to have the stage and pit 

enlarged. During these months of planning and organizing Appia was often in 

Paris for talks with madame and his collaborators. He traveled to Munich and other 

cities to meet with singers and conductors; in between he returned to his home in 

Biere. Nothing apparently disturbed him; no problems, no difficulty could dampen 

his elated spirit. He was even very pleased with his hostess, the "perfectly charm

ing" Countess de Bearn, a compliment he seldom paid a woman. 

Appia had several collaborators. Alfred Guy Claparede, a distant cousin and 

good friend, maintained contacts with the Countess and with some artists and 

technicians during Appia's absences from Paris. Alfred Guy's home was often 

Appia's mailing address while the latter was so much on the move. This cousin was 

close to Mariano Fortuny, son of the Spanish artist of the same name. Fortuny was 

important to the forthcoming production because his fascinating lighting experi

ments promised to fulfill Appia's dreams. His new system called for a group of 

strong floodlights to illuminate a cyclorama indirectly while at the same time 

spreading diffused light across the upper stage area. In addition to this general 
illumination, spotlights were planned for the acting area proper and for special 

effects. Like Appia he discounted the use of footlights. The two men spent many 
hours together, often joined by Alfred Guy, to talk about lighting problems and 
how to solve them on an ideal stage. Fortuny was also interested in building a semi

spheric cyclorama consisting of two canvas layers which could be inflated to form 
a dome around and above the acting area. The first experiments were evidently not 

too successful and the plan was discarded. To what extent the Fortuny system of 

lighting was ready when Appia finally presented his production is not quite certain. 

At any rate, there was no cyclorama and consequently few, if any, floodlights were 

employed. It is known though that the stage and the pit in the intimate theatre 

were remodeled, with the original plan providing for a new lighting equipment. 

Since reports and reviews emphasize the stunning light effects, it may be taken 

for granted that Appia's and Fortuny's revolutionary visions were at least partly 

realized. Shortly before opening night the two men told Raymond Penel, another 

cousin of Appia' s: "If we do not succeed in pushing this thing through, we shall 
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burst." The final success demonstrated Appia's brilliant idea as materialized by the 
more practical Fortuny, an engineer. 

In December, 1902, Appia met Lucien Jusseaume, the great designer, whose 
settings for Pelleas et Melisande had made him famous overnight. Appia admired 
his style and was very happy when he attained the cooperation of this congenial 
artist. Countess de Bearn too was highly pleased to see this rising star connected 
with the forthcoming event. Due to contradictory reports it is not quite clear what 
part Jusseaume played in the production since, after all, the settings were designed 
by Appia. However, the fact that Appia disliked technical work and particularly 

had no patience for details permits the inference that Jusseaume was kind enough 
to give his expert advice on these matters; he may even have served quasi as a tech
nical director coordinating all phases of the production and he must have spent 
considerable time on it. Whatever he did was of great value to all participants, for 

Appia left no doubt about his gratitude for, and satisfaction with, the work of his 
new friend. 

From the beginning an urgent problem was to find an outstanding conductor. 

Early in 1902 Appia had reached a vague understanding with Felix von Weingart
ner. With this eminent musician behind his production Appia could expect the 
engagement of first-class singers for the roles of Tristan and Isolde to be compara
tively easy. Weingartner had seen Appia's designs and admired their artistic sim
plicity. Yet in spite of an agreement of sorts Appia somehow felt that Weingartner 
would not in the end join the team. This thought and technical difficulties so wor
ried him that he nearly became ill. In order to get a clearer picture, Madame de Bearn 
invited Weingartner to call on her in Paris. At this meeting he suggested she look 
around for a gifted younger conductor and for less-known singers who would more 

readily adjust themselves to the new style. Thus the serious question of finding a 
suitable conductor was wide open again. During a visit to Munich late in the same 
year, Appia tried to talk to Siegmund von Hausegger in nearby Partenkirchen, and 
he was also in contact with Hugo Reichenberger, conductor at the Court Theatre 
in Stuttgart. Time was pressing and still no results. In December Weingartner 
definitely declined to interrupt his regular work in order to serve as musical director 
in Paris. Who in the end took the baton, Hausegger or Reichenberger, cannot be 
determined from the available material. 

During these dramatic weeks the plan to stage scenes from Tristan was finally 
discarded and a new program was discussed and devised. It contained scenes from 

Carmen preceded by scenes from Byron's Manfred with music by Robert Schu

mann. In view of Appia's distaste for melodrama in general and his description of 

Manfred as a crude creation in his book La Musique et la mise en scene, his com

promise cannot easily be explained except as an appeasement to his patroness. 

The change in the program heaped more work upon the collaborators whose 

nerves were already strained. During the winter months the entire project was in 
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jeopardy more than once. Appia was particularly upset about the remodeling of the 
theatre which was behind schedule, and it looked as if the original production date 
in early March, 1.903, would have to be postponed. The Countess too became 
nervous, probably irritated and even annoyed because the preparation made so 
many demands for her time and patience over and above the demands for her 

money. Appia's ever-changing moods must have worn her out; she was not accus
tomed to dealing extensively and intensively with theatre people. Yet as a rule, she 
was able to control herself and to remain a kind hostess to a group of artists who 
invaded not only her theatre but also her mansion almost every day. The weeks 

when 1.902 turned into 1.903 were hectic indeed; plans had to be and were altered. 
For a while the presentation was postponed to a date in May when nothing seemed 
to develop as projected. Yet suddenly everything fell into place and opening night 
was again foreseeable in March. Appia was of course much relieved when all the 

troublesome problems evaporated: the rebuilding in the theatre came along rapidly, 
all parts were cast, the settings took shape, the rehearsals could commence. He con
fessed to all his friends that he was well pleased with his designs and his scenarios. 

Three performances of the scenes from Manfred and Carmen introduced by 
some concert pieces were scheduled; the first, on March 25, 1.903, was reserved for 
invited guests while the other two on March 27 and 28 were thrown open to the 
public for the benefit of a charity. On opening night members of the nobility, 
finance, and business mingled with prominent musicians, authors, theatre man
agers, and actors. Sarah Bernhardt was probably the guest best-known interna
tionally; those present remember distinctly how she staged a splendid entrance, 
arriving late and walking slowly and majestically to her seat. Although the evening 
was an event of social and artistic signficance, editors in 1.903 showed no particular 
interest in covering a private performance. Thus it is not surprising that no review 
appeared in the Parisian newspapers. Nevertheless three reviews are available; one 
published in Germany and two in Switzerland.3 Hermann Keyserling, Appia's 
young friend, wrote an elaborate article, about 4,ooo words, almost immediately 
after opening night. The two writers for the Swiss periodicals did not have their 
reports published until the second part of May which leaves the impression that 
they decided to write about the production in Paris after learning of Keyserling's 

article; this assumption is strengthened by the open references to and quotations 

from the German newspaper. Both writers became admirers of Appia and were to 

write other articles about him in later years. 
In his review Keyserling ignored the introduction of the evening, the concert 

pieces, evidently to put greater emphasis on the importance of Appia's work. The 
Count had been in a position to observe the entire development of the venture from 

its inception to opening night; he had even lent an occasional helping hand in the 

preparatory work. His review commences with a delineation of Appia's ideas 
which he thoroughly understood and fully supported in the conviction that they 
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would lead the way in the future. The second half of his report is devoted to the 
production proper. First he describes the charming little theatre and the suspense 
in the audience when the house lights were dimmed and Schumann's overture to 

Manfred sounded forth from the invisible pit. Since this drama was not well 
known, Keyserling briefly explains the situation of the scenes that were performed. 

The only actor he mentions is Edouard De Max, a highly esteemed artist and part

ner of Sarah Bernhardt at that time, who played Manfred. Much space is then 

given to the description of the setting whose salient features were typical of Appia: 

platforms of several levels and light effects created by spotlights. The Hall of Ari
manes, the Kingdom of the Dead, was indicated by a series of platforms with the 

lowest level on stage left (from the spectator's view) and the highest on the opposite 

side with steps connecting the different levels. A few heavy pillars of a dark reddish 

color surrounded the acting area. Appia introduced a new method of masking the 

upper part of the stage. Instead of the conventional borders, he used drapes hang

ing not straight across the stage, but lower on the left and higher on the right, thus, 

in a general way, following the contour of the platforms. When the curtains open

ed, a red beam was falling from the left occasionally striking the moving Manfred. 

This gave the impression of a torchlight illuminating his face. At other times he 

was merely a silhouette in front of strong light. When later, Astarte appeared on 

the highest level she seemed to float in a silvery light that made her look almost 

unreat a spirit. The area between the two performers remained dark throughout. 

The entire arrangement, the spatial setting, and the sharply contrasting light 
effects, had a stunning impact. 

Manfred was very well received by the audience; even more enthusiastic was 

the reaction to the scenes from Act II of Carmen. Keyserling stresses that "no more 

perfect staging could be imagined." The tradition was completely ignored; a new 

conception initiated. Moonlight filtered through branches of a vine arbor forming 

a capricious pattern on the floor. Candlelight, barely noticeable, came from the ram

shackle inn heightening the contrast between brighter and darker areas. The 
dancers, quickly moving from one area to another, were at one moment well illumi
nated while at the next almost invisible. For this scene Spanish dancers had been 

engaged who, like the singers, appeared to be totally "oblivious of the audience/' 
thus creating an atmosphere of abandon as though they were all dancing and sing

ing solely for their own enjoyment. 
"A revelation of powerful and original art," the performance was called in La 

Semaine Litteraire. The execution of Appia's revolutionary principles was a com

plete success. His insistence that the whole production be focused on the performer, 

who would be supported, not dominated, by the scenery and light, was overwhel

mingly vindicated; and his hierarchy was definitely established as the guidepost 

for a revitalized modern theatre. The spectators were deeply impressed. Even Sarah 

Bernhardt, more accustomed to be flattered than to praise others, told everyone 
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who would listen that this was "an exguisite artistic sensation" ( une exquise sen
sation d'art). In his review Keyersling reports that a renowned actor who himself 
had staged a production of Manfred and had played the leading character congrat

ulated Appia telling him he would call himself fortunate if some day he could have 
his advice. This must refer to Aun§lien-Marie Lugne-Poe who was highly acclaimed 
for his fascinating characterization of the Byron hero in his production at the 

Theatre de !'Oeuvre in December, 1.902. 

The Aftermath 
UNDER the impact of his great success Appia nourished high hopes for the future. 
The Countess de Bearn had let him believe from the beginning that, though this 
production was an experiment, it could be followed by others. Appia lived under 

this assumption. Members of society as well as professionals of refined taste and 
great influence expressed their profound satisfaction with the artistic endeavor; one 

guest, a professional theatre manager, even indicated his willingness to engage 
Appia. In those years the artist, always optimistic, trusted everyone without reser
vation; he accepted every word literally and did not doubt that promises would be 
followed by deeds. He was not the first idealist to experience the fickleness of 

people and fate. Feelings on the morning after seldom egual the excitement experi
enced immediately following the moving event. In that first flush promises may 
have been made in all honesty, but they are soon forgotten in the routine of daily 
life, or they are dismissed in the face of practical considerations. Appia had good 
reason to expect that his consummate victory would at last bring forth the oppor

tunity he had so longingly awaited to work in a professional theatre with better 
technical eguipment and with greater authority so that he might be able to accom
plish his reform. 

Soon after the three performances, he returned to BiE~re, for he could not 
afford to keep a permanent studio in Paris. A few times he made the journey wait
ing anxiously for a word from Madame to start another production, or better still, 
for a word from the manager to open the doors of his theatre to him. He tried 

every way to keep in touch with any development in Paris, for conditions, as he 

interpreted them, promised a positive outcome in the near future. During his ab

sence cousin Alfred Guy kept him informed. When in early summer, 1.903, no clear 

word came from the avenue Bosguet, Appia's suspicion arose. The Countess did 

not answer his inguiries and recommendations or circumvented them with polite 
vague statements. In the fall he finally succeeded in seeing her again and learned 

that for several reasons no other event was scheduled for the current year. Appia, 

returning to Switzerland, was troubled but nevertheless did not grasp the nega
tive gist of that conversation. His usual good spirits flagged but at the same time 
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so did some of his tensions, for Madame had been very kind. But when, during the 
succeeding months, he received not a single encouraging word from Paris for a 
production in 1904 he suffered such anxieties that he ran a fever. No longer able to 
stand the strain of uncertainty he planned a trip to Italy where he hoped to get his 
mind off the depressing situation. He loved the Italian people and the art of the 
Early Renaissance, and besides, he knew that Countess Zichy was in Venice. Appar
ently he sought refuge in her presence. This lady proved to be his only reliable 
supporter in Parisian society but was unable to influence Madame de Beam, who 

had a mind of her own. Late in the fall, Appia left for Italy, staying first in Florence 
and before Christmas moving to Venice to see Countess Zichy. Except for the satis
faction of talking to an understanding soul, the unfriendly December days brought 
him no consolation. 

Appia no longer held hopes for a professional engagement. All his aspirations 
still rested in the theatre on the avenue Bosquet. Because Alfred Guy and Mariano 

Fortuny were continuing work on the cyclorama and the lighting system, Appia 
felt they could and should persuade Countess de Beam to agree to another perfor
mance. However, his faith in Fortuny came to an abrupt end. When Appia's essay, 
Comment reformer notre mise en scene, was published in 1904, he sent him a copy. 
Fortuny's reaction was a series of ironical remarks about Appia's emphasis on the 

performer; he now favored the conventional concept of the contemporary stage. 
Claparede tried to mediate, but his attempts did not bring about a reconciliation. 

The subsequent total break was a terrible shock to Appia who was unaware of, or 
unwilling to recognize, the superficial character of the well-to-do, yet brilliant, 
young man. Leaving Appia's letters unanswered, Fortuny thwarted all efforts by 
his former friend to approach him. This disappointment came on the heels of an
other personal blow. At that time Appia was collaborating on Ondine with his 

friend Jean Thorel, a good journalist but not so great a writer as Appia believed. 
Thorel suddenly cut off his relations with Appia without any plausible explanation. 
Thorel's sister and cousin Raymond's mother probed for Appia's sake but in vain 
for a reliable clue to the unhappy circumstance. Appia himself mentioned, without 
naming Thorel, only that the break with a friend for whom he had the highest re
gard was "a debacle." 

He finally had to face the fact that Countess de Beam did not wish to be both
ered further; she too had left his inquiries unanswered. Indirectly he learned then 
that Eleonora Duse was soon to perform in the Countess's theatre. His dream to 

stage at least part of a Wagnerian music drama in Paris had come to naught and 

the artist had to admit to himself that he could expect no further support in the 

French metropolis. 
So the opportunity which, at first, had seemed to imply magnificent possibili

ties turned out to be a mere episode. On this pessimistic note ended an important 

chapter in Appia's life. Just as his passion for Wagner's music drama found no 
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response in Bayreuth, his desire to find acceptance for his new style in Paris re
mained unfulfilled. The consequences were immeasurable. One can hardly imagine 
to what heights Appia's genius might have carried him if his successful staging in 
Paris had launched a career in the French theatre to which he was tied by language 
and heritage. And there is no telling how differently his personality might have 
developed. Perhaps he would have thrown off the overpowering influence of Wag
ner's music which had made him a captive of German culture for too long a time to 

the detriment of any positive interest in the cultural life of France. The saddest 
result of the bitter experience was enforced inactivity which caused an irretrievable 
setback in his development. For several years Appia continued to grope for a clear
cut direction. Instead of being allowed to mature through work in a legitimate 
theatre, or at least in Madame de Beam's intimate theatre, he could not get hold of 
himself. At times the personal and artistic tribulations were too much for him to 
bear, and his nervous system was definitely affected. Much of what went wrong in 

his life can indeed be traced to the shocks he suffered in Paris. 
But his was not the only loss. Paris' failure to give that great artist a more 

substantial recognition by availing itself of his genius was its own loss. How much 
he would have enriched its theatrical life. At that time Jusseaume alone reached 
beyond the conventional staging; still, though an enormously gifted designer, he 

was not a revolutionary of Appia's scope. Fortuny did not grow to become a great 
artist at all; he remained a lighting expert. Lugne-Poe envisioned a new theatre; 
however, he was more concerned with new authors than with new staging concep
tions. Firmin Gemier and Jacques Rouche were then mere hopefuls; their great 
achievements were yet to come. Rouche and others incidentally tried their best later 
to provide another opportunity for Appia to demonstrate his revolutionary ideas, 
but they had no luck. In Paris the first breakthrough did not occur until Diaghilev 
presented his stunning ballets in 1.909 and the succeeding seasons. With them a 
new breeze blew through the Parisian theatre. Appia however was not part of the 

change. 

Meeting Jaques-Dalcroze 

DuRING the following years Appia found no peace. Restlessly he moved from 

place to place, unable to remain long anywhere and incapable of concentrating on 

any work. A few times he returned to Paris, merely to see friends and to attend 

performances. Most of his time was spent in small towns of the Canton de Vaud; 

whenever loneliness overcame him, which was frequently, he looked for compan
ionship. He would visit Raymond Penel, who was a general practitioner at Viry 
and later at Samoens in the Haute Savoye, or meet Chamberlain; and above all he 

made his annual pilgrimage to Bayreuth. He seldom went to Geneva and then only 
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for a few days to see his sister Heleme and aunt Emilie. Yet most of the time he was 
alone. 

One evening in the spring of 1906 Appia, in his usual curiosity, went to an 
auditorium in Geneva to attend a lecture-demonstration arranged by Emile Jagues
Dalcroze (1865-1950). It was a revelation! Suddenly he saw the road toward a 
realization of his own ideas. Eleven years earlier he had somehow sensed that rhyth
mic movement might serve as the connecting link to create a close contact be
tween music and performer. In the new discipline of Dalcroze, who succeeded to 

put an end to the existing separation of music and body, "I found the answer to my 
passionate desire for synthesis," he wrote in his second preface to his La Musique et 
la mise en scene. 

Though Appia and Dalcroze lived near one another for many years, fate kept 
them apart until the time was ripe for both to meet and to collaborate. Prior to that 
moment they had followed their own specific vision and made basic attempts at 
reform in their respective fields of theatre and music education. When they finally 
exchanged ideas and combined their efforts these two artists achieved a sublime 
means of presenting the human body in dramatic action on a stage and in a building 
most suitable to such a performance. 

Appia and Dalcroze had much in common. Their long-lasting friendship was 
founded on a strong bond-the aim to liberate the human body from the fetters of 
meaningless conventions and give it the opportunity of becoming alive and expres
sive of the soul. This bond was strengthened by the lack of success experienced by 
both men. Dalcroze and, in a greater measure, Appia had met with ridicule, ignor

ance, and indifference from a majority of their colleagues, the music educators and 
theatre experts who should have been concerned with the new conception. Indeed 
the two artists needed indomitable confidence to pursue acceptance for their ideas. 

Dalcroze was born in Vienna of Swiss Romande stock and spent most of his 
life in Geneva. Like Appia he decided to study music; among his teachers were 

Anton Bruckner and Leo Delibes. In 1892 he joined the staff of the Conservatoire 
in Geneva to teach classes in theory and harmony. As a composer he was quite 
successful in his own country as well as abroad; his five operas were widely per
formed. He became best known however for his Chansons romandes et enfantines. 
As a teacher he was highly regarded; yet he himself was not fully gratified with the 
results of his educational efforts, for he was puzzled by the difficulties many of his 
pupils encountered in keeping rhythm. Since his training and experience did not 
provide a satisfactory answer, he tried to find another means. Around 1900 musical 

discipline was firmly established in a misinterpreted "classic" method and those in 

power were not inclined to change it. But Dalcroze was, very much so. He looked 

for an approach that would lead to a harmony of soul and body, the Greek ideal 

which he shared with Appia. But in that period of "intellectualism" little attention 

was paid to the body. 
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One of Dalcroze's first discoveries was that rhythm varies with the individual. 
He set out to train the hearing perception of each pupil, then found out that some 
youngsters whose hearing developed at a normal rate were unable to measure 
various time and rhythmic values precisely. Trying to have the pupils react to music 
with their body he invented exercises in walking and stopping; these were in his 
words "the origin of my Eurythmics.4 Opposed to the traditional ballet schooling 
which he considered mechanical and hence unnatural, he took great care that in his 
exercises the body moved naturally. This system was expanded so that every 

rhythmical detail of a composition would be expressed through a move of the 
pupil's body. Later, influenced by Appia, Dalcroze also devised exercises for the 

body to transfer an emotional value of the music into a particular posture on stage. 
In a general way he aimed at a "lyrico-plastic unity," fully aware of the time and 
effort required to explore his theories and make them work. Early in this experimen
tation he also introduced the exercises which enabled the pupil to move each arm 
at a different rhythm or tempo.5 

As his superiors disapproved of "dancing" in music lessons, Dalcroze rented 
a small hall where every free hour he practiced with volunteers. Confronted with 
a host of worrisome problems he sought the counsel of experts and thus he obtained 

great help from Prof. Matthis Lussy, a physiologist, who, upon Dalcroze's request, 
probed into the question of musical movement in time as related to the correspond

ing body movement in space. Prof. Edouard Claparede, a psychologist, distantly 
related to Alfred Guy, then formulated the scientific basis for the new conception 
which Dalcroze described thus: "Fundamental to all individual training is the 
discipline of emotion and the practice in reaction. This I try to achieve through my 
eurythmics."6 In other words Dalcroze thought of himself as the intermediary to 

the students and the music they were expected to express. The lectures and demon
strations he regularly gave in Geneva attracted much attention. By 1903 he was in
vited to present a series of his extremely charming Kinderreigenspiele at the annual 
meeting of the Allgemeine Deutsche Musikverein in Basel. After this event several 
German cities invited him to come as lecturer and guest teacher, while in his home 
town the conservative circles prevailed in opposing his innovations. Many of his 
colleagues, particularly the dean of the music school, rejected any dealings with a 

musician who was foolish, perhaps immoral, enough to let children jump around 
barefoot, in leotards and tunics.7 

At last, in 1906, the musician-turned-educator met the musician who became 

a reformer of the theatre. Although Appia's ideas had crystallized, they still lacked 

definition. The Dalcroze demonstrations in the auditorium Odier du Casino de 

Saint-Pierre impressed him so deeply that he sent a letter to Dalcroze, and soon the 

two met, discussed their mutual aims at length. In his enthusiasm Appia wrote an 
article for the Journal de Geneve about his impressions of and reactions to Dal

croze's ideas in order to introduce-or, better, to publicize-an advanced course 
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for teachers planned by Dalcroze. Appia emphasized the importance of the new 
conception to "make music vibrate" in the body and to render it "an integral part 
of the organism." 

Dalcroze took his new friend to his classes. Since the students knew of Appia's 
work, his visits were anticipated with great interest. A former student gives us an 
example of how Dalcroze proceeded; she relates that after a brief introduction he 
asked the pupils to execute a stylized movement to an improvised Greek mode. The 
young ladies pretended to fill a well with water, but the well would continue to 

empty itself. The short scene was beautifully devised and executed. Although only 
a few measures of music were used and were repeated over and over again, the 
effect was forceful and the inspiration perfect. Appia returned frequently to the 

school and became so closely associated with Dalcroze that by 1909 the names of 
the two men were always mentioned together. 

A pair less similar could hardly be imagined. Appia, fairly tall, had bright 
shining eyes, a sharp Roman profile, and a beard that made him look like a prophet; 
his dress was unconventional, consisting of a sweater, knickerbockers, and sandals. 
Gentle and reticent he was particularly shy in the presence of strangers. Dalcroze, 
by contrast, was below average height. His friendly round face had a goatee; his 
small nearsighted eyes twinkled behind glasses. He was jovial, outgoing, but 
shrewd. While Appia shrunk from addressing a group of people because of his 
stutter, Dalcroze was completely at ease as a speaker even at the largest meeting; 

as a matter of fact, lecturing was one of his salient talents. 
Until1909 the collaboration did not bring about any noticeable change in the 

ideas of either artist. In that year Appia, after attending another demonstration, 
returned home dissatisfied with the scenic arrangement and immediately began to 
devise an entirely new plan which would provide an ideal setup for the rhythmic 
exercises. Within a few days he had finished about twenty sketches, "Espaces 
rythmiques" (Rhythmic Spaces), as they were called in his next book. These set

tings were based on platforms of various levels, ramps, stairs, simple walls, and 
pillars. The monotonus flat stage floor disappeared giving way to a spatial arrange
ment through abundant use of those manifold levels. Appia sent Dalcroze the new 
sketches accompanied by a letter in which he told his friend that heretofore "the 
pupils moving invariably on a flat surface gave the impression of alpinists ascend
ing a mountain on a bas relief spread on the floor." Dalcroze accepted the new ideas 
with great enthusiasm. The Rhythmic Spaces were never transferred onto a stage
it would have been impossible to execute them under the limited conditions of the 

Dalcroze Institute-but the resulting experiments helped Dalcroze in his teaching 

and Appia in finding a different style for his designs. The "corporeal space" as he 

termed his previous designs became now the "living space" for the moving actor. 

Thus he gradually freed himself from the last traces of tradition. 

Musical rhythm and body rhythm remained the core of Dalcroze's teaching; 
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Figure 17. One of the Rhythmic Spaces. Theater Museum, Munich. 

/ 

v 
Figure 18. Shadow of the cypress, another example from the Rhythmic Spaces. Theater 

Museum, Munich. 



incidentally, neither man liked to speak of a "method." Dalcroze never overlooked 
the purely technical ear training, but emphasis was put on making the student 
feel the music through listening. Under the influence of Appia, Dalcroze next ex
tended his experiments to working with entire groups rather than individuals. 
Harmony of body and spirit was to be achieved through a coordination of "physi
cal movement and sound movement, musical and spatial elements." 8 First the 
nerves and muscles were taught to react to music; the final goal, harmony of body 

and spirit, was to be reached by concentrating on ear training and listening, euryth
mics, improvisation, and musical plasticity.9 

The basic ideas of Dalcroze and Appia derived from classic and neo-classic 

esthetics. The relationship of rhythm and body movement had been investigated by 
the Greeks, and Dalcroze followed their principles. Goethe and Schiller gave music 
an important place in life and their writings were as familar to both men as was 

Richard Wagner's synthesis of all the arts, the union of speech, gesture, and music. 
Traces of Franc;:ois Delsarte's method, too, can be discovered in some of Dalcroze's 
movements and postures. But the application of all the ideas originated with Appia 
and Dalcroze and was a tremendous step toward creating a new style in the per

forming arts. When their conception was applied to an entire production, every 
rhythmic detail of a composition found its equivalent in a body movement of the 
performer, every emotion was expressed through a characteristic posture or move 
on stage. In the end the Dalcroze students were capable of transferring every musi

cal nuance into dramatic action. A perfect synchronization of musical and acting 
elements had thus been accomplished. 10 

In his ceaseless campaigning to promote eurythmics Dalcroze relied more and 
more on Appia. He needed his advice and support against outsiders who urged him 
to try different techniques and external effects-promptings that Dalcroze feared 
might pull him in a wrong direction. Again and again he insisted that he was not 
after a new art, but merely "a road to art." All his exercises were therefore planned 

with one goal in mind, to help his pupils transform music into simple gestures and 
movements without artificial effects. In his struggle against critics who were in
capable of envisioning that goal, Appia's unshakable confidence in the eventual 
triumph of his work gave Dalcroze strong support. 

Hellerau 

DALCROZE, in deciding what step to take next in establishing his ideas increasingly 

depended upon the congenial Appia, whom nobody could dissuade from pursuing 

an ideal. In the spring of 1.91.0, Dalcroze had received an enticing offer from the 

brothers Wolf and Harald Dohrn, manufacturers of modern furniture and real 

estate developers, to come to Hellerau, their newly created suburb of Dresden, as 
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director of an institute to be built specifically for him and his work. The negotia
tions were successfully concluded and in the fall of that year Dalcroze and his 

family departed from Geneva followed by about two scores of his students. Appia's 
name was on the list of the faculty and also on that of the committee which held the 

annual examination at the Bildungsanstalt ]aques-Dalcroze. Appia however re
mained at the old chateau de Glerolles (see chapter IV) near Vevey and went to 

Hellerau only to participate in the initial plans, the annual demonstrations and 
examinations, and in the two festivals. The exchange of views ensued mostly by 
means of letters. Generally speaking, Appia served as a consultant rather than as 
a regular faculty member. 

Hellerau offered the two Swiss artists splendid opportunities. Dalcroze ob
tained an almost free hand in devising the large auditorium with the adjacent class

room building and the dormitory. Evidently all important guestions were first 
discussed with Appia who saw some of his own dreams come true on a grand scale. 

There is no doubt that the basic plan of the auditorium was his. He had once de
scribed how during a staged demonstration in Geneva he had suddenly decided the 
conventional theatre curtain was a "ridiculous and barbarous" phenomenon. Con
seguently he had dreamed up a hall in which the acting area and the audience were 
no longer separated. And there was no separation of stage and house in the Hellerau 
Festival Auditorium. The entire hall, measuring 49 meters in length, -r6 in width and 
1.2 in height, embraced both spectators and performers; only a sunken orchestra pit 
recalled the standard opera house. The rows of approximately 6oo seats, steeply 
raked, rose from the floor level amphitheatrically. Only one of Appia's suggestions 
remained unfulfilled in this building; namely, to make the rear wall of the stage 
removable, thus granting the audience the view of the landscape behind the audi
torium. For financial reasons this detail had to be dropped.11 Nevertheless Appia 
was highly pleased with the modern building whose architect, Heinrich Tessenow, 
executed all plans as originally recommended and accepted, notwithstanding many 
objections by artists and other influential persons.12 

In Alexander von Salzmann, a Russian artist, Appia found a kindred spirit to 
collaborate in planning the stage and its lighting eguipment. Together they adapted 
the system on which Appia had worked with Fortuny in Paris. The combination of 

soft general illumination and special spotlight effects was modified by Salzmann 

for Hellerau. Walls and ceiling of the large hall were covered with a transparent 

fabric (light canvas); behind it about 3,ooo lamps were installed, and their indirect 

light was enormously impressive. This luminous space left no sharp break between 

the semidark house and the brighter light effects on the stage. Salzmann believed 

such an arrangement "indispensable whenever the relative value of color, form, 

motion-all inspired by music-are at stake .... Light is dominated by music which 
gives movement a soul. Light explains movement."13 These sentences, of course, 

could have been written by Appia. Here at last he had met another artist who 
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shared his conception of a predominant role for light. 
In summer, 1912, everything was ready for the first festival. On July 4, 5, and 

6, performances were given of Echo and Narcissus, based on a poetic story by 
Jacques Cheneviere with music by Dalcroze; this dance drama, which was well 
received, was followed by the scene in Hades from Gluck's Orpheus and Euridice. 
Guests from many countries witnessed the production and regarded it as a revolu
tionary step in the development of theatre arts. An even more international crowd 

assembled during the last week of June the following summer when 200 partici
pants performed the entire Gluck opera three times. The garden city of Hellerau 

turned into a famous cultural center with an atmosphere all its own. 

Appia designed the settings and, with Salzmann, was in charge of the staging. 
Salzmann devised the light plot, and Harald Dohrn, an engineer, handled the light 
console with its forty-six curcuits. Two opposing groups had argued about the 

general production style. Appia and Salzmann rejected any adherence to tradition, 
demanding instead complete stylization of settings, lighting, and costumes. They 
were opposed by those who favored illusion on the stage or, at least, more illusion 
than the two were willing to grant. The opposition included Wolf Dohrn, and prob

ably even Dalcroze himsel( who was trying to find a compromise; in the end pure 
imagination remained victorious.H 

For Echo und Narcissus a shadow effect was used as dancers appeared in sil
houette behind a scrim. Otherwise, with its platforms and stairs, the decor was 
extremely simple. Two of the Orpheus settings were similarly stylized whereas the 
arrangement for the scene in Hades was more elaborate, more monumental. A 

tremendous staircase in the rear dominated the entire acting area. No photograph, 
sketch, or description can regain the visual effect of the total arrangement in which 
lighting powerfully created every mood. Obviously everything was done to focus 
attention on the soloists and on the dancing and singing choruses. As early as the 

end of the 1912 festival Appia had every reason to state proudly: "for the first time 
since the Greek era, a perfect fusion of all media of expression, in close mutual 
subordination, has been realized .... " 

The musical conception and execution for which Dalcroze was responsible 
were somewhat less applauded than the staging in spite of Emmi Leisner, the mag
nificent leading alto of the Berlin Court Opera, who created the role of Orpheus. 
She immersed herself in the delicate task of adjusting to the new style by taking 
a course in eurythmics for several months prior to the rehearsals. Her performance 
was "in perfect harmony" with the ideas of Appia and Dalcroze.15 G. B. Shaw, a 

critic always hard to please, called the production "one of the best" of Orpheus and 

praised Emmi Leisner very highly with the one qualification that the aria Che faro 
was taken too slowly. In his opinion the performance needed a few more rehearsals 

with Harley Granville-Baker and himself "to be perfect."16 Other experts found 

several details open to criticism but they generously overlooked the fact that the 
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Figure 19. Orpheus and Euridice, the Hades setting of the Hellerau production. Editions 
de la Baconniere, Neuchatel. 



choristers, who, after all, were not professionals, did not keep in strict accord with 
the conductor as they moved about. The elimination of the overture, however, was 
openly disapproved and so was the changed ending of the opera. In the last act the 
two leading singers moved toward the audience while a traveler masked the up
stage area, an idea certainly initiated by Appia who later used a similar solution in 
his Ring production for Basel in 1.924. When Euridice died she sank into the folds 
of the drapes which then hid her. After Orpheus' famous aria Dalcroze repeated 

the lamentation from Act I with the chorus placed in the orchestra pit; thus the 
revival of Euridice was deleted and the basic tragic mood of the opera was main
tained. 

The treatment of Amor was considered good. His piece in the last act was cut 
because of the new ending. In Act I the god of love did not appear on stage; his 
presence was indicated by a light beam while his voice came from backstage. 17 The 
settings, even the one in Hades, were extremely simple consisting of platforms, 
stairs, and curtains. The latter were predominantly blue while the set pieces were 

kept neutral. In the first act drapes formed a kind of corridor which Orpheus used 
for his exit at the end. A high platform and stairs placed against a greenish white 
background made up the third setting-an arrangement which was not thoroughly 
acceptable as it was too functional, not monumental enough. The staging of the 
scene in the Underworld became the climax of the performance and invoked 
jubilant enthusiasm. Early in the century the opening music of this scene was 
usually played with the main curtain closed. Now Appia and Dalcroze made full 
use of its dramatic impact through the dance of the Furies. The towering staircase 
upstage was, figuratively speaking, leading from Earth to Hades. The spatial setting 
gave Dalcroze and his dancers marvelous opportunities for groupings and evolu

tions, choreographed by Annie Beck. Particularly fascinating were the dancers 
pushing up against Orpheus when he descended the steps and then upon his sooth
ing song, recoiling to the lower level. And the sharp contrast of the bright light 
beam striking the hero against the chiaroscuro and the darkness in other areas was 
duly recognized as an important innovation.18 

A few persons caviled; mockingly, the small square platform pieces were 
called "building blocks for children"; more serious was the criticism of Appia' s 
stage, divided in dark and bright areas, as "too monotonous" or as unfaithful to 
the score's deep tragedy. Dalcroze's conducting met some reservations because of 
slow tempo and off-key singing. 19 However the wide majority of critics regarded 

Orpheus as the most striking experience in the modern theatre. A Frenchman per

tinently remarked that what he had witnessed in Heller au was as different from the 

conventional theatre "as truth from falsehood."20 In general the highlights seemed 

to have been the funeral procession in Act I; the demonic movement of the damned 

souls, and the ethereal gliding and floating of the blessed spirits in Act II; one re

viewer was immensely impressed by the utter harmony between the music and 
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the magic lighting. The writer for the important Berliner Zeitung am Mittag called 
the production "a renaissance" of Gluck.21 Not all the participants were considered 

capable of adopting, or, rather, ready to execute the revolutionary conception 
though the underlying theories were fully approved. 22 Appia and Dalcroze virtu
ally attained their aim of making everyone a participant. Karl Storck, an admirer 

of Dalcroze's achievements for years, expressed this sense of sharing when he con
fessed how much he was captivated by "the compelling power of space, the soulful 
power of light, and the beauty of the human body." He foresaw in this "space
creating" production a possible "salvation for Bayreuth."23 

The listing of those who attended these festivals reads almost like a Who's 
Who af the arts. There were Paul Claude!, Georges Pitoeff, and Jacques Rouche 
from France; Alfred Roller from Austria; G. B. Shaw and Harley Granville-Barker 
from Great Britain; Upton Sinclair from the United States; Serge Diaghilev and 
Serge Wolkonsky, the General Director of the Imperial Theatres in St. Petersburg, 
from Russia; and, of course, most of the well-known critics. German opera houses 
were well represented by, among others, Ernst von Schuch (Dresden) and Max von 
Schillings (Stuttgart). Max Reinhardt, the great stage director, came from Berlin 
to see on~ of the performances. One name, strangely, can not be discovered-that 
of Houston Stewart Chamberlain. Fully informed about Appia's collaboration with 
Dalcroze, with whom he had corresponded in the nineties, he evidently preferred 
for reasons of his own not to go to Heller au. 

Dalcroze was a perfect host; he had a remarkable talent for keeping all of 
these celebrities interested in his projects and his work. But where was Appia 
whose ideas were the artistic backbone of the Orpheus production? No eyewitness 

recorded that Appia actually conversed with any of the famous guests and patrons, 
although photographs show him with some of them. Presumably he was too with
drawn to join in the conversation with strangers, for it should be taken for granted 
that Dalcroze made every effort to introduce his collaborators, especially his close 
friend Appia, to some of the influential personages. In any event there is no way of 
knowing whether Schuch or Schillings, who exercised decisive power in their opera 
houses, were so deeply moved by what they saw in Hellerau that they considered 
an invitation for Appia, Dalcroze, or perhaps both artists. Nor is there any proof 

that Reinhardt was interested in having Appia design the settings for one of his 

productions. However, since Reinhardt had had contact with Gordon Craig a few 

years earlier and was always keen to experiment with new designers, we may 

assume that he seriously weighed such a possibility. There is more than a general 
hint that in Zurich serious consideration was given to invite Appia to take charge 

of a new mise en scene of Tristan and Isolde. Also Jacques Rouche evidently hoped 

to succeed in bringing Appia to Paris to supervise the staging of one of Gluck's 

operas. Perhaps other opera houses too would have engaged Appia and Dalcroze 
if it had not been the year 1.91.3. A year later the outbreak of the first World War 
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destroyed many a dream. 
Some months after the festival performances another event attracted visitors 

to Hellerau: the German premiere of Paul Claudel's L'Annonce faite a Marie 
(Tidings Brought to Mary). This play was planned to be presented a few days after 
Orpheus, but the opening night had to be postponed "because of a new staging 
idea," according to a newspaper report.24 This venture was the idea of Wolf Dohrn 

and Alexander von Salzmann who managed the production without Appia and 
Dalcroze, both of whom were in Switzerland at the time of the three performances 

on October 6, 11, and 19. The author himself supervised the last rehearsals. The 
settings were designed by Salzmann whose scenic solution evoked a medieval mys
tery stage with its different levels serving as acting areas. In spite of an outstanding 
cast-Alexander Moissi from the Deutsche Theater in Berlin playing J akobaeus
the reception by the press was not unanimously favorable. The critic of the Dres
dener Anzeiger, for instance, had no praise for the play and condemned "the un
bearable theatricality" of the production.25 Salzmann received full credit for having 
"achieved great things with plasticity that made the scenes in form, movement, 
and color often reminiscent of old paintings of the saints."26 The description of the 

setting indicates a reliance on Appia, who had been impressed by similar staging 
in Devrient's Faust, and the general plan of the spatial arrangement suggests that 

the designer participated at least in the preparation. 

La Fete de ]uin 
THAT same fall and the following winter Jaques-Dalcroze spent several weeks in 

Geneva in answer to an invitation to prepare a pageant for the city. A multitude of 
volunteers, about fifteen hundred of them, underwent thorough training in euryth
mics to enable them to execute the countless movements in the forthcoming 

demanding production. Appia was not officially connected with the festival but 
again served his friend as adviser on many details. Hence it is of some interest to 
cull from the finished production and from eyewitness reports the items which 
were based on Appia's ideas or, in general, were the result of his long discussions 
with Dalcroze. 

The pageant, La Fete de ]uin, was conceived to celebrate the centenary of the 
Republic of Geneva's joining the Swiss Confederation, and the performances were 

scheduled for July, 1914. It was not a new kind of festival for Switzerland, a 

country with a long tradition of events which combined purposes of health and 

acrobatic discipline with the often beautiful synchronization of music and move

ments for" an emotional as well as an esthetic effect."27 Dalcroze had written music 

for several pageants. They were often performed by large groups of amateur 

singers, dancers, and acrobats on simple stages which formed a unit with the audi-
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Figure 20. La Fete de Juin, a dramatic arrangement. Blanche Bingham. 



torium and were sometimes so built into the natural surroundings that the latter 
took part in the action. His collaborator was Firmin Gemier, the famed Parisian 
stage director, who supervised the entire production. He too was thoroughly 
acquainted with this work as he had cooperated with Dalcroze in the staging of a 
large festival in Lausanne in 1903 and of the Fete de Vignerons in Vevey the fol
lowing year.28 Since Gemier had a high regard for Appia's art, the rehearsals in 

Geneva must have proceeded harmoniously in Appia's spirit. Appia had attended 
the Vevey festivals and had written in his essay Style et solidarite that they "have 
taught us that art must spring forth from the heart of all of us and must be repre
sented by all of us." 

La Fete de luin, a patriotic spectacle in four acts, was written by Daniel Baud
Bovy and Albert Malche with music by Dalcroze, who was also in charge of all 
dances and rhythmic movements. An ideal location was selected on the north shore 
of the lake. A city official submitted the plan to erect a special hall and this time 

Appia's dream was fully realized: the rear wall of the stage could be opened giving 
the thousands of spectators a breathtaking view across the lake toward distant 

snow-capped mountains, topped by Mont Blanc. The 50-meter-wide stage was 
subdivided into several acting areas on different levels. From the curtainless plat
form which served as the main acting area, stairs led down to the orchestra and 

the audience. The only discrepancy in the otherwise splendidly devised setting was 
a row of Greek columns encircling the stage; they had little relation to the over-all 
atmosphere of the pageant.29 The entire event, the auditorium, the drama, and its 
presentation, aroused immense enthusiasm not only in the local population but 
among foreign visitors as well. Only a few scenes were criticized because their 

operatic character spoiled the guilelessness of a folk play. One of the most impres
sive moments was the opening of the rear wall when barges could be seen moving 
across the lake toward the hall; from these boats soldiers landed below the higher 
platform to join the action. Another thrilling moment occurred during one of the 
large-scale rhythmic evolutions when men raced across the platforms, down the 
steps, and through the audience, waving flags of all the Swiss cantons.30 A folk 
festival of this kind in which the audience and the performance become one was 
the realization of Appia's ideals. In describing this "great national and patriotic" 
event in his book L'Oeuvre d'art vivant (The Work of Living Art) he concludes that 
it "presented an imposing and unprecedented example of this esthetic phenome
non. It realized the simultaneity of the two principles. The spectator had simul

taneously before his eyes first animated historic themes ... and second, their purely 
human Expression .... "The execution of this two-pronged affair was for him "a 

revelation ... masterfully handled by the author [Dalcroze] and his collaborators." 

A few weeks after the last performance of La Fete de luin war broke out. 

Dalcroze canceled all work in Hellerau and settled in Geneva for the duration, 

unaware that this was an end, not an interlude. Events had developed so rapidly 
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Figure 21. La Fete de luin, one of the high points of the pageant. Blanche Bingham. 

Figure 22. La Fete de luin, general view of the setting. La Patrie Suisse. 



that he left his Hellerau Institute without even taking his last salary. When in fall 
of 1914 German armies bombarded the Cathedral of Reims and burned the Library 
of Louvain, he signed an international protest by artists and scholars against these 
military misdeeds, a step which did not endear him to the nationalist circles in 
Germany. The relationship of Dalcroze and Hellerau changed and it looked as 
though Hellerau might proceed without its founder. At that time Percy Ingham 
offered to transplant the school and its director to England; the proposition was 
considered by all concerned but did not materialize. 

Friends, particularly Professor Claparede and the poet Jacques Cheneviere, 
succeeded in organizing a new school of eurythmics in Geneva, and so Dalcroze 
was in a position to go on with his work, if at first on a much smaller scale. Appia, 

who was still at Glerolles, remained in touch with his friend. Though there was no 
intention to prepare a major production, demonstrations by the students were pre
sented every year. Perhaps plans existed for a full production in the postwar 
period, but we know merely of a revival of Echo and Narcissus in 1920 and similar 
brief dance dramas on the small stage of the new Jaques-Dalcroze Institute. In 
spring,1923, Dalcroze was very active in the June production of Fete de la ]eunesse 
et de la ]oi, yet less is known about Appia's part in it than about his work for Fete 
de ]uin nine years earlier. Future grand projects evaporated when Dalcroze left 
Geneva in 1924 to look for better opportunities in the cosmopolitan atmosphere 

of Paris, where he had spent much time since 1917. He remained in the French 
capital for two years and when he returned to Switzerland in 1926, Appia was 
living in a sanatorium, a retreat he rarely left. 

Deeds, observations by common friends, and letters from Dalcroze to Appia 

(unfortunately almost all written by Appia were destroyed) attest to their mutual 
admiration. Having had Appia put on his staff in Hellerau, Dalcroze had provided 
some financial aid for him, and to be sure, the unique opportunity of making the 
work of his friend known. But in his writings Dalcroze hardly referred directly to 
his collaboration with Appia; once, acknowledging many sources and influences, 

he stated that "the ideas of Adolphe Appia about the mise en scene have been of 
great help to me in my rhythmic and plastic experiences." 31 He also remembered 
his friend in the dedication of his Le Rythme, la musique et l' education and in a 
chapter in his Exercises de plastique animee. Still, we miss a frank recognition of 
his debt to the genius who self-effacingly served as the artistic spirit behind euryth
mics. 

As may be expected, there were disagreements and conflicts between the two 

friends, all the more so as Dalcroze was not always acceptable to criticism. Yet 

such conflicts could have been settled probably without further ado if Dalcroze's 
sister, Madame Brunet-Lecomte, and possibly his wife had not aggravated them 

through their interference. In their zeal to enhance the fame of their brother and 

husband the two ladies, above all, Madame Brunet-Lecomte, kept a jealous watch 
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over his reputation. 

Appia, by contrast, was more magnanimous, using every opportunity to delin
eate and propagate Dalcroze's ideas and art. During the Hellerau era he wrote four 

essays in which he explained in detail these ideas and their potentialities for the 

theatre arts. While Dalcroze described his findings as teacher and musician, Appia 

approached his theme from the importance of those ideas for dramatic art in gen

eral and their application to its divers phases in particular. His article on L'Origine 
et les debuts de la gymnastique rythmique (The Origin and Beginnings of Euryth
mics) is the most reliable and perceptive discussion of this topic. In addition to 

biographical and historical data this essay is interesting because of Appia's selfless 

appreciation of and devotion to his friend whom he called a "pedagogical genius" 

and a "genius for synthesis/' which he defined as "the compelling urge to combine 

all the means of expression of an integral artistic life." Appia also extols Dalcroze's 

extraordinary "gift of life" and his role as "an unequaled inspirer" who was always 

willing to listen to suggestions from a student. His description, though a bit exag

gerated in its eulogy, provides a lucid image of Dalcroze the teacher. 

The articles on eurythmics are as indicative of Dalcroze as they are of Appia 

himself; he always looked at his friend's work from his own point of view. This 

is especially true in La gymnastique rythmique et le theatre (Eurythmics and the 
Theatre) and in La gymnastique rythmique et la lumiere (Eurythmics and Light), 
to a lesser degree in Du costume pour la gymnastique rythmique (Eurythmics and 
Costumes). In the first of this series he repeated his criticism of the conventional 

theatre which failed to fuse house and stage into one unit to integrate spectator 

and performer. He hoped that Dalcroze's use of space would result in a better 
understanding of the basic requirements for a reform but at the same time, he 

warned against applying eurythmics directly to the conventional staging. He fore

saw the time when spectators would actively participate in a performance instead 
of merely watching it, and he was convinced that the Dalcroze method was the 
most decisive step in this direction. Implementing his own ideas he included both 

the singer and the actor as being able to benefit from learning how to relate their 
bodies to the space surrounding them. In discussing the relationship of eurythmics 

and light Appia referred of course to the relation of light to music, and in addition 
he suggested the development of hearing as well as sight, "the two noblest senses." 

Light was for him "the esthetic ruler of clarity" and he predicted that as soon as 

lighting can really be mastered on the stage it will become "luminous sound." The 

last article is noteworthy for giving us interesting data concerning the uniform of 

the students. Appia explained how and why Dalcroze proceeded in six steps from 

street dresses to the final one-piece tights with a light tunic. Each change is de

scribed: how items such as shoes were discarded and sandals substituted; how a 

short skirt was introduced and a blouse leaving neck and arms uncovered; then 

the skirt and blouse were replaced by a kind of knickerbockers and pullover; later 
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the stockings were removed; before the last step (the one-piece tights) was taken, 
the sandals were eliminated and the exercises done with bare feet. Here Appia may 

have served as adviser for he had seen Isadora Duncan dancing barefooted years 

before he met Dalcroze. In explaining how Dalcroze arrived at his final choice 
Appia emphasized the importance for the human body to feel free in exploring 

space, and for the costumes to be simple in order to allow the study of light effects. 

Besides these articles Appia wrote notes for some programs of the Dalcroze 

school in Geneva and for a book on the Hellerau Institute. He devoted, moreover, 

much space to his friend in his treatise entitled Experiences de theatre et recherches 
personnelles. Praise for Dalcroze is abundant also in the early essay, Style et soli
darite and in another written in the twenties Le Geste del' art (The Gesture of Art), 
in which he called eurythmics "an art of devotion." The finest document honoring 

his collaborator is the dedication of L'Oeuvre d'art vivant to Dalcroze, "the faithful 

friend to whom I owe my esthetic homeland." Many passages in this volume, in 

which he directly and indirectly referred to Dalcroze's ideas, bear witness to his 

ungualified gratitude. 

In their collaboration the two artists supplemented each other ideally. Appia, 

the great visionary and theorist, provided most of the decisive ideas and, above 

all, prompted his friend to think in terms of the production as a whole, a union of 

performer, spatial arrangement, light, and music, rather than of the training of 

each individual pupil. Since Appia's prediliction for the grand design was coupled 

with a dislike for details, whether technical or organizational, he left the execution 

of his ideas to Dalcroze who, in turn, benefited from Appia's genius and steadfast 

drive toward an ideal. Dalcroze, the practical man, clever in persuading people to 

accept and support the new conception, was in turn of great help to Appia; not the 
least of it was that through eurythmics, Appia discovered the means he had sought 

for so long to make his vision of living art come true. The unigue collaboration cul

minated in the revolutionary production of Orpheus in which many of their dreams 

were realized. Appia rightly predicted that Dalcroze's new approach would prevail 
in the future. It took firm root during the musician's life and he could thus enjoy 
the fruits of his splendid work. In the twenties when modern dance ascended to 

its definite victory, Dalcroze, together with Isadora Duncan, was freguently men
tioned as one of the initiators of modern dance. As had so often happened to Appia, 
his great contributions to the success of this new art form remained unknown to 

his contemporaries apart from a comparatively small circle of experts. 
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Figure 23. Chateau de Glerolles, seen from a hill with a view across Lake Geneva and the 

Alps in the background. Editions du Griffin, Neuchatel. 



IV 

Appia and Copeau 

ON October 22,1913, Le Theatre du Vieux Colombier in Paris was inaugurated 

in a special event with speeches, and on the following day opened with Une Femme 
tuee par Ia douceur (A Woman Killed by Kindness) by Thomas Heywood, and 

L' Amour medecin by Moliere, two plays which the new management and stage 
director presented in an utterly unconventional form. There was no setting in the 
accepted sense; on an almost empty stage the audience saw merely a few platforms, 
stairs, and screens. Lighting too was against all tradition since no footlights were 
used. Attention was entirely focused on the splendidly costumed actors and their 

interpretation of the two comedies. Jacgues Copeau (1879-1949), highly regarded 
as an interesting author and a brilliant critic, was the director of this venture which 
he had initiated with his friends and colleagues of the periodical Nouvelle Revue 
Fran(:aise, among them, Gaston Gallimard, Andre Gide, and Jean Schlumberger. 

Their aim was to fight the commercialism of the Parisian Boulevard theatres 
which had strangled every modern artistic development. Outlining their program 
in the Nouvelle Revue Fran(:aise, Copeau emphasized that he hoped to regain "the 
soul of the theatre." 1 He prepared the opening production with a clear view of 
that goal. Before he made a final decision concerning his reform he probed into the 
work and esthetics of Harley Granville-Barker, Gordon Craig, Adolphe Appia, 
Constantin Stanislavsky, and others. His observations in Paris had made him reject 

the star system and superrealistic staging. He wished to center interest on the 

performer and hence to use a minimum of scenic effects. A rundown theatre, which 

had been used as a kind of music hall or for vaudeville, was acguired and Franc;ois 

Jourdain was put in charge of remodeling the auditorium and the stage, while 

Copeau and his actors retired to Limon, about an hour's train ride from Paris, where 

he conducted the rehearsals. 
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The first season of the Vieux Colombier ended in a draw. Attendance was not 
good enough to create a solid financial foundation. Artistically Copeau was fully 
accepted by a rather small group of intellectuals, but most of the critics, consider
ing his style "puritanism/' remained cool. His adaptation of The Brothers Kara
mazov secured a kind of artistic success, and his production of Twelfth Night was 
widely acclaimed. Moreover, a brief appearance of the company in London caused 

much favorable comment. With this meager background he planned the second 
season which, because of the outbreak of World Wart never materialized. 

Copeau used the following months to examine and re-examine his artistic aims 
and he decided to discuss them with Craig and Appia in order to clarify everything 
for his own sake and simultaneously to see for himself what these two great artists, 
to whom he somehow felt akin, could teach him. At that time, he considered Craig 
the" only theoretician of value/' but after his visit with him in Florence in Septem
ber,1915, he came to the conclusion that Craig's principles remained "incomplete" 
because they had no "solid foundation." Yet less the artist than the man must 

have disappointed Copeau, who missed a sense of magnanimity in him.2 Conse
quently, although he continued to admire the great British designer, the stage was 

set for Copeau's decisive meeting with Appia. 
After about three weeks of discussing all pertinent theatre problems with 

Craig, Copeau moved directly to Geneva in the middle of October for he was ex
tremely anxious to meet Appia and Dalcroze. A talk with the latter was essentiat as 
Copeau wanted to learn everything about the thorough training of the actor's body. 
Dalcroze explained his approach and took his guest to some classes to demonstrate 
his eurythmics. On October 28, Copeau and Dalcroze went by train to Rivaz and 
then walked to the chateau de Glerolles to have a long visit with Appia. The first 
meeting must have been very stimulating indeed, for Copeau returned the follow
ing June to discuss problems of mutual interest with Appia.3 

At the first meeting Copeau, of course, had the opportunity to delineate his 
plans. His basic conception approached Appia's in its striving for utter simplifica
tion. He had no definite style in mind; however, he was resolved that no realistic 
element must intrude into his productions and that the setting must be architec
tural. The "hermit of Glerolles/' as he called Appia, deeply impressed him-the 

magnificent features-the large, sparkling eyes; the sensual lips from which words 

and sentences came sometimes hesitatingly, sometimes growlingly, sometimes 

explosively. He was immediately aware of Appia's extreme sensitiveness. In con

trast to many others who met Appia, Copeau never considered him a dreamer or 

mystic, but rather an exceptional artist who saw the theatre's problem far more 

clearly than anybody he had met. What intrigued the Frenchman most was Appia's 

firm stand against any compromise with the "banality" of the current conditions.4 

Appia and Copeau were drawn to one another from the moment they ex

changed their first sentences, which is not surprising. Appia found in Copeau a 
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stage director who had the same concept of the theatre as an art form, and Copeau 

met in Appia the artist who could explain to him what he had been groping for. 
They were on common ground in their love for Moliere and Shakespeare. Copeau 
did not share Appia's predilection for opera, in particular for Wagner's music 
dramas, but he understood his principles regarding musical values in their rela

tionship to dramatic action and dialogue. Copeau needed no persuasion to accept 

Appia's hierarchy. He had, of course, already given predominance to the performer 

on his stage, using a spatial setting, assigning a major role to lighting and a minor 

one to painting. The two men found a binding force born out of profound under
standing in their idealism, their enthusiasm, and the earnestness with which they 

went to work. Though Appia would be vehement in defending his ideas, he was 

not stubborn when it came to executing them. His main concern was to reach agree

ment on fundamentals; he did not insist on having his designs merely copied or 

his statements taken literally. The principle most important to him was that the 

artist who intended to accept his style must have "an inner attitude toward the 

work he is creating or performing." 5 

On this basis it was not difficult to discuss, in a friendly manner, all questions 

related to the Vieux Colombier. Copeau continued to materialize Appia's main 

theories, including the actor's training in eurythmics, which he later introduced in 

his drama school. He became a great admirer and strong follower of Appia to whom 

he remained devoted throughout his life. Early in their relationship, in gratitude, 
he called himself a" disciple" of Appia, whom he respectfully addressed as "maitre" 
or" cher seigneur." 

The new friends were not to meet a third time for several years, but letters 

were often exchanged. Appia never again traveled to Paris and missed the oppor

tunity to attend a postwar performance at the Vieux Colombier. But in the mid-

1-92o's, Copeau began a tour of Switzerland with his new company and was thus 

able to see Appia. Copeau seized every occasion to talk about Appia and his art, and 

it is likely that, due to the prestige he subsequently gained on the international 
scene, Copeau contributed more than anyone else to the growing fame of his friend. 
Admittedly he had little, if any, success in this respect with his colleagues in Paris, 
but in New York a young generation was to listen to him. 

When Copeau made his decision to put all emphasis on the actor, he naturally 
considered rehearsals, as heretofore conducted, inadequate; above all he needed 
his actors better prepared for the important new role assigned to them, and he 

opened a school to train them. The body of the actor had to be made supple, his 

nerves sensitive to any and every task. He charged Suzanne Bing, an outstanding 

member of his company, with the preparatory work for this project which in 1.915 

had been inaugurated in a separate building. 6 The body exercises were largely 

based on Dalcroze's eurythmics, yet Stanislavsky's influence was also noticeable 

in the training of dramatic expression. In his school as well as in the rehearsals 
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Copeau practiced his principles, handling his actors and actresses with immense 
patience and discretion. 

Upon the request of the French Government, Copeau spent part of the winter 
and spring of 1917 in New York lecturing on problems of the modern stage in 
general and the scenic reform in particular. 7 Cope au left an unusally strong impres
sion on all who met him. As an immediate consequence, Otto Kahn, the noted 
Maecenas, invited him to bring his company to New York. While Copeau rehearsed 
in Paris for the guest appearance, Louis J ouvet supervised the remodeling of the 
Garrick Theatre near Herald Square, to be known as the Vieux Colombier of New 
York during the company's occupancy. Even the auditorium was reshaped to fit 
the forthcoming productions. The boxes, left and right close to the stage, were 
eliminated and new ones were built in the rear of the auditorium. The scenic frame 

was extremely simple; with a wide apron jutting out from the stage and doors on 
both sides, it was reminiscent of a Renaissance stage. The acting area, of course, 
showed no realistic settings. For the opening production, which included Moliere's 
Les Fourberies de Scapin and Copeau's L'Impromptu du Vieux Colombier as curtain 

raiser, a large platform, with stairs leading from every direction to the highest level, 
dominated the stage proper. A bench needed for the action consisted simply of 
three cubes. Screens and drapes confined the acting area. Upstage, a balcony occa
sionally became part of the settings; when not in use it was masked by a curtain. 
There was no distinct color except in the orange curtain in the rear; everything else 

was neutral.8 

Among those who eagerly expected the guests in November, 1917, were the 
young leaders and members of divers artistic enterprises in New York, Boston, 
and Chicago. Lawrence Langner, Robert E. Jones, and Lee Simonson were in the 
forefront of those who welcomed the scenic reform. Some writers joined them in 
praising the new spirit of the French company, but the typical Broadway critics, 
accustomed to the Belasco program, were by no means enthusiastic. In fact they 
attacked the unconventional settings and evidently did not care for the plays, which 
were mostly French classics, by Moliere in particular. Since the financial returns of 
the first season were disappointing mainly because of language difficulties-per
haps also because of too highly priced tickets-Copeau changed his repertoire for 

the second season; he included some of the well-written French plays which were 

better known in New York, such as Henry Bernstein's Le Secret, but he declined 

to compromise with the style of his staging. A sound decision, for the more popular 

program had the desired effect of attracting more patrons. 
Belasco's and his followers' hold on the New York theatre was too firm to be 

broken at once; however, the impact of Copeau's appearance should not be under

rated. The directors of the Theatre Guild, which was initiated in 1919, were so 

impressed that in 1927 they invited him to stage for them his version of The 
Brothers Karamazov. The production found much praise and many of the actors 
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who had worked with the great French director loved him. It is regrettable that in 
his memoirs Lawrence Langner, the clever manager of the Guild, did not choose to 
write more than an insignificant anecdote about this event. After Copeau's visits, 
arguments went on about how much he had affected the development of the Ameri
can theatre. He himself concluded in later years that it was influenced by two 
foreign companies, that of Stanislavsky and his own.9 He could also have given 
credit to Appia's indirect but decisive contribution to his own reform. 

Upon his return to Paris in 1919 Copeau had the Vieux Colombier remodeled. 
He added a large apron, one step lower than the stage floor, to be used particularly 
in Shakespearean productions. Upstage a high balcony supported by four columns 
was erected. Steps led to the platform which had three exits toward backstage. As 
in the Garrick Theatre, the balcony could be masked by a simple draw curtain.10 

His new scenic arrangement, devised in accord with Appia's ideas to bring 
actors and spectators in close contact, did not enlist new friends. Those who 
believed in his approach remained faithful, but wide influential circles fervently 

opposed him, and he heard himself called a "Calvinist," as did Appia a few years 
later. Financially the theatre did not stand on solid ground; even good attendance 

did not suffice to cover all expenses, especially with the large apron cutting out 
several rows of seats in the auditorium, which was only of medium size at that. 

Copeau' s greatest success in the postwar period was with Shakespeare's A Winter's 
Tale. 

In the early twenties, making no headway artistically or financially with his 
theatre, Copeau gained great satisfaction from the work in his school which had 
been closed by the war but reopened in 1920. Shortly thereafter he transferred his 
teaching to Pernand-Vergelesses in Burgundy where he could rehearse to his heart's 
desire and perfect his productions. Several times Appia went to Pernand, a town 
with a population of 200, to see his friend and to attend rehearsalsY Jean Mercier, 
a pupil of Appia's, remembers, moreover, that plans were discussed in the middle 
twenties to invite Appia to spend a longer period at Pernand as teacher and adviser. 
But in 1926 and thereafter the aging master felt no longer strong enough to travel 
so far. Had such a visit and extended exchange of views taken place, a more defi
nite blueprint for a new type of theatre might have resulted. Copeau thought of 
building one that would afford the actors close communication with the audience 
mainly through the complete removal of the proscenium frame. 12 As we already 
know, Appia had entertained this idea for many years and once, in the Festival 

House at Hellerau-Dresden, he had seen it realized. 

Copeau's new ensemble, trained in Pernand, obtained its baptism in the cities 

of Burgundy. Later on, he also toured other parts of France, Belgium, Germany, 

Italy, the Netherlands, and Switzerland. In September, 1924, he gave up the Vieux 

Colombier and left Paris for good after making an agreement with Jouvet, who 

promised to execute his original program at the Comedie des Champs-Elysees.13 
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This left Copeau free to devote all his time to the training of his enthusiastic young 
actors in Pernand. 

When in 1926 the company appeared in Geneva and Lausanne, two cities not 
far from Nyon, where Appia had been living since 1923, the master was the 
honored guest at all performances. A close tie with the actors blossomed, in which 
Appia's role was that of "fatherly comrade." The actors adored Appia for his 
nobility, kindness, unassuming charm, and deep understanding of the art of the 
theatre. Appia in turn had a high regard for les petits, as he called them and, moved 
by their artistic spirit, had great hopes for their future. Copeau considered Appia 
the "ideal spectator" who noticed even the most minute detail of stage business 

and line interpretation. After attending a performance, Appia regularly appeared 
backstage to discuss his impressions with the entire cast. Such sessions turned into 

a second performance when Appia interspersed his review with demonstrations. 
Every cast member received a friendly remark. Keyed up though he often was, in 
his enthusiasm he never forgot anyone; even for the actor with the smallest part, 

he had a word of praise. 14 Appia rarely had any reservations regarding the produc
tions of his friend. Once he criticized the staging of Copeau's Illusion but added 
kindly that he was delighted "to bow before a performance of such sincerity and 
admirable purity." 15 When the two men parted after four happy days in Geneva, 
during which they had much time to talk about their favorite subject, they em
braced in a mood which Appia described as "beyond time and space, or rather in 

Time and Space."16 

Meeting Craig 
THAT Appia gained Copeau's admiration and friendship was of great importance 
for the development of theatre arts. Earlier, before World War I, Appia had had 
another unforgettable experience in his meeting with Edward Gordon Craig (1872-

1966). This happy event occurred on the occasion of an international theatre 
exhibition in Zurich where, upon Craig's suggestion, the designs of the two giants 
of scene reform were placed in the same room of the Kunstgewerbemuseum. The 

two artists were well acquainted with each other's work. Appia never mentioned 

when he first saw Craig's designs but it is assumed that friends interested in scenic 

art-perhaps Keyserling-gave him a hint fairly early. Reliable information states 

that Craig had known about Appia since 1904 through Henry Thode. Four years 

later Craig saw reproductions of Appia's early designs, which he admired, for they 

seemed to be conceived in a style related to his own. Upon inquiring where he could 

meet the designer he was told that he was dead, but in 1911 he learned in Moscow 
from Prince Wolkonsky that Appia was very much alive. Craig decided to use the 
first opportunity to meet "the foremost stage designer of Europe."17 If nothing else, 
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these facts alone refute the assumption, still occasionally advanced, that Craig 
simply adopted Appia's ideas. 

In February, 1914, Craig arrived in Zurich ahead of Appia and went to the 
station to welcome his colleague. Unknown though they were to one another, they 
recognized each other from a distance. Craig, dressed in his customary cape, held 
his arms wide open to embrace his new friend and the cape "enfolded" both. 
Neither of them ever forgot the few days they spent together. Unfortunately, Appia 
left no notes about their discourses, but in conversation he repeatedly referred to 
this meeting with admiration and affection for Craig. For three days the two met 
mainly in cafes and restaurants for hours and hours to discuss what was closest to 
their hearts, the scenic revolution. These talks must have amused eavesdroppers 

since Appia could speak no English and Craig hardly any French; the latter could 
use some German which indeed Appia knew, and both shared some Italian. Some
how they managed to project their ideas, mainly by drawing sketches on the table
cloth in front of them. Appia related how Craig wrote his own name on the table

cloth and next to it that of Appia; then he drew a circle around both names adding 
the word "music" to Appia's, thus outlining the relation and difference of the two 

great artists.18 Craig was more elaborate in his remarks about the Zurich meeting. 
He described how he was at once impressed by Appia's imposing head; the man 
looked to him "very much like Jupiter." 19 He found the first talk "excellent, very 
pleasant" and the following ones "exciting." In his diary he delineated the course 
of the conversation: how Appia's concern for the actor made "less and less sense" 
to him; how his own blunt statement that "Wagner detested the theatre and used 
it as a prostitute" made Appia "furious," although it did not impair their further 
discussion, which was devoted to the importance of light and movement, "the only 
true material for the art of the theatre." As an afterthought Craig concluded that 
Appia's emphasis on the human body and music interfered with his clear under
standing of the scenic problems. He wondered furthermore whether his reliance, 

first on Wagner and later on Dalcroze, revealed "a weakness" or "perhaps his 
strength."20 

After this first and only meeting both men came to an interesting if strange 
conclusion: they believed it possible to collaborate on a production. Craig wrote a 
remark in this sense in 1932.21 Appia had uttered a similar opinion in 1915 when he 
expressed the wish to form a partnership with Craig. Six years later he was more 
specific in a letter to his friend talking about their "parenthood" of the scenic 

reform. He was inclined to discount their dissimilarities which, he thought, existed 

more in the eyes of the public, and he considered Craig and himself "brothers in 

suffering as well as in joy."22 These statements invite intriguing speculation. What 

would have been the outcome of a collaboration? One cannot really visualize the 

two artists working together for any length of time in the tense atmosphere of a 

theatre. They had much in common and much that was not. Their basic conception 
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was similar. Appia thought of himself not as a designer but definitely as designer
director as did Craig; both believed the true playwright should actually be his own 
director, and here Craig surpassed Appia in his desire to write, to direct, and to 
design.23 There was further a strong resemblance in their views on space settings, 
the role of lighting, and the importance of movement in staging. However, their 
conflicting opinion about the actor's place let them go in opposite directions; while 

Appia had the actor dominate all the elements of staging, Craig considered him 
less essential. This is the decisive difference in their scenic concept. In Craig's often 

monumental settings, the performers appeared like insignificant personnel, while 
Appia drew his sketches with the function of the actor in mind; his spatial sur
roundings were devised in scale to the size of human beings. Moreover, it is almost 
inconceivable that the two men could have come to an understanding on the treat

ment of dialogue and action which, in Appia's concept, were subject to musical 
interpretation. Indeed they would have had to be angels, not human beings, to 

collaborate successfully; for how could Appia, the sensitive introvert, stand his 
ground against the irrepressible Craig who, often unable to control his sharp 
tongue, was easily provoked and controversial? It was therefore perhaps fortunate 
that these contemporaries met at ages in life which made any collaboration just 
wishful thinking. 

On the other hand, it is a pity that they met but once. At least they exchanged 
many letters, some of which have been published. Several years after Appia's death 
Craig requested the return of his letters. The Fondation Adolphe Appia fulfilled 
his wish, and now only a few of these are in its possession. In 1960 Craig gave his 
entire correspondence to the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris. Its hoped-for publi
cation will be a most instructive volume; it will give a moving picture of the two 

lonely reformers, of their mutual high regard, deep understanding, and their frank. 
exceedingly interesting discussion of theatre arts. 

The designs of both artists were again shown at the 1922 International Theatre 
Exhibition in Amsterdam. Appia was extremely pleased and satisfied that once 
more their works were linked together, and he advised his young friend Waelterlin 
not to miss the exceptional opportunity of seeing his fourteen sketches and "the 
superb room devoted to Craig." Apparently he was not acquainted with Craig's 

recent designs because he inquired of Waelterlin whether he had "developed a 

bit" since Zurich. With her notorious lack of modesty Sarah Bernhardt paid Appia 

an extraordinary compliment when after a long look at his designs she exclaimed 

at last: "The great well-known in front of the great unknown" (La grande Connue 
devant le grand Inconnu)! 24 An attempt was made to bring the pieces from Amster
dam to London and afterwards to New York; however, the plan did not materialize. 

From some of Craig's letters it can be culled that he tried hard to have Appia join 
him in sending a series of sketches to the United States. Appia hesitated, then evi

dently declined. Finally Craig stated categorically he would not participate without 
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him. This insistence on the part of Craig ought definitely to destroy the widely 
spread rumor that he was jealous of Appia, his older colleague, and that he made 
every effort to stand in the limelight everywhere. Craig, like Appia, was extremely 
kind to people he liked and admired. Meanness was not in his nature when he could 
write to his friend, "You are, my dear, the most noble expression of the modern 
theatre." 25 

Appia kept Craig informed about the opportunities which came to him late 
in life. By the twenties Craig stood aloof from all practical work in the theatre while 
Appia at last saw his ideas executed on the stage of La Scala. The animadversion 

and ridicule heaped upon his Tristan designs by critics and patrons alike did not 
surprise his friend. Craig was convinced that people never gave Appia appropriate 
support he so desperately needed for the realization of his vision. He even specu
lated that Appia's co-workers in the opera house may have "exclaimed 'Wonderful' 

and added aside 'Unpractical' without attempting to aid him." In this respect Craig 
was a bit mistaken as will be seen in the presentation of the Scala experiment, but 

in his general conclusion he was right; namely, that "a large theatre like La Scala, 
like the Opera in Paris, is somewhat like an old fashioned court-intrigue is despi
cable in such places, and paramount." He made this statement after his friend's 

death, when he also concluded that Appia's collaboration with Dalcroze was "very 
successful" and his sketches for Wagnerian music dramas "perfect." 26 

The War 1914-18 

THE period prior to the outbreak of the First World War was indeed one of Appia's 
happiest for, in addition to his stimulating experiences in Hellerau and Geneva, 
he won the friendship of Craig, later of Copeau. The air was full of hope, when 

in August, 1914, the war broke out, killing every opportunity for new theatrical 
experiments. Appia maintained his correspondence with old and new friends, his 
talks with Dalcroze but, living alone in Glc~rolles, he was essentially left to his own 
resources. Thus he had much time to meditate. This was a "creative pause" during 
which conditions permitted him to re-evaluate his relation to German culture and, 
at the same time, to determine and strengthen his position vis-a-vis the art of the 
theatre. The war turned out to be a hard but good teacher. 

Naturally, as an artist he was nonpolitical; no one ever heard him discuss 

national or international politics. The few remarks he made were incidental rather 

than intentional. The one country he disliked, or rather feared, was Russia; he had 

almost a terror of the Czars and their despotic system of government. When asked 

whether he was capable of committing suicide he spontaneously answered, "In 

case the Russians should enter Switzerland." A brief reference in a letter written 

in the middle twenties could, at a first glance, be interpreted as favoring fascism, 
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but it simply expressed his satisfaction with Mussolini's introduction of rhythmic 

gymnastics in the Italian prison system. He had once made a sharp comment against 

France, in Paris early in the century. In a circle of artists the conversation turned 

to the merits of France versus Germany. Suddenly Appia, intensely irritated, 

uttered the remark that the German victory in the War of 1870 was of great benefit 

to the future of civilization and added something about Latin corruption of the arts. 

Such an extreme position was not consistent with his basic belief in fairness and 

justice and his passionate concern about the welfare of the human being regardless 

of religion and nationality. His leanings toward Germany were purely intellectual 

and emotional, by no means political; they might be termed philo-Germanic, but 

indeed not pan-Germanic. His attitude toward France was evidently conditioned 

by the deep disappointment he had experienced in Paris but he never lost great 

interest in, and understanding of, certain French authors and composers. Essen

tially he was proud of his native Switzerland, though not in a narrow, chauvinistic 

sense. Rather he loved the beauty of his region, the hills and woods between Lake 

Geneva and the Jura mountains, and also the way of life in French Switzerland 

since he was, in a friend's words, "very sensitive to the Latin atmosphere of free

dom and gracefulness." 

Long before 1914 Appia was fully aware of the political tensions between 

France and Germany and he pondered all their implications impartially. Still, the 

outbreak of the war came as a terrible shock. For a while he hardly spoke to any

one; in taking no stand against Germany he alarmed his friends and relatives. In 

that French region his silence was easily misinterpreted and even caused the rumor 

he might be "in the service of Germany." From the very beginning his sister Helene 

worked in the Red Cross Office for Prisoners of War; there is reason to assume 

that he too thought of joining this charitable work, perhaps he did so for a brief 
period. When in early fall, 1914, Dalcroze and Hadler, the renowned Swiss painter, 

signed their names on the international protest against some barbaric misdeeds of 

the German armies, Mrs. Anna Penel, his aunt, wanted to know whether Appia 

too gave his signature. He did not react to her inquiry until October when he sent 

a letter to the editor of the Journal de Geneve for publication. The occasion was 

the cancellation of concerts in Geneva's famous cathedral; since this almost un

known statement is significant of Appia's views about the interrelationship of 

music and people and vaguely about the erupted hostilities, it is here reprinted in 

translation :27 

WHILE LISTENING TO THE ORGAN AT SAINT-PIERRE 

Saturday evening the listeners to the concerts at Saint-Pierre left our cathe
dral with deep sorrow. 

Indeed that evening gave us not simply the last of a series of concerts. No, 
we all realized how much those hours of meditation answered an inner neces
sity. 
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In view of the present destructions of our culture, and those yet to come, 
we have some difficulty to maintain, before the work of art, the serenity it 
requires: the war which occupies us today does not seem to be an object for 
artistic expression. 

Nevertheless, who among us did not carry away last Saturday-and the 
preceding weeks-a vision of architecture that appeared new to him, an echo 
of music that appeared equally new, a certain feeling of communion and har
mony never before experienced? Whoever listened to the thunder of the organ 
and the human voices bursting forth in the vault and between the columns, 
then drifting down again and hovering above the crowd like a supreme prayer 
-whoever glanced over the devoted assembly where each individual concealed 
in his soul the same anguish, the same painful hope-whoever did so and felt 
not impelled to recognize that the serenity exacted from us by the work of 
art is the result of an inner conquest, and that this conquest must be achieved 
together to be truly alive? ... 

War is an incomparable school. We have heard this said but we have not 
yet been aware of it, and we are still less aware that war is-absolutely-a 
school in every field without a single exception: it is a harsh, pitiless revealer i 
coldly it exposes the woes we conceal under our clothes. 

One of these woes is the worthlessness of our artistic life. True, we wanted 
to bring art into our life-but we intended to do this as individuals. And now 
war is going to demonstrate the absurdity of such efforts. Its loud voice shouts 
at us: You must suffer togetheri but then, like your sufferings, you also express 
your joys together. Otherwise everything is futile. 

Climbing the stairs to Saint-Pierre as well as descending them, we have felt 
how powerful is the desire for an expression conveyed together and what an 
inner strength such an expression confers upon us. 

Experiences like that one have an incalculable bearing. Therefore it is re
grettable that they cannot be relived at least once a week and that these hours 
of meditation-! might almost say of revelation-are suspended. 

Our eminent organist, in cooperation with his valiant Little Choir and also 
with several soloists, has put his whole heart and all his art into the execution 
of a great idea. He has done this through programs discerningly arranged, in 
which nothing was sacrificed to the too facile emotion that conditions might 
suggest. He did so as an artist. Our full gratitude goes to him and his zealous 
and unselfish collaborators. 

May their efforts and their perfect good will not be halted by considerations 
important as they undoubtedly are at this time. The difficulties involved 
would be quickly overcome if we could convince ourselves of the importance 
of these collective manifestations for the participants as well as for the 
listeners. 

A warm "thank you" to the participants! See you again! We are sure of this! 
Our cathedral is there, silent, waiting to witness our return. 

This article disappointed his aunt as it indicated his unwillingness to take sides 

in the war. Officially he did not turn against either country but remained neutral. 

In private conversations, however, he sharply condemned the country whose cul
ture meant so much to him. In a conversation with Mercier after Germany's defeat 
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he compared the catastrophe with Wagner's Twilight of the Gods. 
Under the impact of the war his admiration for Wagner lost some of the spell 

it had on him. The transition had begun during his work on Orpheus, but now he 

really freed himself from Wagner's too powerful influence; more important yet, 

from that of Chamberlain. As previously indicated, the two friends began to drift 

apart from the moment Chamberlain married Wagner's daughter and Appia met 

Dalcroze. But the decisive blow came when the hostilities brought to the fore the 

profound difference between the two men. Chamberlain, who had become a German 

citizen, openly propagated the war aims of extreme pan-Germanism while Appia, 

a citizen of the world, abhorred force and brutality. This fundamental conflict 

could not be bridged and irrevocably cut the old bond. From his peaceful retreat 

at Glerolles Appia wrote Chamberlain once that the Tauben (doves) he could see 

flying by his window told him the truth in contrast to the German Tauben (name 

of a fighter plane). Chamberlain's reaction to this blunt allusion and similar insinu

ations is not known. He later allowed the publication of three letters he wrote 

Appia during the war. In these the amicable feeling for the longtime friend is still 

alive, yet a strange air may be discerned between the lines. In a resigned mood he 

confessed that "at the moment there does not exist a trace of sympathy that can 

serve as a bridge for an understanding between the two of us. Sometimes silence 

is the friendliest thing one can offer a friend .... " 28 This pessimistic utterance illus

trates their changed relationship. As Appia, furthermore, made bitter remarks 

to a close friend about Chamberlain's lack of sincerity, it is surprising that the sharp 

differences did not result in an open break. In fact, the two men corresponded 

much in the postwar era. In those years Chamberlain was incapacitated by Parkin

son's disease and dictated his letters to his wife Eva. Appia enjoyed reading them 

because Eva's handwriting reminded him of that of Richard Wagner.29 There is 
no sign that Appia ever again met his former friend, who died in 1927. 

Appia the Man 

BESET by many problems which piled up or were aggravated during the war, Appia 

withdrew unto himself ever more. As a child he was, like most children, talkative, 

frank, and open until his father's inexorable strictness and the altogether chilly 

atmosphere in his home weighed too heavily on him and he began to keep his own 

counsel. In a stirring document entitled Introduction a mes notes personelles 
(1905), he analyzed himself and, detecting some unfortunate traits he had inherited 

from his father, complained bitterly at one instance that "solitude" was his father's 

"only intimate company ... which did not bore or tire him, which forever held 

his interest ... " and about himself he added that although he knew he was well 
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able to communicate if he so wished, "contact with others disturbs my harmony 
of mind." As a music student he tried to overcome this tendency by indulging in 
whatever pleasures life offered him. He went through several superficial adven
tures, lived a bohemian existence unconcerned about a definite career. Seemingly 
without ambition, he read at random and saw and heard in the theatre whatever 
he liked, or he simply dreamed in the countryside. From his student years until his 

dismal experiences in Paris after 1.903 he was carefree, perhaps happy. 
In the end, distressing experiences taught him to rely more on himself than 

on others. The professional as well as personal disappointments in Paris made him 
sadly aware that, at the age of forty-three, he had not achieved anything positive 
in a field to which he had devoted his life. Without work and influence he was an 

outsider, unrecognized, a lonely man. Pondering his position as designer he realized 
that unlike the work of painters and sculptors, his creations depended on the col

laboration of other forces. To be fully appreciated his designs had to be executed 
and shown in a theatre. Giving himself an account of what he had accomplished 
until1.905, he confessed that by that time he had expected to be the head of a 
large studio working on many orders to devise new settings and consequently to 
be in constant contact with artists and theatres. Instead, as he wrote at that time, 

he saw himself "more and more isolated, even alienated from the theatre and its 
artists" without "a knowledge of worldly matters" or "a sense of work." Under

lying all his troubles was, of course, chiefly his very pronounced stutter. According 
to his friend's observation, the condition of this embarrassing impediment varied 
very much in later years; it seemed related to his anxieties and tiredness. In the 
company of close friends he felt at ease and his stuttering almost disappeared. But 

it definitely made him shun speaking before groups. Mercier concluded that the 
handicap gave his personality "a certain flavor of sorrow which made him more 
sympathetic." In general however the stutter was "a cross he carried through life." 

His deep-seated frustration and serious speech defect notwithstanding, Appia 

left a lasting impression on everyone he met. (And one may add on anyone who 
sees a picture of him). Everything about him was unusual: his whole appearance, 
the way he dressed, his extraordinary kindness, his nonconforming attitude. The 
beautiful head-a clear-cut face framed by long dark auburn hair and the famed 
beard that gave him the look of a prophet-was set upon a strong, well-propor
tioned body. His hazel-colored eyes were soft, dreamy, unfathomable; only in 
moments of excitement, that is whenever he discussed dramatic art, they would 

"flash full of life and joy, otherwise they also showed signs of tiredness," as a 

friend described them. His hair turned gray in his late fifties, but it never became 

really white. Like most of the Appias he was of the dark Mediterranean type, except 
his height was above its average. Some even thought he had similarities to the 

Indian Hindu. As several pictures show, Appia was extremely photogenic, and it 

is not surprising that artists were eager to sculpt his head or make a sketch of him. 
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Figure 24. Appia playing with two dogs, ca. 1.91.0. Blanche Bingham. 



A fine bust, made in his Dresden period, alas, is lost; fortunately a few portraits 
are preserved, one by his cousin, Theodore Appia, and another, better known, by 
the excellent painter Rene Martin who was introduced to Appia by Ernest Bieler 
in 1920. 

Appia was determined to remain completely independent and to live in utter 
simplicity. He seldom wore the normal city suit, and in fact he looked strange when 
he did, for his was usually quite out of fashion. He preferred the more comfortable 
sport clothes; in inclement weather a Ioden cape protected him. In 1920 he told 

his friend Mercier, "You will see how men's fashion will one day resemble my 
outfit; they will copy me without knowing it." Economy undoubtedly had some
thing to do with his almost monastic mode of living. Brought up in Calvinistic 
austerity and, as a Swiss, frugal by nature, he seemed to need very little so that 

scarcity of money did not bother him. There was no symptom of any luxury what
ever in his personal appearance or his room. Although he liked fine things and 
fully appreciated them, he could readily do without them. In his essay Apres une 
lecture de Port-Royal (Sainte-Beuve) (After Reading Port-Royal by Sainte-Beuve) 
Appia injects the term "Lebenskuenstler" (an artist of life) defining it as a man 
who has made his choice and is satisfied with what he has. It is almost a description 
of himself toward the end of his life, a man essentially at peace with the world, 
except for his severe personal and artistic frustrations. 

All who knew him intimately agree that he was never interested in money, 

did not even know its value. During his student years in Leipzig and Dresden and 
those following them, he was financially supported by his father. After the latter's 
death in 1898, he received a legacy which was put in trust of his brother Paul, who 
doled it out to him in monthly rates of about 180 Swiss francs. Here Paul obeyed 
an order, not an inclination. Cousin Raymond Penel remembered that "this ar
rangement did not please Adolphe, but he knew too well that if he had a free hand 
the capital would be spent quickly." At any rate Appia "never complained about 

his pecuniary situation; his freedom satisfied him." The small monthly grant in
creased a little after the death of a well-to-do uncle and that of his sister Marie; 
yet, according to reliable sources, there was altogether less than 300 francs avail
able monthly; not much, but sufficient for a modest man like Appia. A few times 
he earned a small sum; he received a fee in Paris and a honorarium from Dalcroze 
for his work in Hellerau and Geneva, and finally an adequate remuneration from 
La Scala in Milan and the Municipal Theatre in Basle. But this amounted to very 
little, too little to sustain him, and after World War I his small income really spelled 

hardship. Occasionally friends succeeded in assisting him without hurting his pride 

by offering useful presents which he gratefully accepted. When expenses for a stay 

in a sanatorium exceeded his financial means, his sister and friends somehow man

aged to pay the difference without his knowledge. 
The little money he had went for the bare necessities; in addition he needed 
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material for writing and designing. Outside of room and board he had few expenses 
whether he lived in Biere or Gh~rolles, in Paris or Munich. And so it was when he 
traveled or remained a few days in a city; he was satisfied with a cheap furnished 
room and simple food in any restaurant. The only luxury he indulged-he would 
have called it a necessity-was the annual visit to the Bayreuth festivals; attending 
the entire Ring and also Tristan and Parsifal took a few hundred francs from his 

small allowance. 

All this may give the impression that Appia was almost saintly. This was by 
no means the case. As Abraham Lincoln said, "Folks who have no vices have very 
few virtues." Smoking, however, was not one of Appia's vices. He was seldom seen 

to light a cigarette. But drinking was a different matter. As a student and young 
man he drank quite heavily although probably not more than was customary then 
among young artists. All his adult life he was accustomed to drink a light table 
wine. Hard liquor became one of his regular habits later, when, in times of tension, 
he would overindulge and, worse yet, would pour into his drink or into a glass of 
water some drops of laudanum, an opiate easily available. This was his custom 

from around 1.900 through the twenties, when he particularly felt the need for a 
"tranquilizer." He drank excessively at times when he could no longer bear his 
frustrations, but, medically speaking, he could not have been termed an" alcoholic" 
or "a sick man." Such drinking bouts lasted only briefly. Fully conscious of his 
sporadic urge to drink heavily, he would on such occasions send word asking Dr. 
Fore!, his trusted friend and physician, to look after him; or at the onset of a crisis, 
he would betake himself to Dr. Forel's sanatorium. His inquisitive and analytic 
mind did not miss an opportunity of probing into the problem of alcoholism. In 
his essay Pittoresque (Picturesqueness) (1.922) he described the dilemma of a 

drunkard: "On the one hand the relapse he secretly desires; on the other, the accep
tance almost beyond hope of an ideal he somehow sensed when he signed the 
promise [of abstinence], but which he has since lost." 

His occasional excessive drinking is understandable in view of his inner con
flicts, his failures in his profession as well as in his relation to people. He longed 
for the affection of friends, yet at the same time he coveted solitude. This duality 
is obvious in his association with men as well as women, and undoubtedly con

tributed to the intricacies of his sexual relations. Appia did not openly discuss such 
matters, he did not even touch upon them save incidentally. Still, enough is known 

from his own remarks and from friends and relatives to infer that he was homo

sexual. It may be doubted that he was so by nature, for he was virile and, in fact, 

had a great attraction to women, to whom he was always kind and considerate. It is 
more likely that he was driven to homosexuality through circumstances in adoles

cence, among them his parents' attitude, the altogether unwholesome home life. 

The stuttering he developed as a probable consequence may have made him feel 

uneasy in the presence of women. To some extent his deep admiration for the Greek 
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civilization was perhaps a contributing factor. There is some ground to assume that 
for quite a while, he lived, or at any rate had a love affair, with a young girl; and 
when he was middle-aged, a woman was willing to marry him though she must 
have realized that the marriage would never be consummated. 

Appia was of robust health; he had an iron constitution and was never really 
ill until his sixties, except for the common childhood diseases. Whenever he com
plained about not feeling well, of being unable to do anything, his "ailment" appar

ently was psychological, not physical. In times of stress, when nothing would work 
out as expected or hoped for, he suffered headaches as many sensitive people do. 
They disappeared, of course, as soon as conditions changed to his satisfaction. His 

eyes too were remarkably good until he was about fifty, when glasses were pre
scribed; even then he rarely wore them in the presence of people. When he had to 
read something while others were around he preferred to use a magnifier which 

was always on his desk. 
For all his depressions, a basic optimism saved him from complete nervous 

breakdown. His mood could change quickly from exalted enthusiasm to profound 
sadness, but as he grew older he did not show the latter to outsiders. And the 
depressive moods, mainly caused by lack of success, did not deter him from enjoy

ing life, which for him meant nature and simple people. He loved to be outdoors, 
to hike through the woods and hills wherever he happened to be. His long walks 
afforded him the best opportunity to dream, meditate, and clarify ideas and prob
lems. Almost every day, weather permitting, he went on a hike for at least a few 
hours. He loved just to stroll, to admire what nature and small towns offered him; 

whenever he came to a particularly beautiful spot he sat or lay down. On such 
walks he talked to common folks, for whom he had sincere sympathy and under
standing, and who in tum adored him. How well Appia got along with these people 
was demonstrated during his long stay in Biere, where he befriended not only the 
family with whom he boarded, but many villagers. He joined them for talks in an 

inn or in front of a house and, typical for him, he worked with them in the fields 
and vineyards during the harvest time. 

Appia's Homes 

HERETOFORE several places were mentioned where Appia stayed for varying 
lengths of time. To give a complete listing of all is impossible, at least at this writ

ing, since not enough pertinent data are available. His correspondence and reports 

from friends and relatives allow one to trace his life but not to document it accu

rately. Even when residing in a town, he sometimes disappeared for a while. A 

day-by-day account would indeed contribute nothing to the over-all picture of this 

restless man. Fundamentally he was a wanderer, a gypsy, or as a cousin described 
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him, "a prince of the vagabonds." His craving for independence, his unconcern 
for bourgeois customs, and his indifference toward creature comfort made him 
disregard all accepted norms. He did not care where he lived as long as he could 
wander in a beautiful countryside and had a room to sleep and work in, undisturbed 
by visitors except when he was ready to see them. He was by no means a knight
errant fighting opponents in the wide world, but rather a pilgrim or hermit who 
loved to meditate and theorize. 

Thus he lived unencumbered by worldly possessions; he had no real home, 
and when he moved he carried a suitcase for his belongings and his portable draw

ing board. His only wish was to be free to move wherever and whenever he felt 
like going. At his sister's apartment he left, at least temporarily, scores, books, and 
sketches which he could not take on his many trips. Sometimes a house of a relative 
or friend served him as storage space. Home was for Appia, in the first place, any 
town in French Switzerland, specifically in the Canton de Vaud, where he mainly 
lived after his studies in Germany and to which he traveled back and forth until 
1914; after that he rarely left this region. 

Except for the limited travels of his study years, Appia did not see much of 
foreign countries. He visited Italy four times. In the early nineties he spent several 
weeks on the Riviera, mainly at Bordighera, in his search for a peaceful place where 
he could write down his thoughts about his newly discovered theories of staging. 
In 1900 he hiked with Raymond Penel through central Italy to see the art treasurf:.s 
in Rome, Naples, Salermo, Paestum, and on Capri. Four years later he returned to 

study and enjoy the art of the early Renaissance in Florence and Venice. Lastly he 
went to Milan in 1923 upon Toscanini's invitation to stage the production of Tristan 
(see Chapter V). He dreamed about going to Greece but never found the oppor
tunity to walk through the temples and amphitheatres whose style was such a great 
inspiration to him. He thought ot maybe planned, other trips to far-away places 
but they never materialized. His restlessness prompted him in 1923 to toy tem

porarily with the idea of migrating to the United States, a change he pondered 
though not without horror. He seriously discussed this question with his cousin, 
Mrs. Blanche Bingham, in New York; at the same time he was also communicating 
with Dr. Raymond Penet then a practicing physician in Ajaccio on Corsica, inquir
ing whether he might stay with him at least for a while. This urge to get away 
occurred at a crucial moment in his life when he was suffering dreadfully from lack 
of encouragement, let alone success. 

At approximately a dozen places Appia lived comparatively long, for several 
months or even years. For three of these residences detailed information is avail

able: BH~re, GIE~rolles, and Nyon, all in the Canton de Vaud. In Biere-Montbrillant, 

some eight kilometers north of Lake Geneva, he stayed from 1893 till1904, which 

seems a long sojourn unless we remember his intermittent visits to Paris, Munich, 

Vienna, Bayreuth, and many other places. His quarters were in a small house, typi-
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cal of that region, owned and lived in by the winegrower Cloux who rented him an 
upstairs room furnished only with the bare essentials. He took his meals with the 
Cloux family. His time was divided between work and walks. Shortly before 1900 
Appia made an extravagant decision-he acquired a bicycle on which he roamed 
through the region during the following years. 

At the chateau de Gh~rolles too Appia spent a considerable length of time. His 
stay there from 1909 until1919 was of course interrupted by extended visits to 
Hellerau, aside from frequent trips to Geneva and periodic moves to hotels and 
rest homes during the war. The castle, whose origin reaches back to the twelfth 
century, is located directly on Lake Geneva about six kilometers west of Vevey. 
Rebuilding and additions modified the original character of the castle; nevertheless 
it is still very impressive though not as magnificent as the better-known chateau 
de Chillon. Glerolles is dominated by a large square tower the foundation of which 
is a rock jutting out in the lake. Three buildings altogether surround the inner 
courtyard with its old huge trees. A bridge across the moat connects the castle with 
the highway beyond; a main railroad passes under this bridge. Appia must have 
had this castle in mind as a possible retreat years before he actually moved there; 
indications are that he stayed there briefly in the early 189o's and again in 1905; 
he had certainly seen it when he attended school in nearby Vevey. 

In 1909 he rented two rooms in the large turret; one served as a guest room 
for friends and hence was rarely used by himself. This room faced the courtyard 
whereas the other, his large living room, had a breathtaking view across the lake 
and beyond to a majestic range of the Alps. A few photographs of Greek and 
Renaissance art graced the walls of this room; otherwise no personal mementoes 
or pictures of his family or friends. As Mercier describes it, "his working table was 
placed close to the window so that the light fell in from the left. Here he had his 
drawing board; here he wrote. Lifting his eyes he could see the mountains and the 
sky; lowering them he could watch the waves rolling against the walls of the 
tower." Appia loved this part of the country which had inspired one of his most 
bewitching designs. Once when returning with Mercier from Vevey, he pointed 
to a hill between Rivaz and Chexbres, the outline of which had served him as the 
basic inspiration for his famous setting of the Rock of Valkyries. A winegrower 
couple, the Ruchonnets, also lived at GIE~rolles, and Appia had his noon meals with 
them; in the evening he prepared himself a bite. 

In his living room was a piano, and his friends who would visit enjoyed hear
ing him play and sing his favorite operas. Naturally, on such occasions he did not 
stutter. He was not an accomplished pianist but he played with dramatic verve, 
intensity, and extremely precise rhythm. He had a fine, though untrained, voice 
and his interpretation was fascinating. Such musical sessions went on into dark
ness, perhaps with a candle burning or the moon shining into the room; sometimes 
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he played until the wee hours. 
Glerolles could have been an ideal home for Appia; it was an old, simple 

building, almost monumental, with a beautiful location and environment, and, 
further, it offered him the opportunity to be alone or to invite friends if he so 
wished. Only one factor, but the most decisive one, was missing to make him 
utterly happy here: regular work for a theatre to demonstrate his reform ideas. 
Often, when he was unable to see where all his writing and drawing would lead 
to, he was overcome with a feeling of uselessness. 

In 1923, giving up his plans to flee to New York or Corsica, he followed the 
suggestion of Dr. Forel, and moved into a house on the grounds of the doctor's 
sanatorium; this facilitated a vigil over Appia's physical and mental health. The 
sanatorium, La Metairie, under Dr. Forel's direction since 1922, was near Nyon, 
a short train ride from both Geneva and Lausanne. There, as we already know, 
Copeau came to see his mentor. From his new home Appia had a grandiose vista: 
Lake Geneva and the Alps to the South; the Jura mountains to the North. Copeau 
describes the room which Appia occupied on the second floor of a small garden 
house. The furniture resembled that of a monk's cell: an iron bedstead, a table 

made of pine, and a few chairs. On the table sketches and manuscripts were lying 
around and, of course, writing and drawing material. In addition there were sundry 

volumes of Moliere, Rabelais, and Shakespeare; this was all.3° For his meals he 
joined the staff and patients in the main dining room. Apart from these hours he 
was alone working in his room or roaming the lovely countryside. Sometimes after a 
long walk he dropped in at the main house to play music with Dr. Fore! or to bring 
flowers to the nurses. He also liked to help decorate rooms or entertain the patients 
and staff members.31 

In 1927 Appia moved to La Chaumiere, also near Nyon; otherwise his life 
followed about the same routine. In that year Dr. Forel planned to build a new 
sanatorium and Appia assisted him in selecting the most suitable and beautiful 
location, but he did not live long enough thereafter to enjoy the new building. In 
the peaceful atmosphere of his last retreat he had indeed reached, as Dr. Fore! 
describes it, the absolute "feeling of security, not alone materially but spiritually 
as well." With his doctor friend, the other physicians, and the patients he felt safe 
from "hostility or indiscretion, imaginary as these may have been." His stutter 
was hardly noticed since everyone was accustomed to it. Here he was able to talk, 
make music, write, and design to his heart's delight. Here at last he found the 
equanimity that let him enjoy whatever he happened to do. "I think," stated Dr. 

Forel, "his stay in sanatoriums definitely increased his capacity for work." 
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Appia's Philosophy 

IN Dr. Forel's sanatorium Appia had a refuge where he could concentrate without 
inner stress, with no need to turn to tranquilizers, alcoholic or otherwise. The sur
rounding nature gave him comfort and strength. His relation to nature was akin 
to that of Goethe who wrote in Wahrheit und Dichtung (Truth and Fancy): "there 

is no more beautiful devotion to God than that which ... blooms in communion 
with nature." This thought may also have been the fountainhead of Appia's phi
losophy and religion. 

To speak of religion in regard to Appia is somewhat risky for, like his political 
belief, his religious faith did not lend itself to normal definition. His family back
ground explains his profound distaste for narrow-mindedness, bigotry, and the 
organized church altogether. Yet though no churchgoer, he believed in and trusted 
God. From the days of his childhood he preserved a simple discipline that pene
trated the core of everything. Thus, while he loathed dogmatism and intellectual
ism in any form, he was always deeply concerned with man's soul. Ostentatious 
celebrations, such as the religious observances of holidays, meant little to him. 
On the other hand, words like "God," or "the Lord" were not uttered lightly. His 
cousin Raymond remembers an experience that illustrates Appia's attitude in this 

respect. They were walking with a foreign lady through the streets of Paris when 
the conversation touched upon a religious theme. The lady somehow teased Appia 
with a reference to "Our Father"; his face turned red with anger. 

It is natural that religion as such does not occupy a place in Appia's writings, 
which deal exclusively with themes on art and above all, the theatre. Still, there 
are passages or just a word revealing a profoundly religious feeling. In his last 
book, L'Oeuvre d'art vivant, he significantly called for a "cathedral," not simply 
for a new form of theatre building. And discussing the question of cooperation, 
he states that all good Christians must be able to work together. After his Paris 
experiences, when circumstances isolated him from almost everyone and he was 
near despair, he confessed," At this moment I feel again a kind of confidence which 
could well be an act of believing in God." In Formes nouvelles (New Forms), writ
ten early in the twenties, Appia leaves no doubt that he firmly believes in the "Great 

Unknown," the guiding spirit and arbiter of human beings. His concept of religion, 
like his concept of art and life in general, was guided by genuine confidence; under

lying his faith was his communion with nature created by Him. If any generaliza

tion is feasible, the term "pantheism" may serve to explain his religious belief. 
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Artistic Likes and Dislikes 

BEETHOVEN's Missa Solemnis had fascinated Appia in his youth and he never 
ceased to admire this great work. But when later he became acquainted with other 
compositions of this genius he remained unmoved. It cannot be assumed that he 
did not understand them; he must have had a personal reason for what actually 

amounted to an aversion, as it is strange that so sensitive a musician should reject 
Beethoven. Mercier explains this attitude by Appia's distaste for "intellectualism" 
and his complete surrender to Wagner's sensual music. This may have been one 

cause. Dr. Forel, as a psychiatrist probing more deeply, wonders "whether there 
was not a great resemblance in personality and destiny between the two." One 
might say "he defended himself against his own romanticism, against a kind of 

rivalry with the other creative genius who like Appia encompassed the range of 
sorrow and joy in life from one end to the other." Beethoven displayed his emotions 
while Appia, reticent as he was, concealed his suffering. Both explanations are 
plausible but not conclusive. Appia himself never referred to his peculiar attitude. 
When friends brought up this question they received no answer, merely a shrug 

of the shoulder. 
If it is disturbing to learn that he actually disliked Beethoven, it is no surprise 

that he ignored Mozart, the greatest composer of the rococo. Not even The Magic 
Flute attracted Appia, although the wonderful simplicity of many of its scenes 
should have aroused his interest. His low regard for Verdi's earlier operas can be 
understood, but his utter coolness toward Otello, that monumental work, remains 
almost inexplicable. Very few modern composers drew Appia's attention. He heard 

some of Richard Strauss's symphonic poems and also played them on the piano. 
Though he had no particular liking for this musical form he thought Death and 
Transfiguration a marvelous composition. Of the operas by Strauss he is said to 
have known only Salome which, understandably, did not induce him to get ac

quainted with his other operatic compositions or for that matter, with any con
temporary operas. He had no use for Puccini at all although he admitted, a bit 
apologetically, that some passages in La Boheme were so irresistible that he some
times had to play and sing them. In general he ignored the existence of composi
tions he did not like. When asked to evaluate such a work he would merely answer: 
"This has no name." His love for Debussy remained a temporary phenomenon 
and diminished considerably, as we already know, after a performance of Pelleas 
et Melisande which apparently bored him. He knew the score of Carmen by heart 

from cover to cover. As a young man he studied the operas of Karl Maria von 

Weber whose Der Freischuetz captured his fancy. Rather late he discovered Mous

sorgsky and became very fond of Boris Godunov, especially its dramatic chorus 

scenes and its sensual orchestration. On the other hand he had a lifelong admira

tion for Bach whose works he often played, and also for Gluck to whom he had 
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felt closely drawn since his collaboration with Dalcroze in Hellerau. In Gluck he 
found classical simplicity combined with pure reason, just as he did in Bach. Scan
ning the stories and characters of Appia's favorite operas one detects that all, 
except Carmen, have superhuman dimensions and a symbolic rather than a realistic 

basis. In any case, his preferences indicate again the duality of his complex nature: 
his earthbound sensuality in conflict with his striving for eternal beauty. 

His views on painting, sculpture, and architecture were essentially influenced 
by Greek classicism and some of its Roman followers, the artists of the early 

Renaissance, and the pre-Raphaelites. Almost everything else was summarily dis
missed; he was not even willing to acknowledge Michelangelo, some of whose 
works he bitterly criticized. Of course he was familiar with the paintings of the 
impressionists in Paris but neither they nor the German secessionists affected him 
in any measure. Since Wagner had been interested in Arnold Boecklin's art, Appia 
went on a few occasions to see his paintings in museums and exhibits, but appar
ently Boecklin's style did not excite him either. 

In the field of literature Appia's choice covered a wide field; French, German, 
and particularly English authors were on his reading list. Besides Moliere and the 
other French classics he repeatedly read Shakespeare's dramas and the novels by 
Dickens. His ideal was Goethe, the model for his esthetic views. Friends and rela
tives are unanimous in their belief that Appia was no avid reader at all, that in fact 
he read very little. This somehow contradicts his numerous references to authors 
in his letters, books, and essays. He obviously was no bookworm, not a scholar; but 
he certainly had a sound knowledge of many subjects, a knowledge impossible to 
acguire through observations or conversations alone. He was indeed not systematic 
in his reading; whatever book happened to strike his fancy or was recommended to 
him by trusted friends he read. Then he could be voracious, digesting for instance 
within a short space of time volumes of Calderon, Cervantes, Rabelais, Rousseau, 
Voltaire, in addition to works by Lessing and Tolstoy, and a number of Greek 
tragedies. It seems certain he read more while under Chamberlain's influence than 
afterwards. The older he grew, the less he read; yet some of his favorite books were 
always in his room. 

Working Habits 

LIKE most creators, Appia had to be alone, secluded, when he designed or wrote. 

There were no set hours he preferred, although he rarely worked in the morning. 

He liked to retire in the afternoon or evening after returning from a walk. Then 

his mind would overflow with ideas and in complete solitude he would organize 
everything, making one draft after another of a setting or an essay. He was his own 
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Figure 26. Appia at his drawing board, ca. :19:10. lean Mercier. 



severest critic, never satisfied with what he had done toward the ideal solution of 
his vision. Basically he relied on intuition, yet at the same time he proved to be a 

very logical thinker in his drawings and writings. Here are his own words about 
how he proceeded in creating his designs: "Spontaneous to begin with, and directly 
and somehow chronologically derived from the score, my vision accidentally im
plied the theories which I discovered only later on." First he sorted out the details 
of the action; then he searched for the episode he considered most representative 
of the composer's style. Simultaneously he studied each scene for its "theatrical 
significance." Delineating his approach he wrote: "It is faith in the unconscious, 
and strangely enough, that faith has never deceived me." To Donald Oenslager, 
who visited him in Geneva, he explained his over-all conception thus: "The great 
man of the theatre must first have the mind and endless imagination," adding that 
he should know thoroughly every phase of the theatre; and he concluded that the 
process of studying and creating should go hand in hand. 

As stated previously, all his sketches were done with a pencil. His answer to 
a question about this peculiar habit was, "I design with my eraser" (another exam
ple of his strong desire to feel free to alter things as he saw fit). His manuscripts, 
too, were written with a pencil. In his younger years he used pen and ink, though 
he began fairly early to write letters to friends with a pencil. Later, when he applied 
this informality to his semi-official correspondence, he apologized for his impolite
ness. An acceptable excuse for using the pencil may have been that in his frequent 
changes of residence it was easier to carry along a handy, clean, and comfortable 
tool than a pen and an ink bottle. 

His style of writing has puzzled many, irritated others. In criticizing his some
times "obscure" passages, it could be conceded that his writing lacks the simplicity 

he so highly treasured in life and in his designs. Nevertheless, it definitely has a 
very personal character; the involved style may have been caused by the fact that 
he dealt with a subject then entirely unknown; sometimes he complained how diffi
cult it was clearly to explain those new ideas. This condition was aggravated by 
a lack of practical experience. Experimentation in theatres might have been of great 
benefit in clarifying his ideas. An external reason may be detected in the methods 
of European publishing, especially in his day; editors rarely, if ever, served as 

advisers to an author and hence manuscripts were usually printed as submitted. 

A decisive factor was surely within his complex personality, which in his formative 
years was subject to two strong national influences. As he himself confessed, "My 

misfortune is that I think in German and write in French." After reading Appia's 

first writings somebody once remarked that they brought to mind those of Cham

berlain-or more politely expressed, those of Schopenhauer or Wagner translated 

into French. Probably one could also refer to French authors, like Sainte-Beuve and 
Rousseau, who left their stamp on Appia. It is true that his first works somehow 
leave the impression that German and French became entangled in his mind; but 
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after 1914 when the predominant German influence had virtually vanished, such a 
reservation is not appropriate. At any rate, a critique of his style should not be 
interpreted as meaning that the French of his early books was not satisfactory. 
If it does not match the best of French writing, it is at least competent and above 
petty cavil by superficial critics. One comes perhaps nearest to the truth by com
paring his style on the whole with the involuted writings of the nineteenth century. 
Certainly he had mastered his mother tongue, which he spoke perhaps with a 
slight trace of a French Swiss accent. Keen observers were not even convinced that 
it was this "trace of an accent" that gave his diction a certain peculiar flavor, they 
rather ascribe it to his stutter. Evidently he used some typical "Helveticisms" in 
his vocabulary, and in Paris anyway he was accepted as a Frenchman and not 

considered a foreigner. 

Among Friends 

THE listing of names already mentioned as Appia's friends can, without difficulty, 
be multiplied, but of all his acquaintances, only a few were in close contact with him 
for a long stretch of time; some saw little of him though letters were regularly 
exchanged, others met him frequently during a brief period and then disappeared 
from his life. In addition, the older Appia grew, the less he talked about his past. 
Actually, the number of those privileged to observe him intimately for twenty or 

thirty years is infinitesimal. 
During most of his life Appia was an ardent correspondent, eager to commu

nicate with friends and collaborators. In the loneliness of his later years he also 

wrote to authors in whose books he discovered ideas similar or kindred to his own. 
Moreover, he liked to send a few lines of appreciation to those who favorably 
reviewed his work. As a young and more gregarious man, he made great efforts to 
meet artists. Frightened of personal controversies, he went out of his way to accom
modate everyone, and sometimes when differences arose between two friends, he 
acted as mediator and tried to heal any wounds. When his attempts failed he 
suffered more than the parties involved. 

All this changed in the last decades of his life; then he became extremely re
luctant to befriend anyone, and he even broke, for no apparent reason, with people 
he had known for years. No one-not even Dr. Forel-was able to penetrate the 

hard shell he had protectively built around himself. Conversations were strictly 

directed to topics which interested him at the moment, thus automatically excluding 

his past life and work. Nevertheless, he remained always kind and friendly, if re

served, to outsiders. This whole attitude, noticeably after his sad experiences in 

1903 and 1904, worsened with the years. After reaching middle age he no longer 
had any illusions about people, and pitilessly scrutinized all those around him just 
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as he did himself. Yet for all his disappointments, he never blamed anyone but 
himself for his failures. As passionate as he could be in expressing his opinions, as 
ironical in his criticism, his attacks were never personal but were exclusively based 
on principles and on artistic ground. 

The few who were allowed the benefit of Appia's company felt not only the 
strong impact of his fascinating art but also of his extraordinary personality. His 

own tensions notwithstanding, he was perfectly capable of dissipating the tensions 
of others. Henry C. Bonifas (1887-1952), Professor of Psychology at the Uni
versity of Geneva, who wrote some pertinent essays about Appia, was a depressed 
young man when, about 1908, he first met the great artist in Dr. Reymond's sana
torium at Chexbres, located in the hills above Montreux, where Appia was re
covering from intense exhaustion. Henry might have become an excellent pianist 
except that his left arm was an inch shorter than the right due to a fracture he had 
suffered at the age of thirteen. The two shared many interests, especially music; 

both were ardent admirers of Bach and Wagner, both regretted that their piano 
playing was far from perfect. Appia, though, did not care too much for this "cor
ruptive" instrument,S2 feeling it was a poor substitute for an orchestra. They soon 

noticed that they suffered from similar repressions and inhibitions. Appia's influ
ence on Henry was indirect, functioning through his very nature and genius as 
revealed in conversations which were "like the continuous building of bridges 
between different domains." With Appia's marvelous assistance, reports Henry's 
brother Paul, the young man was soon able to face the world again "without fear, 

without hate and false arrogance." Henry Bonifas gave up the study of theology 
and changed to his erstwhile love, music and eurythmics. Appia's encouragement 
remained his friend's guiding light when he later concentrated on psychology. 
Appia also came to the aid of Paul Bonifas, after others had tried in vain to straight
en him out. The young man, who was to become a noted silversmith, was troubled 
about his future. Without ever giving direct advice Appia solved his problems with 
relative ease because, in his clear mind, he saw things nobody had seen before, and 
what he noticed was essential and to the point. His comments on Paul's designs 
were "like interpolations of plastic valves into feelings and human interpretation." 
Of prime importance in those prewar years was Appia's sense of humor, a faculty 
he lost with the years. Paul Bonifas describes the artist as "affectionate" but also 
"somewhat distant," like a man willing to help others but unwilling to allow any 
intrusion into his own affairs. A significant example of Appia's fine gift as a mentor 

of young people is given by Raymond Penel who gratefully remembers how Appia 

brought out everything valuable in him at a time when he was rejected by all others 
as "a bad boy." "To some degree he became my Socrates," adds Dr. Penel, who 

became a successful physician. Those who knew Appia well emphasize his extra

ordinary kindness. He went out of his way to help his friends, especially in cases 

of more serious troubles, yet even their small tribulations found a patient ear. Like 
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an elder brother or an uncle, he took care of their daily life, down to his request 
that they rest a while after hours of hard work. 

Many confirm that anyone who met Appia was immediately fascinated by 
him. This was not true, however, of the brothers Jean and Rene Morax, who built 
the Theatre du Jorat in Mezieres where they offered festivals after 1908, sometimes 
referred to as the "Bayreuth of the J ura." 33 Rene was a musician and dramatist, Jean 
a painter; both moved in artistic circles, particularly in Paris, from where they drew 
their collaborators. Their festival theatre was a simple frame building, with an 
equally simple interior, seating about 1100 people on wooden benches. Stage 
and house were connected by a broad staircase, and the productions were offered 

with a modicum of scenery, closely following Appia's ideas. Emphasis was on 
splendid and complicated lighting effects, and the use of movement.34 In conver
sations with friends Appia delicately hinted at some sort of collaboration. This 
may have been wishful thinking, for Mercier who worked at Mezieres for a while 
states definitely that there was no artistic relationship between them; however, he 

further maintains that the Morax brothers were inspired by Appia's ideas about 
theatre buildings and staging. They obviously used some of his suggestions but, 
at the same time, were jealous of him. According to another source, Appia went 
to see an Orpheus performance in 1911 and afterwards talked to Rene frankly, 
though tactfully, about all phases of the production, the strong and not so strong 
ones; he did not miss a single point.35 This story, if true, and indeed it sounds true, 

may explain the lack of any further contact. 
The man who knew Appia's sealed heart best was his physician, Dr. Oscar 

Forel (1891- ). Dr. Forel, son of the famed Dr. August Forel and himself a 

leading Swiss psychiatrist, met the artist about 1918 in a Berne sanatorium where 
Appia stayed to recover either from nervous exhaustion or a bout with alcohol. In 
Berne and later in his own sanatorium he gained a deep insight in the artist's trou
bled heart, yet he does not pretend to have penetrated his most intimate thoughts. 
He noticed how at gatherings Appia was always correct, but frequently stood apart 
to listen and observe. He was considered "jovial and humorous," but the doctor cau
tions that this may have been "feigned rather than genuine. He laughed and joked 
with his lips while deep within himself he remained a tragic person." Therefore, 

even Dr. Forel feels he is not competent to interpret the workings of Appia's mind; 

he was "impenetrable, secretive, perhaps wary, almost distrustful." This personal 

analysis did not interfere with Appia's standing among the staff and patients. 

Again it must be pointed out that his outward joviality as well as his concern for 

others were of great help to Dr. Forel, for his attitude brought some joy into the 

miseries of others. It is no surprise to learn that the physician called him the 

"eternal young man." 
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His Pupils 

APPIA has often been regarded as a great teacher though not in the usual sense of 
educator. He was too independent and too much of an introvert to function in this 
way. Students of Dalcroze in Geneva and Hellerau had the opportunity to partake 
of his enthusiasm and inspiration at informal sessions in the school or in his home. 
There were, however, meetings with one or never more than a few persons. His 
speech impediment made it impossible for him to lecture before a group, but he 

was always ready to explain his ideas to someone who showed talent and serious 
interest. Best of all he liked to coach a singer in one of his own favorite roles. Then 

he gave his all. His cousin, Blanche Claparede Bingham, remembered with deep 
emotion the many hours he spent with her going through every intricate detail of 
Carmen. She was then fourteen years old, but the wonderful interpretation of this 
demanding role which he imparted to her remained with her all her life. 

In addition to J acgues Copeau, the self-styled disciple of Appia, two noted 

stage directors may truly be called his pupils: Jean Mercier and Oskar Waelterlin. 
Both were profoundly and decisively influenced; he opened their minds to the new 
art form of the theatre and taught them how to apply its principles. The two men 
proceeded very similarly in preparing a production; kindly and cooperative by 
nature, both knew how to treat sensitive performers; they carried no grudge against 

those who disagreed with them, yet they insisted on the highest standard, as the 
master had taught it. Both served their teacher with great distinction. 

Jean Mercier (1895- ) was born in the small town of Ballaigues, Canton 
de Vaud, near the French border. He was fourteen when he met Appia, by chance, 
in the sanatorium of Chexbres. Soon thereafter Appia left and settled at Glerolles 

where young Mercier visited him several times during the following years. In long 
conversations his interest in the theatre intensified, and Appia was, in fact, respon
sible for his decision to become a stage director. Mercier enrolled at the University 

of Geneva and Lausanne, receiving his bachelor's degree at the former and his 
licentiate at the latter. In 1914 the young actor participated in the Fete de Juin and 
toward the end of the first World War he joined the newly organized company of 
Georges Pitoeff as his assistant. Mercier remembers that Appia had a brief contact 
with Pitoeff. He attended some of the latter's productions in Geneva which he 
praised in general, and he talked to friends about him with high regard. Between 
1919 and 1923 Mercier played an important part in Appia's life. In spite of the age 
difference Appia had infinite confidence in Mercier who sometimes felt that Appia 
virtually leaned on him, obeying him almost like a child. This absolute trust made it 

possible for Mercier to mediate in delicate situations between Appia and his brother 

Paul. In 1919 when Appia was in a state of extreme depression, Paul wanted to have 

him interned in a rest home near Neuchatel and asked Mercier to do him the favor 

of going there to make the necessary arrangements. Mercier first agreed to assume 
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this precarious responsibility but he changed his mind when he visited his older 
friend. He was so moved when he saw the deeply depressed master that he took 
him along to Geneva, to his own home, and had Appia live with his family at Clos 
Belmont where Mrs. Mercier managed a boardinghouse. Some time later Appia 
rented a room in the neighborhood but took all his meals with his friends; in 
summer he accompanied them to their chalet at La Comballaz-sur-Aigle. Their 

generous hospitality coupled with an altogether friendly home atmosphere in the 
city as well as in the mountains allowed Appia once more to concentrate on his 
work. His project to finish the manuscript of L'Oeuvre d'art vivant was carried 

through with Mercier helping as an author's adviser and later finding a publisher. 
During the~e four years Appia kept his friend informed about everything he was 
writing or designing. 

The pleasant stay with the Merciers was ended by Paul, who was anxious to 
get his bohemian brother out of Geneva to spare the staid Appia reputation. He 
insisted on moving him to the sanatorium Waldau near Berne. Since Paul held the 

purse strings, he won-and Appia had to leave Geneva. Unhappy and feeling 
"demoralized" in the sanatorium, he begged Mercier to save him. Again Mercier, 

the benign spirit, came to the rescue and brought him back to his home over the 
doctors' protest and, of course, over Paul's. At Waldau only one physician approved 
of Mercier's action, Dr. Fore!, then on the staff of the sanatorium, who fully realized 

that all Appia needed was moral support by benevolent and understanding friends. 
Mercier, always ready to answer Appia's call for help, did so without ever asking 
any favor in return. Appreciating his many invaluable services, Appia sometimes 
called him "my Kurvenal." 

Oskar Waelterlin (1895-1961) appeared rather late in Appia's life. After 
receiving his doctor of philosophy degree in his native Basel he became an actor in 
the municipal theatre of that city. He soon assumed the duties of dramaturgist and 
stage director. He had the great luck to be initiated in modern scenic ideas, partic
ularly those of Adolphe Appia, by an older but progressive colleague, Dr. Ernst 
Lert. It may well have been Lert who advised Waelterlin to see the great reformer. 
Mercier remembers that he arranged their first meeting, which took place either in 
his mountain chalet or at Waldau-Berne about 1920. By the fall of that year a plan 

was inaugurated to stage The Ring in Basel with Appia's designs, a plan which did 

not materialize as the master was not well enough to execute the demanding pre

paratory work. Waelterlin then decided to direct some productions with Appia 
as adviser. Wagner's Siegfried, Tristan, Parsifal, The Mastersingers, and Shake

speare's Hamlet were prepared by relying on the designer's detailed letters and 

scenarios.36 It is of interest to discover that the scenic innovations which differed 

so thoroughly from the conventional staging received high praise. Thus the last 
setting of Siegfried was called "monumental" and giving "the impression of an 
almost unlimited mountain world," in spite of the comparatively small scenic 
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frame. 37 This objective evaluation of Appia's designs ought to be kept in mind with 
reference to the production of Wagner's The Ring staged in new settings a few years 
later. Waelterlin met Appia again in 1922 and 1923 at Mercier's summer chalet 
where, especially on his second visit, the project to present the entire Cycle during 
a single season was thoroughly discussed although no specific dates were set at 
the time. 

Appia's association with Waelterlin was exclusively professional. Mercier was 
Appia's friend in whom he had unqualified confidence and on whose assistance he 
relied when faced with artistic and personal problems. In Waelterlin he found a 
young stage director who was in a position to materialize on stage his designs and 
scenarios. It must be added, however, that no selfish motives were involved on 
Appia's part. Appia was extremely grateful to these two pupils and friends. Both 
were close to his heart though for different reasons. 

A profile of Adolphe Appia, the great artist and man, shows many facets, 
some of them so contrasting that one can scarcely imagine them combined in one 
human being. To lump all characteristic features together under a general denom
inator would therefore be a grave mistake. The proper way seems to be simply to 
state the fact that his conflicting features or peculiarities existed side by side, some 
dominating in his youth, others coming to the fore later, and still others so salient 
when he was old that they made him appear almost like a different man. And most 
of the time one can detect an undercurrent of traits at war with those on the surface. 
To understand and explain the tremendous force of this strange man, it is impor
tant to remember his deeply rooted optimism. It enabled him to continue his reform 
in the face of the internal and external obstacles which prevented him from bring
ing to fruition the work that alone gave his life sense and purpose. Appia was able 
to justify his optimism by his utmost confidence in his ideas and their future. No 
disappointment could destroy this trust. His secret strength, as he confided to a 
relative-not in arrogance, but rather with an untertone of sadness-was the judg
ment he had made about himself: "I know that I am a genius." 
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Figure 28. Adolphe Appia, ca. 1.923. Jearz Mercier. 



v 
An Invitation from Toscanini 

bwARD the end of 1922 when he was past sixty, fate smiled on Adolphe Appia, 
offering him an opportunity to join the mainstream of theatrical life. At that time 
he met through Dalcroze Marchese Emanuele de Rosales, an Italian sculptor who 
was not only interested in eurythmics but also in modern scenic art. This artist 
spread several enticing plans before Appia; he intended to arrange an exhibit of 

Appia's designs in Milan and in connection with it to prepare a performance of 
Echo and Narcissus with Dalcroze's students, and still more intriguing, to interest 

Arturo Toscanini, then the artistic director of La Scala, in a production of Tristan 
and Isolde with Appia's designs. 1 

A few months later the maestro actually invited Appia to collaborate in the 
preparation of a new mise en scene; but de Rosales was not the only one respon
sible for that invitation. In 1922 the Milanese Conservatory of Music had a strong 
class in eurythmics and the names of Dalcroze and Appia were highly esteemed. 
Toscanini, always abreast of developments, was already acquainted with the work 
of this group when de Rosales called the maestro's attention to Appia's new art. 
Walter Toscanini believes that his father had read L'Art theatral moderne (1.91.0) 

by Jacques Rouche, who had thoroughly discussed Appia's revolutionary concep
tion in his book. Furthermore, he assumes that R. Aloys Mooser, a music critic in 
Geneva, had talked to his father about Appia. Count Emanuele di Castelbarco, too, 
must be mentioned in connection with these prearrangements. He was deeply inter
ested and highly versed in poetry and dramatic art, and was the president of La 

Bottega di Poesia in Milan, headed an art gallery, a bookstore, and a publishing 

house. Walter Toscanini was active in the latter. Lastly, Dr. Ernst Lert, chosen as 

stage director for the forthcoming production, may have had at least some influ

ence. During the two decades of his artistic management of La Scala, Toscanini was 

both musical and stage director. All sketches for the settings had to have his 
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approval and so had the costumes and the light plot. In addition he advised his 
singers in the art of acting and even corrected their make-up. He was indeed as 
much concerned with staging as with conducting. 

To present Wagner's music drama in a scenic frame contrary to the accepted 
norm included a risk for all participants even under the protection of the illustrous 
name of Toscanini. No one "could measure the audacity," wrote Appia about his 
experience in Milan.2 Milan was hardly ready for a scenic revolution. A few experi
ments had been tried after World War I-by Enzo Ferrieti with his Teatro de 

Convegno, and above all, by Duilio Cambellotti who fully accepted Appia's austere 
stylization and applied it in the reorganization of the Istituto del Drama Antico. 3 

But these attempts were devoted to plays, while the lyric theatre remained un
touched by any modern trend. The sponsors of the operatic experiment did every
thing in their power to prepare the ultraconservative patrons of La Scala for the 
daring venture. An exhibit of Appia's designs was arranged and attracted many 
curious visitors. The club II Covegno, whose director was Walter Toscanini, invited 
Appia to give a lecture with slide demonstrations. Shunning the limelight as usual, 

the artist declined to speak, but La Bottega di Poesia published one of his essays, 
Art vivant? ou nature morte? (Living Art or Dead Nature?) written a year earlier 

for the International Exhibition in Amsterdam. Its new edition created so much 
interest that it had a second printing in 1924. II Covegno also issued an Italian 
version of his essay La Mise en scene et son avenir (Theatrical Production and 
Prospects in the Future), written in 1920, in addition to a long evaluation by Gio 
Ponti of Appia's work augmented by several of his designs. Appia's supporters, 
moreover, led a vigorous campaign which included articles with and without 
sketches for newspapers in Milan. Toscanini, his son, and those connected with La 
Bottega di Poesia were extremely busy smoothing the rough road for Appia's 
scenic reform. 

In the summer of 1923 Appia went to Milan to meet Toscanini and talk with 
some of his staff members. His dislike for technical details and his shyness before 
strangers prompted him to ask for an assistant. First, he suggested Oskar Waelter
lin, but when the young director was unable to obtain a leave of absence from Basel, 
he recommended his other friend and pupil, Jean Mercier, who in late fall joined 

him in Milan for about four rehearsal weeks. A star-studded ensemble was brought 
together by Toscanini-the Russian tenor Stefano Bielina sang Tristan; the Swedish 

soprano Nanny Larsen was cast as Isolde; and among the Italian singers, Ezio 

Pinza took on Marke. The program of the production reads that Tristan was staged 

by Appia in cooperation with Lert and da Caramba. A recheck of other available 

sources, particularly Jean Mercier, permits a more precise statement: Lert served 

as stage director in full accord with Appia's designs of the settings and costumes. 

Appia of course devised the lighting. He and Mercier dealt with the technical heads 
-da Caramba, in charge of costuming; G. B. Santori, who built the scenery in the 
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shop; and Giovanni and Peride Ansalda, the technical supervisors on stage. 
During the first piano rehearsals he attended, Appia became reconciled to the 

Italian translation. His previous abhorrence of a French version had naturally 
made him wary of the Italian, but twenty years had obviously mellowed him. He 
confessed to Mercier that the Italian translation-by Verdi's excellent librettist 
Arrigo Boito-was quite acceptable. When he thus approved of Tristan in Italian, 
he recalled Wagner's own statement that the composition, especially Act II, was 

inspired by the Italian language.4 

The Tristan Production 

THE great day, December 20, 1923, arrived. Appia himself did not attend opening 
night nor the second performance two days later. The strain of the preparatory 
work had been too much for him and he remained at his hotel. Besides, he dreaded 
the moment of finding himself in the center of curiosity, exposed, like a star, to the 
gaze of the spectators. Therefore, it became Mercier's task to check the stage before 
curtain time, then to rush to the royal box in the rear of the auditorium where he 
and the master electrician were in constant contact by telephone with the tech
nicians backstage. During the troublesome technical rehearsals, Mercier was so 
active that the crew members addressed him as "maestro," a compliment he en

joyed very much. 
Appia was not completely happy with Lert's directing. The two men had high 

regard for one another, but a few times Lert's touchiness about receiving advice 
caused a tension between them. Since Appia had his own ideas about the staging of 
Tristan, he could not refrain from criticizing some arrangements, specifically those 
at the end of Act I which he later described in a letter to Waelterlin as "inadequate" 

and resembling "a glee club." Appia was in a delicate situation regarding Lert 
because, in his capacity as designer, he had really no right to interfere in the acting 
other than perhaps to exchange views with the stage director. But Appia always 
thought of himself as a stage director; and as the designer of a production based 
on an entirely new approach, he felt justified in making suggestions that might 
integrate all phases of the production. He deplored Lert's concentration on too 
many details without "concern for dramatic perspective." In his opinion Lert tried 

and irritated the singers "with many nonessentials unnoticeable on an immense 

stage," as he informed Waelterlin. Nevertheless, generally speaking, Appia was 

extremely grateful for the cooperation and support Lert gave him. 

The performance of Tristan, at least its musical phase, was a huge success; the 

patrons acclaimed the singers after each act and jubilantly welcomed Toscanini 

and Lert after the final curtain. But the artist who had conceived the revolutionary 
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new mise en scene was absent. How would the audience have reacted to Appia's 
appearance? Conversations during the intermissions indicated that the scenic 
reform had gained few friends. Underneath the surface of enthusiasm for maestro 
Toscanini, his orchestra, and his singers, one could detect antagonism toward the 
designer. The Latin temperament under these circumstances might have exploded 
in condemnation, for Italian audiences have often expressed their indignation in 
no uncertain terms. Indeed, yells of "Wagner" or "Calvinist" were heard after the 

performance,5 and, in fact, derogatory remarks continued even as recently as 1.951. 

when Ugo Ojetti called Appia "an irreconcilable Calvinist."6 

To be sure the settings of Tristan shocked many patrons of La Scala who, 
used to the convention of sumptuous scenery, missed "seeing something real" on 
stage. Followers of Bayreuth in particular insisted on a replica or at least a simile 
of Wagner's settings; they were absolutely opposed to any innovation whatever, 
let alone such a drastic one as was Appia's. Against these inveterate prejudices 
even the prestige of Toscanini proved ineffectual. Today, forty years later, we can 
hardly understand that only a small minority sensed the inner beauty which the 
unusual settings transmitted, and recognized some ingredients of truly superb 
quality in this Tristan. 

In the appendix to Music and the Art of the Theatre Appia included a detailed 

scenario that explains his designs magnificently. Passages in several critiques, 
Appia's own review of the production, and a letter he wrote Waelterlin prove that 
the execution of the settings came very close to his wishes, and that basically, the 
artist had not changed in 1.923 the plans he had conceived before 1.900. Two of 
Appia's books and the Portfolio of 1929 contain several of his sketches which give 
a good notion of what the performance in Milan looked like. 

In his first analysis Appia had decided that the scenery of Tristan could be 
limited to a bare minimum, since emphasis on the inner development of the two 
leading characters relegated the external action to a minor role. His aim was then, 
as he wrote in his scenario, to make "the audience see the drama through the eyes 
of the hero and heroine." Consequently he planned the three settings of this music 
drama in such a manner that nothing, nothing whatever, could distract from the 
inner action. The setting of Act I, the ship carrying Isolde and Tristan, was indeed 
simple. An enormous tent, or, rather, very long, dark-reddish drapes, divided the 

ship into two areas. Downstage belonged to Isolde and Brangaene; upstage, visible 

when the drapes opened, was the domain of Tristan, of Kurvenal, and the crew. 

The dividing curtain symbolically separated "the outer world from the expression 

of inner life." In his letter to Waelterlin, Appia added these details: "Tent very 

little depth-a kind of bas relief: here all was of a beautiful dark red in spite of the 

great distance. The ship simple, expressive, very close, without mast, some ropes, 

very large helm." While the tent was closed it was starkly illuminated so that the 
characters were entirely visible. When the curtain opened, much of this light was 
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dimmed to make the tent appear in silhouette. For the cyclorama Appia was able 
to use the perfected Fortuny system which made it possible for him to "paint with 
light." Yet he disapproved of a definite color for the light that illuminated the 
cyclorama. And though Mercier's choice of dark blue for it gave real depth to the 
setting, Appia declined to be responsible for such an effect. Otherwise the lighting 

was in accord with his original concept and hence it fully satisfied him. 
The artist considered the first act least complex and dealt with it last in his 

scenario, after devoting much space to the other two settings. For the clandestine 

meeting of the lovers in Act II, the terrace and garden are described in detail; he 
pondered carefully all problems posed by the characters' movements and moods, 

and his wishes were hence the upshot of thorough deliberations. As his sketches 
for this act were all kept in chiaroscuro-in brighter light only around the terrace 
where a large torch was attached to the wall-it is possible to compare them with 
his scenario. Even the shadowy designs indicate that almost the entire stage floor 
was arranged on many levels, composed of platforms, ramps, and steps. On basis 
of his description, a floor plan can readily be set up; better than the sketches, it 

shows the pertinence of his spatial arrangement. Of course there were no "real" 
trees in his staging, merely reddish-brown drapes shaped to give the impression 
of trees. Drapes also encircled the wings and the upstage area. The walls of the 

terrace and the castle were kept in greenish gray; the only truly non-neutral color 
was in some borders that indicated tree foliage, and it took Mercier no little per
suasion to have the master accept this bit of a green hue. Particularly effective was 

a magic violet light filling the air during the love duet. Appia was very pleased with 
the over-all impression of the spatial setting and its lighting. Only one platform 
differed slightly from his design; but he did not think that the change funda
mentally affected his concept. A compromise was made in the lighting, which some 
"influential persons" wanted to be "more realistic." It is charming to read of 

Appia's naive joy in the skillful construction of the extremely important torch, 
which in the end was larger than his sketch indicated. "It consisted of three candles 
cast into a single one with a large wick and the whole encased in a sheath of wood," 
so he told Waelterlin. From the auditorium the device could not be detected. Isolde 
extinguished the flame in watersoaked sawdust, which was spread on the steps at 
the corner of the castle. Mischievously, Appia mentioned that this trick defied the 
fire department's ordinance. 

The execution of Act III met with his complete approval. Again he made a few 

insignificant concessions. In his judgment this setting, "so very closely integrated 
with the music, became irresistible." The major part of the stage floor was raised 

to several levels. The floor dropped from the stage-right platforms which repre

sented the wall; beyond these the sky, but not the sea, could be seen. The floor then 

rose toward the tree trunk on the opposite side, dropping again toward the wall 

on the extreme left. Thus, as Appia describes it in his scenario, the spectator had 
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Figure 29. Tristan and Isolde, elevation and floorplan of Act II, drawn from Appia's 
design and description. Terry H. Wells. 

This image has been redacted from the digital edition. 
Please refer to the print edition to see the image.



the impression of "an incline from left to right and the light, falling from the right 
and increasingly slanting, will eventually strike the base of the buttress." The 
greatest care was taken in planning the light plot of this act. How at the beginning 
sunbeams barely touch Tristan's feet, how later the setting sun covers him ever 
more fully, how the stage darkens toward the end-all these transitions were of 
the utmost importance, while color played virtually no role in the setting of gray
ish-brown walls and a plain brown tree trunk. He was especially impressed by the 
mood of the closing scene. "Isolde, of extraordinary beauty, had enough light until 
the end," he wrote Waelterlin, "to show the transfiguration in her face-then sud
denly when she fell on Tristan, the light faded away unnoticeably into dark night." 

The Critical Response 

THE printed judgment by the members of the press was divided. While a few ultra
conservative reviewers damned the production outright, others more progressive 
were at least willing to accept some or all of Appia's ideas, though not their applica
tion. The main complaint was directed against the use of so many drapes: drapes 
around the entire acting area, drapes representing branches and trunks of trees, 
this was simply too much. Strong misgivings were uttered moreover about the 
absence of colors in the settings, which led many to find them drab and unimpres
sive. The view across the sea was missed too. One critic indicated that Appia's 
designs might be more suitable to a smaller stage than to the huge measurements 
in Milan. With a proscenium opening 16 meters wide, 10 meters high, and a pos
sible stage depth of 35 meters, one can imagine that the intimate qualities in Appia's 
concept were lost or anyway not appreciated by the aficionados of opera accus
tomed to settings overloaded with details. 

Not a single aspect of Appia's design was acceptable to the reporter of Carriere 
Della Sera; nevertheless he conceded that the artist, "a scholar and idealist in the 
metaphysical sense and a poet," had the good idea to overthrow the conventional 
settings, which for him were merely "a series of colored cardboards." 7 Less de
tached was the writer who in Il Popolo d'Italia condemned "the sacrilegious con
cept" of this production. He was specifically annoyed by the omission of true colors, 
although he too admitted that pictorial realism was dead. 8 Words such as "ridicu
lous," "shameful," "pretentious" appear in the review of L' Avanti, evidently 
written by a member of the editorial staff who made no attempt to understand 
Appia's esthetics.9 Carlo Gatti, who in 1926 as author of Il Teatro alla Scala Rinno
vata included an extended, if not particularly laudatory, review of Tristan, served 
as critic for Illustrazione Italiana in 1923. After attending opening night he was 
puzzled rather than malevolent, finding the scenery so simplified that it "did not 
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allow one's imagination to run freely." Yet he praised among other things the 
choice of background colors which made the costumes stand out sharply.10 

Three comprehensive articles appeared in II Secolo, one immediately after the 

first performance, the other two the following month, surely a token of the sig
nificance this newspaper attributed to the scenic experiment which, in the opinion 
of the first critic, had "the flavor of battle," and hence was "anti-academic and 
alive." After the opening night Adriano Lualdi pointed out that there existed "dis

crepancies" in the usage of drapes and a "profound gulf between the spirit and style 
of Wagner's masterpiece and the spirit and style of the setting," but he did not 
fail to mention the beautiful impressions provided by the color scheme of Isolde's 

blue costume against the red drapes in Act I, the light effect in Act II when the 
singers fused with the setting "in a symphony of blue and silver," and above all 
the startling effect of Kurvenal' s shadow in the last act. 11 In the middle of January 
the same paper brought another review written by Raffaele Calzini who, having 

attended Tristan twice, confessed that Appia's creations were after all not so "hor
ribly out of place and impossible." On the contrary he acknowledged a definite 
relation of the singers to the atmosphere surrounding them, but he somehow 

missed a style unifying all elements of the production. So he wrote: "If Larsen's 
rhythmic recitation had been matched by all the other artists, by the simplified 
scenery and costumes, then the pictorial illusion would have been stronger." Signor 
Calzini was deeply impressed with the violet lighting in Act II as reminiscent of 

Previati's paintings, furthermore by some groupings which, he thought, resembled 
those in pictures of Tintoretto, Boecklin, and Rembrandt. He concluded that at 

any rate Tristan was "a very beautiful experiment" and expressed the hope that 
the cool reception by the patrons and some critics would deter neither Appia nor 
Gordon Craig from continuing their fight for a scenic reformP The third article 
was more an esthetic analysis than a critique. In the first paragraph the verb 
"repels" seemed to introduce the tenor of the whole piece. One reads for instance 
about the "childish coarseness of some simplified forms" but, fortunately, such 
blunt statements notwithstanding, the writer made every attempt to acknowledge 
Appia's fine pioneering ideas and work. He understood the master's intentions 
quite well, noticing the smooth transition from the auditorium to the stage achieved 

by the light plot. The scenic style was compared with that of Caravaggio's paint
ings, the style of Act III with that of Rembrandt's etchings. Some misgivings about 

the extreme simplification caused the commentator to use the term "cubism" in 

referring deprecatingly to the many straight surfaces, cylindrical tree trunks, and 

the straight drapes substituting for branches. And yet, the revolutionary solution 

in general was welcomed. Impressed by "the poetic light effects, the psychological 

intimacy and sense of mystery," the writer was moved to grant the production a 
touch of "sheer genius" and "new grandeur." 13 
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The Aftermath 
ARTURO ToscANINI was deeply distressed that his endeavor to modernize the 

staging at La Scala was appreciated by no more than a handful of connoisseurs. 
In his son's words Toscanini "was never interested in experimenting with ultra

modern and futuristic nonsense, yet he was always looking for stage improvements 

and new ideas, and to him the ideas and sketches of Appia must have appealed 
as a possibility of realizing the eternal love legend of Tristan and Isolde in an atmo
sphere of dream without dated epoch." In addition to opening night on December 
20, the maestro conducted the music drama on December 22, 29, and on January 
2, 5, and 13, a total of six performances. There was no Tristan for many years 
afterwards, for the sad experience affected the great conductor so profoundly that 
during the remaining years of his directorship at La Scala this music drama was 
never again scheduled. 

If Appia was disappointed in his great expectations, even discouraged-and 
how could he not have been-he did not reveal any depressed mood to his friends. 
In describing his various experiences later on, he tried to analyze objectively the 
reasons for the unsuccessful outcome of his scenic reform. He wrote frankly 

about the passive resistance of some members of the technical staff who op
posed his new ideas. Toscanini encouraged him whenever trouble arose: "Speak 
up, Monsieur Appia!" he admonished him. There were conflicts between the de
signer and the stage crew when the settings were to be mounted and particularly 

when the immense drapes had to be hung. As Walter Toscanini remembers this 
situation, "the stagehands were practical men, who wanted precise directions and 

orders, and Appia was never able to give such orders, to give exact instructions on 
how to hang, where to hang, what to do with the lights." He is convinced his father 
prodded Appia "to spring into action." But this was not Appia's forte, and Mercier, 
doing his best to arrange all technical details, could not be everywhere; besides, 
he was not the designer-in-charge. In addition to his frustrating speech defect and 
his dislike for technical details, Appia's predicament was further aggravated by the 
prevailing conditions in Italian opera houses where, in his opinion, opera perform
ances were more or less costumed concerts in which music, especially vocal prow
ess, was all that counted. His experience with indolent technicians must have been 
agonizing, for several essential questions were not settled until about curtain time. 
But "how to display impatience or irritation toward gentlemen who, even at the 

most critical moments, do not drop their exquisite courtesy?" 14 Significant of the 

atmosphere during the preparatory period at La Scala is an anecdote related by 

Appia. At the dress rehearsal of a newly mounted production, the technical director 

came into the darkened house during one of the intermissions and said to Appia 

so loudly that everyone could hear: "This, Monsieur Appia, is the grandiose style 

as it should be." This hidebound attitude and the slipshod habit of improvising 
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were hard to bear for an artist who strove for a perfect fusion of all the elements 

of a production-a goal that required open minds and meticulous preparation. 

Apart from these reservations, Appia freely acknowledged whatever coopera

tion he received. His wholehearted gratitude was accorded Arturo Toscanini whose 

musical interpretation of Wagner's music drama achieved "the limit of perfection." 

He was very happy, moreover, about the support he received from Toscanini's 

son, from a group of new friends whose faith in him never wavered, and above 

all from Jean Mercier without whose assistance the production might never have 

been finished. He also greatly appreciated a few kind words indicating that not all 

staff members of La Scala rejected his scenic ideas. Thus Mercier reported that, in 

a rehearsal of Mascagni's Iris, he overheard a stage director say: "What a dirty 

thing after Tristan!" The best consolation came in an open letter from Senator 

Enrico Corradini: 

I believe you will welcome my opinion about your mise en scene of Tristan 
and Isolde .... For the first time the settings conspired with the music and the 
drama to lift my spirit into the sphere of poetry. And in Tristan and Isolde, 
drama, music, and poetry are mysteries. Your settings express, as it were, the 
mystery. The scenic picture, as any great art, must be very schematic. It must 
be transfiguration in order to accomplish the transfiguration of the soul.15 

Appia expressed his deeply felt thanks with a personal note to the senator. 

In Milan Appia encountered the fate of many a reformer whose new ideas 

were not objectively discussed but were simply ridiculed and slandered. And like 

pioneers before him, he did not succumb to defeatism. Confident beyond any doubt 

that his concept of a new scenic form would eventually break through the barrier 

of inertia, he continued to defend and promote his ideas, even though he had little 

chance to see them materialize. But in his letter to Waelterlin about his production 
at La Scala, he wrote, "Not for a million francs would I start it again-with these 

delightful but inconsistent people who keep you in a state of excrutiating anxiety 

day after day." 

The Rhinegold in Basel 
His vow to resist another offer and hence to spare himself another sad experience 

was forgotten as soon as Appia received a definite invitation from the Municipal 

Theatre in Basel. The negotiations, discussed in the preceding chapter, had been 

initiated years before, when Oskar Waelterlin had first met Appia, and they led 

at last to an agreement in 1924. The offer was most enticing: Wagner's entire Ring 
was to be produced with Appia's settings; according to some reports the artist was 

to be paid 2,ooo francs for his work. Since middling theatres rarely have an item in 
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Figure 30. The Rhinegold, Scene 1. An early design submitted to Basel. Theater Museum, 
Munich. 



their budget for so eminent a guest, the assumption is that some of Appia's friends 
donated this money to the theatre. 

Dr. Lert, who had been instrumental in engaging Appia, had left Basel, but 
Waelterlin, his successor, was only too glad to materialize the plan. The Swiss city 
on the Rhine maintained a highly respected theatre though, of course, in size or 
in artistic and financial means, it could in no way compete with La Scala. Yet there 
Appia was to find what he missed in Milan, unstinted cooperation. Otto Henning, 
the managing director, made every effort to keep a high standard with a compara
tively small subsidy. In this theatre, rebuilt in 1.909 after a destructive fire, patrons 

were accustomed to see fine productions of plays, operas, and operettas. Since the 
subscribers of season tickets were entitled to a new production every week, not 
many rehearsals for each individual production could be allocated on the main 
stage; a considerable part of the rehearsals had to be scheduled in a large room. 

Under this condition, evidently not enough hours could be granted to so complex 
an experiment as Appia's mise en scene of The Ring, although everything feasible 
was done to prepare a good performance. The stage had a depth of 1.6 meters, 
the proscenium opening was 1.0 meters wide. A real cyclorama was not installed 

until1.934; thus for The Ring merely a conventional skydrop was available. The 
lighting system was limited; there were footlights and border lights but only two 
strong spotlights with so much spill that a "funnel" had to be attached in front 
of them whenever a narrow beam was desired. Four additional special lamps could 

be equipped with color filters of yellow, red, and blue. A few arclights in the first 
balcony were of no use to Appia's lighting plot; however, footlights were needed 
as the only means to illuminate the downstage area adequately.16 

Thus Waelterlin had to put up with an imperfect lighting system and with a 
lack of rehearsals on the main stage, but this handicap was amply offset by his 
excellent preparation for the staging. He had discussed almost every detail with 
Appia, who years earlier had given him extensive oral and written instructions for 
producing The Ring. In fact Appia had acted out for him many passages in his 
restrained style. Although the designer had indeed countless wishes and sugges
tions, he was always modest and humble, never demanding or arrogant. He 
attended the stage rehearsals and, on occasion, talked to the singers and also dem

onstrated his interpretation. Everything worked out to his satisfaction. On Novem

ber 21., 1.924, The Rhinegold, the prelude of Wagner's cycle, was presented to 

the public. Waelterlin was the guiding spirit and intermediary of Appia's concep

tion. Yet the musical and technical achievements of Gottfried Becker, the con

ductor, and Hermann Jenny-Bergner, the technical director, should by no means 

be underrated. In that year The Rhine gold was performed five times, on November 

21., 24, December 7, 1.7, and 23. 
Before opening night the management of the theatre assiduously enlightened 

the public about things to come. In the weeks preceding the first night, an exhibit 
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Figure 31. The Rhinegold, Scenes 2 and 4· An early design submitted to Basel. Theater 
Museum, Munich. 

Figure 32. The Rhinegold, Scene 2, as staged in Basel. Institut fuer Theaterwissenschaft, 
Cologne. 



Figure 33· The Rhinegold, Scene 3, as staged in Basel. lnstitut fuer Theaterwissenschaft, 
Cologne. 

Figure 34· The Rhinegold, Scene 4, as staged in Basel. Institut fuer Theaterwissenschaft, 
Cologne. 



of Appia's designs was shown in a hall of the Gewerbemuseum, stories were re
leased to the newspapers, and Waelterlin explained the new scenic art in two brief 
articles printed in the theatre's program book. Even a special introductory lecture 
was arranged on November 16; the announcement stated: "Beckmesser will yell 
and fill his blackboard with marks, but we trust Hans Sachs and the sound judg
ment of the people who do not always need sensations such as moving dragons 
but who respectfully bow before greatness." 17 Evidently both the theatre's man

ager and Waelterlin anticipated strong opposition from the conservative elements 
of the audience and thus attempted to mitigate potential trouble. 

What the settings of The Rhinegold and then The Valkyrie really looked like 
is not so easy to ascertain as it was in the case of Tristan. The descriptions in 
reviews are vague, as they generally are; they do not jibe, moreover, with the pho
tographs and sketches available in the library of the Municipal Theatre. The mod
els of the settings are not accessible to everyone (they are the property of the 
Theatermuseum des lnstituts fuer Theaterwissenschaft der Universitaet Koeln); 

pictures of the production appeared in the German periodical, Buehnentechnische 
Rundschau, and in a book on the Basel theatre. In addition, there are Appia's new 

scenarios for The Ring which he prepared in 1923-1924. The settings were defi
nitely not based on the designs the artist had devised in the nineties; but it is not 
completely clear why he relied in Milan on his original ideas and a year later insisted 
on his new style in Basel. The mise en scene, as Appia planned it for Basel, had no 
resemblance to his previous conception; the last trace of romanticism and symbol
ism was erased. Appia had reached an extreme point of simplification; the settings 
were a composite of platforms, various levels, stairs, ramps, a few pillars, drapes 
covering the wings and occasionally the upstage area, and often a plain blue-gray 
backdrop; in addition, a traveler cutting off the upstage area provided a more 
intimate atmosphere for two scenes in The Valkyrie. When Lert and Waelterlin 
began to discuss the plan for a production, Appia apparently first considered using 

his more conservative sketches, but when in 1924 the production finally material
ized, he decided on his new radical solution and then submitted new designs which 
conformed to the ideas he had developed in his rhythmic spaces for Dalcroze in 
Heller au and Geneva. The models Appia made underwent in the final settings some 
modifications necessitated by the limited measurements of the Basel stage. 

The new scenarios, far less elaborate than the first series, strikingly bear wit
ness to his increasing tendency toward simplification. Artistic as well as technical 
reasons prompted him to devise a unit arrangement of platforms for the four 

settings of The Rhinegold, an arrangement that was less complicated than his 

original conception. The center piece of the first scene was a rock-like platform 

with the gold imbedded at the top; this was actually the only set piece added to 
the basic unit. A scrim in front of the setting gave it an atmosphere of unreality; 

however no waves were projected on this scrim; this traditional feature was 
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omitted. Alberich had to remain on the stage floor proper during the entire scene 
except for his climbing to the top of the rock. The Rhine Maidens of course used 
no swimming apparatus; instead they were to crawl, almost glide, on the floor 
and across the platforms with slow arm movements to create the general impres
sion. To prepare the three singers for their new task Appia approached Gustav 
Gueldenstein, a pupil of Dalcroze and director of eurythmic courses in Basel. Since 
Appia despised imitation, the Rhine Maidens were not permitted to use any gesture 
which might remind the spectators of swimming. 18 To support their movements, 
to have them appear and disappear, light came up and faded respectively. No scenic 
and light effects reguired by Wagner were used for the transition from one setting 
to the next; simply the main curtain was drawn during the musical interludes. 

In the second setting nothing distracted from the backdrop on which projected 

clouds and a gauze scrim masked Valhalla, the castle of the gods. In harmony with 
the music the scrim rose and the clouds faded to free the view of the castle, which 

dominated the stage from then on and again through the last scene. The spatial 
arrangement consisted mainly of a large platform across the width of the stage, 
a few smaller ones, and drapes on both sides. Appia's wish to have the scenic 
picture focused on Valhalla expressed his thought that the castle symbolized 
Wotan's dream of ruling the world. In his scenario Appia insisted that the castle 
"must be painted with utmost care and exactly correspond to the proportions of 
my design." This was done, and it was painted on a transparent backdrop, lit from 
behind. In the last scene the conventional rainbow serving as a bridge leading to 
Valhalla did not appear. Besides, Appia changed the ending: usually Loge remains 
onstage, but in Basel all characters made their exit and the stage was empty during 
the final musical passage. The cave of the Nibelung, the third setting, "looked like 

a slanted pit" with a heavy column supporting the low ceiling. Here Waelterlin 
altered Appia's plan to use the rock of the first scene as the column and had another 
set piece made for it. The upstage area was masked by grayish-blue drapes struck 
by red light from a wing. An interesting innovation was Appia's treatment of the 
treasure which Alberich had to give Wotan as ransom. Instead of the traditional 
jewelry and trinkets, the dwarfs carried onstage plain large gold ingots which in 
the last scene resembled a wall when heaped in front of Freya. Depressing in all 
its glitter, it created a tragic mood; this was what the designer hoped to accomplish 

with the simplification which was so eminently successful in Basel. 

The costuming was not always felicitously handled, although much thought 

had been given to this phase. Financial considerations probably prevailed in having 

Loge wear a modified Mephistopheles costume out of the theatre stock in com
pliance with Appia's wish to have him dressed in red. As a result of not enough 

stage rehearsals the giants, Fafner and Fasolt, in simple black garb and death-like 
masks, ran into trouble with their large spiked clubs, which in the first performance 
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got caught in the drapes, an embarrassing mishap that made many in the audience 
smile. 19 

As in Milan, Appia shunned the theatre on opening night. Extremely tense 
and nervous, he remained in his nearby hotel, but shortly before the final curtain 
Waelterlin, sensing a success, brought, or rather dragged, him from his room over 

to the stage where the shy artist appeared before a spontaneously applauding audi
ence. The reviews too approved many of Appia's reform ideas. With one exception 
they were laudatory, if with reservations in several cases. In general, the artistic 
conception of settings, costumes, properties, and lighting, and in particular Wael
terlin's direction, were welcomed. The Basler Anzeiger stated that the new scenic 

version, "basically a substantial simplification," strengthened the fundamental 
thought of the music drama. This critic was impressed specifically by the setting 
for the second and fourth scenes, a wide, open place "framed by drapes and stairs 
with the fantastic and indistinct form of a castle in the background." The writer 

concluded that Appia's concept allowed "the inner action and the contrasting char
acters to stand out." 20 Another commentator voiced admiration for Appia's great 

ideas even though not everything was "perfect." 21 A third reviewer was not happy 
with the Depth of the Rhine setting, but otherwise, he commended the "exguisite 

taste and genial creative imagination in the design of every piece of the setting, 
and also the well-planned light effects. In perfect harmony does one thing fit into 
another; nowhere is there any weak point, any mistake." 22 Further articles in Basel 
and other Swiss cities were written in the same vein with epithets such as "great
ness" or "triumph" to describe the impact.23 When Karl Reyle wrote in the Berner 
Tagblatt that "the most important result was a deep and close contact with the 
audience," Appia was so pleased that someone really understood him and his work 
that he sent a warm personal note. In a Swiss weekly the simplified settings were 

considered possibly at variance with Wagner's style yet felicitously successful in 

tying together the four scenes.24 

A lonely but shrill voice pierced the general pleasant atmosphere of approval. 
Not a single good word was said about Appia in the review of the Basler Volksblatt. 
Since this voice was apparently significant and symptomatic of the entire opposi
tion, which later became a power behind the scene, the gist of the commentary is 

given here: 

The first impression is disappointing .... One illusion after another is de
stroyed, the music characterizes actions that have meaning only for those 
who are familiar with the score, the eye must become accustomed to perform
ers who merely sing but do nothing else. With the best of our intentions we 
cannot favor such interpretation of Wagnerian art, even at the risk of being 
alone in our judgment; however according to many in the audience this may 
not be the case. This mise en scene is a blow to Wagner's artistic wishes .... 
Richard Wagner will turn in his grave!!! You may be sure of that, Herr 
Appia! 25 
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Figure 35· The Valkyrie, Act I, as staged in Basel. Institut fuer Theaterwissenschaft, 
Cologne. 

Figure 36. The Valkyrie, Act I, as staged in Basel. Institut fuer Theaterwissenschaft, 
Cologne. 



Scandal Surrounding The Valkyrie 
As far as can be ascertained there was only the one wholly adverse critique of The 
Rhinegold. Yet there may have been an agreement, tacit at the time, between the 
sharp-tongued reviewer and a group whose members became vociferous when The 
Valkyrie was presented in its revolutionary mise en scene. Scene rehearsals started 

early in 1925, and on February 1, this music drama was performed with the same 
production staff as for The Rhinegold. Further performances were scheduled on 
February 5, 9, 13, and 23. The general mood of the audience and the critics again 
was appreciative, full of interest and praise for Appia's principles though with 
some unfavorable critical remarks. This time the opposition, better prepared for 
opening night than the friends of the artistic endeavor, wildly demonstrated after 

the final curtain. The disturbance was, however, ignored by most newspapers, 
except the Schweizer Arbeiter Zeitung and the Basler Volkblatt, which vituperated 

the production. 
A brief description of the staging, as devised by Appia and executed by 

Waelterlin and his collaborators, will help explain the ensuing tumult. The interior 
setting used all of Act I was entirely solid and practicable. In his scenario the master 

divided the stage into two parts with the large tree trunk in the center: one part was 
designated for Siegmund and Sieglinde, the other for Hunding, their antagonist. 
A heavy beam, instead of a border, was laid across the flats. The fire on the hearth 

lit up the Waelsungens while Hunding remained in darkness on the opposite side of 
the hall. The over-all lighting was a soft chiaroscuro. Act II bore no resemblance 
to Wagner's requested rocky landscape; there were high platforms left and right, 
with lower ones in front of them and a passage, a kind of gorge, between the two 
summits. The colorful light effects in this act, especially during the fighting scene 
at the end, must have been impressive. The strongest impact was caused by the 
dead body of Siegmund lying on a high platform "as though on a catafalque." A 
traveler behind the first low platform masked the upstage area for the long intimate 
scene between Brunhilde and Wotan; the same device was used for a similar scene 
between these two characters in the last act. True to his conviction Appia sur
rendered every trace of romanticism to the stern atmosphere of the classic tragedy. 
In the third act the exciting though seemingly pell-mell movement of the Valkyries 
shifting from one position to another was meticulously planned by Appia, who 
drew crayon marks on the platforms during the stage rehearsals. The foreground 

was kept fairly dark so that the summit of the rock, simply a set of platforms rising 

to a considerable height, would be seen as a silhouette. In the opening scene the 

Valkyries were barely visible. The magic fire at the end of this act is, in Appia's 
scenario, interestingly interpreted as "a character." His wish was that when Wotan 

hit a stone with his spear, a single flame must spring forth, no more; afterwards 

the fire should merely appear as a reddish glimmer on the backdrop. In the first 
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performance, a few flames were still used, but they were cut out as unnecessary in 
the following performances. 26 

The principle of this abstraction was largely well received in the newspapers. 
The Basler Nachrichten highly praised the arrangement of the platforms in Act II, 
but considered the following setting too detailed in its execution and the magic fire 
somehow debatable. In conclusion "a lack of consistency" was pointed out.27 The 
representative of a Berne paper favored the "hard, cubistic arrangement of masses 
of rocks" in Act II and was generally pleased with the conception as such.28 A 
positive report appeared also in the Schweizer Arbeiter Zeitung, whose critic was 

one of the few to mention the thoughtless clash between booing and applauding 
spectators after the final curtain.29 A detailed evaluation of the production was 
offered in the National Zeitung, from which we learn that the hearth and tree trunk 

in Act I were almost invisible. The usefulness of the bare door upstage was ques
tioned and the entire second act was panned. The writer thought the symbol of 
the magic fire was "well executed at the beginning ... too meager toward the end." 

Nevertheless he added that "with the realization of Adolphe Appia's designs and 
principles, our theatre undertook a very worthy experiment and should even some 
aspects of this mise en scene prove to be no more than that, full recognition must 

be given for the stimulating courage it thus demonstrated."30 

In sharp contrast to these voices of approval or at least of acceptance, the 
obstinate opponent of modern staging from the Basler Volkblatt wrote that "it 
serves no purpose to enumerate once more all objections against this senseless 
production .... No one will ever again dare offer an audience of connoisseurs 
things like that second act of The Valkyrie consisting of boxes and curtains and call 

it 'a rugged Rock Pass.' ... Go and see it if you want to get angry!"31 

"The battle royal after The Valkyrie," as Waelterlin called it, became a cause 
celebre in Basel. It lasted about thirty minutes after the opening-night curtain 
until the house lights were finally turned off; but the dispute went on in homes, 
offices, and inns. Even the management of the theatre had to take an official stand, 
and it released a statement under the title "A Protest in the Municipal Theatre." 
After a brief, carefully worded account of the event, the writer repudiated the cat
calls and other insults heaped on the stage director, and then related how most of 

the spectators at first did not catch the intention of the gentleman who incited the 

protest. As soon as the audience grasped what motivated him, those who liked the 

production rallied to the defense of the performance while others joined the opposi

tion. The management interpreted the rising applause as an expression of protest 

by a large majority against the impudence of the namecaller, who publicly abused 
the stage director "thereby degrading his artistic endeavor." The writer com

mended Waelterlin "who executed his task with full devotion."32 

The arguments obviously continued behind the scene and soon another state

ment appeared in a program book. Under the heading" The Appia Productions," 
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Figure 37· The Valkyrie, Act II, as staged in Basel. Institut fuer Theaterwissenschaft, 
Cologne. 

Figure 38. The Valkyrie, Act II, as staged in Basel. Institut fuer Theaterwissenschaft, 
Cologne. 



the patrons of the theatre were informed that the plan for a new mise en scene of 
the entire Ring was abandoned. Siegfried and The Twilight of the Gods were 
removed from the schedule. The official excuse was that the repertoire made the 
execution of the entire Ring "inadvisable."33 It may be taken for granted that this 
diplomatic retreat deceived nobody. Several factors, however, may have con
tributed to the decision; for example, a lack of rehearsal time and/ or funds, tech
nical difficulties, and hardship for the leading singers. But the suspicion cannot be 

dismissed that the concerted drive of a small clique had done its work. 
Stories about the management's change of mind prompted a lover of opera 

to write a letter to the managing director of the theatre. It was published together 
with the official announcement mentioned above. The letter writer quite openly 
referred to "the opposition of certain circles" who tried everything to prevent any 

further experimenting with Appia's ideas. Then he spoke of the "tremendous 
impression" which the performance of The Valkyrie had left on him. "As all exter
nal matters were banished," he explained, 

one could undisturbed concentrate on the music and meaning of this work. 
It was gratifying to see this utterly simple setting even further simplified by 
the closing of a traveler for scenes in which the drama does not develop in 
external action. To give just one example, how effective was the dialogue 
between Wotan and Brunhilde in Act III! To me, this scene appeared infi
nitely more moving than in any previous production. 

Even after so many years, the background of that theatre scandal is not 
entirely clear. We know that the performance of The Rhinegold caused no public 

misgivings apart from the one biting censure. In general Appia's principles were 
accepted and praised. But between the end of November, 1.924, and the first of 
February, 1.925, something was brewing that wrecked all further plans to use 
Appia's designs. Soon after the dismal event, rumors circulated that members of a 
local branch of the Wagner Verein had communicated with its headquarters, even 
with the Wagner family at Bayreuth. No proof or witness for such conspiracy has 
ever been forthcoming. At any rate, it is inconceivable that Siegfried Wagner, the 
great composer's son, who at that time was the guiding spirit of the Bayreuth 
Festivals, would have participated in such a conspiracy. He was too fine a gentle

man; besides, he himself tried to modernize the festival productions. As a matter of 

fact, reviewers suggested that his own experiments were related to Appia's ideas 

but he categorically denied any knowledge of the latter's work. 

After all, it takes only a few fanatics supported by some easily swayed, like
minded people to instigate a scandal; or, at least, to create a stir. In Basel, as all 

signs indicate, two men specifically were responsible for the namecalling after the 

last act of The Valkyrie and the succeeding upheaval in the city. These two, widely 

taken as the leaders of the traditionalists and opponents of any modernization of 
the Wagnerian music dramas, were Adolf Zinsstag, a jeweler, who was the pres-
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Figure 39· The Valkyrie, Act III, as staged in Basel. lnstitut fuer Theaterwissenschaft, 
Cologne. 

Figure 40. The Valkyrie, Act III, as staged in Basel. lnstitut fuer Theaterwissenschaft, 
Cologne. 



ident of the local Wagner Verein and the representative of the Bayreuth Festivals 
for Switzerland, and Dr. Hermann Stumm, an attorney who allegedly started the 
whole incident after The Valkyrie premiere. In collaboration with the critic of 

the Basler Volksblatt they certainly made so much noise that they won and Appia 
lost-at least for the moment. Mr. Zinsstag initiated his campaign against the 

Appia experiment soon after the first Rhinegold performance. He sought to have 
an article appear in a leading local newspaper but found no response. In the end his 
commentaries were published in the Rundschau-Burgerzeitung on January 23, 

February 6, and 27. First he defended Wagner's scenic conception while conceding 
that the new solution of the cave in The Rhine gold was acceptable. The next article 
disclosed his polemic attitude already in its heading that screamed: "Prostitution 
of an Art Work at the Basel Municipal Theatre." It purported to answer an article 
by Waelterlin in behalf of the theatre's management. The attack then shifted to 
the finances of the theatre, raising the issue that the new productions contributed 

to the theatre's deficit. 
When the production of The Valkyrie thus turned the artistic dispute into a 

purely emotional one, its opponents began collecting signatures for a protest 
designed to discredit the management. One hundred and forty-one persons were 
willing to put their names on a statement; this amounted to a vote of no confidence 

and consequently to a threat to vote against further subsidies for the theatre. Early 
in the spring, an editorial in a local newspaper attacked the critic, Dr. Merian, for 
his article in the internationally recognized Frankfurter Zeitung in which he had 
denounced parochialism in BaseP4 Thus accusations and counteraccusations con

fused the basic problem in an emotional explosion. It caused Dr. Rudolf Schwabe, 
president of the civic association which supported the theatre, to resign in dis

appointment over the "tragic" incident. This gentleman deeply regretted that a 
work of art was to bring about such an uproar while insipid operettas and great 
works poorly prepared in conventional settings were accepted without protest.35 

Prometheus 
THE tempest over Appia's mise en scene for The Ring must have occupied all the 

minds interested in dramatic art; so much so that another artistic event at the 

Municipal Theatre remained almost unnoticed although Appia was also connected 

with it. Only ten days after the first performance of The Valkyrie, Waelterlin pre
sented Prometheus by Aeschylus in a new German translation prepared by Max 

Eduard von Liehburg. The settings and costumes were designed by Appia and the 

production was first shown on February 11, 1925, and repeated on February 19 

andMarch9. 
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Liehburg, later well known as author and translator, had heard about Appia 
in 1917, when after graduating from high school in Zurich he went to Geneva to 

study music and take lessons in eurythmics with Dalcroze and his pupil Boepple. 
In Dalcroze's studio he saw some of Appia's sketches; their clarity and monumen
tality impressed him so deeply that he examined his work more closely; soon 

thereafter he met the master. Liehburg' s translation of Prometheus was published 

a few years later and the young author was anxious to have it staged in Basel 

where he then lived and studied. He engaged Appia to design and direct the pro

duction, offering him an honorarium of 500 francs. This nearly coincided with the 

exchange of the final letters between Waelterlin and Appia regarding The Ring 
production in Basel. So Appia went there, taking along not only his sketches for 

The Ring but those for Prometheus as well. Details for the production of the 

Aeschylus tragedy were settled between Appia and Liehburg during long talks at 
the Hotel Krafft, a favorite meeting place of artists, and in due time the manage

ment of the theatre made the arrangements for the rehearsals and the perfor

mances. 

The outburst against his Valkyrie came as a shock to Appia. Friends who 
visited him during the following days were deeply concerned about his depression. 

In the midst of the rehearsals for Prometheus, Appia left Basel refusing to return 

to a city where he was unable to breathe. His mood must have changed as soon as 

letters from Basel arrived. Mr. Henning asked him to send in his sketches and 

detailed wishes for Siegfried and The Twilight of the Gods. Then came the cata

strophic turn of events. Appia learned about the cancellation of all further plans 

for The Ring. The manager was "deeply disturbed" but his faith in Appia's genius 

remained untouched.36 

In the meantime the rehearsals for the premiere of Prometheus had to go on. 

Appia had left a brief scenario when he disappeared from Basel; with these notes 

Waelterlin, assisted by Liehburg, took over the reins. The setting for the Greek 

tragedy was entirely different from the sketches Appia had designed for a dance 
drama of the same title in 1910. Again it became evident that any previous roman

tic and somewhat impressionistic leanings had given way to the utmost simplifi
cation. His erstwhile setting, a formation of rocks, reminded one of the tomb of 

Druids near Geneva, which Appia must have seen. 
The scenario for Basel as preserved-there are only fragmentary notes-delin

eates his plan for the setting which, with some modifications, was executed 

according to his wishes. A large platform rose a few feet away from the curtain 

line. Appia had originally thought of stairs leading into the orchestra pit; this 

could not be done because of the footlights, and consequently the stairs ended on 

the stage floor proper. But Appia insisted on the removal of the prompter's box, 

which by tradition was installed in the center of the footlights. This change resulted 

in a few "accidents," as the actors were not accustomed to prompting from back-
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Figure 41. Prometheus. Theater Museum, Munich. 



stage.37 Center upstage, on the large platform which filled the entire width of the 
stage, was the huge "rock" on which Prometheus was chained and around which 
most of the action occurred. The scenario suggests a dramatic effect at the end 
when, after Prometheus' last words, heavy drapes, invisible behind the teaser, 
were to drop quickly on the darkening stage. Further specific wishes concerned the 
incidental music. It was not to be a real composition but rather a tremolo of strings 
followed by a strong chord of brass instruments in a major key. 

Liehburg admired the scenic arrangement and was fully satisfied; not so 
Appia. He was not happy that the stage could not be enlarged into the orchestra 

pit and that a compromise had to be made regarding the chorus. Neither he nor 
Liehburg intended to have women speak the chorus lines and execute the manifold 
movements. But as not enough men could be mustered for the Okeanides, Mr. 
Gueldenstein and his advanced group at the conservatory were engaged for this 
assignment. The performance of the young ladies, a credit to Mr. Gueldenstein and 
indirectly to Dalcroze, was acclaimed by all who witnessed it, even though the 
compromise fell short of the ideal envisioned by the director and translator. 

The press in general voiced praise except for the usual dissenter, the diehard 
of the Basler Volksblatt, who again rejected the setting because "it sounded strange 
to hear Prometheus speak the line 'Chained am I here surrounded by rocks ... 'when 
only legs of brick-red colored drapes could be seen."38 Typical of all other reviews 
was the statement that "architecturally everything fits into the space creating a 

beautiful plastic effect."39 Even where the question was raised whether Appia had 
really found the best solution, his "strongly sketched pictorial effect" was fully 
accepted. 40 

The chorus scenes disappointed the representative of the Basler Nachrichten. 
He found the dance steps of ten delicate girls and their singsong in direct opposition 
to the forceful speeches of the actors, "the tragic outcry of the tortured, the crying 
Io," and felt an essential element of Greek drama was thus curtailed. Otherwise 

he too liked the "beautiful pictures" of the setting and summed up Appia's work 
in Basel: "In Wagner's operas the theoreticians may find the simple, stylized set
tings out of place, but here Appia's austerity is in keeping with the simplicity of 
the ancient scene, even though our stage had to renounce cothurnus, masque, and 
cultic procession of the chorus, the most typical parts of the ancient theatre."41 

The success of Prometheus was a small consolation for Appia, who had gone 
to Basel primarily to find acceptance of his scenic reform of Wagner's music 
dramas. Disillusioned, he returned to Western Switzerland but his innate optimism 

again got the better of him. He wrote a brief memorandum entitled La Reforme et 
le Theatre de Bale (The Reform and the Theatre at Basel) which was published in 

the Gazette de Lausanne on May 3, 1925. With hardly a trace of bitterness, he 

reported the events in Basel, expressing mainly his gratitude to all those who had 

collaborated with him in the staging of the first two parts of the Ring cycle and who 
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would have supported him in staging the remaining two parts. But in a letter to a 
young admirer he frankly wrote, "The opposition has won. This is a hard blow for 

Waelterlin. For me, it is ... Silence. For the people of Basel ... ?"42 

An Analysis 

THE productions in Milan and Basel are of eminent interest and importance to both 

historians and artists. In evaluating Appia's responsibility for the outcome of each, 

let us state, to begin with, that their failure was apparent rather than real; that in 

both cities the rejection was by no means unanimous. In Milan, an ultraconser

vative audience was simply unable to go along with his revolutionary concept, 
whereas critics gave Tristan at least a fair trial if not full approval. In Basel, on the 

other hand, a small but noisy group of zealots succeeded in having the management 

cancel their scheduled new production of the remaining two parts of the Ring 
while the average opera lover and the unbiased critics remained powerless. In the 

perspective of time, success and failure lose much of their weight. What counts is 

that in these productions with all their shortcomings Appia could execute his scenic 

vision in a live performance for everyone to see and to judge their value. Today we 

can add that he has emerged from this trial with flying colors. 

At La Scala Appia was theoretically in an exceedingly favorable position with 

maestro Arturo Toscanini as collaborator and sponsor, and a large splendidly 

equipped stage plus an experienced technical staff at his disposal. Unfortunately 

traits of his personality made it impossible for him to cope with the harrassing 

conditions usually encountered in such an entrenched establishment. But external 

and internal obstacles notwithstanding, the mise en scene came off almost as 
intended. In the production of Tristan Appia adhered to his original concept of the 

nineties; any changes made from 1896 to 1923 are too minor to mention. Conse

quently, this production represented less the ideas of the mature artist that those 
of the incipient artist. This added special flavor to the occasion. For the first time 
his pioneering theories of, and designs for, a Wagnerian music drama were exposed 

to the test of reality. In Tristan they passed it unequivocally, and although con

ceived thirty years previously, they made of the mise en scene an avant-garde 

piece of art from which even our contemporary theatre can learn a great deal. The 

reservation that the settings were too small for the enormous stage of La Scala had 

some validity in the twenties, when an almost empty stage was unknown apart 

from a few experimental productions in Central Europe and Russia. 

The case of The Ring is very different. In Basel Appia did not use his initial 

version but devised an entirely new one. While in Milan some cavilers erroneously 

applied the term "cubism" to his Tristan, in Basel it is appropriate, though the 

master himself would have vehemently objected to any classification of style. His 
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sole concern was "simplicity, monumentality" in the classic sense. Unlike in Milan, 
everyone cooperated in Basel; Waelterlin and the soloists listened eagerly to 
Appia's suggestions, and no open or hidden opposition came from the technical 
staff, whose members executed his every wish as best they could with their inade
quate equipment. Appia was thus able to demonstrate how even with a modicum 
of time and means, a demanding opera can be well prepared under the unifying 
leadership of an inspired artist. 

From the historian's viewpoint two issues may be raised: The sketches and 
models of The Ring indicate that the settings positively needed a large frame. Photo

graphs of the productions and reports confirm the impression that a wide and deep 
stage would have better served Appia's grand concept. The pictures in particular 
show that the quite limited dimensions of the stage stymied his intentions to some 

degree. As for the apparent coldness emanating from the numerous cubes and the 
lack of color, one must remember that without the essential lighting the impression 
remains necessarily incomplete and incorrect. Witnesses testify that the atmo
sphere of many scenes was exclusively created through magnificent light effects 
accomplished even with the limited equipment. No model, no photography can 
possibly convey the tragic mood Appia achieved with chiaroscuro lighting, his 
forte. 

It should not be our concern to inquire whether Appia found the ultimate 
solution for The Ring with his extreme simplification of the settings and move

ments in utter disregard for virtually all scenic and lighting effects requested by 
Wagner himself. Appia did what he considered right, what his artistic instinct 
dictated to him. Every artist has the privilege of his conviction when he is 
creating a work. Judgment should not rest on this basis. Appia had taken a logical 
step from the development of his intitial concept and his experiences in Hellerau. 
He refuted his own achievements of an earlier period, leaning increasingly toward 
abstraction in his designs. In his new austere spatial arrangement he overlooked, 
however, the fact that a Wagnerian music drama still contains romantic elements, 
unlike an opera by Gluck, whose neo-classic Orpheus allowed Appia for the first 
time to apply rigorously the concept he had developed in his Rhythmic Spaces. 

Appia's light plot for The Ring in 1924-1925 tells a different story; here he 
succumbed to a romantic mood using colored filters, such as red, for spotlights, a 
method which in the twenties had more or less been discarded by most modern 
stage directors who raised or dimmed repectively the volume of plain spotlights in 
order to obtain a given mood or a transition. It is thus puzzling to realize that the 

great designer thoroughly "modernized" his original version of The Ring without 

taking advantage of the big strides that had been made in the field of lighting. He 

must have seen modern lighting effects in some of Pitoeff's and Copeau's produc

tions. Why did he not progress in a field in which, after all, he was the leader in the 

189o's when he first expounded his theories? The question baffles us and we are 
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unable to answer it. We are likewise perplexed about his use of the traveler to 
provide more intimacy. This was a stunning device in his production of Orpheus 
in Hellerau; but it was unnecessary to repeat it in Basel more than ten years later 
when the fading of some light sources could have done the trick better and more 
discreetly. Even the few instruments available in Basel would have sufficed. On the 

other hand, Appia's predilection for silhouette effects and for keeping one or 
another character out of lighted areas was virtually unknown at that time, and so 
was his strategem of having light fall from a wing on a restricted area while the 

rest of the stage remained dark or only dimly lit. Very few spectators in Milan and 
Basel were aware that the soft transition from the dark auditorium to the lighted 
stage was a brilliant stroke imitated later by many stage directors and scene 

designers. 
The lack of action, above all in The Valkyrie, irritated some theatregoers 

accustomed to the traditional gesticulation of the singers. Here the characters made 
only few but meaningful gestures and movements strictly synchronized with the 
music. This kind of static staging was without precedent. 

Prometheus in Basel received little attention, maybe because Appia' s name 
was almost exclusively identified with Wagner. And yet this Greek tragedy demon
strated that the artist had a wide horizon and great capacities. He was imbued with 

the classic style and could thus project it in the present. His concentration on the 
rock as the sole piece onstage seemingly growing out of a large platform was a 
splendid idea, and his simple, pure conception proved to be tremendously effective. 
It is regrettable that this artistic event was not given the recognition it deserved; it 
left no mark beyond that city and little in it. 

Unfortunate as was the abrupt halt of the two remaining productions of The 
Ring, the loudly voiced rancor against Appia that caused the cancellation had at 
least some beneficial result. The publicity which the peculiar scandal received in 
!;everalleading newspapers in Switzerland and also in Germany spread the word 
about Appia and his revolutionary work. Soon a professional periodical showed a 
series of the controversial settings and thus his name became better known among 
theatre experts, if for the wrong reason. At any rate Appia's sad experience in Basel 
aroused much interest-or was it only curiosity? -in his designs when they were 

shown in slides at the Musicological Congress in Leipzig in 1925 and were exhibited 

in Zurich in 1925 and in Magdeburg in 1927. 
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Last Works 

DURING the last decade of his life Appia was a prolific writer. His book L'Oeuvre 
d'art vivant, which appeared in fall, 1.921., constitutes his esthetic conclusion about 
the arts in general rather than about theatrical production. It was followed by a 
flood of essays until his health made it difficult, almost impossible, for him to use 

the pencil. As he told Mercier, he wrote and wrote, designed and designed to relieve 
his tension, to find an outlet. Some forty essays and scenarios were thus begun if 
not always finished after completion of his book in 1.91.9. Two groups of the essays 
are of sp>ecific interest to a biographer: one containing his personal memoirs and 
confessions, the other reflecting the philosophy of the mature Appia; they elaborate 

many of the ideas outlined in his last book. There are also essays expounding 
theories discussed in previous writings. This last series shows remarkable progress 
in Appia's ability to express himself, to attack his subject directly. He is less vague 

and less prone to grope his way by means of examples and allegories, some of 
which were more confusing than illuminating to the uninitiated reader. His style 
now becomes more clear and precise than ever before. Several scenarios and intro
ductions to operas and plays conclude this group, except for a few essays which 
were lost and some which could not be deciphered-his handwriting, always poor, 
became sometimes illegible during the last years of his life. 

L' Oeuvre d'art vivant 
L'Oeuvre d'art vivant was the first major work Appia had written after La Musique 
et le mise en scene. When his friends, above all Mercier, sought to find a pub

lisher, brother Paul made it clear that he would not contribute to the fund needed 

for an agreement with a firm. So his sister Helene and Mercier guaranteed the 
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printing expenses when Atar, a publishing house in Geneva and Paris, accepted 
the manuscript. A small book in comparison with La Musique et le mise en scene, 
it had less than one hundred pages not counting the illustrations and their captions. 
Five hundred copies were said to be printed; and the publication was well received 
among experts. Some leading Swiss newspapers reviewed it, as did foreign ones 
and periodicals. A detailed review appeared in the highly regarded La Semaine 
Litteraire, whose critic inserted the term "miracle" for the manner in which Appia 
delineated "in the first pages of his book the problem of dramatic art in its pro

found origins."1 Some months prior to its appearance Appia sent a copy of his 
manuscript to Copeau, who enthusiastically endorsed it, calling it "unique"; he 

indeed intended to recommend it to his friend, the publisher Gallimard. In a long 
letter to Appia, Copeau described his reaction to the ideas expressed in this volume, 
revealing again how closely he followed the master's principles. In his opinion 
Appia's completely original ideas settled the staging problem once and for all, 
since "the question is no longer one of this perpetual esthetic twaddle about 
theatre and a new art which does not exist."2 

With this small volume Appia had clarified his many-faceted vision and arrived 
at a statement of personal esthetics. "Style is the man himself," he once said. And 

he had found himself and, thus, his style in writing and designing. 
L'Oeuvre d'art vivant is dedicated to two artists: to his onetime collaborator 

Dalcroze to whom he was deeply grateful for the inspiration and opportunities he 

gave him-then, surprisingly, "and to you, oh Walt Whitman who will understand 
me, because you are living-always." Appia was not personally acquainted with 
the American poet but certainly with his works, or at least with some of them. 
Whitman and Appia had much in common. Throughout their life both hankered 
for true friendship, yet, in the end, remained very lonely. Both loved nature, inde
pendence, and freedom. Both were in search of an ideal in this world, even in the 

cosmos. Like Appia, Whitman was indifferent to public opinion and to fashions, 
preferring casual dress, A description of Whitman's habits may as well fit Appia's: 
"a man who, as long as he had a roof to cover him, a truckle bed to sleep in, a basin 
and ewer wherewithal to wash, any sort of homely food to eat, and a desk to write 
upon, could be happy in himself and let the world go on its way unheeded." 3 The 
dedication is, by the same token, a motto, for Appia quotes: "Camerado! this is 
no book; who touches this, touches a man .... " If we add to "man" the adjective 
"living," we have a further clue to the dedication as well as to the new book. 

How long the master worked on the manuscript before it was ready for pub

lication is not known, but there is good reason to assume that he pondered the 

outline and basic ideas during the war, perhaps as early as 1.91.5, when he lived in 

quasi seclusion at Glt~rolles. In the preface he confessed that his first draft was 

twice as long as the final version. But he had learned to control himself and to state 

his thoughts precisely; furthermore, Mercier was not far from him during the final 
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shaping of the manuscript, and Mercier was an excellent editorial adviser. Never 
satisfied with his own work, Appia rewrote endlessly; formerly this had led to 
increasingly complicated constructions, but this time, guided by Mercier, he suc

ceeded in being concise. 4 

The ideas in the book are entirely new and different from those he had pre
viously expounded. In the preface Appia states that with this work "were broken, 

one by one, the precious links binding him to the past which he had thought he 
would never need to, still less be able to, abandon." He hopes that his book can 
prepare the reader "for a similar journey" without the "hesitations and anxieties" 
suffered by the author. To achieve this Appia tries to be "both guide and traveler," 

admitting that the reader's task would be complex. 
The chapter headings pinpoint his new conception. No longer did he linger 

on the hierarchy (actor, spatial arrangement, light, color) which pervaded so many 
of his earlier writings. Instead, as he titled them, the chapters deal with "Living 
Time," "Living Space," "Living Color," and, more importantly, with "Organic 
Unity," and "Collaboration." The two last chapters carry the mystical headings 
"The Great Unknown and the Experience in Beauty" and "Bearers of the Flame." 

Appia still adheres somehow to his basic principles, but the deviations are more 
striking. In discussing "The Elements" first, he departs from his erstwhile defini
tion of dramatic art, and he omits terms like "a synthesis of all the arts" or "the 
art form of the future." The former Wagner disciple had outgrown his idol and 
had discovered his own esthetics which, as he indicates, resembles more that of 
Emile Faguet, the noted French scholar and interpreter of literature and philosophy. 
Now Appia simply points out that the art of the theatre is aimed at the eyes, the 
ears, and the understanding of the audience, in short, at "our whole being." In 

accord with this approach he seeks to give it harmony; and to obtain this harmony 
he relies heavily on time and space. 

The relationship of time and space had already puzzled Appia early in life; 
like other great men before him he had grappled with this elusive problem without 
finding a tangible solution. Doubtlessly he was acquainted with the passages deal
ing with this question in Wagner's Oper und Drama. Yet Appia's curiosity could not 
have been satisfied with them, for the composer, apart from some abstract state
ments, concentrated on the term "expression" as the most suitable means to link 

time with space, a term which for him stands for the power of music. Appia, how

ever, did not search for a mood but for a perceptible element. He did not follow 

Wagner's theory, but rather Schopenhauer's, whose works he had probably read 

in his student years in Dresden. As a mature thinker, Appia apparently again took 
up The World as Will and Idea, in which Schopenhauer inserted a significant dis

cussion on time, rhythm, motion, and symmetry in addition to an elaborate chart 

entitled Praedicabilia a Priori. Appia does not literally adopt the German's phil
osophy; rather he applies it to music, light, and movement-elements fundamental 
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to his thinking. His theme of the living, moving performer returns in the new vol
ume more emphatically than ever before. A brief quotation clarifies his approach 
beyond the already stated principles: "In space, units of time are expressed by a 
succession of forms, hence by movement. In time, space is expressed by a succes
sion of words and sounds, that is to say, by varying time-durations prescribing the 
extent of movement." Appia insists on movement as the unifier of dramatic art 

which thus creates the ideal form. In relating music, the element of time, to space, 
movement functions as the main catalyst of the whole. 

A definition of these relationships continued to occupy Appia's mind even 
after L'Oeuvre d'art vivant. He took the theme up again in a two-page piece in 
which he emphasized that "movement brings about the meeting of Space and 
Time." His reliance on movement became even more pronounced when he wrote 
that "the art of Movement is ... the art of balancing in Time-Duration the variable 
proportions of the two kinds of sensation of Space." These words should especially 
be remembered in appreciation of his last scenarios and sketches. 

Under the heading "Living Time," Appia discusses at length the role of music. 
Three quotations, used in previous writings, serve to support his concept. From 
Friedrich Schiller's On the Aesthetic Education of Man, letter no. 22, Appia cites, 
"When music reaches its noblest power it becomes form." To make this statement 

fit his approach he added the words "in space." The other quotation is from Taine's 
Philosophy of Art: "The aim of a work of art is to reveal some essential, salient 
character, consequently some important idea, more clearly and more completely 
than can real objects. It achieves this through a group of parts whose relationships 
it systematically modifies ... " From Schopenhauer he borrows again the assertion 
that "music never expresses the phenomenon but only the inner essence of the 
phenomenon," which he had quoted previously to justify his nonrealistic style. 
The chapter "Living Space" is closely linked to the preceding one. He delineates 

how the body, expressing itself in space through gestures and movements, becomes 
at the same time both the work of art and its creator. But to this end, the moving 
body needs the implicit support of inanimate objects, such as a column, whose 
"quiet immobility" in contrast to the body's movements heightens the effect of the 
latter. Appia considers it imperative that all inanimate forms "oppose rather than 
engulf" the human body. 

Appia's revolutionary definition of the importance of light is stressed more 
strongly yet in the chapter "Living Color." The title does not, of course, refer to 

the use of color in the setting. His statement, "Light is to space what sounds are 

to time-the perfect expression of life" clarifies his esthetic approach. Emphatically 

he reiterates his aversion to painted flats and backdrops. Since his aim was to 

indicate rather than to present, light colored by means of filters-living color

assumes the task of fulfilling his purpose. As always, he relies on the plain contrast 
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of lighted against darker areas. Even a shadow thrown on a wall suffices to create 
a telling effect as some of his sketches demonstrate. 

In "Organic Unity" Appia turns to the problems related to the playwright. 

He scorns the dramatist who, writing for the reader rather than the spectator, 
wastes many pages on prolonged descriptions of the characters. He wants to free 
him from the superficial fashions and traditions of the theatre and thus to enable 
him to be a true artist. Considering it sacrilegious to separate the writing of plays 
from the staging of them, Appia draws the logical conclusion that the playwright 
should be his own stage director. He thinks it unfeasible to divide the two activities 
if the ideal unity is to be accomplished. Having been primarily concerned with the 
performer's role in the production, he warns against a purely visual approach to 
a scenic reform and he demands that the entire production be under constant 

scrutiny. Convinced that the author of a drama has still much to learn about the 
living, moving actor, he advises him to observe students of Dalcroze the better to 

understand the relationship between space and time. 
"Living art implies a collaboration," Appia writes in the following chapter, 

which more than any other summarizes his experiences at the Dalcroze Institute. 

Of great significance was the 1914 June Festival in Geneva which impressed him 
tremendously. Here the audience witnessed historical themes unfold in "a majestic 
dramatic action," and simultaneously felt the "purely human expression of the 
action" like "a transfigured realization of the events." His admiration for Dal

croze's work and the perfect rapport of the spectators gave new impetus to his 
lifelong enthusiasm for the folk pageants he had helped promote in Switzerland. 

What Appia had vaguely envisioned and touched upon in earlier essays has now 
taken a distinct form. The potential of an art "lived in common with others" has 
been revealed to him and he sees now the beneficial effect such an experience can 
have on the relationship of men. He suggests erecting a building where a multitude 
of people will assemble to enjoy and serve art together. The "Cathedral of the 
Future" he calls it in the chapter "The Great Unknown and the Experience in 
Beauty." In the last chapter, "Bearers of the Flame," he continues in this religious 
vein, writing, "Every Christian is an artist: he is that because he gives himself, 
never refusing contact with those he wishes to know and perhaps assist." In con

clusion he expects of us and, above all, of the dramatist," a new attitude." Although 

this attitude must of course be personal, it "should be shared by all men." 

Twenty designs with a general introduction and in many cases specific ex
planations illustrate L'Oeuvre d'art vivant. Those for The Ring and Tristan had 

already appeared in his previous book, but also included were three sketches for 

Parsifal, among them the moving and powerful Sacred Forest which at the time 

became one of the most famous and most imitated scenic pictures. For the first time 
Appia presented two designs for Prometheus, a dance drama planned for Dalcroze. 
The scenic ingredients are a few steps, tree trunks doubling as pillars, a heavy slab 
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forming a roof, and a few other set pieces; in its simplicity this 1910 draft was 

extremely impressive; and yet his mise en scene of Prometheus in Basel showed 

that he had progressed still further in this direction. The designs for Prometheus 
provide telling examples of his development during the fourteen years that lie 

between them. The spatial arrangement for Echo and Narcissus, as the designer 

adapted it for a 1920 production in Geneva, is, according to eyewitnesses, essen

tially as it was in Hellerau, only in smaller scale to accommodate less adequate 

technical means. Finally there is an exquisite selection of Rhythmic Spaces which 

Appia prepared for Dalcroze in 1909. With a platform, a few steps, a wall, a pillar 

he succeeded in creating fantastic combinations. Of course, lighting, the light and 

shadow effect, is the salient feature in these drawings. Designed in a period of 

transition, they are an indispensable landmark for the evaluation of Appia's last 

works. The drawings include one for the Orpheus production in Hellerau but, alas, 

not the monumental staging of the Hades scene which aroused so much enthusiasm 

there. Instead, Appia chose the Elysian Fields, a fine setting that offered splendid 

opportunities for the movements of Dalcroze's students but is not among his best 

designs. 

In this his third and last book, Appia regards the visual aspect of a dramatic 

production exclusively as a means to serve the moving and speaking (singing) per

former; for him alone the setting must be built. Actor and scenery must have a 

common denominator, space; and rhythm expressed through movement must be 

the element that brings space to life. Basically the idea was not new to Appia, who 

from the outset professed an intense desire to support the performer in his attempt 

to compete with the conventional setting for the attention of the audience. But 

here he went much further. Man, the sole purpose of any dramatic activity, must 

regain the union of body and soul once considered inseparable but which had 

gradually disintegrated into nonexistence. He must therefore be freed of all those 
externals that hamper him in this effort. Yet the deliverance of the individual per

former no longer satisfied Appia; he now wished to see him join others in a col
lective experience which should be extended even to the audience. This vision 
preoccupied Appia so much during the last decade of his life that it almost became 
his idee fixe; repeatedly he referred to it in L'Oeuvre d'art vivant and in subsequent 

essays. The liberation must begin with the correct training of the body, for, as he 
reasons, "our body is the expression of space in time and time in space." 

In a way L'Oeuvre d'art vivant culminates Appia' s artistic development. It 

is therefore regrettable that it has not quite attracted the attention it deserves. Too 

many theatre people know Appia mainly as the great scenic designer and initiator 

of modern lighting. But this volume gives him a much higher stature: a philosopher 

of the stage whose ethic and esthetic principles gave the contemporary theatre new 

direction and great impetus. Though forceful and more explicit than his former 

writings the book does not read easily. His tendency toward abstract thinking 
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which alternates with emotional outbursts makes it sometimes unwieldy; besides 

some passages are still quite ambiguous, lending themselves to different interpreta

tions. In this regard his style resembles that of Friedrich Nietzsche, whose writings 

too were often poetic and mystic at the expense of clarity. 

Personal Writings 

APPIA agreed with Goethe that all writing is fundamentally autobiographical. This 

is particularly true of his later essays, which are interrelated and should be treated 

as a whole. They may be divided into two groups-one dealing with ideas and 

intentions; the other with personal experiences underlying his desire to express 

his conscious, even unconscious, self. All these thoughts are intertwined and it is 

difficult, in some cases impossible, to separate his artistic principles from those he 

applied to his daily life. In general the two are one and the same; except for the 

scenarios and a few essays, all contain personal references. Yet the author seldom 

openly states "I did, I think" and the like. His observations are usually disguised 

in a description or a story. 
Only once did Appia refer directly to facts related to his life. In 1.927 he drafted 

his Curriculum Vitae upon the request of Wilhelm Treichlinger, a journalist from 

Vienna, who prepared a German encyclopedia of theatre arts to be published in 

Budapest. Treichlinger never finished his plan, but Appia's Curriculum Vitae ap

peared in a Hungarian translation in 1.930, while the original French version was 

not published until1.962. 5 In this brief outline Appia gives only some essential data 

on his life and ideas plus a listing of his books and productions. Of interest is his 

ambiguous passage, "several productions of scenes for different theatres; col
laborations and private experiments." The last remark possibly covers plans he 
had discussed with Copeau (perhaps also with other directors) and the sketches 

and models he worked on during the twenties. 
Far more instructive is an elaborate essay Experiences de theatre et recherches 

personnelles, finished in 1.924. Although distinctly autobiographical it gives little 
information about the artist's personal life; much, however, can be learned about 

Appia, the great reformer. Since the material has been amply used in this study 

we can forgo discussing it further. About twenty years earlier Appia wrote his 

most intimate confessions, entitled Introduction a mes notes personnelles. This 

causes one to wonder whether he kept a diary to be extended to an autobiography. 

It is not impossible that such a manuscript exists somewhere, but it is more likely 

that, if he ever wrote one, either he himself destroyed it, or his niece Genevieve 

burned it along with the other manuscripts after his death. 

Two additional essays may be placed under this category. L'Intermediaire 
expounds the unique and decisive role played by a teacher or guide in the develop-
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ment of a child and a young man. In Appia's opinion, a person's career takes the 
right direction if his life is well organized and balanced. Following Goethe's dictum, 
"Whatever you cannot understand you cannot possess," he emphasizes the impor
tance for someone of the younger generation to be guided by an older man who 
would be able and willing to do so. He starts his inquiry into the conduct of our 
life by probing "the accuracy of transmission," because his observations and ex
periences obviously taught him that "a flaw in transmission" was often the cause 
of trouble. L'Intermediaire represents the artist's grateful recognition to Faure and 
Chamberlain for their magnificent guidance. 

In Apres une lecture de Port-Royal (Sainte-Beuve) Appia touchingly grants 
us insight into his yearning for like-minded companions who would share his devo
tion to an ideal. He envisions a retreat in the country far away from the hustle 
and bustle of the big city, like the monastery Port-Royal where "communication 

of thoughts and feelings" can be achieved partly through art, that is to say, singing; 
where in "self-effacement" one can gain true freedom. Such dreams should how
ever not lead one to the conclusion that Appia was anxious to join a "collective 

movement"; on the contrary, his ideal was a group of personalities freely banded 

together for the purpose of organizing and managing a retreat. Life in such a place 
would enable everyone "to make a choice, to hold on to it, to examine its content 
and to adjust himself so well that he has created a new life for himself, a life wisely 
limited that will suffice him." The basic ideas implied in Sainte-Beuve's Port-Royal 
affected Appia deeply. He did not only write this essay (about 1921) but he obvi
ously tried earnestly to find a group of people willing to live up to that ideal. When 
he heard-or read-about the Goetheanum in Dornach near Basel, and its founder 
Dr. Rudolf Steiner, he tried to get in contact with the spiritual leader of the Anthro
posophical Society. It is doubtful, though, that he actually met the philosopher. 
Oskar Waelterlin remembered that Appia went to Dornach in 1922 or '23; another 
source confirms that Appia was there. If he ever spoke to Steiner it must have been 
before he was in Basel for his Ring production, since the anthroposoph, a sick man 
at that time, died shortly thereafter. Appia himself never mentioned a visit. Does 
this perhaps indicate that the Goetheanum did not precisely represent the ideal 
group he had in mind? 

In 1921 Appia wrote an essay peculiar in form and content. He called it a 
story but it is more appropriately termed a fable. Formes nouvelles (New Forms) 
begins in an unobtrusive manner not foreshadowing a jump into pure fantasy. His 

statement "Experience serves only one" can well act as the motto to the first part. 

In this introduction he describes the experience of a sick boy, of people planning 
a monument, of others convalescing in a sanatorium, of a musician, of a sculptor. 

They are all anticipating or waiting for something to happen. Is it "victory of spirit 

over matter?" Then touching upon the issue of being free, Appia adds "free from 

what?" At this point reality and its problems evaporate into the realm of dreams. 
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Floating in outer space, as it were, people meet the Great Unknown and are called 
upon to give an account of what they were doing. All pretend to have done or 
learned something positive, all except the poet-author who confesses that he knows 
nothing but is still "searching." "Continue not to know ... " he is told. On this 
note the dream and the fable ends. 

Known Principles 

A FEW papers expound the principles presented in previous writings. By far the 

most concise is Acteur, espace, lumiere, peinture (Actor, Space, Light, Painting) 
which, as the title indicates, deals with the hierarchy. Its published version is the 
abbreviated form of a manuscript which is lost. L' Art est une attitude too is clearly 

composed; it was commissioned as introduction to an American book on "stage 
decoration." With these two papers Appia evidently tried to address himself to a 
wider circle of readers. In Essai sur un probleme dangereux (A Dangerous Problem) 
he devoted much space to the part played by music; ideas of Plato and Schopenhauer 
are woven into it, but not completely integrated with other matters. Discussing the 

subject of reaction and empathy Appia points out that although tragedy on stage 
may in a way disturb us, we actually enjoy it. Vicariously participating in tragic 
events that occurred in the past will cause us to shed tears, but the tears bring us 
wholesome release of our tension. He illustrates his assertion with the famous story 
of Odysseus who shed tears while listening to the narrative of his own dangerous 
adventures. Another pertinent point touched upon is the sacrifice of unimportant 
details as an essential ingredient of any artistic endeavor. To explain his view he 
introduces an art student, obviously himself, who is unable to grasp the meaning 
of his professor's advice to "sacrifice." At last he has to listen to the sharp rebuke, 
"You see poorly, my friend. You do not know how to see .... You must subdue 
nature which you see before you; learn also to see it within yourself." This admoni
tion taught the student how to find the right direction and thus to awaken his true 
creativity. 

A lecture Appia prepared for the pupils of the Dalcroze Institute in Geneva 
is La Mise en scene et son avenir (Theatrical Production and Its Prospects for the 
Future). In addition to high praise for the accomplishments of Dalcroze it is mainly 

a recapitulation of his major theoretical and practical suggestions. But his extended 

treatment of dialogue in a play makes this paper particularly noteworthy. Care

fully Appia delineates how the signs of musical annotation can be adapted to the 

interpretation of dialogue. Since he usually avoided personal references, it is sur

prising to find here the names of a few artists for whom he voices admiration, 
namely Copeau, Craig, Pitoeff, and Stanislavsky. We may take it for granted that 

Appia did not himself read his paper but had someone else (Henry C. Bonifas?) 
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deliver it. The essay became widely known after its publication in Italy (1923) and 

the United States (1932). 

Among the other essays of this group one deserves mentioning. In 1925 the 
designer was asked to participate in a panel at the Musicological Congress in Leip
zig. He wrote a paper Das Problem der Stilbuehne bei den Werken R. Wagners for 
which he selected a series of slides to demonstrate his views. Although he attended 

the meeting he did not deliver the lecture but remained in a corner of the hall. Also 

on that panel was Dr. Adolf Aber; it is assumed that Dr. George Schuenemann, the 

chairman, substituted for Appia. No appreciation of this paper is possible as it 

appeared only in a poorly abbreviated German version; the original has been lost. 

New Ideas 
THE writings of this series are the creations of a mature artist in full command of 

his ideas. The times of preparation and formation were long passed. In these mostly 

unpublished articles Appia presents new ideas or extensions of older principles. 

This last group can therefore be designated the verification of everything he started 

in L'Oeuvre d'art vivant and the fulfillment of his life. 

The best known of the essays is Art vivant? ou nature morte? written, as was 

already stated, for the 1922 Exhibition in Amsterdam and reprinted in Milan a 

year later. Fitting the occasion, Appia chose as his theme the problem of how to 

present the art of the theatre to its best advantage. Proceeding from the premise 

that the diminutive form of models and sketches cannot fully illustrate architec

ture, he claims that the art of the theatre is subject to the same law of esthetics, 

even more so. Scores, instruments, copies of plays may be shown in a hall, but they 

make up minor phases of the entire production. He therefore recommends a radi

cally diHerent solution which would require a building divided in two parts: one, 

a conventional hall for the exhibit of designs and models, a second suitable to the 
staging of experimental performances; hence a plain large room with an area left 
free to mount spatial settings in the manner of his rhythmic spaces. Here move

ment and action are to be shown, thus providing a true demonstration of the theatre 

as a living art. 
In August, 1923, Appia finished a brief piece called L'Homme est la mesure 

de toutes chases (Man is the Measure of All Things) after a statement by Prota

goras. Its subheading says" A Preface to a New Work," and its last paragraph hints 

at "forthcoming articles." These remarks invite the question of whether the master 

had the intention to issue a volume of collected essays or perhaps to integrate into 

a new book the ideas that occupied him at the time. Several of his last writings 

are evidently planned together for they are interrelated and have in fact a con

tinuity as though they were in preparation for a book. But no one, not even Mercier, 
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has reliable information about such a plan. Mercier merely remembers that Appia 
was then working on some essays. Since Appia also wrote a four-page Avertisse
ment pour l' edition de mes "Essais" en I volume (Preface to the Edition of My 
Essays in One Volume), there is no doubt about his intention in this respect. The 

leitmotiv of these essays and also the title of their anthology could well be The 
New Presence, a term he frequently employs. It is not possible to decide which 
essays he would have selected for his volume. It is easier to determine those he 

may have excluded, namely his autobiographical writings, the scenarios, the articles 

about Wagnerian music dramas and about productions, and a few in which he 

somehow recapitulated his basic principles. The following essays, all an extension 

of and elaboration on themes partly touched upon in his recent book, were probably 

intended as the body of that collection: L' Ancienne attitude, Le Geste de l' art, Le 
Sujet, Monumentalite, Pittoresque, Mecanisation. Purely speculative would be the 

inclusion of L'Intermediaire, Essai sur un probleme dangereux, possibly also Port
Royal, and others. 

In the Avertissement ... de mes "Essais" Appia clarifies the aim of his plan. 

Though he does not specifically define the term "new presence" he emphasizes that 

all his further discussions are based on "living art." Again he commends Dalcroze 

for his successful work in freeing the body from its conventional fetters and, while 

also acknowledging the merits of Isadora Duncan and other innovators, he leaves 

no doubt where he stands; he believes that eurythmics, having achieved a high 

degree of perfection, anticipates the advent of living art, and he predicts that the 

New Presence will enable man to give himself and give his best. 
Appia's ingrained distrust of most artists-and other professionals, for that 

matter-led him to the conclusion that the peasant, thanks to his close contact and 

concern with nature, still "embodies activity at its best and preserves its dignity." 
By the same token he despised the "onlookers," those who merely gaze at a work 

of art instead of experiencing empathy with it. Such observations are the gist of 
L' Ancienne attitude and Le Geste del' art. Appia passionately felt the world around 

him and particularly everything related to art; and thus he could not bear people 
standing vis-a-vis, who remained indolent and indifferent toward a true work of 

art. His panacea was eurythmics which, in his opinion, could be most helpful to 

those idlers; he saw eurythmics as "an act of devotion" and art as "the liberating 

force" which could shake man out of his indolence. Naturally this remained an 

unfulfilled dream; even in 1963, the late President John F. Kennedy could call 

Americans "a nation of spectators." 

Le Sujet, also written in the early twenties, points to the danger that education 

can spoil a child's artistic talents and innate sensitivity, a subject touched upon in 

two articles he wrote at that time for a periodical. Stressing the importance of 

music as an educational factor, he recommends dancing as the means to acquaint 

the child with music. But at the same time he cautions against allowing, let alone 
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encouraging, children to "perform" in songs or dances. Such creative activities 
should be exercised without any audience whatsoever. The innocent joy in doing 
things solely for their own sake should be retained as long as possible. Appia com
pares this joy with that of the lonely shepherd singing away in the hills, and of 
the dancer who can be perfectly happy dancing without an audience. After all, "for 
the child the subject is he himself, his integral being ... "and he suggests Dalcroze 
songs for youth which can easily be mimed as excellent material for this educa

tional purpose. 
Three essays, Monumentalite, Pittoresque, and Mecanisation, are thematically 

interdependent and must be discussed together. As they are essential to an under
standing of Appia's esthetics, it is regrettable that except for the first one, which 
was published in 1953, they are virtually unknown. The three are related to others 

aiming at a new attitude, but their scope is much broader. New ground is broken, 
and Appia shows himself in a different light and style. The first two were finished 
about 1922; the third probably not until1926. 

The issue in Monumentalite is whether an old city such as Florence is to be 
a museum or a place where people live. Appia takes the visitors to task for their 

belief that they can grasp the wonders of such a place just because they have read 
a guidebook or have bought pictures of the old buildings and paintings. Instead 
of collecting historical facts or picture postal cards and keepsakes the tourist should 
try to watch, or better yet, to have contact with the inhabitants. Relating thus the 
old treasures to the living surroundings will give him a sense of the artistic atmo
sphere. 

Great art lives forever; this makes it monumental. To appreciate are one must 
test its relevance to living man. Monumental work stands that test. As examples 
Appia cites the Greek amphitheatres and temples, in particular the Parthenon in 
Athens, and the Gothic cathedrals, as against the generally respected Cathedral 
Santa Maria dei Fiore in Florence, which he sarcastically calls "a huge cardboard 
topped by an admirable cupola." The term "monumental" is, in Appia's view, also 
applicable to the genius of Shakespeare, Goethe, and Wagner. Not unexpectedly, 
Appia then turns again to his ever-present thought of the theatre. In this case it 
is the folk festival in Vevey, Canton de Vaud, which he feels deserves to be listed 
among outstanding monumental achievements. Much space is devoted to a plan 
for a genuine people's theatre. He touches upon the question of whether it will be 
attended by everyone, whether the repertoire will be under the guidance of a 
censor, whether merely simple or also demanding works will be performed. 

The building itself would be patterned after the festival house in Hellerau, 
of course with modifications. The aim of his ideal theatre will be "to stimulate 

people to meet, and to enjoy a sociable atmosphere." Appia once promised to deal 

thoroughly with the social aspect of the theatre. It may be assumed that his dis

cussion in Monumentalite was the answer to this erstwhile announcement. But the 
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reader will wait in vain for any suggestions concerning matters of management 
and financing. True to his nature, Appia completely disregarded these practical 
points. The greater part of the essay is fashioned in dialogue form, a conversation 
between a fictitious architect of renown and the author. Obviously he chose 
this classic form in order to dramatize his thesis from all angles. And he made the 

best use of the opportunity. 
In Pittoresque he further elaborates his new ideal of enjoying art collectively, 

even promotes a kind of collective living as he did in Port-Royal. Again he refers 

to the concept of "solidarity" as he found it among the Greeks and until the Medi
eval era, when the artisan "entered the pernicious path of individualism." He wants 
now to teach a new generation how to regain the ideal of classicism. Perhaps un

wittingly, Appia introduces a moral issue, the obligation to give as well as to take. 
He expects that as soon as solidarity is regained, the New Presence will be under
stood. The core of the essay is his definition of picturesqueness as objects that are 
decadent, deteriorated, dust-laden. And so he condemns the predilection for "an
tiques" as incompatible with our mode of living. Following up his argument about 

the approach to monumentality and picturesqueness, he turns to the problem of 
mechanization in the next essay. He was by no means against tools and machines, 

if used sensibly for the benefit of mankind, but in the twenties he already had 
observed an exaggerated reliance on mechanical devices, what we now call a "push
button existence." Naturally, Appia was, in this respect, thinking less of life in 
general than of art; thus he singled out the movies and the phonograph. Anxious 
to determine their place in relation to time and space, he found that recordings 
were limited to the realm of time duration, but did not enter that of space; movies, 
however, were used "for time in space," which means movement. Appia was fairly 
lenient toward recorded music; in his opinion it "comes closest to attaining per
sonality." Strange as it may seem, Appia occasionally went to the movies; he 
evidently was also acquainted with the new invention at that time, the talking 
movie. In a paper, entitled L' Art dramatique vivant, prepared for the 1925 exhibit 
in Zurich, he writes that the movies are "an incomparable criterion to judge the 
quality of our taste .... "Surely he preferred the living actor on stage; the artistic 
level of films did not meet his approval, but he realized that in the field of scenic 

effects, the most elaborate stage productions could not compare with the possi
bilities of the movies. 

A paper, Conference americaine (An American Lecture), may have been pre

pared for the theatre exhibition in New York in spring of 1926, to which Appia 

intended to send a series of his sketches; or it could have been written in 1922-

1923, when Craig approached him with the plan of a joint exhibit in New York. 

Neither materialized. The lecture is really not a finished composition, but rather 

a draft based on ideas expounded in L'Oeuvre d'art vivant; passages are not closely 
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connected and toward the end, a note merely indicates the paragraphs that should 
be inserted. Clearly this paper was not meant to be delivered by him. 

The Last Scenarios and Designs 

THE Rhythmic Spaces included in L'Oeuvre d'art vivant did not arouse the atten

tion they deserve. Though Appia was highly esteemed by many experts in 1.921., 

he was considered an artist of the nineteenth century, a designer whose ideas had 
then been prophetic; that was it. Those who had attended a performance of 

Orpheus in Hellerau or had heard about its style should have been prepared for 
designs different from those he published before 1.900 for Tlze Ring and Tristan. 
But Appia had no active part in the practical world of the theatre, consequently 
very few people took note of his development, the change in his esthetic views. 
His new conception of The Ring came therefore as a complete surprise, almost a 

shock; so did several of the new designs included in the posthumous portfolio. If 
Appia had been a regular contributor to current productions, his new conception 
would have been readily understood, but the interim of ten years between his 

Orpheus and the Basel assignments was too long a gap. Besides, no comprehensive 
collection of his designs was made available until a year after his death. 

It is very difficult to do justice to his last artistic accomplishments, because 
some scenarios are without sketches, some sketches without the interpreting sce
narios, and lastly, some scenarios are incomplete. Possibly the master did not finish 
everything; but it is very likely too that part of the material was lost after his death. 
Among the late scenarios and sketches are extensive ones for The Ring and, for the 
first time, experiments with The Mastersingers and Lohengrin; in addition, there 

is a concentrated effort to solve the staging of Gluck's operas, an effort all the more 
gratifying as it signifies the master's growing interests beyond Wagner. Fortunately 

there are also sketches for a series of dramas; however only one is fully treated, 
Goethe's Faust, Part One, perhaps the most admirable of Appia's last scenarios. 

The new Ring, having been discussed in detail in the preceding chapter, needs 
no further mention. Very instructive is the scenario of The Mastersingers for which, 
alas, no sketches are available. Although it is possible to visualize floor plan and 
elevation on hand of his delineation, more information would be desirable, for it 
was the first comic opera Appia had chosen to interpret; an opera, to boot, in which 

the external action outweighs the inner drama. Due to the emphasis on action the 

designer granted this opera some realism; but a realism subject to the music's style, 

not to the definition of realism as it is generally given in the spoken play. Through 

lighting Appia expected to create a realistic mood, to give "the impression of 

reality," not reality itself. In discarding the numerous scenic details which he 

deemed entirely superfluous, he hoped to deprive the conventional stage of its pic-
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turesqueness and in the end to throw it overboard altogether. Thus his setting for 
the last, the festive, scene of The Mastersingers provided, above all, adequate 

space for the dancers and the "prophetic chorus." 
Further details about his plans for staging The Mastersingers can be gained 

from a letter he wrote Oskar Waelterlin; it contains valuable advice for the forth

coming production and was highly appreciated by the director. As one may expect, 

Appia attached great importance to proper lighting. In Act I, sunbeams were to 
brighten the interior of the church; Appia recommended a window on stage right 
through which the beams could fall and strike Walther standing on the opposite 
side. The underlying idea was to create a brightly lit area stage left around Walther 
and a chiaroscuro on stage right where the masters would be seated later in the 
act. Again Appia's delicate handling of various shades of lighted areas is evident. 
He gave Sachs, the leading role, an opportunity to dominate either area by crossing 
from one to the other. The artist's concern with dramatic interpretation is apparent 
in his request to have Walther begin his "Am still en Herd ... " in an almost con
versational tone addressed to the masters rather than to the audience. For Act II 
he wrote down not only the light plot delineating lighted and shaded areas in front 
of Sachs' and Pogner's houses, respectively, but he also described a fascinating 
scenic effect, although he realized that his friend would not have the means on his 
stage to execute it. His plan was to have the two houses mounted on wagons which 
would make it possible to move, for intimate scenes, the house of Sachs close to 
the curtain line, and to roll both houses upstage or to the wings in the last scene of 
this act in order to gain enough free space for the street fighting of a huge crowd. 
In addition he recommended that some choristers stand downstage in this last 
scene with their backs to the audience, thus creating a more natural impression of 

the lively action, a suggestion virtually unheard of in his day. 
Although Appia, under the influence of Dalcroze's broader outlook, eventually 

became more tolerant of and even interested in other Wagner operas besides the 
great music dramas, he never felt for them with the passion he had for The Ring 
and Tristan. Of course he completely ignored Rienzi and those preceding it. To 
what extent he studied The Flying Dutchman and Tannhiiuser cannot be deter
mined from the few personal remarks on hand. In 1925 and 1926 he concentrated 

on Lohengrin. His approach to this opera is essentially the same as that to the 

music dramas, or, for that matter, to any opera. The aging master strips Lohengrin 
of the last realistic vestiges. He considers the action as a whole episodic, and Elsa's 

faith and her final doubt the central theme, to which he adds the appearance of 

Lohengrin who is sent to redress injustice but leaves "disillusioned by woman's 

weakness." In his scenario Appia reasons that since the inherent romanticism is 

sufficiently expressed in the libretto, there is no need for expressing it in the set
tings. At the same time, he requests that the acting be modified to conform to his 
scenic conception, i.e. it must express dramatic, not sentimental, feeling. 
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His staging ideas can readily be visualized from his scenario and the sketches. 
A sharper contrast to the original production in Bayreuth (1894) can hardly be 
imagined. Drapes of neutral color, except in the wedding room of Act III which 
was to breathe a warm atmosphere, a few platforms and steps are his scenic equip
ment, which for all its scarcity permits an abundance of variations. No two settings 
are alike, hardly similar; but one must visualize his light plot fully to appreciate 
his mise en scene. Naturally, Appia omitted the swan in Acts I and III, just as he 

had discarded the animals in The Ring. He regards the appearance of the swan as 
"a gross error dramatically and esthetically" because, having been talked of so 

thoroughly, the spectators are indeed aware of it anyway. Instead, he requests the 
use of a trapdoor upstage for Lohengrin's appearance and disappearance. Drapes 
close and open, and lighting plays a major role. For instance, in Act II, a courtyard, 
people are visible behind a curtain halfway open; they simulate the celebration 
underway in the castle upstage. 

Besides the scenarios for Wagner, fragments of Carmen and lphigenie en 
Tauride are preserved. About 1920 Appia occupied himself again with the staging 
of the Bizet opera. No sketch is available, only a few pages of a scenario describing 
part of Act III for which he recommends an interpretation very different from the 
conventional productions. His staging ideas are fascinating and indeed deserve to 
be materialized. Without a sketch, no definite conclusion can be drawn concerning 
the scenic picture; however there is no doubt that in Carmen, too, he dismissed all 
realism, as we understand this term, mounting his spatial setting in "cubistic" for
mations. Two of his suggestions are particularly noteworthy-one is to start the 
action in late afternoon and let darkness fall slowly during the act until at the end 
"luminous night" covers the stage. The other is to have the smugglers exit in a 

dance-like walk, an effective solution which was doubtlessly inspired by his col
laboration with Dalcroze. 

Appia's growing preference for Gluck and his operas is evident in his descrip
tion of Acts I and II of Iphigenie en Tauride-the only passages available for this 
work. He sees the opera focused on "the struggle of generosity between the two 
friends," Orestes and Pylades, strangely not on lphigenia herself whose inner 
struggle he considers of minor importance. Groupings and ceremonies are carefully 
pondered and described, although accompanied by the warning that the external 
actions and costumes must never "distract from the drama's core." The settings 
are utterly simple. "Under the sign of the perpendicular," Appia devised a large 

wide platform a few steps above the stage floor proper, filling the whole stage in 

Act I; from it a few additional steps lead to a temple which is flanked by high tree 

trunks shaped, of course, by drapes. A simple square block in front of the temple 

serves as the sacrificial stone. A larger stone is the prominent feature of the follow

ing setting; it is placed on the basic platform which now extends even farther down

stage. In Act III two small platforms, one on each side, substitute for the large one. 

Nineteen twenty-six may be called Appia's Gluck year. No less than four of 
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this master's operas were in the works: Iphigenia in Aulis, Iphigenia in Tauris, 
Alcestis and, in a modified version, Orpheus and Euridice. The designs for Iphigenia 
in Aulis betray Appia's propensity for symmetrical form; at any rate its settings 
are even plainer, less decorated than those of the other Iphigenia. Again a wide 
platform with three steps leading to a higher level fills the stage almost from the 

curtain line. Another five steps farther upstage lead to a still higher platform. 
Drapes frame, as often before, the acting area left and right. In Act I a skydrop 
and in Act II a wide palace front mask the setting upstage; in the opening scene of 
Act III the sky is visible again but less so because of lowered borders; for the last 
setting all drapes, save those downstage, are wide open; now a sacrificial stone 
dominates the high platform. These wonderful, plain spatial settings afford the 
stage director marvelous opportunities. Lack of a scenario makes almost fruitless 

any guessing as to how Appia might have planned groups and ceremonies. The 
new designs for Orpheus are not very different from those he prepared for Hel
lerau; fundamentally his concept remains the same although, in accord with his 
ultimate style, everything is simplified. Thus the scene in Hades still shows the 
dominating staircase but the platforms in front of it are less monumental than they 
were in 1912-1913. On the other hand, Appia now devised high walls surrounding 
the acting area while once he had relied on drapes. As to Gluck's Alcestis, he 
referred to working on this opera in letters, but details of his solution are not 
known. The over-all style certainly resembled that of other Gluck's settings. 

Between 1921 and 1928 the artist devoted considerable time to the staging 
problems of drama, a field he had neglected until then except for the scenes of 
Manfred designed for Paris in 1903. He was nearly sixty when, at last, he showed 
an equal interest in both the musical and the spoken drama. Starting with L'Oeuvre 
d'art vivant we notice his concern embracing far more than operatic productions. 
Painting, sculpture, architecture, esthetics in general, and first of all the human 
body in its relation to the arts had come under scrutiny. It is no wonder then that 
in his specific line, the mise en scene, he went farther afield giving more thought 
to the performer in general, not just to the singing actor, and thus to the produc
tions of plays. To be accurate, Goethe and Shakespeare were always high on his 
reading list; he returned to them repeatedly and did not often miss an opportunity 

to see a performance of their dramas. 
A thorough analysis of his conception of Shakespeare is not feasible since he 

left no complete series of sketches and no notes for each drama. Extensive informa

tion is at least available about his Hamlet; several pages of a scenario were pub

lished by a lady who had studied with him; in combination with some sketches 

they explain his basic approach. Again the style of his Rhythmic Spaces prevails: 

set pieces placed on a platform in front of a skydrop. His preference for straight 
vertical and horizontal lines kept him from ever using the modern curved cyclo
rama. In Hamlet he planned the same arrangement for both Act I, Scene 5 and the 

last scene of the tragedy in order to provoke a parallel between Hamlet's conver-
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sation with his father's Ghost and his death scene. In both settings a rather high 

platform upstage commands attention; here the Ghost disappears and here Ham

let's body is placed at the end. In the last scene this upstage area is masked by 

drapes until Hamlet dies. When the curtain partly opens, Fortinbras becomes visi
ble. Later the entire backdrop can be seen as Hamlet is carried to the top on a large 

shield. Typical was Appia's plan to have the light downstage more and 1nore 

dimmed, thus giving the stage to Hamlet's body, an effect similar to that devised 

for the dead Siegmund in The Valkyrie. Interesting also is a huge octagonal pillar 

in the two scenes of Act III conceived as a "double symbolism; Hamlet's body 

versus the pillar is Hamlet's soul versus the whips and scorns of time," and through 

"its towering protection ... [becomes] a kind of grim friend that lends strength 

to Hamlet." Strong light falls from the rear toward the center, "making a path of 

light." Thus Hamlet notices the entering Ophelia through the shadow she throws. 

In the following scene the pillar is moved to the right; center upstage three high 

chairs are now on a dais "in the glare of the fullest light" to put the greatest em

phasis on the King's face. 6 

In these years Appia also occupied himself with Shakespeare's King Lear, 
Macbeth, and A Midsummer Night's Dream; furthermore he made sketches for The 
Waves of Love and the Sea by Grillparzer and three Greek tragedies, The Choe
phore, Oedipus, and Prometheus, the latter realized in Basel. As far as they are 

available, the settings show all the same simplification; only an interior of Lear is 

treated in a slightly different style, with its inclined side walls giving the impression 

of a setting narrow at the bottom and wide at the top. Again the spectator is struck 

by the variations Appia was able to conjure up with his few devices and without 

ever employing a curved line. These sketches alone establish him as a designer

director as effective when planning plays as he was with Wagner's music dramas. 

Two of Appia's achievements merit special consideration. One concerns 

Ibsen's Little Eyolf for which he found a scenic solution in 1924. No notes were 

left to explain the selection of this drama. Obviously he would not have chosen one 
of the realistic plays, but The Pretenders or Brand should have engaged him. In any 

event, Ibsen's love of nature coupled with his penchant for mysticism and morality 

must have had a strong attraction for Appia. Traces of mysticism surrounding the 
death of a child indeed are part of Little Eyolf, and Alfred's search for truth and 

recognition that "to live is an art" may have captured Appia's attention. Somehow 

he may have sensed a kinship with his own life and philosophy, for Alfred gave 

up his ambition to become a famous author in order to devote himself completely 

to humanity. The sketches for this drama-Appia regarded them as schematic 

rough drafts-contain no realistic detail at all. Ibsen required for Act I a "pretty 

and richly decorated garden room," but Appia had drapes form the walls of the 

room with openings indicating doors. He was more elaborate, one might say a bit 

impressionistic, in his plans for the other two acts. 

The scenario of Faust with a complete set of sketches is one of Appia's most 
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Figure 43· Faust, draft of the study. Carl Niessen. 

Figure 44· Faust, outside the city gate. Carl Niessen. 



important accomplishments during these years. There is a symbolic parallel to 
Goethe's lifelong work on his Faust. Appia was almost as much in the grip of this 
theme as was Goethe himself. The world-spanning drama never ceased to fascinate 
him. When he organized his memoirs, Experiences de theatre et recherches person
nelles, in the years 1922-1924, he wrote many pages about the production he had 
witnessed in his youth. And soon thereafter he decided to draft sketches and write 
an elaborate scenario, a task on which he worked until a year before his death. In 

the introduction he criticized the staging by Devrient, for whom he had displayed 
a high regard in his memoirs, and refuted his earlier appraisal of the production 
which was based on an adapted stage form of the medieval Passion plays (see 
Chapter I). He was not less dissatisfied with various other staging solutions of 
Faust; among those listed are the Reliefbuehne-he probably meant the Kuenstler
theater in Munich-and the so-called Shakespeare Stage at the National Theatre 

also in Munich, as well as a version he mistakingly called the "Circus Reinhardt." 
While he was well acquainted with the two types in Munich, his knowledge of any 
Reinhardt production was purely secondhand. In this case he certainly misunder
stood an oral report or an article. Reinhardt's Faust was never moved into the 
Grosse Schauspielhaus, a former circus. Perhaps Appia remembered the sharp 
words a critic had heaped upon the work of that famous stage director in general. 

A first glance at his manuscript makes Appia's vision of Faust immediately 
clear-one reads, "Faust, Part One, 'a dramatic poem"'! Goethe had called it "a 

tragedy." The scenario and the numerous sketches reveal Appia's preoccupation 
with Faust's spiritual life; even Faust's relation to Gretchen is window dressing, 
as are other episodes. The seventeen sketches-they appear in the published Ger
man translation of the scenario-allow the reader to follow Appia's ideas step by 

step through all scenic changes and every important acting phase. The sketches are 
not fully drawn, they are, rather, rough drafts; all essential lines are merely indi
cated, and there is no attempt to create an atmosphere through a clarification of 
brighter and darker areas. It is the method already evident in his designs of the 
preceding years. The slogan "sacrifice" which Appia had preached for so long is 
pushed to the extreme in these Faust sketches. Indeed no more could be sacrificed. 

His scenic solution starts with a neutral frame, a kind of second proscenium 
blended into the permanent one. This wing, as Appia calls it, separates the Reader 
from the action of the play, which he never joins. Standing in front of that wing 
he reads passages assigned by Goethe to several characters such as the Voice of the 

Lord, the Archangels, the Earth Spirit, and some chorus parts. This solution is part 

of Appia's concept of Faust as a "dramatic poem." The Reader's wing is to be 
movable, and hence becomes visible only during the Reader's scenes. As a matter 

of fact, in a few scenes Appia avails himself of two readers, one on each side of 

the stage. Several feet from the curtain line another frame formed by flats in a 

neutral color remains throughout the performance, even when wagons are rolled 
onstage for interior settings, or set pieces are added for the street, the forest, and 
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Figure 45· Faust, street. Carl Niessen. 

Figure 46. Faust, prison cell. Carl Niessen. 



the prison scenes. Platforms are sparingly indicated in the sketches, but drapes 

are used extensively. Again it is amazing to discover how Appia managed to obtain 
every essential effect with a minimum of means. As is true of his other sketches 
and scenarios, one must be able to visualize his description of the light plot in order 
to gain the full impression of his mise en scene. Naturally, Appia would not tolerate 

the appearance of the Archangels or the use of some hocus-pocus by Mephistoph

eles and the Witch. Anything of that sort was left to imagination, and whenever 

feasible, the Reader took care of the lines. 

Indeed, many brilliant staging details are presented. Students of Appia's art 

are familiar with some, such as his predilection for silhouette effects, which he 

achieves by placing a character fairly downstage with a spotlight thrown on him 

from farther upstage. Of course, the supernatural phenomena are eliminated, 

as are most of the properties. So, for instance, the furniture in Faust's study con

sists of a large chair and a lectern on which the magic book and later the Bible 

are placed. When Faust looks for the poison, he has to disappear briefly back

stage to get a cup. Dramatically solved is another scene in the study. Drapes, half 
covering a window upstage in the first scene, are closed until Mephistopheles, 

ready to "fly off" with Faust, opens them: no window, only the skydrop is visible, 

and thus the two characters disappear into a void. A new version is also devised 
for the scene "Outside the Gate"; a gauze separates the crowd from Faust and his 

companion. This had the twin purpose of creating greater distance between Faust 

and the people and, at the same time, giving an unreal touch to the pantomimic 

action of the crowd behind the gauze. For brief scenes, such as the meeting of Faust 

and Gretchen, Appia chose what was then called the method "a la Shakespeare/' 

which meant the actors performed before the main curtain. Only the rooms of 

Gretchen and Marthe were mounted on wagons because "the stage floor proper 

was too good for them." Interesting is his recommendation for the cathedral to 

embrace the entire theatre and, therefore, to have the house lights turned on during 

this scene. The entrance to the church is upstage through a heavy curtain between 
two pillars, an arrangement he had certainly seen in Austrian and Italian churches. 
The prison of the last scene is divided into two major areas: a kind of corridor on 
one side and the cell of Gretchen on the other. A traveler hides Gretchen when 

Faust and Mephistopheles enter; at the end, when the pair disappear, the traveler 
masks the other side, showing Gretchen alone in her cell. 

In his analysis Appia emphatically defends the view that the first part of Faust 
has only one character, Faust, with Mephistopheles representing his alter ego, an 

interpretation already promoted by scholars of the nineteenth century, especially 

by Friedrich Theodor Vischer, and still discussed in our day, for instance, by 

Eugene O'Neill; but rarely implemented in a production. Pursuant to his concept 

Appia requests that the performers of the two parts "must try to resemble each 

other in figure, attitude, inflection, and gestures." As he states it, Faust and Meph

istopheles must possess an "interchangeable similarity." Appia has complete em-
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pathy with Faust's dual personality in which are combined both classical and 
romantic principles, intellect, and its antithesis, emotion. Many other fascinating 
observations may be culled from Appia's scenario. It is a pity that he did not have 
(or did not take?) the time to prepare a scenario for Faust, Part Two. We are for

tunate though to possess the full treatment of Part One; it would be splendid to 
see it realized on stage. Any director and designer anxious to re-create this master

piece in a simplified yet dramatic production is well advised to study Appia's con

ception. Acceptance of his ideas is bound to give an exciting slant to an artistic 

endeavor. 

An Annotation 
APPIA, the aging master, was a prolific writer and designer during the last decade 
of his life. He gives the impression of a man working under pressure from a strong 
inner urge that did not let him rest. With extreme intensity he took on one task 
after another, sometimes concentrating on several, as though he had to make up 
for time lost in his earlier years. While he formerly loved to wander through fields 
and woods, to lie down and dream, and then, back in his room, to give his dreams 

form on paper, he now seemed to be in a hurry, to work harder and more stead
fastly; he did not give up dreaming and planning, but he wrote faster and sketched 
more feverishly, spending more hours at his desk. His every effort was focused on 
finding himself, and a style expressive of himself. For style was to him a manner 
of seeing, hearing, feeling, and expressing. After years of struggling to free him
self from any and all influences of an earlier period, he was at last able to be himself 
and to draft scenic impressions and express thoughts as he felt them. 

The designs created in this period document his new esthetics. He called them 
"rough drafts" and indeed most of them are simply drafts, their few straight lines 
indicating rather than marking the drapes, flats, pillars, platforms, stairs, and pieces 
of furniture needed for the staging of plays and operas. The last trace of impres
sionism and romanticism is extinguished; instead a unique sense of space, stronger 
than ever, is evident. Some critics of his Tristan and The Ring inserted the term 

"cubism" in an effort to discredit his experiment. They were fundamentally wrong; 

his work may be slightly related to cubism but it originated from an entirely dif

ferent source, the classicism of the Greeks and the Renaissance which he inter

preted in his own very personal manner. A misunderstanding too was to find a 
parallel between Appia's final esthetics and expressionism, the predominant move

ment of the post-war period. His goal was not evolution or modification like that 

of other reformers, save Gordon Craig of course; his intention was to revolutionize 
the theatre and even the approach to art in general. He did not remain satisfied 

with altering existing conditions, certainly not with a mere change of the scenic 
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style, he strove toward an entirely new concept of theatrical experience which 
rested on the performer as the paramount element of the production. Removal of 
scenic ballast, emphasis on spatial arrangement and light, ideas he propagated 
from the very beginning, had only one purpose, i.e. to strengthen the performer's 
position. This initial conviction is even more pronounced toward the end of his 
life. He was building a world of harmony, of logic and art, and on this foundation 
he planned his settings; they had to be simple, formal, and austere. 

Among the admirers of his early designs, there were some who did not follow 
his abstract thinking. But it is one thing to criticize Appia's predilection for well
balanced, symmetrical settings to which even the term "mathematical settings" 

was heard to be applied. It is quite another thing to do them justice without the 
benefit of lighting and living performers. His sketches may look monotonous, but 

the artist made it clear that the living theatre cannot be visualized through a model 
or a drawing. The spectator who expects no more than an illustration on stage will 
not accept Appia, but whoever is eager to witness an integrated work of art will 
agree that Appia has the solution or, more cautiously, one of the solutions. It is 

on this premise that his last designs must be evaluated; they no longer give an 
atmosphere, but merely an outline, while the essential ingredient, the living actor 
and the living light, can ultimately be sensed only in the performance. 

Important as the sketches and scenarios are, they are overshadowed by the 

fecundity of ideas in his writings. These ideas have become the guidelines of our 
contemporary theatre. In his last essays as well as in L'Oeuvre d'art vivant Appia 

again pondered the problematic relationship of time and space. He somehow felt 
from the outset that movement was the medium to develop a workable method 
and he groped his way to find the proper place for it. In his early writings he had 
vaguely searched for a kind of choreography to help improve the acting of singers. 
At a crucial time he fortunately met Dalcroze whose views were akin to his own. 
Their ensuing friendship and collaboration sparked a light in Appia that let him 

see the right track toward his ideal. Movement was now assigned the task of com
bining time and space; based on the harmony of these elements he expected to 
secure a solid foundation for the performing artist. 

Another theme that pre-eminently engaged Appia was to show man the way 
to greater fulfillment in life through active participation in the arts. In the theatre, 
this meant bringing the spectator and the performer into close contact by removing 
the strict separation of auditorium and stage. He even substituted "cathedral" for 

"theatre." The ideal he envisioned is a fruitful communion of laymen and artists, 

which, so he firmly believed, can be accomplished through mutual respect and love. 
The views which the artist perfected during the last ten years of his life show 

how far he had developed from the complete dependence on the lord of Bayreuth. 

At last he found himself, the artist who had made the transition from a revolu

tionary designer to a mature philosopher of the arts. 
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EPILOGUE 

AFTER the great success of Orpheus and Euridice in Heller au there were signs that 

Appia and Dalcroze might be offered other opportunities, but with the onset of 
World War I, none materialized, none could be realized. After peace had returned, 
the first artistic contact led to London. Sturge Moore, who had married a cousin of 

Appia, was apparently an intermediary in the negotiations for the staging of a play 

by John Martin-Harvey. Maybe Hugh Barnes, an admirer of Appia, played a part 
too. But all these efforts did not bring any positive result. When, years later, Appia 

had the privilege of collaborating with Toscanini at La Scala, he evidently received 
invitations from other theatres. Once again, he had great hope of preparing Tristan, 
this time for the opera house in Barcelona, as he told Donald Oenslager who talked 
to him in 1924. This effort must have coincided with a production of The Ring 
planned by the theatre in Toulouse with Appia's designs. But his aversion to the 
French translation makes it doubtful that he gave much thought to that offer. Of 
greater interest to him must have been the project promoted by Jacgues Rouche 
to present Gluck's Alcestis with Appia in charge of the mise en scene in the Paris 
Opera, of which Rouche had become the general manager.1 But by the time this 
opportunity approached realization, it was too late, for in 1925 and 1926 the ailing 
master was not able to undertake such a demanding task. 

Friends and relatives who met Appia during these years noticed that after a 
brisk walk, he perspired easily and got out of breath. He dismissed this condition 

as negligible, but occasionally, in a frank mood, he would concede that his ailment 

was more serious. He was fully aware of the trouble his heart gave him. In late 

spring, 1926, he had a particularly severe attack that made it impossible for him 
even to write a letter. A fortnight thereafter he confessed to a young friend that 

he would have to change his habits if he wanted to live much longer, adding, how

ever, that he did not particularly care.2 In this mood he decided to put his worldly 

affairs in order and he filled a page with his last wishes. The main points of this 
will were that he should be crematedi that his ashes should be buried under a cedar 
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tree on Dr. Forel's estate, Rives de Prangins, near Nyon, a place he loved so deeply 
because of its wonderful view; and that his few requests should be executed by 
three of his friends. 3 These were Dr. Forel; Jean Mercier, the trusted pupil and 
friend; and Professor Edouard Junod, director of a school for the deaf-mute in 
Geneva, who through Dalcroze and Bonifas had entered the close circle around 
Appia. Until the end Appia remained full of optimism, facing death without fear. 
On February 29, 1.928 at Nyon, in his sixty-sixth year, he succumbed to a heart 
failure without pain as if he had simply returned to Nature. An autopsy was per
formed by Dr. Ivan Mahain of Geneva, a well-known cardiologist, and, inciden
tally, a Beethoven scholar. The medical report stated that "calcerous deposits on 

the nerve center of the heart muscle" caused Appia's death.4 The brief ceremony 
in Geneva was attended by his sister, a few relatives, and close friends. Then his 
ashes were brought to Nyon in accordance with his expressed wish. 

The crushing news of the master's death reached Copeau through a telegram. 
As Mercier remembers, he interrupted his rehearsal to give his actors the sad mes
sage with these words: "We have lost one of the greatest theatre men of our era, 
and our great guide." Deeply moved, all kept silent for several minutes. A few days 
later Copeau composed a eulogy, one of the most touching tributes a great artist 
has ever paid his mentor. After briefly pointing out Appia's vast achievements as 
designer and writer, he elaborated on the master's tremendous importance for the 
modern theatre, calling him a "musician and architect" who proved that the time 
values of music can be applied also to the spoken play. He stressed Appia's revolu

tionary ideas behind his spatial arrangement and lighting and did not fail to 
mention that leading directors in Germany and Russia had adopted these new 
principles. The encomium closed with the words: "Yet you will not cease to be 
among us, lamented, adored, consulted, welcome." 5 (See pp. 206-207) 

The three friends charged with the execution of Appia's last will met to plan 
further steps. At this meeting Dr. Fore! suggested that a foundation be set up to 

protect the artist's estate and to spread his ideas. The first achievement of the 
Fondation Adolphe Appia was the well-prepared and beautifully published port
folio Adolphe Appia, consisting of fifty-six sketches from different periods pre
ceded by an excellent introduction contributed by Henry C. Bonifas. In 1.929 the 
publication appeared with this comment by Dr. Forel: "A year ago Adolphe Appia 
stopped smiling about the life he loved with a spirit completely overflowing with 
compassion, and the genius of this artist bursts forth and affects our time." 6 The 

expensive volume was financed by Helene with the aid of a few friends. Until her 

death in 1.944 she took care of the numerous manuscripts, sketches, documents, 
and letters. It is most unfortunate that she did not take precautionary measures 

to keep this material safe for posterity. Shortly after her death, Genevieve, Paul's 

retarded daughter, was in a position to get hold of this precious legacy, and one 
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day, she made a big fire in a stove and burned whatever she could discover. Invalu
able material was thus irretrievably destroyed. 

The Accomplishments of Appia' s Pupils 

AT La Scala Mercier had served as the master's arm, but shortly after his collabora

tion on the history-making production of Tristan he left Switzerland and became 
a member of Copeau's company, serving it as an actor, director, and manager until 
:1929. He was then able to see his mentor only during brief vacations and during 
the company's appearances in Switzerland. In summer, :1930, Mercier sailed for 
the United States, having been invited to direct and teach at the Cornish Theatre 
and School in Seattle, Washington. During the succeeding three years, well remem
bered on the West Coast, he also lectured and directed at the University of Michi

gan in Ann Arbor and toured with his group from the Northwest to Texas. Upon 
his return to France he became the director of the Municipal Theatre in Strasbourg 
until Rouche called him to Paris in :1936 and put him in charge of the mise en scene 
at the Opera Comique. Mercier held this position until :1965, save for the years of 
occupation, when he refused to be a collaborator, and directly after the war. During 

his absence from Paris he was a highly welcome guest director in Basel, Geneva, 
and Zurich. Before and, even more often, after the war he was invited to stage 
operas in other cities too, among them Florence, Monaco, Genoa, and Amsterdam. 
His considerable share in the modern development of operatic art was duly ac
knowledged by the French Government, which bestowed several high orders upon 
him and in :196:1 made him a Chevalier de la Legion d'Honneur a titre Civil et 
Militaire. 

Though mostly known for his sensitive directing of operas, Mercier deserves 
equally high praise as a director of plays. In all his artistic work he strove without 
pedantry to realize Appia's theories in the modern theatre. Twice he went even 
beyond staging opera in his teacher's spirit. In :1947 he had the fascinating designs 
of Tristan executed for a performance in Geneva; to clarify the case he wrote an 
article expressly for the program book. A few seasons thereafter, he staged Orpheus 
with settings based on Appia's sketches in the same opera house. Both productions 

were extraordinarily successful. Mercier helped also spread his master's fame with 

two long essays. Of great value is his L' Avenir du Theatre Lyrique, in which he 
exposed the current ills of the operatic stage, adding twenty pregnant recommenda

tions for their cure. This essay reads extremely well twenty years after its publica

tion, and many of its suggestions are still valid. 7 Of greater importance yet is 

another article published only in Theatre Arts Monthly in an English translation. 
It is the most perceptive appreciation of Appia's life and art. One passage in par

ticular ought to be taken to heart: "To be a disciple of Appia is not to copy his 
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designs more or less successfully, to interpret his ideas more or less correctly, but 
to have, above all else, as he himself has said, an inner attitude toward the work 

one is creating or performing." 8 

Oskar Waelterlin, Appia's other pupit also had a distinguished career. From 

1.925 he served as managing director of the Municipal Theatre in Basel for seven 
years, seven seasons in which he demonstrated his adherence to the master's 

reform through his concentration on the training of the performer and the support 

he gave him with simple spatial settings and living light. Waelterlin became then 

a highly esteemed stage director in Germany until1.938 when, disgusted with the 

Nazi cult, he returned to Switzerland to accept the position of managing and artistic 

director of the Schauspielhaus in Zurich. Until his death in 1.961., he led and inspired 

one of the outstanding companies in the German tongue. During and after World 

War II his theatre was the center of German drama. When Austria and Germany 

had recovered from their injuries, Waelterlin was also in great demand as a guest 

director of both plays and operas in Berlin, Vienna, Hamburg, and Salzburg. 

Everywhere he was admired for his dramatic sense of style and his discreet art of 

directing the performers. 

In many talks with artists as well as in public appearances Waelterlin spoke 

up for Appia. He left his finest testimony in an autobiographical book in which he 

depicted his master's "Calvinistic stubbornness" that made any compromise im

possible. With an understanding smile he remembers how Appia suffered unbear

able discomfort as he crossed the backstage area in Basel where several wobbly 

canvas pieces were stored. 9 His memoirs offer much interesting material on how 
a contemporary director might develop and maintain an artistic repertoire without 

succumbing to the expediencies of the commercial enterprise. His book contains, 

furthermore, pertinent details of Appia's ideas for the production of The Ring. 
As he had the priceless opportunity to discuss all problems with the designer and 

to work with him in Baset his statements are of particular relevance. It is touching 

to read that Appia, though bursting with intensity, was always controlled and 
modest. 

Followers 

INTERNATIONALLY better known than the two pupils is Jacques Copeau, Appia's 

disciple. Although Copeau had worked outside the French capital after the middle 

twenties, his friends and admirers in Paris did not forget him. In fait 1.929, his 

name was openly suggested as director of the Comedie Fran<;aise, but these first 

feelers met no response among the authorities. Unruffled, Copeau and his company 

continued to tour French and Swiss cities from their headquarters in Burgundy. 

When, in the thirties, he could spare the time he accepted invitations to direct plays 
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in leading theatres in such cities as Brussels, Florence, and Paris. At last in 1936, 
a number of his influential friends succeeded in pushing his engagement as one of 
the directors at the Comedie Fran<;aise, of which Edouard Bourdet became the ad
ministrator.10 But in this old institution, encumbered with tradition and convention, 

Copeau served as an advisor rather than a potent participant. It was not until1940 
that he was appointed general manager, but now war conditions indefinitely de
layed all plans for drastic reforms, and a year later Copeau resigned in protest 
against the German occupation.11 He returned to his beloved Pernand where he 

remained until his death in 1949. 
In his thinking and his deeds Copeau proved himself a true disciple of Appia. 

He sincerely believed in the principles of his friend and executed them with "an 
inner attitude" toward the work he had staked out for himself. His productions 
were a revelation; they demonstrated that the modern theatre does not need elabo
rate realistic settings or gimmicks for an ensemble of performers well trained and 

so rehearsed that, supported by simple spatial arrangements, they live their charac
ters and project the inner meaning of the plays. Performances under his directions 

manifested the validity of Appia's principle that the spoken drama submits to the 
same laws as the musical drama. In his theatre Copeau showed, moreover, how 
actors and audience can be brought in close contact through the installation of a 
forestage. Great value was also set on lighting although not to the extent that 
Appia himself would have used it. The most essential decision was that all these 
elements were fused into an integral whole under the guidance of the director's 
driving idealistic spirit. Indeed Copeau more than anyone else made Appia's dream 
a reality. 

If judged by a direct success with the audience at large, Copeau's career and 
achievements do not seem very impressive. Yet they are of historical significance, 
for no one in the modern French theatre deserves deeper gratitude and higher 
praise; through his writings and his lectures, and above all through his produc
tions and his training of a large number of actors and directors, the long overdue 
reform was considerably advanced. After his departure from Paris in the early 
twenties, Copeau's ideals were carried on, though not formally, by the Cartel des 
Quartre consisting of Louis Jouvet, Charles Dullin, Gaston Baty, and Georges 
Pitoeff.12 To be sure these four artists did not imitate Copeau. All available evidence 

shows that Jouvet and Dullin were much closer to his esthetics than the two other 

gentlemen, who merely adhered to some general principles of the Cartel. Each of 

the four had an independent mind which excluded all imitation, but this does not 
mean that they disregarded Copeau's aims. 

The offspring of brilliant parents often antagonize their elders in a desperate 

effort to assert themselves, to find their own individuality. But their heritage is just 
as often too strong to let them completely deviate, and some parental ideas are 
preserved. The same is true of immediate spiritual and artistic heirs. No matter 
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how much they try to be independent, to go their own way, they cannot escape 
the influence of an overpowering personality. Copeau's influence, and through him 
that of Appia, is noticeable in a younger generation. Besides Jean Mercier and 
Michel Saint-Denis, Copeau's nephew who is openly working in the spirit of his 
great uncle, there are, among others, Jean-Louis Barrault; Jean Dash~, Copeau's 
son-in-law; Jacque Hursman; and Jean Vilar. Their particular style in acting and 

staging, their consistent emphasis on the performer, on spatial settings, on lighting 
effects is undeniably Copeau-and Appia. It cannot be overlooked, moreover, that 
the renaissance of the art of mime may largely be attributed to Copeau's work. 

Direct and Indirect Influence 

IN contrast to the few directors who do not hesitate to acknowledge their debt to 

Appia as their spiritual father, there are many who have borrowed from him but 
veil in silence the origin of their scenic concept. During the last years of his life 
Appia had to discover that in one case or another entire designs of his were used 

in production nearly unaltered; and friends informed him that his ideas found their 
way into the movies. Furthermore, he showed Dr. Fore! articles in which the prob

lems of a scenic reform were delineated in complete accord with his writings, but 
without quotation marks or reference to the source. The great artist noticed such 
plagiarisms free of the least resentment or "hurt vanity," merely with a word of 
regret about "injured justice," as the physician describes Appia's reaction. He was 
unable to grasp such unfairness. More explicit was his reference to the unauthor
ized use of his sketches of Parsifal. (It is not known which opera house he referred 

to.) He did not actually say so but simply mentioned the rather peculiar theft by 
pointing out that his settings "make sense only in connection with their scenarios." 

All this saddened him but by the same token he somehow felt the satisfaction that 
these imitations really spelled victory. For him "the main thing was that the idea 
was created and is alive." 13 He resigned himself to the fact that he experienced 
the same fate as his father, who never received full credit for initiating the Red 
Cross. 

The elusive art of the theatre is far more vulnerable to plagiarism than is any 
other art form. In the first place, unlike the play itself, the production is not pro
tected by a copyright law. Thus a court trial will lead nowhere even if the proba

bility of conscious copying exists. Consequently, unless the complete scenic 

arrangement, the blocking, and the dramatic interpretation closely resemble the 

original, one cannot really point an accusing finger to plagiarism. In addition, it is 

entirely possible that a director or designer adopts an idea he has heard of inci

dently, but whose author is unknown to him; or an artist may have been so im

pressed with a new approach that he unwittingly re-creates its image years later. 
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Finally there is the chance that an idea or a principle may be born in more than 
one mind simultaneously. Such was the case of Appia and Craig, ten years his 
junior. Superficially one might surmise that Craig followed Appia with full intent, 
and some writers maintain this. To the expert however it is evident that the two 

dominating reformers developed independently of one another. 
Valid conclusions about the ancestry of most contemporary designers and 

directors can hardly be drawn unless they themselves give us definite clues regard
ing the origin of their esthetics. In this connection Alfred Roller, the leading 
designer of the state theatres in Vienna from 1903 until the middle thirties, offers 
a perplexing example. Repeatedly it has been pointed out that his inspiration was 
spurred by Appia's scenic reform; at least, that his style in general closely resem
bled that of Appia. The fact that early in the century H. S. Chamberlain resided 

in Austria is noteworthy; he was acquainted with many artists, and it is feasible 
that he knew Roller and showed him Appia's sketches. Could Appia on one of his 
visits with his friend have met Roller? Maybe. A thorough research into Roller's 
background and development was undertaken in connection with a dissertation 

but no such contact has been unearthed in all the private material handed to the 
researcher. Only a single but very reliable source reports that Roller's novel con
cept of Tristan was developed "under the influence of Count [sic] Appia's ideas." 14 

The sole witness is the late Bruno Walter, who had worked with Gustav Mahler, 
then the artistic director of the Viennese Opera House. Roller had been a well
known painter, a member of the Sezession-a group of avant-garde artists in 
Vienna-when Mahler asked him to collaborate with him. Roller's fondness for 
impressionism is clearly revealed in his first designs, and there are similarities to 
Appia's work, but beyond this, Roller definitely follows Appia's tendency toward 

heroic monumentality, elimination of external details, and emphasis on the essen
tial. The relation of the Viennese opera productions to Appia's concept grew even 
stronger in the twenties and thirties when Roller worked with the stage director 
Lothar Wallerstein, who favored not only simplicity in his settings with emphasis 
on the light plot but who concentrated to a high degree on the acting singer. 

Several other examples of a mise en scene resembling Appia's sketches can 
be found rather early. Tristan, as devised by Hans Wildermann for Breslau in 1909, 

is hardly imaginable without this influence (or did it come from Roller?). The same 

dependence is easily recognizable in some "new" designs for Parsifal and The 
Valkyrie. Orpheus as staged in Hellerau had replicas almost at once in productions 

of this and other operas of Gluck. Dramas too began to appear in this scenic style, 

though it is difficult, often impossible, to discern whether designers and directors 

followed Appia or Craig. In all probability, the foremost designer frankly to adopt 

Appia's lighting concept, immediately after the first World War, was Emil Pirchan 
at the National Theater in Munich. His scenic treatment of Grillparzer's Medea 
and Grabbe's Hannibal did not venture beyond the simplification already practiced 
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at that time. His later collaboration with Leopold J essner in Berlin in the staging 
of Wilhelm Tell with its spatial arrangement shows an even closer relation to the 
work of the Swiss genius; and so did his admirable unit settings for Othello and 
Richard III. Appia's "cubistic" concept perhaps left its imprint on Pirchan's 
sketches for Hebbel's Die Nibelungen-its scenery consisted basically of a series 
of large blocks, and it is surprising that Pirchan refers to Craig in his writings 
rather than to Appia. Many other examples from large and middling theatres in 
Central Europe can readily be given to demonstrate that Appia had been the god
father of these productions. 

The change in the style of staging, so obvious in plays, proceeded at a far more 
leisurely pace in the operatic field. As mentioned, Gluck benefited from the new 
trend almost at once, and so did a few Wagnerian works. Contemporary operas 
by Hindemith, Stravinsky, and others not subjected to tradition were presented 
in the new spirit. After 1918 scenic reforms were primarily carried out in medium

sized and smaller theatres of Central Europe. The decisive breakthrough came with 
the opening of the Kroll Opera (one of the State Opera Houses in Berlin) in 1927. 

This institution became the leader in modern operatic staging; experiments there 

followed ultramodern movements such as that of the Bauhaus but a few of its 
artists were positively influenced by Appia's principles. At any rate, the Kroll Opera 
showed far-reaching simplification of settings with emphasis on lighting. In addi
tion, there was a perceptible attempt to reform the acting, which means that singers 
were allowed only a modicum of expressive movements and gestures, thus approxi
mating what then was called static or oratorio-like staging. 

The revolution on the stage was of course not restricted to Central Europe. 
Under the impact of expressionism, cubism, constructivism, and the like, each of 

which lasted but briefly, the style of staging swayed from one to another in many 
countries. A forward push was made by a few small groups even in Italy, that 
artistically most conservative country. Without the experiments undertaken by 
the Teatro de Covegno and Istituto del Dramma Antico the plan for Appia's Tristan 
in Milan would have been almost unthinkable. 

During the middle thirties, the scenic concept underwent a transition in Great 
Britain too; of course not in the typical West End theatre, but under Tyrone Guthrie 
in the Old Vic and under Ashley Dukes in the Mercury Theatre. Here however the 
reform followed Craig, the famed native son, rather than Appia, who remained 
unappreciated except by a few experts. This makes us understand why Hugh 
Barnes, a musician who lived and worked in Oxford for many years, did not suc

ceed in publishing his translation of Appia' s books and his own essay about the 

artist whom he had met in Switzerland around 1920. The attitude of neglect still 

lingers in the British Isles. 

Across the Atlantic Ocean American artists were strongly attracted by the 

revolutionary ideas. By 1914, the greatness of Appia had been firmly expressed 
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in the writings of Hiram Moderwell and Carl van Vechten. The legitimate theatre 
in New York indeed ignored the new trend, but outside the metropolis, Maurice 
Brown and others understood and supported it. Few Americans visited Europe prior 

to World War I to study the reform, but after 1918, it became almost customary 
for aspiring artists to acquaint themselves with the revolutionary work in Europe. 
Consequently, our leading designers today are thoroughly imbued with Appia's 
and Craig's concepts. In fact, Craig's name should be mentioned first, for more 
artists confess a preference for his approach; as examples, R. E. Jones, Norman 
Bel-Geddes, and Donald Oenslager, though all of them pay high tribute to Appia. 
Lee Simonson was in the forefront of those who favor Appia; he wrote and spoke 
extensively about Appia's great influence on him. In his foreword to Music and the 
Art of the Theatre he is willing to designate, historically speaking, everything 
before Appia as "B.A." 15 

An inquiry into the development in the Soviet Union does not yield a clear-cut 
picture. Stanislavsky indeed knew about Appia, possibly through Dalcroze and 
Wolkonsky and definitely through Copeau. Yet except for a single note made in 

1918, Appia's name is not mentioned in his writings. It is well known that he 
applied eurythmics particularly in the training of singers in his Opera Studio. His 
friend and collaborator, Vladimir Nemirovitch-Dantchenko, relied to an even higher 

degree on the body training as developed by Dalcroze. The sharply stylized settings 
of his musical productions such as Carmencita and Lysistrata tell of a kinship to 

Appia, but no proof exists of any conscious adaptation. An equally moot question 
is whether Alexander Tairov was acquainted with the work of the Swiss master, 
though it may be assumed that Stanislavsky's and Dantchenko's productions pro
vided at least an indirect link. 

It is safer to maintain that V. E. Meyerhold accepted Appia's principles in 
spite of the fact that the Russian director evidently made no direct statements. 
His 1909 staging of Tristan at the Imperial Theatre in St. Petersburg in collabora
tion with the designer M. Chervachidze shows strong signs of Appia's reform. 
In much of his work there are clear indications of emphasis on lighting as well as 
on multiple levels and, an essential factor, on the importance attached to pitch, 
timbre, and tempo in the dialogue, which induced him to search for a musical nota

tion that could benefit the actor-unequivocally an idea of Appia's. In the opinion 

of a keen observer from the United States, the theatre of Nicolai Okhlopov adhered 

in a large measure to Appia's principles of spatial settings and dramatic move

ments. This visitor, Norris Houghton, believes moreover that V. E. Ryndin was 

even more affected by these ideas. 16 With reference to current productions in the 
Polish city Opole, Appia is mentioned together with Craig, Meyerhold, Vakh

tangov, and Piscator as sources of inspiration. The director Jercy Grotowsky went 
to an extreme particularly in his experiment to erase, as it were, the separate acting 
area and to bring the performers into the midst of his audienceY 
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Altogether in the U.S.S.R. and her neighboring countries, only a few hints of 
Appia can be detected in productions and writings, but there are many references 
to eurythmics, which leads to the conclusion that the work of Dalcroze was and 
is more extensively accepted than that of Appia. 

It is not difficult to enumerate dozens of productions indicating a resemblance 
to Appia's first, and even his late, period. There is no doubt that many, probably 

most, of the young directors and designers who grew up between the two world 
wars have been inspired by his scenic ideas. Emphasis must be on the word "sce
nic," since his writings were not widely read. Therefore any noticeable leaning 
toward his esthetics can be traced to a single segment of his work, namely his 
sketches, seen in divers exhibitions and occasionally in magazines and books. Spe
cifically his concept of the art of acting is mostly appreciated indirectly as implicit 
in Dalcroze's eurythmics. 

Jaques-Dalcroze fully deserves the credit given him as the originator of the 
modern dance movements, an honor he must share with Isadora Duncan. Because 

some of their followers were engaged in opera houses, their work gave impetus to 
the reform of musical productions. Outstanding among these was Rudolf Laban, 
ballet director in Berlin, whose sense of space is certainly related to that of Appia. 
The new attitude spread from ballet via the opera to the spoken drama, although 
it must be stated that in many a drama school, eurythmics has been part of the 
actors' training for years. It is gratifying to discover that several contemporary 
directors and designers have been stressing the new concept in articles and lec
tures during the past two decades. Music is the unifying factor for them, and they 
call for the synchronization of music and action, of tone and word, and for the 
integration of all visual and aural elements. Although such statements refer to 

opera, similar goals may be discerned in drama. 
Of significant relevance to the question of Appia's influence on the contem

porary theatre are the conditions in Bayreuth. After a rather timid reform under 

the guidance of Siegfried Wagner, the Festivals received a thorough modernization 
in the thirties thanks to the noted designer Emil Preetorius. In his works for Berlin, 
Hamburg, and Milan he proved himself a modern artist who believed in scenic 
simplification, spatial settings, and the power of light. Early in his career he was 
not acquainted with Appia's designs. In a book on Preetorius, Appia is mentioned 
but not that he had any influence. However, passages about relating the scenic 
frame to the lively action, and the importance of the light plot, may be taken as a 

clue to the ancestry.18 

The views of Wolfgang and, even more, of the late Wieland Wagner, the per

petrators of the Bayreuth Festivals, are extremely pertinent to this investigation. 

Their productions decisively demonstrate that they are no longer the guardians 

of an antiquated tradition but are the propagators of a revolutionary style. In con

trast to Cosima Wagner, their grandmother, they are willing to pay homage to 
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Figure 47· Siegfried, last scene. The rock of the Valkyries in Wieland Wagner's staging 
for the 1954 Bayreuth Festivals. Richard Wagner Gedenkstaette, Bayreuth. 



Adolphe Appia who in a program book is mentioned as the godfather of the new 
esthetics accepted by Wagner's grandsons.19 In spite of this and other public ac
knowledgments of a debt to the great designer, those in charge of the Appia 
Foundation were not satisfied with the tardy recognition. A request from Bayreuth 
for permission to publish one of Appia' s essays in a program book received a nega
tive response. The refusal was apparently not based on sentimental reasons alone; 
the impression prevailed that the new Bayreuth had little in common with Appia. 

To prove some degree of relationship, superficial similarities can quickly be 
listed: hardly any color is seen in the scenery; the spatial settings are simplified 
to an extreme; the stage is veiled in mystic penumbra with emphasis on the cyclo
rama on which a multitude of projected images are thrown. There are however 
incisive dissimilarities such as the numerous curved lines which he would have 
opposed. He would have objected even more strongly to the use of an exaggerated 

sex symbol in the staging of Tristan. As to the art of lighting, the Swiss genius 
thought in terms of contrasts, of bright and dark areas, not in terms of a general 
semi-darkness which obscures the action considerably. Furthermore, avoiding 
everything that may approximate picturesqueness, Appia inserted projection spar
ingly, not elaborately. In the field of acting too a sharp difference of style is recog
nizable. In many scenes Bayreuth seems to favor a static pictorial arrangement 
whereas Appia aimed at an active, dramatic interpretation by all singers. Like other 
contemporary artists, Wagner's heirs pay tribute to Appia's early volume, La 
Musique et la mise en scene, almost to the exclusion of all his later writings and 
designs. Thus the relation of the Bayreuth Festivals to their spiritual father remains 
tenuous. 

But an objective judgment makes it imperative that one hear the creator of 
modern Bayreuth himself, Wieland Wagner, who emphasizes that Appia was the 
first to discover an alternative to 

the thoughtless, naturalistic rendering of Wagner's annotations, but who for 
decades remained without succession, not the least because of the strict rejec
tion of his ideas by Cosima Wagner and the Bayreuth of her time. In all fair
ness, though, one must admit that in Appia's day the theatre did not offer the 
technical possibilities to transfer his ideas onto the stage, and that, conse
quently, the effect of his magnificent ideas was less practical than theoretical. 

Wieland Wagner makes it thus clear that he feels free to adapt Appia's principles 
in any way he decides under the contemporary esthetic and technical conditions. 

With reference to current trends in architecture, Appia's vision of a "cathe

dral" with all its implications deserves full consideration. Leading architects, de

signers, and directors have nurtured similar ideas. Each differs from all the others, 
but all have certain points in common: the elimination of the proscenium frame 

and, related to it, of the footlights, and if feasible, of the main curtain; the shifting 

of the acting area closer to the audience and, vice versa, of the spectators to the 
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stage by seating them around a large forestage (hardly practical in opera houses). 
The ideal theatre of today is indeed based on the creation of a space stage or Raum
buehne, uncluttered by non-essentials, dominated by lighting. Appia brought it 
further along in his drive to bring the audience into intimate contact with the per
formers and to have the spectators participate in the action. His consistent en
deavors to change their role from observer to that of participant are now shared 

by many eminent theatre people, all of whom agree that a production of a play or 
an opera can and should intellectually and emotionally become a communal experi

ence. 
Projects for a new type of theatre, or at least for a modification of its conven

tional form, did not suddenly appear in this century. As the history of theatre in 

the nineteenth century demonstrates, several reformers propagated a variety of 
forms, few of which lasted for any length of time. About 1900 Adolphe Appia, 
Gordon Craig, and George Fuchs gave these moods toward change strong impetus; 
they were assisted by Gemier and Alexandre Lugne-Poe. The first who saw his 
dream come true was Fritz Erler, the good spirit of the Kuenstlertheater in Munich, 
a slightly modernized building that opened in May, 1908. Between the two wars 

many revolutionary programs and blueprints were submitted by Walter Gropius, 
Adolf Loos, and Hans Poelzig in Germany; Norman Bel-Geddes in the U.S.A.; 
by V. E. Meyerhold and others in the U.S.S.R. It cannot be held against these men 
that their plans remained blueprints; their concepts were too far ahead of the con
ventional taste of those who were to finance their execution. Undaunted, these 
artists continued to push for a thorough reform because they deeply sensed that 
a new style of the mise en scene must necessarily include the whole building and 
its social function as it relates to art. The goal was, and is, to erect a building that 

is practical and above all that can fuse the spectators and the performers into a 
single unit, a community. 

Appia would have approved many of the new theatres, not in every detail to 
be sure, but as an expression of the architect's "inner attitude." He would indeed 
have been pleased to see the proscenium flush with the house proper, affording the 
performers close communication with the audience and giving the theatre, at least 
sometimes, the atmosphere of a festival house. Again, it cannot be maintained that 
Appia's influence alone spurred this change; his last book, L'Oeuvre d'art vivant, 
had no wide circulation and the important essay Monumentalite was not even pub

lished until after World War II. Still it can by no means be denied that his con

tribution was considerable, for some basic principles of the modern trend can be 

traced to some of his early essays and especially to the Festival House in Hellerau, 
the first realization of his plan to unite spectators and performers under the same 

roof. 

When the ruins of the last war gave many cities in Europe the opportunity 
to rebuild the old theatres or to erect entirely new ones, projects formerly ignored 
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were re-examined and adapted. "Space stage," "open stage," "thrust stage," "com
munion between actors and audience" became fashionable terms and the remodeled 
and new theatres proved the practicability of the ideals considered unrealistic by 
the preceding generation. In the United States a few large universities have as
signed at least one of their available halls to the new kind, equipping a big room 
that has no obvious stage area with a series of easily movable platforms of dif
ferent sizes. The open stage has also invaded New York, the fortress of tradition, 

and has been adopted in several countries. In any case, the traditional form of the 
proscenium stage came to an end; today it is unthinkable to build a playhouse in 
the old manner. The minimum change includes a wide apron. Opera houses, too, 
have at least the proscenium frame now flush with the side walls; sometimes there 
are complicated devices for jutting an apron into the orchestra pit. Even concert 
halls were drawn into the movement. Thus the Philharmonie in Berlin, opened in 

1963, proves that orchestra and audience need not face each other. Here the patrons 
are seated all around the orchestra without detriment to the acoustics, and hence 

to the artistic enjoyment. 
Appia's prophetic demands were not so crazy after all. 

A Last Word 
YET, though his ideals have spread throughout the world of the theatre and are 
widely, if not universally, accepted and applied, their creator is still not always 
honored as he should be. Full credit is duly given him for the revolution he caused 
through his designs and writings before 1900. But the oversight, the neglect, of his 
later works result in a lopsided appreciation. The creations and ideas of his middle 
and later periods are not known by many, although their principles have permeated 

the movements of our time. 
The sad conclusion is that although Appia directly affected the contemporary 

development, the influence he indirectly exercised was greater, and this in turn 
deprived him of the fame due him. It is particularly sad that this general default 
stems from a misunderstanding and misinterpretation based on ignorance. As a 
result, this monograph could carry the subtitle The Tragedy of a Genius. Once 
more the question can be raised as to whether we are just and fair to the great man. 
After a survey of all available material the answer is, "Yes, to some degree. Recog
nition is given but with reservations." No book on theatre history, on directing, 

designing, and lighting published during the past decades overlooks the master. 

Every author refers to him and, depending on his personal preference, gives more 

space either to Appia or to Craig. New editions of encyclopedias also grant Appia 

at least a paragraph, often a column and more. The first all-inclusive step to honor 

Appia was taken in the United States with the translation and publication of The 
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Work of Living Art in 1960 and Music and the Art of the Theatre in 1962, the cen
tenary of his birth. The remaining writings are under consideration. Switzerland 
started to pay homage to her great son with the first publication of La Musique et 
la mise en scene in the original version. A more extensive acquaintance with his 

work will surely lead to a more intensive appreciation of its importance. Therefore 
it is most desirable to see all Appia's works made available in several languages. 

Appia was, no doubt, one of the two dominating theatre artists and certainly 
the greatest theoretician of the modern theatre. His logic in expounding his theories 

was coupled with a tremendous imagination which saved him from ever becoming 
pedantic. His deep feelings never allowed sentimentality to intrude into his work. 
He started as an amateur in his chosen field and became its master mind. He was 
an artist who confined his early development to a single object, yet was lucky 
enough to throw off his self-imposed fetters in middle age. He was, first of all, a 

prophet not just in the limited sphere of the mise en scene but, designated by fate, 

in all aspects of theatre arts. 
During his life span Appia met many people but very few came really close 

to him. Too long he was shackled to Chamberlain; fortunately for him and us, 
he found Dalcroze, who contributed much to his maturing until at last he became 
entirely independent, listening only to his inner voice. During this last period he 
befriended Mercier and Waelterlin, his two pupils, to whom he was strongly 
attached and sincerely grateful for what they gave and meant to him. He treasured 
the faithfulness of his sister Helene, the loyal friendship of Copeau, Dalcroze, 
Dr. Forel, Bonifas, and some others as well as a few of his cousins. They all 
thought of him as a kind, selfless, and considerate man whom they unhesitat

ingly called a genius. The memory they preserved of him was not an impersonal 
matter related to Art, it remained dedicated to the man himself. 

Appia, like most outstanding creators, was of a complex nature, yet simple 
at heart. In his character sensual and ascetic traits are strangely blended. A grave 
conflict between reality and ideality caused him much hurt and frustration. Totally 
devoted to the theatre, he was not able to live with it. He longed to have many 
friends but shrank from meeting people. He extolled communal living and com
munal experience of the arts, but lived almost as a recluse, rebelling against the 

most rudimentary rules of sociability. He saw the future, yet was unwilling and 

unable to cope with the conditions of his own time; and so he is the prophet of our 

Living Theatre, whom his peers did not recognize for many years. As few before 

him, Appia had a profound conception of the wholeness of art and a sincere trust 

in mankind. 
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Figure 48. Death mask of Adolphe Appia. Fondation Adolphe Appia. 
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THE RENOVATOR OF THE MISE EN SCENE 

The Art and the Work of Adolphe A ppia 
Adolphe Appia, whose death we announced several days ago, was one of the masters 
if not the master, the creator of the modern reform in the mise en scene. No one 
could be better qualified than M. Jacques Copeau-his disciple, and a disciple who 
himself became a model-to address to Appia the last farewell of the Theatre. 

Here is the article that M. Copeau sent to Comoedia from the Burgundian soli
tude of Pernand-Vergelesses: 

ADOLPHE APPIA died on February 29, in a nursing home near Nyon (Switzerland), 

where necessary treatments had kept him for a considerable time. He was in his 

sixty-sixth year. 

Several times we had feared for him. But, after each alarm, we recovered con

fidence in the resources of his exceptional constitution. The clarity of his vision, 

the easy assurance of his whole personality, the animation of his spirit, his always 

ready enthusiasm and inimitable grace-everything in him, up to those last days, 

spoke of life and the love of life. "Your young man ... " That is how he signed one 

of the last letters he sent me. And I recall, at the end of his last letter, this farewell: 

''To all, my best greetings; to you, my old heart ... " His old heart abruptly ceased 

to beat. Now he is only a few ashes. Dear Appia! 

Today, I do not dream of retracing the work and the life of the great artist 

who was my master and my friend. His name, if it is not familiar except to a few 

initiates among us, is celebrated throughout the entire world. His personality, his 

creative action, are written in the history of the theatre of these last thirty years. 

But they are not always written clear, for Appia had more imitators than disciples. 

He lived alone, modest and hard-working, dreaming, designing, writing-a 

little harsh toward outsiders, but to those he loved pouring out the treasures of his 

imagination. Three books-La Mise en scene du drame wagnerien, Die Musik und 
die Inszenierung, and L'Oeuvre d'art vivant; some essays; a hundred magnificent 

designs; a small number of productions such as Manfred, Tristan, Rhinegold, Val
kyrie; and his work at Hellerau with Jaques-Dalcroze-these were enough for 

Appia to dominate the art of the mise en scene in his time. 

All the expositions of modern theatre, and again recently that at Magdeburg, 
have shown the work of the master downstage and in the limelight. At Amsterdam, 

in 1923, the place of honor was reserved for him. Visiting the other rooms, one 

could easily see that whatever others did after him proceeded, more or less dis

torted, from his work. 

It was he, along with Gordon Craig, who opened for us a new vision. It was 

he who led us to grandeur and to eternal principles. 

Appia was musician and architect. He taught us that the musical duration, 
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which envelops, commands, and shapes the dramatic action, at the same time en

genders the space in which it develops. For him, the art of stage production in its 

pure sense was nothing other than the embodiment of a text or a musical composi

tion, made sensible by the living action of the human body and its reaction to the 

spaces and masses set against it. 

Hence the banishment from the stage of all inanimate decoration, of painted 

scenery, and the basic role of that active element which is light. 

When one has said that, one has said it all or nearly all. One has a radical 
reform-Appia used that word willingly-whose consequences, as they developed, 

stretch from the stairways of Reinhardt to the constructivism of the Russians. One 

is in possession of a scenic point of view. One is at ease. One can work on the 

drama and the actor instead of always revolving around more or less original deco

rative formulae, more or less "unpublished" staging methods the seeking of which 

makes us lose sight of the essential objective. 

The viewpoint of Appia: An action in rapport with an architecture should be 

enough for us to create a masterpiece-if stage directors know what a drama is, if 

dramatic writers know what a stage is ... 

Dear Appia, we will [not] soon meet again, as we have done each year. And 

I shall not see you more. We shall have no more of those endless talks that left us 

exhausted with enthusiasm and friendship. You will come no more to welcome my 

little troupe on the Geneva station platform, nor to my dressing room before a 

performance to verify a detail of my costume. No more will you stand, draped in 

your Ibsenesque greatcoat, against the stage boxes at the Lausanne theatre, sizing 

up the audience from above, as if you stood guard at the doorway of the spectacle 

your friends were about to present. No more will you act out the play after we 
have acted it, recapturing our least gestures and all our ir:tonations, enjoying with 

a childlike laugh our most subtle intentions, and often enough clarifying a point 
of our art that for us had remained obscure. 

I shall see no more, Appia, your great white head nodding at the door of the 

car that took us back to France, then bowing again with that exquisite courtesy 

that was the flower of your natural nobility .... Yet you will not cease to be among 

us, lamented, adored, consulted, welcome. 

-JAcQuEs CoPEAU 

Pernand, March 6, 1.928 
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Brown, Maurice, 1.98 
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Bruckmann, Hugo, 55-56 
Bruckner, Anton, 83 
Brueckner,Max,6,36-37 
BrUhl, Count Moritz von, 5 
Brunet-Lecomte, Madame, 97 
Buehnentechnische Rundschau, 1.49 
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Byron, Lord George Gordon, 77 
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Calvin, Jean, 1.6 
"Calvinist," 1.05, 1.38 
Calvinism, 1.93 
Calzini, Raffaele, 1.42 
Cambellotti, Duilio, 1.36 
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Caravaggio, 1.42 
Carmen,27,62,73,1.23-1.24,1.31.,1.81.; 

Production, Paris, 1.903, 77-78; 
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Cartel des Quartre, 1.94 
Castelbarco, Count Emanuele di, 1.35 
Catacuzene, Princess Elsa, see Bruckmann, 
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Ceiling, 4 
Cervantes, 1.24 
Chailley, Leon, 53 
Chamberlain, Anna, 34, 39, 56 
Chamberlain, Eva Wagner, 39, 1.1.2 
Chamberlain, Houston Stewart, 31.-40, 46, 

53, 55-57, 70-71., 73r 75r 82, 92, 1.1.2, 
1.73,1.96,204 
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Cheneviere, Jacques, 89, 97 
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Chiaroscuro, see Appia, Adolphe, Lighting 
The Choiiphore, 1.83 
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Circus Reinhardt, 1.85 
Claparede, Blanche, see Bingham, Mrs. 

Blanche Claparede 
Claparede, Edouard, 84, 97 
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Claparede, Marie Appia, 1.8 
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Color, 49, 1.68; see also Appia, Adolphe, 

Color 
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Comment reformer notre mise en scene, 69, 
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Comments on the Staging of the "Ring of 

the Nibelung," see Notes de mise en 
scene pour l'Anneau de Nibelungen 

Comments on the Theatre, see Notes sur le 
Theatre 

Commercialism, see Designs, 
Commercialism 

Commission des Cinq, 1.8 
Comoedia, 206-208 
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Conference Americaine, 1.78 
Constructivism, 1.97, 208 
Copeau, Jacques, 66, 1.01.-1.06, 1. 31., 1.63, 1.67, 

1.72,1.74,1.91.-1.95,1.98,204,207-208 
Cornish Theatre and School, 1.92 
Corradini, Enrico, 1.44 
Carriere Della Sera, 1.41. 
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Du Costume pour Ia gymnastique 

rythmique, 98 
Costumes, 23, 49, 59, 71., 89, 98-99, 1.50-

1.51.,1.58 
Costumes for Eurythmics, see Du Costume 

pour Ia gymnastique rythmique 
Court and National Theatre (Munich), n, 

39,58,1.85,1.96 
Court Theatre (Brunswick), 28 
II Covegno, 1.36 
Craig, Gordon, xii, 92, 1.01.-1.02, 1.06-1.09, 

1.42,1.74,1.96-1.98,202,207 
Cubism, 1.42, 1.62, 1.81., 1.88, 1.97 
Curriculum Vitae, 1.72 
Curtain, 1.1., 88, 201. 
Cyclorama, 43, 63, 76, 1.39, 1.46 

Dalcroze, Emile Jaques, see Jaques
Dalcroze, Emile 

Dalcroze Institute, see Bildungsanstalt 
J aques-Dalcroze 

Dance, 44; see also Modern dance 
A Dangerous Problem, see Essai sur un 

probleme dangereux 
Daste, Jean, 1.9 5 
David, Jacques Louis, 4 
Death and Transfiguration, 1.23 
Debussy, Claude, 4, 54, 61., 73, 1.23 
Decorateur, see Designer 
Delacroix, Eugene, 4 
Delibes, Leo, 83 
Delsarte, Fran~ois, 87 
De Max, Edouard, 79 
Designer-director, 1.08; see also Appia, 

Adolphe, Designer-director 
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Develay, Caroline, see Appia, Caroline 
Develay 

Devrient, Otto, 28, 30, 93, 1:85 
Diaghilev, Sergei Pavlovich, 82, 92 
Dickens, Charles, 1:24 
Dingelstedt, Franz von, 5, 9-n 
Diorama,1:1:, 43, 67 
Dohrn, Harald, 87, 89 
Dohrn, Wolf, 87, 89, 93 
Doors, 4, 1:1: 
Drame wagnerien, 35 
Dresdener Anzeiger, 93 
Dusseldorf, 8 
Dujardin, Edouard, 73 
Dukes, Ashley, 1:97 
Dullin, Charles, 1:94 
Duncan, Isadora, 99, 1:76, 1:99 
Duse, Eleonora, 81: 
Dutour, Alfred, 56 

Echo and Narcissus, 1:35, 1:71:; 
Production, Heller au, 89; 
Revival, Geneva, 97 

Elevator stage, see Scene shifting 
En Ecoutant 1' argue a Saint-Pierre, see 

While Listening to the Organ at 
Saint-Pierre 

L'Enfant et l' art dramatique, 23 
Epicoene, see The Silent Woman 
Erler, Fritz, 202 
Escalade (Pageant}, 22 
Essai sur un probleme dangereux, 1:74, 1:76 
Eurythmics, 39-40, 84, 87, 93, 97-98, 1:02-

1:03,1:29,1:35,1:50,1:59,1:76,1:98-1:99 
Eurythmics and Light, see La Gymnastique 

rythmique et la lumiere 
Eurythmics and the Theatre, see La 

Gymnastique rythmique et le theatre 
Exercises de Plastique Animee, 97 
Exhibitions, see Appia, Exhibits 
Experiences de theatre et recherches per-

sonnelles, 24-25, 27-28, 40, 99, 1:72, 
1:85 

Expressionism, 1:97 
Exterior setting, see Setting, outdoor 

Faguet, Emile, 1:68 
Fascism, 1:09-1:1:0 
Faure, Gabriel Urbain, 54, 74, 1:73 
Faust (Goethe), 27-28, 3o-31:, 93i 

Part One (scenario),1:79, 1:85-1:88 
Sketches, 1:85 

Faust (Gounod), 1:5, 22, 25 
Une Femme tuee par la douceur, see 

A Woman Killed by Kindness 
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Ferrieti, Enzo, 1:36 
Festival House, see Bayreuth; Hellerau 
La Fete de Juin (Geneva), 93-95, 1:31:, 1:70 
Fete de la Jeunesse et de la Joi, 97 
Fete de Vignerons (Vevey), 22, 95, 1:77 
Feuerbach, Anselm, 1:3 
Feuille (pageant), 22 
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Floor, 1:5, 24, 49, 58, 85, 1:05, 1:39 
Florence 81:, 1:77 
The Flying Dutchman, 43-44, 6o,1:8o 
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Forel, Dr. August, 1:30 
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Forestage, see Apron 
Forini, 75 
Formes nouvelles, 1:22,1:73-1:74 
Fort, Paul, 1:2 
Fortuny, Mariano, 69, 76-77, 81:-82, 88 
Fortuny system,1:39 
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Fouque, Friedrich Karl Heinrich, Baron de 
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Fuller, La Loie, 65 

Gallimard, Gaston, 101 
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Gautier, Theophile, 1:2 
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Gemier, Firmin, 82, 95, 202 
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Gerst, J. C. J., 9 
Le Geste de 1' art, 99, 1:76 
The Gesture of Art, see Le Geste de 1' art 
Gewerbemuseum (Basel),1:49 
Gide, Andre, 1:01 
Glerolles, Chateau de, 109, n6, 1:1:9, 12o-

1:21:,1:67 
Gluck, Christolph Willibald,61,89,92,123-

1:24,I63,I74,1:81.-1:82,1:90,1:97 
Godet, Robert, 37, 74 
Goethe, Wolfgang, 8, 33, 35-36,45,87,122, 

1:24,1:72,1:77,1:79,1:82 
Goetheanum (Dornach},173 
Gatti, Carlo, 1:41 
Grabbe, Dietrich Christian, xi, 1:96 
Grand Theatre (Geneva), 1:5 



Granville-Barker, Harley, 89, 92, 101 
Greece, 119 
Greet, Ben, 9 
Grillparzer, Franz, 183, 196 
Gropius, Walter, 202 
Grosse Schauspielhaus, 185 
Grotowsky, Jercy, 198 
Grundlagen des XIX.Jahrhunderts, 37 
Gueldenstein, Gustav, 150 
Guthrie, Tyrone, 197 
La Gymnastique rythmique et Ia lumiere, 98 
La Gymnastique rythmique et le theatre, 98 

Hamlet, 9, 132; 
Scenario, 182-183 

Hannibal, xi, 196 
Hardenberg, Friedrich Leopold von 

(Novalis), 35 
Hartwig (firm), 6 
Harvard University, 9 
Hausegger, Siegmund von, 77 
Haymarket Theatre (London), 9 
Hebbel, Friedrich, 197 
Hellerau, 87, 207; 

Festival House, 88, 105, 202 
Henning, Otto, 146,159 
Henry V, 9 
"Hermit of Glerolles," 102 
Hey, Julius, 44 
Heywood, Thomas, 101 
Hilt!, Anton, 28 
Hindemith, Paul, 197 
Hodler, Ferdinand, 110 
Hoffmann, Ernst Theodor Amadeus, 35, 53 
Hoffmann, Joseph, 43 
L'Homme est la mesure de toutes chases, 

175 
Houghton, Norris, 198 
House Wahnfried, 39 
Hursman, Jacque, 195 

Ibsen, Henrik, 3, 183, 208 
Ideas on a Reform of Our Mise en Scene, 

see Comment reformer notre mise en 
scene 

Jllusion, 106 
Illustrazione Italiana, 141 
Ilsebill, 37 
Immermann, Karl Leberecht, 8, 11 
Imperial Theatre (St. Petersburg), 198 
Impressionism, 4, 13, 65-66, 124, 159, 196 
L'Impromptu du Vieux Colombier, 104 
Ingham, Percy, 97 
Interior setting, see Settings; interior 
L'Intermediaire, 40, 74, 172-173, 176 
International Theatre Exhibition, 

Amsterdam (1922), 108, 175, 207 

Iphigenie en Aulide; 
Designs, 182 

Iphigenie en Tauride, 181; 
Designs, 182; 
Scenario, 181 

Iris, 144 
Irving, Henry, 9 
lstituto del Drama Antico, 136, 197 
Italy, 119 

Jaques-Dalcroze, Emile, xii, 39-40, 57, 82-
99, 102, 107, 110, 115, 124, 131, 135, 
149-150, 159, 167,170, 174, 176-1771 

180-181,189-191,198-199,204,207 
Jenny-Bergner, Hermann, 146 
J essner, Leopold, 197 
Jones, Robert Edmond, 104, 198 
Joukowsky,Paulvon,37,43 
Jourdain, Fran<;ois, 101 
Journal de Geneve, 56, 84, 110 
Jouvet, Louis, 104-105, 194 
Junod,Edouard,191 
Jusseaume, Lucien, 77, 82 

Kahn, Otto, 104 
Kant, Immanuel, 33 
Kautzky (firm), 6 
Kean, Edmund, 9 
Kennedy, John F., 176 
Keyserling, Hermann, 34, 39, 78-80 
Kinderreigenspiele, 84 
King Lear, 183; 

Production, 11 
Kircher, Athanasius, 63 
Klose, Friedrich, 37 
Konservatorium (Leipzig), 25 
Kroll Opera (Berlin), 197 
Kuenstlertheater (Munich), 185,202 
Kunstgewerbemuseum (Zurich), 106 
Das Kunstwerk der Zukunft, 42, 45, 6o 
Kunze, Otto, 33 

Laban, Rudolf, 199 
Lake Geneva, 120 
Langner, Lawrence, 104-105 
Larsen, Nancy, 136 
Lasserre, Anna Caroline, see Appia, Anna 

Caroline Lasserre 
Lasserre, Emilie, 15, 83 
Laterna magica, see Lighting; Slide 

projector 
Latin culture, 31 
Laudanum, 116 
Lausanne,1o6,2o8; 

Festival (1903), 95 
Lautenschlaeger, Karl, 11 
Lebenskuenstler, 115 
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Legs, 4-5 (see also Wings) 
Leipzig, 25,164 
Leisner, Emmi, 89 
Lert, Ernst, 132, 135-137, 146, 149 
Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim, 124 
Lessmann, Otto, 53 
Levi, Hermann, 4 3 
Liehburg, Max Eduard von,159 
Lighting (see also Footlights, Spotlights), 9, 

13, 28, 30, 42, 47/ 49, 53/ 58, 66-67, 
69-70,74,76,79,98,99,101,103,107-
108, 130, 146, 168, 171, 179-181, 183, 
194-195,197,201-202; 

Arc, 4-5; 
Diffused, 47, 76; 
Electric, 5, 12; 
Gas, 4; 
Slide projector, 47, 49, 63, 70; 
Stylized,89 

Limon (France), 101 
Lincoln, Abraham, 116 
Liszt, Franz, 27 
Little Eyolf, 183 
Living art, 61, 170 
Living Art or Dead Nature, see Art vivant? 

ou nature morte? 
Living color, 168-169 
Living lighting, 47 
Living space, 168-169 
Living theatre, 204 
Living time, 168-169 
Lohengrin, 6o, 62, 180; 

Scenario, 179-181 
London,190 
London Exhibition, 108 
Loos, Adolf, 202 
Lortzing, Albert, 53 
Louvain Library, 97 
Lualdi, Adriano, 142 
Lugne-Poe, Alexandre, 202 
Lugne-Poe, Aurelien-Marie, 12, 8o, 82 
Lussy, Matthis, 84 
Lysistrata, 198 

Macbeth, 183 
Maeterlinck, Maurice, 74 
Magdeburg exhibition (1927), 164 
The Magic Flute, 123 
Mahain, Dr. Ivan,191 
Mahler, Gustav, 196 
Makart period, 3 
Malche, Albert, 95 
Mallarme, Stephen, 12 
Man Is the Measure of All Things, see 

L'Homme est Ia mesure de toutes 
chases 

Manet, Edouard, 4 
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Manfred, 182; 
Production, Paris (1903}, 77-80 

Martin, Rene, 115 
Mascagni, Pietro, 144 
The Mastersingers, 43, 6o, 71, 132; 

Scenario, 179-180 
Measure for Measure, 9, 12 
Mecanisation, 176-177 
Mechanical devices, 45,178 
Medea (Grillparzer), 196 
Medieval Passion Stage, see Stage, 

Medieval Passion 
Meiningen, George, Duke of, 5,11, 27 
Meininger Court Theatre, 27 
Mercier, Jean, 66, 71, 73, 105,111, 113, 120, 

123,130-133,136-137,139,143,165, 
167-168,175-176,191-193,195,204 

Mercury Theatre (London), 197 
Merian, Dr.,158 
La Metairie (sanatorium}, 121 
Meyerbeer, Giacomo, 4-5 
Meyerhold, V. E., 198, 202 
Michelangelo, 124 
Michigan, University of, 192 
A Midsummer Night's Dream, 183; 

Production, 9, 27 
Milan Conservatory of Music, 135 
La Mise en scene du drame wagnerien, xi, 

39,50-53 
La Mise en scene et son avenir, 136,174 
Miss Julie, 12 
Missa Solemnis, 45, 123 
Model performances, see 

Mustervorstellungen 
Model stage, 24 
Modern dance, 99, 199 
Moderwell, Hiram, 198 
Moissi, Alexander, 93 
Moliere, 101, 103-104, 124 
Monet, Claude, 4 
Monumentalite, 176-178, 202 
Monumentality,132,159,163,177-178,196 
Moore,Sturge,19o 
Mooser, R. Aloys, 135 
Morax, Jean,130 
Morax, Rene, 130 
Moussorgsky, Modest Petrovich, 123 
Movement,1o7-108,130,164,168-169, 

175,178,189 
Moving pictures, 178 
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus, 45, 123 
Munich, 116, 119 
Municipal Theatre (Basel), 115, 144, 146, 

154,193 
Municipal Theatre (Strasbourg), 192 
Music, 28, 99,168; 

Incidental, 30, 37; 



Music (continued) 
Relation to performer, 30, 44, 46, 58, 62, 

87,103,199; 
Relation to setting, 49 

Music and the Art of the Theatre (1962), 
57, 204; 

see also La Musique et la mise en scene 
Musrceducation,83-85,87 
Musicological Congress, Leipzig (1925), 

164,175 
Die Musik und Die Inscenierung, see La 

Musique et la mise en scene 
La Musique et la mise en scene, xi, 42, 52, 

54-62, 67, 69, 77, 83, 138, 165, 167, 
198, 201, 204 

Mussolini, Benito, 110 
Mustervorstellungen, 11 

National Theatre (Munich), see Court and 
National Theatre 

National Zeitung, 154 
Naturalism, 3 
Nemirovitch-Dantchenko, Vladimir, 198 
New Forms, see Formes nouvelles 
The New Presence, 176 
New York, 104,108, 121 
Die Nibelungen (Hebbel), 197 
Nietzsche, Friedrich, 19, 172 
Notes de mise en scene pour 1' Anneau de 

Nibelungen, 46, 50, 52 
Notes sur le theatre, 22 
Nouvelle Revue Fran(:aise, 101 
Novalis, see Hardenberg, Friedrich Leopold 

von 
Nyon (Switzerland), 119, 121, 191 

Oedipus, 183 
Oenslager, Donald, xi, 66, 126, 190, 198 
L'Oeuvre d'art vivant, 95, 99, 122, 132, 165, 

167-172, 175, 178-179, 182, 189, 202, 
204,213 

Offenbach, Jacques, 4, 74 
Ojetti, Ugo, 138 
Okhlopov, Nicolai, 198 
Old Vic (London), 197 
On the Aesthetic Education of Man, 169 
Ondine, 54, 74, 81 
O'Neill, Eugene, 187 
Open stage, 203 
Oper und Drama, 6o, 168 
Opera, 6, 25, 61, 103; 

Translations, 137 
Opera (Paris), 5, 74, 190 
Opera Comique (Paris), 192 
Opera House (Dresden), 9, 34 
Opera Studio, 198 
Orchestra pit, 11, 59, 203 

Organic unity, 168, 170 
Origin and Beginnings of Eurythmics, see 

L'Origine et les debuts de la 
gymnastique rythmique 

L'Origine et les debuts de la gymnastique 
rythmique, 98 

Orpheus and Euridice, 112, 130, 163, 192; 
Designs, 171, 182; 
Production, Heller au, 89-92, 99, 164, 179, 

190,196 
Orpheus in the Underworld, 74 
Otello (Verdi), 123 
Othello, 197 

Pageants, 22, 93, 95, 170, 177 
Pan-Germanism, 110, 112 
Paris, 25, 73, 101, 116, 119 
Parsifal, 44, 6o, 116, 132, 196; 

Production, 27, 46, 72; 
Sketches, 66-67, 69, 170, 195 

Parthenon, 177 
The Passion According to St. Matthew, 24 
Pelleas et Melisande, 74, 77, 123 
Penel, Anna, 45, 110 
Penel, Raymond, 76, 82, 115, 119, 122, 129 
Perfall, Karl von, 11 
Performer, 22, 24, 28, 30, 46-47, 49, 52, 58, 

69-70,79,99,101,103,168,195 
Pernand-Vergelesses, 105, 207 
Philharmonie (Berlin), 203 
Philo-Germanism, 110 
Philosophy of Art, 169 
Phonograph, 178 
Picturesqueness, see Pittoresque 
Piedmont, 16 
Piloty, Karl von, 4 
Pinza, Ezio, 136 
Pirchan, Emil, xi, 196 
Piscator, Erwin, 198 
Pitoeff, Georges, 92, 131, 163, 17 4, 194 
Pittoresque, 116, 176-178 
Plastic, plasticity, see Three-dimensional 

perspective 
Platforms, 5, 11, 58, 79, 105, 139, 149, 150, 

159,171,181-182,187 
Plato, 174 
Poel, William, 9 
Poelzig, Hans, 202 
Ponti, Gio, 136 
I! Popolo d'Italia, 141 
Portfolio, 138,191 
Port-Royal (monastery), 173 
Preetorius, Emil, 199 
Preface to the Edition of My Essays in One 

Volume, see Avertissement pour 1' edi
tion de mes "Essais" en I volume 

The Pretenders, 183 
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Prinzregenten-Theater (Munich), 72 
Das Problem der Stilbuehne bei den Werken 

R. Wagners, 175 
Prometheus, 7 4; 

Designs, 170-171, 183; 
Production, Basel, 158-62, 164; 
Scenario, 159, 161 

Prompter's box, 159 
Properties, 49, 71,138,150, 187 
Proscenium, 8, 9, 11-12, 47, 59, 105, 146, 

185,201-203 
Protagoras, 175 
"A Protest in the Municipal Theatre," 15 4 
Puccini, Giacomo, 123 

Rabelais, 124 
Raumbuelme, 202 
Raumgefuehl, 27 
Realism, 4-5, 9, 11, 13, 42-43, 49, 6o, 65, 

75,179 
Red Cross, :r:S, :r::r:o 
Reform and the Theatre at Basel, see La 

Reforme et le theatre de Bale 
La Reforme et le Theatre de Bale, 161 
Rehberg, Willy, 25 
Rehearsals, 103 
Reichenberger, Hugo, 37, 39, 77 
Reinhardt, Max, 92, :r:85, 208 
Reliefbuehne, :r:85 
Rembrandt van Rijn, :1:42 
Renoir, Pierre Auguste, 4 
Die Revolution des Theaters, u 
Revolving stage, see Scene shifting 
La Revue wagnerienne, 73 
Reyle, Karl, :r:5:r:, 2:1:3 
Rheims Cathedral, 97 
The Rhinegold, 47, 65; 

Production, Basel, :1:44,:1:46, 1:49-:r:5:r:; 
Scenario, 49, :1:49-:1:51 

Rhythm, 44 
Le Rythme, Ia musique et l' education, 97 
Rhythmic movement, 57, 83-84 
Rhythmic spaces, 85,149, :r:7:r:, :1:75,:1:79, :r:Sz 
Richard III, :1:97 
Richard Wagner, 35, 36 
Rienzi, 6o, :r:So 
The Ring of the Nibelung, 27, 43, 46, 55, 

6o,65,72,:r::r:6,:r:32-:r:33,J:44,146,156, 
159,162-:r:64,:r:8o-:r:81,188,190,:r:93; 

Designs, 71, 170, :1:79; 
Production, Basel, 9:1:; 
Scenario, 44-47, 49, 52-53, 62, :1:49, :1:79 

Riviera, 4:r: 
Rolland, Romain, 73 
Roller, Alfred, 92, :r:96 
Romanticism, :1:49, :1:59 
Rosales, Marchese Emanuele de, :1:35 
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Rouche,Jacques,82,92,135,:r:9o,:r:92 
Rousseau, Jean-Jacques, 12, 16, 35,124, :r:26 
Royal Palace (Potsdam), 9 
Ruble et Chaperon (firm), 6 
Ruchonnet family, uo 
Rundschau-Biirgerzeitung, 158 
Russia, :r:o9, 208 
Ryndin, V. E., :r:98 

Sachs, Hans, 149 
Saint-Denis, Michel, 195 
St. George's Hall (Oxford), 9 
Sainte-Beuve, Charles Augustin, u6, :1:73 
Salome (Strauss), 123 
Salzmann, Alexander von, 88-89,93 
Sanatorium, 97, :r:16, :r:z:r:, 129-:1:32, 190-19:1: 
Santori, G. B., :r:36 
Sardou, Victorien, 3 
Savits, J ocza, 11 
La Scala, 109, 115, 135, :r:38, :1:43-:1:44, :r:46, 

:r:62,:l90,192 
Scene designer, see Designer 
Scene painting, 5, :r:o3 
Scene shifting, 5 
Scenery, 24, 28; 

Cost, 4; 
Realistic, 4, :r:2; 
Relation to performer, :1:71; 
Romantic, 6, 8-9 

Scenic effect, 30, 35, 43-44, 49, 1o:r: 
Scenic reform, 1:r:, 13, 27, 35,4:1:,46-47,49, 

52-)4,58-59,69-71,79,:l04-J:05,J:07, 
:r:z:r:, 133, 135-136, :1:38, :r:4:r:-:r:44, :r:5:r:, 
161-162,164,170,197,:1:98 

Die Schaubuehne der Zukunft, u 
Schauspielhaus (Zurich), :1:9 
Schiller, Friedrich, 57, 87, :r:69 
Schillings, Max von, 92 
Schinkel, Karl Friedrich, 8, 9, 59 
Schlumberger, Jean, :r:o:r: 
Schopenhauer, Arthur, 45, 57-58, :r:68-169, 

174 
Schuch,Ernstvon,92 
Schuenemann, George, 175 
Schumann, Robert, 77 
Schure,Edouard,53 
Schwabe, Rudolf, 158 
Schweizer Arbeiter Zeitung, :1:53-:1:54 
Scribe, Eugene, 3 
II Secolo, :1:42 
Le Secret, :r:o4 
La Semaine Litteraire, 79, :r:67 
Semper, Gottfried, 9 
Senger, Hugo von, 25 
Set pieces, 5, 8-9, :r::r:, 28 
Settings, 28, 49, 197; 

Commercial production, 6; 



Settings (continued) 
Interior, 4; 
Outdoor, 4, 47; 
Romantic, 42; 
Stylized, 89; 
Unit, 8, n, 197 

Shakespeare, William, 8, 103, 124, 177, 
182-183 

Shakespeare Stage, see Stage; Shakespeare 
Shaw, George Bernard, 9, 89, 92 
Siegfried, 43, 47, 69, 132, 156, 159; 

Scenario, 49, 50 
The Silent Woman, 9 
Simonson, Lee, 57, 104, 198 
Sinclair, Upton, 92 
Skydrop, see Backdrops 
Smith, Robert, 63 
Space stage, see Stage; Space 
Spatial arrangement, 28, 46-47, 58, 62, 69-

70,79,85,91,93,98-99,103,108,163, 
168,171,175,181,195,197 

Spotlights, 47, 49, 58, 70, 74, 76, 79, 146 
Stage (see also Backdrops, Borders, Ceiling, 

etc.), 70; 
Architecture, 24; 
Elizabethan, 6, 8-9, n; 
Medieval Passion, 28, 185; 
Renaissance, 6, 8, 104; 
Shakespeare, 11, 13, 58, 185; 
Space, 203 

The Stage of the Future, see Die 
Schaubuehne der Zukunft 

Staging,6,9,30,42,195,197 
Staging of the Wagnerian Music Drama, see 

La Mise en scene du drame wagnerien 
Stairs, n 
Stanislavsky, Constantin, 101, 103, 17 4, 198 
Steiner, Rudolf, 173 
Steinrueck, Albert, xi 
Stimulating the Style of Staging, see Von 

der Stilistischen Belebung der 
Schaubuehne 

Storck, Karl, 92 
Strauss, Richard, 123 
Stravinsky, Igor, 197 
Strindberg, August, 12 
Stumm, Hermann, 158 
Sturge Moore, 190 
Style et Solidarite, 95, 99 
Le Sujet, 176-177 
Swiss Confederation, 93 
Symbolism, 13, 65, 149 

Taine, Hippolyte, 169 
Tairov, Alexander, 198 
The Taming of the Shrew, 9 
Tannhiiuser, 24, 44, 6o, 71, 180 

Il Teatro alla Scala Rinnovata, 141 
Teatro de Covegno (Milan), 136, 197 
The Tempest, 69 
Tessenow, Heinrich, 88 
Theatermuseum des Instituts fuer 

Theaterwissenschaft der Universitaet 
Koeln, 149 

Theatre Arts Monthly, 192-193 
Theatre d'Art, 12 
Theatre de !'Oeuvre, 12, 8o 
Le Theatre du Vieux Colombier, 101-103, 

105 
Theatre Guild, 104-105 
Theatre Libre, 75 
Theatre planning, 59, 105, 170, 175, 177-

178,2o1-203 
Theatrical Experiences and Personal Inves

tigations, see Experiences de theatre et 
recherches personelles 

Theatrical Production and its Prospects in 
the Future, see La Mise en scene et son 
avenir 

Thode, Henry, 71-72, 106 
Thorel, Jean, 53, 54, 81,209-210 
Three-dimensional perspective, 5, 15, 24, 

46-47,49,58,70,93 
Thrust stage, see Stage; Space 
Tidings Brought to Mary, see L' Annonce 

faite a Marie 
Tieck, Ludwig, 8-9, n, 28 
Time and space, 35-36, 52, 56,168-169,189 
Der Tad der Antigone, 37 
Tolstoy, Leo, 124 
Toscanini, Arturo, 119, 135-138, 143-144, 

162,190 
Toscanini, Walter, 135-136,143 
Tour, Countess de la, 75 
Treichlinger, Wilhelm, 172 
Tristan and Isolde, 27, 35, 43, 55, 6o, 62, 65, 

75,77,92,116,119,132,136,143-144, 
1.49, 162, 180, 188, 190, 192, 196, 198, 
201; 

Designs, 37, 65,109, 170, 179; 
Production, Milan, 66,135,137-144,192, 

197; 
Scenario, 45, 62, 138 

Troilus and Cressida, 69 
Truth and Fancy, see Wahrheit und 

Dichtung 
Der Tuermer, 67 
Twelfth Night, 102 
Twilight of the Gods, 47, 112, 156, 159; 

Scenario, 50; 
Sketches, 66 

Uber Schauspieler und Sanger, 44 
Undine, see Ondine 
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Unit setting see, Setting; Unit 
United States, 1:19 

Vakhtangov,Eugene,198 
The Valkyrie, 44, 47, 149, 156, 196; 

Designs, 37, 63, 65; 
Production, Basel, 153-159, 164; 
Scenario, 49-50, 149, 153 

VallE~es Vaudoises, see Piedmont 
Vallette, Pauline Appia, 18 
Van Gogh, Vincent, 4 
Van Vechten, Carl, 198 
Vaud, Canton de, 119, 177 
Veinstein, Andre, 213 
Verdi, Giuseppe, 123 
Victorian period, 3 
Vienna, 34, 119 
Vieux Colombier of New York,104 
Vilar, Jean, 195 
Vischer, Friedrich Theodor, 187 
Voltaire, 124 
Von der Stilistischen Belebung der 

Schaubuehne,11-12 

Waelterlin, Oskar, 108, 131-132, 136-139, 
144,146,149-151,154,158-159,162-
163,173,180,193,204 

Wagner, Cosima, 35, 37, 39, 66, 7o-72, 199, 
201 

Wagner, Eva, see Chamberlain, Eva Wagner 
Wagner, Richard,4,27, 31,33,35-36,42-46, 

53, 56-57, 6o, 69-70, 73, 87, 103, 112, 
123-124,129,136,137-138,142,144, 
150, 161, 163-164, 168, 177, 179-180, 
197,201 

Wagner, Siegfried,156,199 
Wagner, Wieland, 199, 201 
Wagner, Wolfgang, 199 
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Wagner curtain, 59 
Wagner Verein,156, 158 
Wahrheit und Dichtung, 122 
Wallerstein, Lothar, 196 
Walter, Bruno, 196 
Wandeldekoration, see Diorama 
The Waves of Love and the Sea, 183 
Weber, Karl Maria von, 123 
Webster, Benjamin, 9 
Weimar Court Theatre, 8 
Der Weinbauer, 37 
Weingartner, Felix von, 25, 27, 37,77 
While Listening to the Organ at 

Saint-Pierre, 11o-111 
Whitman, Walt, 167 
Wilde, Oscar, 3, 22 
Wildermann, Hans, 196 
Wilhelm Meister, 8 
Wilhelm Tell, 197 
The Wine Grower, seeDer Weinbauer 
Wings, 8, 15, 42 
A Winter's Tale, 105 
Wirtz, Moritz, 53 
Wolkonsky, Prince Serge, 92, 106, 198 
Wolzogen, Hans von, 39, 53-54 
A Woman Killed by Kindness, 101 
Word-Tone-Drama, 35-36, 52, 61 
Word-Tone-Poet, 35-36 
The Work of Living Art, see L'Oeuvre d'art 

vivant 
The World as Will and Idea, 168 
World War I, 92, 95, 102, 109-110, 112 
World's Fair, 1900 (Paris), 65 

Zeitgeist, 43 
Zichy, Countess, 75, 81 
Zinsstag, Adolf, 156, 158 
Zurich exhibitions, 106, 164 
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